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Preface

LogicSource for GroupWise has been created to reveal the logic behind 
GroupWise to assist administrators in designing and troubleshooting the
GroupWise system. Novell GroupWise has many processes that are depe
upon other processes. When faced with the task of designing or 
troubleshooting GroupWise it is vital to understand these processes.

LogicSource is not designed to assist in Installation of the product or in 
stepping through administrative tasks. It is designed to offer an explanat
about what is happening when these tasks are performed.

When these processes are understood, the perceived limitations are los
the guidelines for how to create an effective e-mail system for your 
environment are better defined.

Purpose of This Document

The meat of this document is an accumulation of many of the processes, 
codes, and common problems involved with GroupWise. These process
have been detailed step by step to make understanding them easier, and
error codes have been described along with common solutions.

Furthermore, there is an overview of the GroupWise product, an explana
on its dependency to NDS, brief descriptions of some of the Third-Party 
on products, and several appendices with helpful information from the on
GroupWise Admin Guides.
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Suggested Knowledge Level

The expected level of experience and knowledge is to have either a 
GroupWise CNE or working experience with administrating a GroupWise
system. A base understanding of NDS is also required. However, the 
information is comprehensive enough to gain an understanding of GroupW
from the ground up, as long as you are familiar with the general purpose
terms of e-mail administration.
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� Understanding GroupWise

To understand GroupWise, you need to understand the fundamentals of
electronic messaging system (e-mail). This chapter describes the 
fundamentals of e-mail and then explains how those fundamentals are ap
by GroupWise. This chapter also includes a description of the tools and 
utilities used to administer and maintain GroupWise.

Fundamentals of Messaging Systems

Most e-mail systems are based on a store-and-forward architecture. Mes
are stored in directories, databases, or files. Then the messages are forw
to locations users can access. Essentially, an electronic messaging syste
five components:

� “Message Store” on page 13

� “Client Software” on page 14

� “Message Transfer” on page 14

� “Directory Store” on page 14

� “Administration” on page 14

Message Store

Every e-mail system has a message store. A message store is simply a 
where messages are saved or stored. Typically, this is a shared location
Understanding GroupWise ��
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as a network volume on a server. By storing messages in this manner, th
mail system provides convenient access for users. 

Message stores are databases, files, or a combination of the two. In a dat
system, messages are stored together in a large database or in several 
databases. In a file system, each message is stored individually as a file
combination system, messages can be stored in a database or as a file.

Client Software

The client software allows users to read from or write to a message store
users of the messaging system, the client software is the messaging sys
because it is the program they run when they want to read or send mess
The client presents messages in a “user-friendly” form. The message sto
on the back end of the system; the client is on the front end.

Message Transfer

The message transfer component moves mail messages to locations wh
users can access them. An e-mail system might consist of several differe
programs, each with specialized message movement and delivery functi
When using message transfer, the client program leaves mail at designa
drop-off points in the messaging system. The message transfer picks up
mail message and delivers it to its destination.

Directory Store

The directory store is similar to a telephone directory. It contains the name
all users and information about their locations. It might also contain 
information such as department, telephone number, or employee ID. The
message transfer system uses the directory store to determine how to d
messages to the intended recipients.

Administration

The administrative program is used to set up the messaging system and
configure how messages are routed through the system. It is also used to
modify, or delete users and their properties in the directory store. In addit
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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many messaging systems use the administrative program to manage an
maintain the message store or to run diagnostic tests.

GroupWise Concepts

This section explains how GroupWise implements the fundamental elem
of an e-mail system and defines the GroupWise components within each 
This section also includes an overview of a nontraditional component of 
basic e-mail system, Document Management Service (DMS), and a list o
system tools and maintenance utilities.

The following items are discussed:

� “GroupWise Directory Store” on page 15

� “GroupWise Message Store” on page 19

� “GroupWise Administration” on page 26

� “GroupWise Message Transfer” on page 30

� “GroupWise Client Software” on page 36

� “DMS” on page 39

� “System Tools and Maintenance Utilities” on page 41

GroupWise Directory Store

The GroupWise directory store contains the GroupWise administrative 
databases. All information about the system and its users is contained w
one or more of these databases. Physically, the directory store is a distrib
database. 

Because the database must be accessed by all users on the network, it is 
replicated in several locations. The database is updated with new informa
supplied by the network administrator through Novell Directory Services
(NDS). 

The directory store consists of two categories of databases:
Understanding GroupWise ��
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� “Domain” on page 16

� “Post Office” on page 18

Each post office belongs to an administrative group known as a domain. W
a small system may consist of a single domain and post office, large sys
may consist of numerous domains and post offices. Every domain in the
GroupWise system has to have a WPDOMAIN.DB database and every p
office in the system has to have a WPHOST.DB database to be function

Domain

A domain is hierarchically the highest-level object in the GroupWise syste
It is the point of administration for all subordinate post offices and gatewa
Only other domains and subordinate post offices connect to a domain, bec
no users exist at the domain level. 

The domain organizes post offices into a logical grouping for administrati
addressing, and routing purposes. Every setup of GroupWise requires at
one domain. The first domain created is always the primary domain. Oth
domains created within a system are automatically created as secondary
domains.

The most important file in the primary domain is its database, 
WPDOMAIN.DB. When an administrator configures the system, the 
configuration information is saved in WPDOMAIN.DB. Post offices are 
created and managed using information from the domain database that 
been replicated to the post office level.

The domain directory also contains several other files and directories (so
of these exist for legacy reasons). They are described in the following ta

Table 1 Domain Directory

File/Directory Description

WPCSIN MTA input queue directory.

WPTOOLS Supporting program directory. This is a legacy directory. In GroupWise 4.x , it 
would contain the OFCHECK program, which is used to maintain message 
stores.

WPGATE GroupWise gateway directory.
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The WPDOMAIN.DB file should be backed up regularly and kept secure
Because it is the master collection of all administrative information in the
system, it is considered the most important database to protect. The ent
GroupWise directory store can be recreated from the primary domain 
database.

GroupWise 5 has four domain types, each used for a different purpose. T
are described in the following table:

Table 2 GroupWise 5 Domain Types

WPCSOUT MTA output queue directory.

WPDOMAIN.DB Domain database.

WPDOMAIN.DC Data dictionary for GroupWise 4.x domain databases.

WPHOST.DC Data dictionary for GroupWise 4.x post office databases.

GWDOM.DC Data dictionary for GroupWise 5 domain databases.

GWPO.DC Data dictionary for GroupWise 5 post office databases.

Domain Type Description

Primary Domain The first domain created in a GroupWise system; considered the master domain 
database. The primary domain distributes all updates to all secondary domains 
in the system and is used to rebuild any secondary domain database.

Secondary Domains Any domain physically created in the GroupWise system, other than the primary 
domain. Secondary domains participate in directory synchronization with other 
domains in the GroupWise system; that is, information entered in a secondary 
domain or primary domain is distributed to all other secondary domains in the 
system.

External Domains A primary or secondary domain in another GroupWise system that is defined in 
the local GroupWise system. Defining it as an external domain provides the local 
system with information needed to route messages to users in the external 
domain. No administrative rights exist over an external domain; however, the 
external domain can be used to synchronize user changes in the primary 
domain.

File/Directory Description
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Post Office

Conceptually, a post office contains mailboxes for a set of network users.
users in the post office send and receive messages through their mailbo

Physically, a post office is a directory and file structure on a network file 
server. The directory structure contains subdirectories and databases tha
messages and the information used to distribute the messages. 

A post office belongs to one domain and is accessed only by the domain
client software. While a post office belongs to one domain, a domain can
contain several post offices. The post office contains everything that use
the post office need to function within the system. 

The GroupWise post office database (WPHOST.DB) is essentially the add
book for the client. The primary responsibilities of the post office database
to grant or deny access to the mailbox, to provide and verify addressing 
messages (address book), and to initialize the Post Office Agent (POA) 
its start-up parameters.

The post office database contains most of the information that the doma
database contains, with a few exceptions.

� It will not contain 

� Information about any object with blocked visibility outside the 
scope of the post office.

For example, an object (user, resource, distribution list, or library
has been set to post office visibility and belongs to post office A.
user in post office B would not be able to see that object and the 
office database would not have a record for that object.

� Any gateway setup, X.400, or gateway alias information.

� It will contain

Foreign Domain A domain used to identify a non-GroupWise mail system to GroupWise. A foreign 
domain does not physically exist on the system; it simply represents the non-
GroupWise system for addressing and routing purposes.

Domain Type Description
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� Link information pertaining only to the owning domain.

� Information on library access and storage areas if they are referen
from this post office.

GroupWise users access their messages (mailboxes) from an assigned 
office. In addition to user assignments, the post office contains several o
objects, including the following:

Table 3 Post Office Objects

GroupWise Messa ge Store

The GroupWise message store, more commonly referred to as the data 
comprises a group of directories and files containing messages, attachm
and other messaging items. GroupWise refers to these directories and fil
post offices. 

Each post office contains one component of the directory store—the pos
office database or WPHOST.DB. All other directories and files are used by
message store.

GroupWise divides the responsibility of storing the message store 
information, such as e-mails, appointments, personal address books, etc
between multiple directories and files, including the following:

� “Post Office Directories” on page 20

� “Guardian Database” on page 21

� “User Databases” on page 22

Object Description

Distribution List Defined group of users and resources that are addressed as one object.

External User User from an external system that is defined in the current system for addressing 
purposes.

Library Logical organization used to administer and control documents.

Resource An item or place that can be scheduled.
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� “Message Databases” on page 23

� “Library Databases” on page 24

� “BLOB Storage Areas” on page 25

Post Office Directories

The following table lists the subdirectories of the post office directory.

Table 4 Subdirectories of the Post Office Directory

Directory Function

WPCSIN\n MTA input queues. Replace n with 0-7.

WPCSOUT\OFS\n MTA output queues and POA input queues. Replace n with 0-7.

WPCSOUT/ADS Input queue for administrative tasks. These are administration updates for the 
POA to modify the WPHOST.DB.

OFUSER Location of the user databases (mailboxes).

OFMSG Location of the message databases.

OFMSG\GUARDBAK Backup guardian database location.

OFFILES\ FDnn Message attachment location. Replace nn with 01-F6.

OFWORK GroupWise working directory.

OFWORK\OFDIRECT Remote direct connection directory.

GWDMS Document Management Services directory.

GWDMS\LIB00nn Library directories. Replace nn with 01-FF.

LIB00nn\INDEX QuickFinder index for library. Replace nn with 01-FF.

LIB00nn\ARCHIVE Archive directory for library. Replace nn with 01-FF.

LIB00nn\DOCS Large document directory for library. Replace nn with 01-FF.
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Guardian Database

In GroupWise, a store is a physical file (database) composed of a collectio
logically related containers and indexes. Each post office has many datab
or stores. All the stores in the post office directories, except the WPHOST.
are called dependent stores. 

GroupWise treats all the dependent stores in a post office as if they were
of a single database. GroupWise uses the guardian database to manage
dependent stores database.

The guardian database (NGWGUARD.DB) is responsible for METADATA
information; that is, “data about data.” The guardian allows multiple 
dependent stores to share common dictionary definitions and to be man
from a common point. 

Because the guardian manages all dependent stores, an application nev
directly opens a dependent store. Rather, the application opens the guar
and the guardian acts as the point of access.

The guardian database serves as a reference for the following dependent
in the post office:

� User databases (USERxxx.DB).

� Prime user databases (PUxxxxx.DB).

� Message databases (MSGnn.DB). Replace nn with 0-24.

� Deferred database (NGWDFR.DB).

� Library databases (DMSH.DB and DMxxxxx.DB).

The overall design and logical structure of a database is called the database 
scheme. In GroupWise, database schemes are specified by a set of defin
records which are stored in the dictionary container of the guardian. 

A dictionary is a repository of definitive and descriptive metadata which 
provides information about the overall design and structure of the databa
provides the information needed by GroupWise to properly store, retrieve,
index application data.
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A shared dictionary is a dictionary whose definition records can apply to
multiple stores. The guardian is a repository for shared dictionaries. The
dependent store's scheme consists of the set of definitions contained in 
shared dictionary and provided by the guardian.

The guardian database provides the following benefits:

Table 5 Benefits of the Guardian Database

User Databases

Two types of user databases are created with GroupWise: the master ma
and the prime user database (shared folder specific).

Master Mailbox: The master mailbox is the primary location for all user 
information. All remote requests, WebAccess requests, and POP3 reque
come to the master mailbox for mailbox information.

Each user is randomly assigned to user and message databases at the t
user account is created. Each user exists in only one post office and has 
database (USERxxx.DB, where xxx is the user’s file ID). This user database i
the user’s master mailbox. 

The user database stores information related to messages the user rece
The user database also stores other information, including

� User’s options

� Admin set options

� Message header information (the subject line)

Benefit Supporting Facts

Single reference point Instead of the dictionary information being stored in every data store, it is 
stored once in the guardian database.

Increased performance When the information in the guardian database is accessed, it is written to 
cache memory. Each subsequent request can be handled with information 
already available in cache memory; accessing cache memory is much faster 
than accessing a disk.
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� Pointers to messages, appointments, tasks, and notes

� Personal groups

� Personal address books

� User’s signature

� User-defined rules

Prime User Database: When a member of one post office shares a folder w
one or more members of another post office, a prime user database 
(PUxxxxx.DB) is created. The prime user is the owner of the shared 
information and the PUxxxxx.DB stores the shared information. Prime user
databases are a direct result of the shared folder functionality of GroupW

The prime user database receives a copy of the hierarchical folder structu
the sharer's database. This folder structure maintains messages in the s
folders and contains flags that indicate which users have access to shar
folders. 

This allows a member of one post office to share different folders with on
more members of another post office, without creating more than one pr
user database on the other post office.

NOTE: The prime user database stores the information just as a user 
database would. The prime user database contains the subject of the 
message, a pointer to the message database that is actually responsible 
for the message, and any attachments.

Message Databases

The message databases store messages (including appointments, tasks
notes). The message databases are named MSGnn.DB (nn is a number, from 
0 to 24, generated by the GroupWise system). A special message datab
named NGWDFR.DB, is used for deferred messages.

Each member of the post office is assigned to one message database. Be
only 25 of these databases are created, multiple users might be assigne
each message database. 
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A sent item is always stored in the message database assigned to the se
This holds true even when a message is sent outside the sender's post of
domain.

The post office of the message recipients also receives a copy of the mes
A pointer to the message is written to each recipient’s user database. Onl
copy of the item is written per post office, regardless of the number of 
members to whom it is addressed for that post office.

For example, User 1 on Post Office A is sending a message to User 2 on
Office B. User 1 is assigned to message database 4 (MSG4.DB). When 
1 sends the message, it is written to the MSG4.DB on Post Office A. The
Message Transfer Agent (MTA) delivers the message to Post Office B; th
POA writes the message to MSG4.DB on Post Office B and writes a poin
to User 2's user database that points to MSG4.DB on Post Office B.

When an item such as the GroupWise Internet Agent (GWIA) or cc:Mail 
comes in from a gateway, the sender's assigned message database doe
apply to the item. For these items, the GroupWise POA on the destination
office randomly chooses a message database to write the message to. T
prevents a single message database from containing all items coming fr
outside the GroupWise system and growing too large.

Deferred Database 

This database stores pointers to message files designated to be sent at 
time. The message files are kept in the attachment directory, OFFILES, u
the designated delivery time. Three kinds of deferred messages are pos

� Messages that users have specified to be delivered at a later time

� Messages that users have specified to be expired (deleted) after a s
number of days

� Messages generated from the Move User process that ensure comp
of the move process

Library Databases

GroupWise Document Management Services (DMS) uses libraries as 
repositories for documents. The database information for each library is 
contained in four files:
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� The DMSH.DB file is shared by all libraries in a post office and is stor
in the post office\GWDMS directory. It includes library schema 
information, lookup tables for document properties, and a list of the p
office's libraries.

� Each library has three other database files stored in their respective <
office ID>\GWDMS\LIBnn directories (replace nn with library number 
0-FF):

� DMSDxxnn.DB for the library configuration information (where xx 
is the library number and nn is the partition number).

� DMDDxxnn.DB for document properties (where xx is the library 
number and nn is the partition number).

�  DMDLxxnn.DB for logging data (where xx is the library number and 
nn is the partition number).

BLOB Storage Areas

A Binary Large OBject (BLOB) is a file that is too large to be kept within 
database. GroupWise uses two types of BLOB storage: 

Attachment BLOBs (which include attachments, large distribution lists, a
large messages) are kept at the post office in the OFFILES directories. D
BLOBs, which include actual documents, are stored in a location determ
by the network administrator.

Attachment BLOB: The attachment BLOB storage area contains a group
subdirectories named FD0 through FDF6 (representing hexadecimal 
numbers). These subdirectories contain messages, attachments, and rec
lists that are equal to or greater than 2 KB in size.

Larger messages, attachments, and recipient lists are stored outside the
message databases to increase database efficiency. A pointer is created
message databases (MSGnn.DB files) for each BLOB item pointing to the 
OFFILES subdirectory location. When a message item is read, the point
locates the BLOB information, decrypts it, and displays it for the user.

DMS BLOB: The actual documents in a library are kept in a document 
storage area, which consists of a series of directories. Documents are 
encrypted and stored in these BLOBs to make document management e
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A document, its versions, and related objects are stored together in the s
BLOB.

A document storage area can be located in the post office itself or in som
other location where more storage space is available. If a document stor
area is located in the post office, the document storage area can never b
moved. Therefore, Novell does not recommend storing documents in the
office directory structure.

 If a document storage area is located outside the post office, the storage
can be moved when additional disk space is required; Novell recommends
approach for most installations.

GroupWise Administration

Because GroupWise uses NDS as its master directory, at least one NetW
4.1 server is required to set up a mail system. GroupWise uses information
has already been defined in NDS, thus avoiding the need to enter common
information more than once. 

Accurate administrative information is the key to keeping a GroupWise 
system synchronized. You need to understand how the following factors a
administration:

� “GroupWise and NWAdmin” on page 26

� “Administration Messages” on page 27

� “NDS Replication and Synchronization” on page 28

� “GroupWise Replication and Synchronization” on page 29

GroupWise and NWAdmin

NetWare’s NWAdmin provides the user interface for GroupWise 
administration. Using this interface has significant advantages. First, 
NWAdmin is familiar to the NetWare administrator. Second, administrativ
information is stored in NDS. Because the information is drawn from a glo
directory, it only needs to be entered once. For example, the phone 
information entered for a NetWare user account can also be used in 
GroupWise.
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The GroupWise Admin snap-in allows the administrator to edit GroupWis
specific objects and attributes in NDS. NWAdmin allows applications to “sn
in” and extend the NWAdmin user interface capabilities. The GroupWise
Admin snap-in adds an interface for all the GroupWise object classes 
previously described. Additionally, the snap-in allows many GroupWise 
utilities to be accessed from the Tools menu in NWAdmin.

With GroupWise 5.5, individual workstations do not require snap-in files. T
installation program copies the necessary files to the PUBLIC\WIN32 
directory on the given server, enabling the GroupWise administration too

As each workstation runs NWADMN32.EXE from that server, the 
workstation records the path to the domain, the browser state, and the loc
of the browser in the workstation’s registry. As a result, the administrator d
not have to enter the GroupWise Domain database path, restart the Group
browser, and resize or position the browser windows for each user.

The GroupWise 5.5 administrator snaps in to NWADMN32.EXE and can
be used with any NWAdmin tools (such as NWAdmn95, NWAdmnNT, or 
NetAdmin). Likewise, the GroupWise 5.2 snap-ins cannot work with 
NWAdmn32. However, the GroupWise 5.5 administration tool can adminis
a GroupWise 5.2 or GroupWise 4.x domain or system.

NOTE: Do not use any GroupWise 5.x administration tool (such as 
NWAdmn95, NWAdmnNT, or NWAdmn32) to administer a GroupWise 4.x-
only system. If a system has had at least its primary domain migrated to 
GroupWise 5.2 or 5.5, then you should use the corresponding GroupWise 
5.x administration tools for primary domain administration and some 
secondary domain administration.

Administration Messages

When a change to a GroupWise-related object is made, an administrativ
message is created. NWAdmin writes the change to the GroupWise doma
which it is currently connected. The state of this transaction depends on 
whether the connected domain owns the object being changed. Thus, you
to know which domain NWAdmin is connected to.

Relative Administration 

A GroupWise system often has multiple domains. Because a domain data
contains information about the entire system, all information has to be 
synchronized from the owning domain.
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With relative administration, an object can make a change while it is 
connected to any domain in the system, provided the correct object and 
property rights have been assigned to the object making the change. 

You can use NWAdmin to determine which domain has the connection. U
one of the following options:

� GroupWise View: The current domain connection has a port connect
icon on it.

� Tools | GroupWise Utilities | About GroupWise Administrator: This 
option identifies the current domain, the path to the domain, and the
version of the current domain.

� Tools | GroupWise System Operation | System Connection: The Cur
Connection box identifies the domain and path of the connected dom

� Tools | GroupWise Utilities | Link Configuration | Help | About: This 
option provides information about the current domain, path, and vers
of the connected domain.

NDS Replication and Synchronization

All changes made to GroupWise objects from NDS are replicated in the 
GroupWise directory; thus, the GroupWise directory is synchronized with
NDS. In this model, NDS is the “master directory,” and data that is pertin
to GroupWise is replicated from NDS to the GroupWise directory. 

Data is never pushed from the GroupWise directory; it is always read fro
NDS and written to GroupWise. Once entered into NDS, the data is replic
to GroupWise and indexed in the GroupWise domain and post office 
databases. These fully replicated databases provide fast lookups for the
GroupWise address book.

Because of this replication, domains can exist on platforms where NDS is
available and still participate in the GroupWise system. Existing domains
NetWare 3.x servers and on other platforms can continue to function as th
have in the past. Additionally, replication allows a GroupWise system to s
both NDS and non-NDS network nodes.

Information is synchronized from NDS to a domain database using one o
following methods:
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1. The GroupWise snap-in writes changes simultaneously to both NDS
the domain database. This method is used when information is chan
through the NWAdmin interface and the GroupWise Administrator sn
in.

2. The MTA checks NDS for changes that have occurred but have not b
reflected in the GroupWise directory. When a difference is detected,
data in NDS is used to update the GroupWise directory. This method
identifies changes made by NetWare administration products that are
using the GroupWise Admin snap-in and changes made by any 
application that writes directly to NDS.

NOTE: The MTA must be configured via a scheduled event. The 
administrator defines the domains in which the MTA will synchronize 
GroupWise and NDS. Only MTAs that run on platforms with NDS access 
can participate in the GroupWise/NDS synchronization; however, all MTAs 
can participate in the GroupWise directory replication.

GroupWise Replication and Synchronization

A GroupWise domain can be a primary, secondary, external, or foreign 
domain. The domain type determines how the domain participates in the
replication of administrative changes. The following table describes how e
domain is replicated.

Domain Type Replication Method

Primary All directory updates pass through the primary domain. Every change is sent to 
the primary domain from the originating domain. The primary domain then 
propagates the change to the rest of the system.

Secondary A secondary domain participates fully in the replication of administrator data, but 
all changes made in the secondary domain are sent to the primary domain for 
propagation.

External An external domain is considered a separate GroupWise system; by default, 
administrative data is not sent to external domains. 

An external domain can be configured to participate in a system's directory 
synchronization. The GroupWise administrator specifies which objects to 
replicate from the other system (external domain). 

The administrator of the external domain specifies which objects can be 
replicated. This allows each system's administrator to define the objects that will 
be exchanged with the other system.
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GroupWise Message Transfer

The GroupWise message transfer portion of the e-mail system is respon
for actual message delivery. The GroupWise message transfer system co
of several different components, each with specific message movement 
delivery functions.

When the client program leaves a mail message at a designated drop-off p
the message transfer system picks up the mail message and delivers it t
destination. In addition, GroupWise can use the client for some message
delivery. The administrator can determine how involved the client becom
with the message transfer by setting thresholds.

Delivery Agents

GroupWise uses two types of agents for delivery within a GroupWise 5 sys
and two agents for mailbox access from the Internet. GroupWise can als
access other GroupWise systems or non-GroupWise systems using gate
Each agent and gateway performs common and unique functions.

MTA

The Message Transfer Agent (MTA) routes messages between post offic
domains, the Internet, and gateways. It provides the directory store with 
administrative updates and synchronizes GroupWise with NDS.

The MTA allows separate GroupWise systems to connect with full GroupW
messaging features over the Internet via DNS lookups. The MTA has an
optional message-logging module that can provide logging and statistics 
about GroupWise message traffic.

Foreign A foreign domain is an external system. GroupWise does not replicate to or from 
foreign domains because directory format is unknown.

Some foreign domains can participate in directory information exchange through 
a gateway to GroupWise. 

Foreign domains are provided so addresses from outside systems can be 
published in the GroupWise address book.

Domain Type Replication Method
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The MTA links can be customized with profiles, can be managed from an
SNMP agent, and can fix database problems found in the databases it re
from and writes to.

Each of these features is briefly described below.

Administration Threads: The administration threads of the MTA are 
responsible for writing to the domain database all additions, deletions, an
modifications of GroupWise objects. Additionally, these threads can be 
configured to detect and repair damage to the domain database.

Earlier versions of GroupWise have an administration agent known as th
ADministration Agent (ADA). The ADA is responsible for all administrativ
and maintenance tasks associated with the domain (WPDOMAIN.DB) an
post office (WPHOST.DB) databases. 

With GroupWise 5.5, the ADA functions have been added to the MTA an
POA, reducing the number of agents required for each domain or post o

NDS Synchronization: The MTA can be configured and set up with a 
scheduled event that synchronizes the GroupWise directory store with th
NDS information. This event affects only the GroupWise users who have N
accounts.

Dynamic Internet Link: The dynamic Internet link enables a GroupWise 
MTA to dynamically recognize, connect with, and transfer messages to o
GroupWise MTAs across the Internet without using a GWIA or some oth
GroupWise gateway. 

Dynamic Internet linking is possible because GroupWise MTAs can use 
Domain Name Service (DNS) capabilities of the networks on which they 
installed. If both networks are DNS enabled, the MTA can use standard 
Internet domain lookup methodology to recognize and communicate with 
other MTA in the world. 

When GroupWise MTAs are directly connected, no GroupWise functiona
is lost. When the system is configured for dynamic linking, users can use 
known Internet address syntax to send messages, notes, tasks, or appoin
to other GroupWise users outside their organization. Users can also perf
busy searches, retract sent messages, and view the status of outgoing 
messages.
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Message Logging: When message logging is enabled, the MTA stores da
about GroupWise message traffic as it processes messages. The stored 
available through the GroupWise Message Logging API so value-added 
programs can produce customized billing, tracking, and statistical report

Because the MTA requires additional CPU and disk resources to perform
message logging, message logging is turned off by default. However, 
gathering information about message traffic on your GroupWise system 
you perform many valuable tasks, including the following:

� Billing customers for message delivery

� Tracking messages

� Gathering statistics to help optimize your GroupWise system

Link Scheduling: Link scheduling allows for the customized configuration o
a domain-to-domain link. It provides a method of controlling when and ho
the link is established. This is especially useful when domains are linked
across an expensive medium such as long-distance phone lines.

For example, some types of messages wait in the message queues for t
lowest phone rate rather than opening the link for each message as it ar
in the queue. Messages can be collected in the message queues until a 
specified time or size limit is reached, and then the link can be opened.

You can create multiple link profiles to schedule the transfer of various ty
of GroupWise messages in the most efficient and cost-effective manner. W
configured, link scheduling can also help ensure the delivery of administra
or high-priority messages while holding the lower-priority messages for la
delivery.

POA

The Post Office Agent (POA) is responsible for managing the content of 
data store. Its jobs include adding administrative content to the post offic
database, handling all client/server requests, processing all message file
running scheduled events for data store maintenance, detecting and corre
database problems, indexing mailboxes and documents, and performing
nightly user upkeep routine.
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Administration Thread: The administration threads of the POA are 
responsible for writing all GroupWise object additions, deletions, and 
modifications to the post office database. Additionally, these threads can
configured to detect and repair damage to the post office database.

Earlier versions of GroupWise have an administration agent known as th
ADministration Agent (ADA). The ADA is responsible for all administrativ
and maintenance tasks associated with the domain (WPDOMAIN.DB) an
post office (WPHOST.DB) databases. 

With GroupWise 5.5, the ADA functions have been added to the MTA an
POA, reducing the number of agents required for each domain or post o

Client/Server Thread: The client/server threads are responsible for handli
all client/server requests for a given post office. These threads have the hi
priority of all the POA threads because they are taking care of the users.

Message Handler: The message handler threads are responsible for all 
incoming traffic. Any messages that are sent in from another post office,
domain, or system are created as message files. These threads are desig
poll the MTA output queue, pick up any files placed there, and process th
to the proper recipient.

GroupWise can have a TCP/IP link directly from the MTA to the POA. Th
link type requires the POA to be configured with at least one message-
handling thread to handle administrative tasks and message retries. 

For example, when a mailbox/library maintenance task is sent from 
NWAdmin, the MTA passes it to the POA via TCP/IP. However, the POA
queues the message to itself in the WPCSOUT\OFS directory so the mes
handler thread can pick it up and process it. Additionally, if a message ca
be processed, the POA re-queues the message twice before writing it to
WPCSOUT\PROBLEM directory.

Scheduled Events: A scheduled event is an automated approach to 
maintaining the data store. Two types of events can be created: a disk ch
event and a maintenance event.

The disk check event kicks off a sequence of customized actions based 
set limit of disk space. Disk check protects the disk containing the data s
from running out of space. When the disk space limit is reached, an even
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starts cleaning up space. For example, an action to expire and reduce al
could be configured.

The maintenance event is used to maintain the data store. The administr
can schedule and configure actions for set times on a daily or weekly ba

Database Damage Detection: With database damage detection, the POA c
detect and correct damage found in the database during routine transac
being made to the database. If the POA detects a problem, the POA 
automatically attempts to correct the problem by running an analysis and
comparing the results to the problem database.

Indexing: Indexing speeds up the searching process for mailbox items a
makes a document that has been placed in a library searchable. Indexin
CPU-intensive process; if document libraries are not being used, the 
administrator should schedule indexing to run once a day, late at night. 

If libraries are used, the administrator can optimize the effectiveness with
giving up too much of the processor utilization. For more information on 
indexing, see “Indexing” on page 117.

GWIA and WebAccess

The GroupWise Internet Access (GWIA) and WebAccess agents are 
responsible for providing access to GroupWise mailboxes from across th
Internet. Each agent provides direct access from a browser to the informa
stored in the master mailbox. These agents can access the data store di
or can connect to the POA with a client/server connection.

GWIA: GWIA has multiple functions. It acts as both a gateway and an ag
The gateway function provides access control, mail host ability, aliases, 
MIME encoding. The agent function provides POP3, IMAP4, and LDAP.

WebAccess: WebAccess must be used with a Web server. WebAccess all
users to access their mailboxes from across the Internet with many of the 
capabilities as the GroupWise 32-bit Client. The WebAccess agent provi
address book addressing, in-box/out-box, status tracking, and document
management.
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Gateways

A gateway is a specialized kind of MTA. Messages from the local GroupW
system are transferred to another GroupWise system by way of a gatew
such as the GroupWise Async Gateway. Messages can also be converte
transferred to a non-GroupWise system by way of a gateway, such as th
GroupWise X.400 Gateway. 

Along with delivering messages, a gateway translates those messages be
different formats and protocols as needed to provide appropriate messag
format for the destination e-mail system.

Client Delivery

Every client has some built-in message transfer capability. When a user 
presses the send button in a client application, the client performs a mes
transfer function. The client either hands off the delivery of the message t
external component or provides end-to-end delivery itself. 

The larger or more widespread a mail system is, the less likely it is that t
client will take on message transfer responsibilities by itself. 

Delivery modes, which are configurable, affect both user security and PO
workload. Depending on the delivery mode, either the GroupWise client or
POA delivers messages to recipients in the local post office. Regardless o
delivery mode, the MTA always handles delivery to recipients in other po
offices and domains.

The following table lists the delivery modes and the delivery agent or 
component associated with the modes:
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Table 6 Delivery Modes and Delivery Agents

GroupWise Client Software

As was mentioned earlier, the client is the portion of the e-mail system the
sees. For all practical purposes, it is the e-mail system to the user. The c
program enables users to view their mailboxes, manage documents, sch
personal and group appointments, and send and receive messages.

The executable name for the client program depends on the platform. 
GroupWise 5 is available for Windows* 3.1, Windows* 95*, Windows* NT
4.0, Mac OS*, and UNIX*. With the exception of platform-specific feature
all clients are similar in the way they work and the features they offer.

Requirements

The following table lists the requirements for the available clients:

Delivery Mode Description of Delivery Method

App Thresholds App Thresholds is the standard delivery mode and makes the best use of 
network resources in the post office. App Thresholds is used in two delivery 
scenarios:

� If the number of recipients is less than or equal to the threshold, the 
GroupWise client delivers the message to the recipients in the local post 
office.

� If the number of recipients exceeds the threshold, the GroupWise client 
passes the message to the POA for delivery to the recipients in the local post 
office. This requires less processing time by the GroupWise client and frees 
up the sender's workstation more quickly. Regardless of the threshold setting, 
the MTA always handles delivery to recipients in other post offices and 
domains.

Agent Always Agent Always lets administrators restrict user rights in the post office directory by 
providing users with Read-only rights to the user and message databases. This 
option also increases the workload on the POA and may result in slower 
message delivery when traffic is heavy.

Delivers Locally Delivers Locally requires the GroupWise client to deliver the message to all users 
in the local post office. When a user sends a message to a large number of 
recipients in the local post office, the user might experience a pause while the 
GroupWise client updates the databases. If the pause is unacceptable, set the 
delivery mode to App Thresholds.
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Table 7 Requirements for These Available Clients

Universal Mailbox

GroupWise 5 simplifies communications with the universal mailbox, a sin
access point for all types of messages, calendar information, and docum
Users can access GroupWise 5 services not only with the GroupWise 5 cli
but also with any other MAPI 1.0 client application. The GroupWise 5 addr
book, message store, and message transport services are all published th
MAPI.

Access Modes

GroupWise supports direct access to mailboxes by way of drive mapping
UNC paths, and logins to the servers where they reside. It also supports c
server access to mailboxes by way of TCP/IP. The following table briefly
describes each access mode.

Client Requirements

Window 3.1 The GroupWise 5.2 16-bit client has to be used with this platform. However, not 
all features are available.

Windows 95 � 486/33-based PC or above

� 16 MB of RAM

� 4 MB of free disk space (23 MB for full installation on workstation)

Windows NT 4.0 � 486/33-based PC or above

� 24 MB of RAM

� 4 MB of free disk space (23 MB for full installation on workstation)

Mac OS � 68040-based Macintosh IIci or above

� 12 MB of RAM

� 12.5 MB of free disk space

� Mac OS System 7.0 with Drag Manager Extensions
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Table 8 Access Modes

Software Distribution Directory

During installation, the installer is prompted to create or specify a softwa
distribution directory. The software distribution directory contains files tha
are needed as the GroupWise system is being built. 

For example, when users set up their workstations to run the GroupWise
client, they run the client setup program from the software distribution 
directory. During setup, users can configure the client to run from the softw
distribution directory or from their own hard disks.The administrator can 
access the software distribution directory when agents are being set up o
when patches are needed to upgrade the system. In the GroupWise 5 
architecture, GroupWise software is no longer tied to the domain or post o
directories. The administrator can specify any location, such as 
Z:\SOFTWARE (the default), and several post offices can use the same 
software distribution directory.

Remote Access

The client includes full remote (disconnected) functionality. The client can
configured to allow the user to work in an off-line mode. When the client 
connects to the network after a remote session, the client automatically de
that the remote session occurred and synchronizes the remote database a
master mailbox, reducing the need for manual synchronization.

The client can create a remote database locally. When the Hit the Road o
is enabled, the client can create and populate the remote database with 
proper user information and dial-up configuration. 

Access Mode Description

Direct Using direct access, the GroupWise client can write directly to users' 
mailboxes. Direct access requires login rights to the server where the post 
office is located.

Client/Server Using client/server access, the GroupWise client requests services from the 
post office agent by way of TCP/IP links.

Client/Server and Direct This method allows the user to decide which mode to use. By default, a client/
server connection is attempted first. This provides a level of redundancy that 
might provide access in the event of TCP/IP connectivity problems.
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As with the regular client, the remote client can access the message store
directly or via TCP/IP. Also, the remote client can connect to a GroupWis
system asynchronously through an async gateway.

DMS

Two high-level pieces make up the document management system (DMS
GroupWise: the library and the BLOB storage area. 

GroupWise 5.5 uses several distinct databases, including the following: 

� Domain

� Post office

� User

� Message

� Guardian

� Document management

� BLOB

When GroupWise is used for document management, portions of all thes
databases are activated. The document management and BLOB databa
store the majority of the document management information. This informa
is secure because it can only be accessed through GroupWise, which en
all its databases and BLOBs.

When planning a GroupWise system that uses document management, 
administrator must take into consideration the additional disk space requ
to handle the storage of documents and document databases.

Library

DMS is centered around the GroupWise library. A library is a database th
stores information about documents in the GroupWise system. The libra
contains information such as document properties, activity logs, and sea
indices.
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The domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) stores all admin-related informat
for each post office. 

Several databases reside at the post office level: the post office databas
(WPHOST.DB), the guardian database (NGWGUARD.DB), user databas
(USERxxx.DB, where xxx is the user’s FID), and message databases 
(MSGnn.DB, where nn is a number from 0 to 24). The contents of these 
databases are described in the following table:

Table 9 Post Office Level Databases

The following table lists library databases and their attributes:

Table 10 Library Databases

Database Contents

WPHOST.DB Contains information on pointers to all libraries in the system. It also contains 
information about which Document Storage Areas (DSAs) are being used by 
each library.

NGWGUARD.DB Contains references to each database in its post office, the UNC paths to each 
DSA, and the filters for custom fields.

USERxxx.DB Contains references to the user’s documents that show up on the GroupWise 
desktop, and specific information about user defaults, library interfaces, and 
folder properties.

MSGnn.DB Contains references to documents that have been mailed to or from each given 
post office for which the database resides.

Database or Directory Description

post office directory\GWDMS\DMSH.DB Database containing information common to all the libraries 
under this post office. This includes lookup tables, custom 
fields, document types, and location of the library databases.

post office directory\GWDMS\LIB00001 Subdirectory containing library-specific information.

post office directory\GWDMS\ 
LIB00001\ARCHIVE

Location where subdirectories containing archived documents 
will be created.

post office directory\GWDMS\ 
LIB00001\DOCS

Location of the document storage area (BLOB). This location 
can be changed, or multiple storage areas can be added.
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Document Storage Area

In GroupWise, documents are stored in the document storage area (DSA
These documents are compressed and encrypted and are available only
through the GroupWise client, WebPublisher, or the GroupWise API, thu
providing a secure document management service.

When setting up GroupWise libraries, the installer must decide where 
documents will be located. The documents can be stored in a file structu
underneath the post office or they can be stored separately in one or mo
storage areas.

DSAs are created in NWAdmin under the post office or library objects. T
DSAs are assigned to libraries in the details of the library object. Althoug
files from multiple libraries can be in one or more DSAs, Novell strongly 
recommends that documents be stored in unique locations for each libra

When a library has more than one DSA selected, GroupWise uses an 
algorithm each time a document is saved to decide which DSA will be us
This helps to load balance the amount of disk space used in each docum
storage area.

System Tools and Maintenance Utilities

The GroupWise Admin snap-in provides access to various utilities that ca
used to manage a GroupWise system. The following table describes the
tools and utilities:

post office directory\GWDMS\ 
LIB00001\INDEX

� DMDDxx.DB contains a group of 10 partitioned library 
databases containing property sheet information.

� DMD1xx.DB contains a group of 10 partitioned library 
databases containing activity record information.

� DMSD0001.DB is a database containing information 
specific to this library.

Database or Directory Description
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Table 11 System Tools and Maintenance Utilities

Tool or Utility Description

System Connection Allows the administrator to switch between GroupWise systems.

Import/Export Permits GroupWise and NDS data to be imported to and exported from an 
ASCII-delimited file.

Migration Provides the ability to push information from an existing GroupWise system 
into NDS and create the correct objects so the system can be administered in 
NWAdmin.

Grafting Allows information to be taken from GroupWise and used to populate or 
create NDS user objects and other GroupWise-specific objects.

Link Configuration Tool Allows the administrator to easily view and manage the definition of links 
between domains.

System Maintenance Provides the ability to validate and maintain the administrative databases.

Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance

Provides a wide range of database options for fixing or maintaining data store 
databases and files.
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This chapter contains a collection of the processes that make GroupWis
work. By learning about and understanding these processes, you can ide
the source of various problems. This knowledge also helps you plan and
implement better systems.

This chapter is divided into five sections based on different kinds of 
GroupWise processes:

� “Admin Processes” on page 43

� “Agent Processes” on page 99

� “Client Processes” on page 117

� “DMS Processes” on page 127

� “Message Flow” on page 138

Admin Processes

The administration processes control the directory configuration of the 
GroupWise system. These processes determine how the system is set u
configured, and identifies what is available to both client and agent. 

The user interface for administering GroupWise is provided by Novell 
Directory Services (NDS) through the NWADMIN32 program and the 
GroupWise Administration snap-in.
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The primary administration processes can be divided into subsets based
how they are made available from the GroupWise snap-in to NWADMIN3
This section discusses the following subsets:

� “Create GroupWise NDS Object” on page 44

� “Create GroupWise-Only Objects” on page 58

� “GroupWise System Operations” on page 61

� “GroupWise Utilities” on page 76

� “Move User Process” on page 93

Create GroupWise NDS Object

The creation of GroupWise objects in the NDS tree is an important proce
This process affects two categories of objects: GroupWise directory stor
objects and GroupWise data store objects.

GroupWise Directory Store Objects

GroupWise uses the directory store objects listed below:

� “Domain” on page 44

� “Gateway” on page 46

� “Post Office” on page 47

The following subsections explain how the directory store objects are
created. The steps are defined from the perspective of NWADMN32 w
the GroupWise Snap-in.

Domain

The following steps explain how the a secondary domain object is create

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the primary domain 
information.
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�� The GroupWise database is read to collect the default information nee
to create a new domain.

�� NDS is read for a collection of domain object attributes.

�� NDS is queried for the new object. This ensures uniqueness in the 
specified context.

�� An error, fffffda7, occurs. This is an NDS-generated error that is expec
for the creation of the object. It simply means that no other objects fo
in the specified context have the same name.

�� The GroupWise database is re-read to verify the default information 
needed for creating a new domain.

�� The GroupWise domain is read again to get required system informa
for the new domain. This information includes System Name, System
GUID, and Internet Addressing.

�� The database records for the new domain are written to the primary 
domain database.

�� The new domain is created. The database structure is written to disk 
the GWDOM.DC file. All database records, excluding primary domai
specific records, are added to the new structure.

���� If the file creation is successful, the database records are committed t
primary domain database, and synchronization files (administration 
message files) are created and sent to the rest of the system.

���� The domain database is read for the new domain information to ensu
was committed correctly.

���� NDS is re-read for verification that no existing object in the specified
context has the same name as the new domain.

���� Again the error, fffffda7, occurs. It is expected.

���� The new domain object is added to NDS. It includes the specified 
information combined with the default information from the primary 
domain database.
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���� The GroupWise database and the NDS object are both read to comp
and verify that both directories have the same information.

���� The GroupWise database is read for the default information needed 
create the new domain’s MTA.

���� The MTA record and associated records are created in the GroupWi
database.

���� Administration message files are sent out with the MTA’s information
This is for synchronization purposes.

���� NDS is checked for the MTA platform that was specified when the 
domain was defined.

���� The MTA object is added to the domain container object.

���� The GroupWise primary domain record is read.

���� The primary domain information is checked for access rights. This 
ensures that the browser has been restored to the correct state.

Gateway

The following steps explain how the WebAccess gateway is created. Oth
gateway creation processes are similar, but they might have a different nu
of steps.

�� The NDS domain object is read, where the gateway is being created
necessary gateway attributes.

�� The NDS domain object is read for default information for gateway 
creation.

�� The available gateway records are read from the GroupWise domain
database.

�� The gateway Create dialog is read from NDS for information provided
the administrator.

�� The GroupWise domain is read to ensure all required data has been
provided.
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�� NDS is read for verification of gateway attributes.

�� The GroupWise domain is read for all gateway attributes.

�� NDS is queried in the specified context for an object with the same na
In the case of a gateway, the GroupWise Administrator snap-in check
domain object for a child object with the same name because the dom
is a container object.

�� NDS returns the error, fffffda7 - object not found. This error is expect
It means that the requested object does not exist in the container.

���� The GroupWise database is read for system information. This 
information includes System Name, System GUID, and Internet 
Addressing.

���� NDS is checked for access rights to the domain object.

���� The GroupWise database is read for verification of gateway informat

���� The gateway record is created in the domain database.

���� The Administration message files are created in the WPCSIN\2 direct
These files synchronize the entire GroupWise system with the creatio
the gateway.

���� The GroupWise database is read to verify that the creation was 
completed.

���� The gateway object is created under the domain object in NDS.

���� The primary domain information is read from the GroupWise databa

���� NDS access rights to the primary domain object are checked and th
GroupWise Administrator snap-in is restored to the proper state.

Post Office

The following steps describe how a post office is created:

�� The domain record is read from the GroupWise domain database.
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�� The domain object is read from NDS.

�� The default post office information is read from the GroupWise doma
database.

�� The Software Distribution record is read from the GroupWise domain
database.

�� The post office object attributes are read from NDS.

�� The specified container of NDS is queried for the new post office obj
name.

�� The following error is returned: Error Code - fffffda7 - object not foun
This is an expected error that means none of the objects in the spec
context has the same name.

�� The post office default information is read from the domain database

�� The system information is read from the domain database. This inclu
System Name, System GUID, and Internet Addressing.

���� The domain object is checked for access rights. After the post office
object is created, the domain object has to be modified with the new 
office name in the domain’s post office membership attribute.

���� The post office records are created in the domain database.

���� The post office database is created on disk. The GWPO.DC file mus
copied to the specified location for the structural creation of the datab
Then records are added to the database from the domain database.
record count is displayed in a dialog from within NetWare Administrat

���� Administrative message files are created. These files synchronize the
of the GroupWise system by adding the new post office records to e
domain and post office database in the system.

���� The domain information is verified from the GroupWise domain 
database.

���� The new post office information is verified from the GroupWise doma
database.
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���� The new post office object is created in NDS.

���� The post office records are then read from both GroupWise and NDS
the information is compared to ensure a successful transaction.

���� Access rights are checked to the domain object in NDS.

���� The domain object is modified and the new post office is added to th
domain object’s NGW: Post Office attribute.

���� The domain information is verified in NDS.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read to get default information f
POA creation.

���� The POA records are created in the GroupWise database.

���� Administrative message files are created. These files synchronize th
POA records for this post office with the rest of the GroupWise syste

���� The creation of the POA is verified in the GroupWise domain databa

���� The POA NDS object is created under the post office container obje

���� The GroupWise Administrator preference records are read for the 
AutoSetUserRights setting. 

���� Regardless of the setting, the GroupWise Administrator snap-in sets
necessary NDS rights for the agent.

���� A record is added to the GroupWise domain database linking the PO
record to the post office record.

���� The GroupWise primary domain record is read.

���� The NDS access rights to the primary domain object are checked to m
sure the browser has been restored to the correct state.

GroupWise Data Store Objects

GroupWise uses the data store objects listed below:
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� “Library” on page 50

� “GroupWise Mailbox” on page 51

� “External Entity” on page 53

� “Distribution List” on page 55

� “Resource” on page 57

The following subsections explain how the data store objects are cre

Library

The following steps define how a library is created:

�� A list of NDS attributes is read for the library object.

�� NDS is queried for library objects with the same name in the specifie
container.

�� The following error is returned: Error Code - fffffda7 - object not foun
This is an expected error that means none of the objects in the spec
context has the same name.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for library default informati

�� NDS access rights to the post office object are checked. For the libra
creation to be complete the post office object’s Library Membership 
attribute has to be modified with the new library.

�� A list of the post office object’s attributes are read.

�� The library records are created in the GroupWise domain database.

�� Administration message files are created. These files synchronize th
GroupWise system by adding the new library records.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to verify the creation of the
library records.

���� The NDS library object is created in the specified NDS container.
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���� The creation of the NDS library object is verified.

���� NDS access rights are checked to the post office object.

���� The post office object’s NGW: Library Member attribute is modified wi
the new library.

���� The GroupWise primary domain record is read.

���� The NDS access rights to the primary domain object are read to ens
the browser is restored to the correct state.

GroupWise Mailbox

The user object is specific to NDS and has the ability to contain GroupW
attributes. As the mailbox is created in GroupWise, the NDS user object 
modified with the mailbox information.

The NDS user object must be created before the associated GroupWise
mailbox is created. The user object can already exist or you can create i
prior to adding the GroupWise mailbox.

The following steps explain how a GroupWise mailbox is created:

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for any Admin Defined Fie

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for default user attributes.

�� Default NDS attributes are read for the user object.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for existing network IDs in
same post office. This query looks for a matching full-context networ
ID. This ensures that no two mailboxes (users) have the same ID in 
same post office.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for existing network IDs in
same post office. This query looks for a matching simple-context netw
ID.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to get the default GroupWi
mailbox attributes.
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�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the specified post office
information.

�� NDS access rights to the post office object are checked. Assigning a
mailbox to an NDS user modifies the post office object’s Membership
attribute to include the new user.

�� The GroupWise domain database is queried for duplicate information
provided on the user.

���� The post office record for the specified post office is read from the 
GroupWise domain database.

���� NDS access rights to the post office object are checked.

���� The GroupWise information is compared to the NDS information befo
the creation of the GroupWise mailbox.

���� The GroupWise mailbox (user) record is created in the domain datab

���� The administrative message files are created. These files synchroniz
GroupWise system by adding the user to each domain and post offic
database.

���� The GroupWise mailbox is again compared to the NDS user object a
the information is written to GroupWise but before it is written to NDS

���� The mailbox records are verified from the GroupWise domain databa

���� The GroupWise mailbox is compared to the NDS user object after 
moving the information from GroupWise but before writing it to NDS.

���� The NDS user object is modified with the GroupWise mailbox 
information.

���� The GroupWise mailbox is compared to the NDS user object after 
modifying the NDS user object.

���� The NDS access rights are checked for the post office object. 

���� The post office object’s Members attribute is modified to include the n
user.
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���� The GroupWise post office record is checked for the GroupWise Sys
preference of Set Access Rights Automatically: When Users are Cre

If this preference is checked, go to Step 23 on page 53.
If this preference is not checked, skip to Step 27 on page 53.

���� The Access Control List (ACL) is read from NDS for the user object.

���� The NDS user object is modified with the necessary ACLs.

���� NDS is read to get the user object’s NGW: GroupWise ID attribute.

���� Security Equivalence of the user object is added to the post office ob

���� The GroupWise primary domain record is read.

���� The NDS access rights to the primary domain object is checked to en
the browser is restored to the correct state.

External Entity

An External Entity is an NDS object that is similar to a user object. Howev
it is used for the sole purpose of administering a GroupWise mailbox with
providing authentication access to the NDS tree. 

An external entity is used for implementations of GroupWise where NDS
used only for GroupWise management and all other networking is provid
through a different networking provider. The following steps describe how
external entity is created:

�� The Admin Defined Fields are read from the GroupWise domain 
database.

�� A list of user object attributes are read from NDS.

�� NDS is queried for an object with the same name in the specified con

�� The following error is returned: Error Code - fffffda7 - object not foun
This is an expected error that means none of the objects in the spec
context has the same name.
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�� The default user information is read from the GroupWise domain 
database.

�� NDS access rights are checked to the post office object.

�� A list of NDS post office object attributes are read from NDS.

�� The post office object is read for the value of the post office attribute
collected in Step 7.

�� The external entity is read from the GroupWise domain database. Th
external entity is created in the same way an NDS user object is mod
for the GroupWise mailbox.

���� Administrative message files are created to synchronize the mailbox
throughout the system. This file adds the mailbox to each domain an
post office database in the system.

���� To verify the creation, the external entity record is read from the 
GroupWise domain database.

���� NDS is read to verify that the Object Class exists in the schema.

���� The GroupWise domain database is queried for Admin Defined Field

���� The NDS dialog for the External Entity is read for the input from the 
administrator for the External Network ID information.

���� The External Entity object is created in NDS.

���� The NDS External Entity object is read to verify the object creation.

���� The NDS access rights to the post office object are checked.

���� The NDS post office object’s Members attribute is modified to include 
new External Entity user.

���� The GroupWise primary domain record is read.

���� The NDS access rights to the primary domain object are checked to
ensure the browser is restored to the correct state.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Distribution List

The distribution list is an object that contains the addresses of one or mo
GroupWise mailbox accounts. These steps explain how the distribution l
object is created and how users are added to the object:

�� An attribute list is read from NDS for the distribution list object.

�� NDS is queried for the distribution list object name in the specified 
context.

�� The following error is returned: Error Code - fffffda7 - object not foun
This is an expected error that means none of the objects in the spec
context has the same name.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for a default list of distribut
list object information.

�� NDS is checked for access rights to the post office database.

�� The attribute list is read from NDS for the post office object.

�� The distribution list records are created in the GroupWise domain 
database.

�� The administrative message files are created. These files synchroniz
GroupWise system with the new distribution list by adding the 
distribution list records to each domain and post office database in th
system.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to verify the distribution lis
records.

���� The distribution list object is created in NDS.

���� The NDS distribution list object is read to verify its creation.

���� NDS is checked for access rights to the post office object.

���� The post office object’s NGW: Distribution List Member attribute is 
modified to include the new distribution list.
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���� The post office information is read from the GroupWise domain datab

���� The distribution list information is read from the GroupWise domain 
database.

���� The distribution list object information is read from NDS.

���� The post office object information is read from NDS.

���� The domain object information is read from NDS.

���� The distribution list member information is read from the GroupWise
domain database.

���� The mailbox information is read for the user (member of the distributi
list) from the GroupWise domain database.

���� The distribution list member record is created in the GroupWise dom
database.

���� The administration message files are created. These files synchroniz
GroupWise system by creating the membership record in each doma
and post office database.

���� Steps 17 through 23 are repeated for each member of the distribution

���� The domain record is read from the GroupWise domain database.

���� The GroupWise distribution list records are compared to the NDS 
distribution list object information before they are written to NDS.

���� The NDS distribution list object’s Members attribute is modified with th
mailbox ID.

���� The GroupWise distribution list records are compared with the NDS 
object information after writing to both GroupWise and NDS.

���� The GroupWise primary domain record is read from the domain datab

���� The NDS access rights to the primary domain object are checked to
ensure the browser is restored to the correct state.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Resource

These steps explain how a resource object is created:

�� A list of post object attributes are read from NDS.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the resource owner spec
in the Create GroupWise Resource dialog.

�� A list of resource object attributes is read from NDS.

�� NDS is read for an object with the same name in the specified conte

�� The following error is returned: Error Code - fffffda7 - object not foun
This is an expected error that means none of the objects in the spec
context has the same name.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for default resource attribu

�� NDS is checked for access rights to the post office object.

�� The resource records are read from the GroupWise domain databas

�� Administrative message files are created. These files synchronize th
resource record throughout the GroupWise system by adding the reso
record to each domain and post office database.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read to verify the creation of the
resource records.

���� The NDS resource object is created in the specified context.

���� The NDS resource object is read to verify the creation of the object.

���� NDS is checked for access rights to the post office object.

���� The post office object’s NGW: Resource Member attribute is modified
include the new resource.

���� The GroupWise primary domain record is read from the GroupWise 
domain database.
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���� NDS access rights are checked to the primary domain object to ensur
browser is restored to the correct state.

Create GroupWise-Only Objects

Four GroupWise objects can be created to represent domains, post offic
users, and resources for external systems. These external systems can 
GroupWise systems or foreign mail systems. The objects for the externa
systems can be viewed and managed from the GroupWise browser view 
They cannot be viewed in NDS.

This section discusses the creation of both external GroupWise objects a
external foreign objects. Both kinds of objects are created in the same ma
Four external objects can be created:

� “Domain” on page 58

� “Post Office” on page 59

� “User” on page 59

� “Resource” on page 60

Domain

An external domain can represent a specific domain within a given system
entire system, or a general mail host (such as the Internet). The steps be
show how the domain is created in the GroupWise system:

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to get the default informatio
an external domain.

�� The external domain records are read from the GroupWise domain 
database.

�� The administration message files are created. These files synchroniz
external domain records throughout the system by creating the record
each domain and post office database.

�� The new external domain database are read from the GroupWise do
database to verify the new external domain.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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�� The GroupWise primary domain record is read from the GroupWise 
domain database.

�� NDS access rights to the primary domain database are checked to e
the browser is restored to the correct state.

Post Office

The external post office categorizes external users for addressing purpo
These steps explain how the external post office object is created:

�� The owning external domain records are read from the GroupWise 
domain database.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to get the default informatio
an external post office.

�� The external post office records are created in the GroupWise doma
database.

�� The administration message files are created. These files synchroniz
external post office records throughout the system by creating them 
each domain and post office database.

�� The external domain records are read from the GroupWise domain 
database.

�� The external post office records are read from the GroupWise doma
database to verify the creation of the external post office.

�� The GroupWise primary domain record is read from the GroupWise 
domain database.

�� NDS access rights to the primary domain database are checked to e
the browser is restored to the correct state.

User

The External User objects provide address book entries that represent u
mailboxes in other GroupWise systems or foreign e-mail systems. The 
following steps explain how the external user objects are created:
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�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the external post office
records.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the external domain rec

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to get default information on
external user object.

�� The external user records are created in the GroupWise domain data

�� The administration message files are created. These files synchroniz
external user records throughout the system by creating the records
each domain and post office database.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to verify the creation of the
external user object.

�� The GroupWise primary domain record is read from the GroupWise 
domain database.

�� NDS access rights to the primary domain database are checked to e
the browser is restored to the correct state.

Resource

The External Resource objects provide address book entries that repres
resources located in other GroupWise systems or foreign e-mail systems
following steps explain how the external resource objects are created:

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the external domain rec

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the external post office
records.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the external user record
determine who was specified as the external resource owner.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to get default information on
external resource object.

�� The external resource records are created in the GroupWise domain
database.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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�� The administration message files are created. These files synchroniz
external resource records throughout the system by creating the rec
for each domain and post office database.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read to verify the creation of the
external resource object.

�� The GroupWise primary domain record is read from the GroupWise 
domain database.

�� NDS access rights to the primary domain database are checked to e
the browser is restored to the correct state.

GroupWise System Operations

The GroupWise System Operations are found in the Tools pull-down me
When selected they provide a group of icons used to identify different 
configuration options.

The GroupWise System Operations are used to configure options that af
the entire GroupWise system. Access to these operations require NDS r
to the primary domain object. The following subsections explain some of
these processes:

� “System Connection” on page 62

� “Preferences” on page 63

� “NDS User Synchronization” on page 63

� “Admin-Defined Fields” on page 65

� “Pending Operations” on page 66

� “Addressing Rules” on page 67

� “Internet Addressing” on page 69
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System Connection

A GroupWise system often has multiple domains. Because a domain data
contains information about the entire system, all information has to be 
synchronized with the owning domain. 

Administrative changes can be made while connected to any domain in 
system, provided you have the correct object and property rights. When 
troubleshooting problems, knowing which domain you are connected to c
be very important. You can use NWAdmin in the following ways to determ
which domain has the connection:

� In the GroupWise View, the current domain connection has a port 
connector icon on it.

� From the Tools pull-down menu, select GroupWise Utilities | About 
GroupWise Administrator. This option lists the current domain. It also
gives the path and the version of the current domain.

� From the Tools pull-down menu, select GroupWise System Operatio
System Connection. The Current Connection box gives the Domain 
Path of the connected domain.

� From the Tools pull-down menu, select GroupWise Utilities | Link 
Configuration | Help | About. This option provides information about t
current domain, the path to the domain, and the version of the conne
domain.

The following steps explain how a new domain connection is made from
NWADMN32:

�� The GroupWise database is read to determine which domain has the
current connection.

�� NDS is read to check access rights to the current domain object.

�� The new GroupWise domain database is read to establish a connecti
the requested system.

�� The new GroupWise domain database is opened.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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�� The GroupWise domain database is read for System Name, System
GUID, and Internet addressing.

�� The original GroupWise domain database is closed.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for System Name, System
GUID, and Internet addressing.

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the primary domain rec

�� NDS access rights to the primary domain object are checked so the 
availability of GroupWise System Operations can be determined.

Preferences

Three preferences can be set using the GroupWise System Operations. 
preferences are discussed below:

Set Access Rights Automatically: This option allows NDS rights to be set 
automatically every time a user is created and associated with a GroupW
mailbox. When checked, this preference adds several steps to the proces
to create a user object. These steps are seen starting at Step 22 on page 53.

Network ID Use: This preference determines whether a user’s full NDS 
context or common name is written to the GroupWise domain database in
userid field of the user record. This preference can be modified only whe
user object is created or after the preference is changed.

Additionally, the setting only affects the GroupWise user login. For examp
if Network ID Use is set to Full Distinguished Name, then the login reque
must contain a fully distinguished NDS name that has a match in the 
GroupWise mailbox.

Routing Options: The Routing Options are set in conjuction with the 
Dynamic Internet Links. See “Agent Processes” on page 99.

NDS User Synchronization

NDS user synchronization is designed to ensure that user information is
always synchronized between NDS and GroupWise. The NDS user obje
the only object used by GroupWise that is not specific to GroupWise. Its 
properties can be modified without running GroupWise Administrator.
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To prevent discrepancies between NDS and GroupWise user information
MTA is designed (when proper NDS access has been granted) to read the
user information and compare it with what is stored in GroupWise. When
necessary, the information in GroupWise is modified to ensure NDS and
GroupWise are synchronized.

As long as GroupWise administration is performed with GroupWise 
Administrator running, user information is automatically synchronized 
between GroupWise and NDS. However, situations such as the following
cause this automatic synchronization to be insufficient:

� An administrator modifies user information in NetWare Administrator
without having GroupWise Administrator running.

� The user information was changed using NETADMIN, the DOS-base
NetWare Administrator program.

� The user information was changed using the NWDS API. 

In these situations, user information in NDS no longer matches correspon
user information in GroupWise.

The following steps explain how the MTA synchronizes NDS information

�� The MTA checks the NDS Post Office object for a list of users that belo
to that Post Office.

�� It reads the user objects and gathers information on their attributes.

�� It compares these attributes to what exists in the GroupWise domain
database. Is there a difference?

No:  The record is skipped and the MTA goes to the next user.
Yes:  The NDS information is considered most correct; continue with 

Step 4 on page 64.

NOTE: If the GroupWise domain database has more user records 
than NDS has, the additional user records are likewise skipped. This 
process is nondestructive; it will not delete users or their information if 
a match is not found.

�� The information in the GroupWise domain database is overwritten w
the NDS information.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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�� The new information is then propagated to the rest of the GroupWise
system through administrative messages.

NDS user synchronization can be performed by either the 5.5 NLM MTA
the 5.5 NT MTA, based on the following requirements:

� The NLM MTA must run on a NetWare 4.x or 5.x server. Earlier versions 
of NetWare do not support NDS and therefore do not include the ND
NLM programs used by the NLM MTA to synchronize NDS users.

� The NT MTA must run on an NT workstation where the NetWare clie
for NT has been installed. The default Microsoft® client software doe
not allow NDS user synchronization to be performed.

Admin-Defined Fields

Typically, NDS attributes are sufficient to handle the necessary user 
information. However, if you want to add or store more information, you c
use Admin-Defined fields to add new fields (attributes) to the user object
under the GroupWise Account page.

The Admin-Defined fields allow you to map to existing NDS attributes and
extend the NDS schema by creating new NDS attributes. The following s
explain how the NDS schema is extended for a new user attribute:

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for existing Admin-Defined
Fields.

�� NDS is read for the existing user class attribute list.

�� NDS is read individually for each user class attribute.

�� The GroupWise domain database adds the new admin-defined field.

�� The GroupWise administration default user interface is modified with 
new field. This new field is for the GroupWise Account page for the ND
user object.

�� The NDS MTA object is modified with the new admin-defined 
information so that the MTA is aware of the field for administrative 
messages.
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�� NDS is read to check access rights to the Root object.

�� The Root object is modified with the schema extension of the new us
class attribute (the admin-defined field).

�� The primary domain record is read from the domain database.

���� The NDS primary domain object is checked for access rights and the
browser is restored to the correct state.

Pending Operations

A pending operation is created when a modification to an object is made w
changes are made when the administrator is connected to a domain othe
the owning domain of that object. The object is modified and marked with
‘unsafe’ flag. It remains in this state until the owning domain notifies the 
modifying domain that the operation on the object is successful.

The process is explained below:

�� An object (such as a user, resource, or distribution list) belonging to 
Domain A is edited while connected to Domain B.

�� The change is written to Domain B’s database; however, the object’s
record is flagged as unsafe.

�� An administrative message file is created for the MTA to deliver to 
Domain A.

�� Domain A’s MTA picks up the message file and processes it.

If the file is processed successfully, go to Step 5 on page 66.

If the file is processed unsuccessfully, an error is generated and the 
administrator is notified.

�� The object is modified in Domain A.

�� An administrative message file is created and sent to

� Each post office under Domain A.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� The primary domain. This administrative file synchronizes the 
modification of the object throughout the GroupWise system.

�� The primary domain’s MTA processes the modification by writing the
change to its domain database.

�� The MTA creates an administrative message file that can be sent to

� Each post office under the primary domain

� Each domain in the GroupWise system, excluding Domain A (th
owning domain)

�� Each domain’s MTA and each post office’s POA write the modificatio
to their respective databases.

���� When Domain B’s MTA (the originating domain) receives the 
administrative message, it clears the unsafe flag from the object’s rec
When the flag is cleared, the operation is removed from the pending
operations list.

This process is designed to maintain consistency throughout the GroupW
system. If a pending operation is not cleared, you can retry the operation

When you retry the operation, you are not re-sending the change. You are
sending a request to the owning domain to return a synchronization of th
object. This request should pull the correct information from the owning 
domain and clear the pending operation.

If the pending operation is deleted (Undo), then the unsafe flag is removed
the object is returned to its pre-modification state. This only happens on 
domain with the pending operation and could leave that object in an un-
synchronized state throughout the system.

Addressing Rules

GroupWise 5.5 no longer requires conventional addressing rules, that is,
allowing users to address messages with Internet standard addressing a
have the messages routed out the proper gateway. However, if you cann
upgrade your entire e-mail system all at the same time, you will have som
users who must still use conventional addressing rules. If you have a mi
system, refer to “Mixed GroupWise System” on page 68.
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Additionally, “Implied Addressing Rule” on page 68 shows the processes by
which the new Internet addressing works with existing addressing rules. 
method addressing rules from routing valid 5.5 Internet addressed mess
incorrectly.

Mixed GroupWise System

In a GroupWise system with various versions of GroupWise, addressing r
are needed until the entire system (including domain, post office, agents,
clients) is upgraded and Internet Addressing is enabled.

These addressing rules are still needed for GroupWise 5.2 clients becau
most sites will not be able to migrate all their clients to GroupWise 5.5 
simultaneously. To ease the conversion process, the GroupWise 5.5 clie
implements all addressing rules except those that search for an "@" sign
a "." and insert a ":".

This allows GroupWise 5.5 clients to take advantage of the new Internet
addressing functions, while leaving the addressing rules for the benefit o
GroupWise 5.2 clients.

If you have Macintosh or UNIX clients, you need to retain the addressing r
for as long as you have the Macintosh and UNIX clients. Macintosh and UN
clients will remain at a GroupWise 5.2 level.

Implied Addressing Rule

The most common use of addressing rules is to convert Internet address
(user@company.com) to GroupWise addresses 
(internet:user@company.com). When "Internet Addressing" is enabled in
GroupWise 5.5, these addresses are understood without any conversion

If this rule were implemented in GroupWise 5.5 as it is in GroupWise 5.2
addresses would be changed unnecessarily and messages would be se
directly to GWIA before the client and MTA would have had a chance to 
process the message.

GroupWise 5.5 inserts a rule that runs before all other rules. It always runs
to prevent other rules from executing when a message is already in tradit
GroupWise addressing format. It looks for *:*@*.*  and replaces it with 
%1:%2@%3.%4.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Internet Addressing

By default, GroupWise 5.5 is configured to use a proprietary address for
consisting of a user's ID, post office, and domain (userID.postoffice.doma
However, GroupWise 5.5 also supports native Internet-style addressing 
(userID@Internet domain name).

With Internet-style addressing, users have the same address within the 
GroupWise system as they do outside the GroupWise system. For examp
John Smith's address at Novell is jsmith@novell.com, this address can be
by both users within the GroupWise system and users external to the sy

The following subsections explain how Internet Addressing works, what 
required for Internet Addressing, and how exclusions can be used:

� “Addressing Algorithm” on page 69

� “Setting Up Internet Addressing” on page 73

� “IDomain Exclusion” on page 75

Addressing Algorithm

The same algorithm is used with either inbound or outbound messages. 
inbound message is one that has originated outside the current GroupW
system with a destination to a user in the current system. An outbound 
message is a message originating from a local user with a destination ou
the current system.

The "Internet addressing format" defaults to userid.post office. 
domain@<internet domain name> because GroupWise can guarantee its 
uniqueness. This option does have some notable disadvantages:

1. The address is long and hard to remember.

2. The address changes if the users are moved and might result in

� Incorrect business cards

� Undeliverable messages from discussion lists and forums

� The need for aliases to preserve old addresses
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GroupWise 5.5 must match the address with the user before delivering 
messages. To accomplish this, the MTA runs the address through an ord
specific method to try to find a match. Addresses are looked at in this ord

�� user.postoffice.domain (U.P.D)

This is the fully distinguished address and can always be found if it is
the correct GroupWise system. If it is used, the MTA doesn’t need to
proceed further; the MTA will deliver the message.

�� domain.postoffice.user (D.P.U)

This is the historical addressing format for earlier GroupWise versions
this is used, the MTA will deliver the message.

�� First.Last and Last.First (these are looked at together)

��DD Replace all periods left of the "@" sign with spaces.

��EE If there is more than one space, go to Step 3c on page 70. If only one 
space if found go to Step 10 on page 71.

��FF Assign the text left of the space to Part1.

��GG Assign the text right of the space to Part2.

�� Search the Given and Last Names for all users in the GroupWise sys
Compare the following combinations, and select all matches:

� Given name = Part1

Last name = Part2

� Given name = Part2

Last name = Part1

��DD If there is a match, skip to Step 10 on page 71. If there is no match, 
go to Step 5 on page 70.

�� Assign the text left of the first space to Part1. 

�� Assign the text between the first space and the second space to Par

�� Assign the rest of the text to Part3.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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�� Search the Given and Last Names for all users in the GroupWise sys
Compare the following combinations, and select all matches:

� Given name = Part1

Last name = Part2Part3

� Given name = Part1Part2

Last name = Part3

� Given name = Part3

Last name = Part1Part2

� Given name = Part2Part3

Last name = Part1

�� If no matches exist, the message is undeliverable.

���� If a unique match is found, the message is deliverable.

Matches are handled according to the following guidelines:

���� External users who match are eliminated if internal matches exist.

���� Matches outside the local GroupWise domain are eliminated if match
exist in the local GroupWise domain.

���� Client-only matches outside the local post office are eliminated if 
matches exist in the local post office.

���� A dialog prompts the user to select the desired recipient from the list

���� If a unique match is found, deliver the message.

GroupWise 5.5 users whose first or last names have more than one part
still be addressed using <first.last@internet domain name> or 
<last.first@internet domain name>. GroupWise checks for several 
combinations of the Given and Last names found in that user's object in 
NWAdmin.

For example, a user whose given name is "Rip" and whose last name is 
Winkle" can be addressed from the Internet as
GroupWise Processes ��
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� rip.van winkle@company.com

or

� rip.van.winkle@company.com

When sending mail, this user's From: field will contain the following addre

� rip.van#32#winkle@company.com

Technically, Internet e-mail addresses should not contain spaces, althou
many Internet mail systems allow for them.   The space is converted to a
"#32#" in the From: field so that recipients in systems that do not suppor
spaces in addresses can still reply to the message. 

Restrictions

� GroupWise does not prohibit the use of periods in the Given and Las
Name fields; however, these users will not be able to receive mail 
addressed using the <First Name.Last Name@Internet domain name
<Last Name.First Name@Internet domain name> formats.

� If you are using <First Name.Last Name@Internet domain>, the give
(first) name field cannot have more than one space.

� If you are using <Last Name.First Name@Internet domain>, the last
name field cannot have more than one space.

The following tables give examples of correct and incorrect usage:

Table 12 Correct and Incorrect Usage of Name Fields; Example 1

User name Address Format Result Reason

Given Name = Rip

Last Name = Van 
Winkle

<First Name.Last 
Name>@Internet domain]

rip.van.winkle@company.com

Success Followed all rules, no more than 
one space in the given name

<Last Name.First 
Name>@Internet domain

van.winkle.rip@company.com

Success Followed all rules, no more than 
one space in the last name
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Table 13 Correct and Incorrect Usage of Name Fields; Example 2

NOTE: The Given and Last Name fields are the only fields considered by 
GroupWise. "Full Name," "Middle Initial," and "Other Name" are not used 
in this process.

Setting Up Internet Addressing

To enable internet addressing on your system, it must meet a few 
requirements. First, you must install a GroupWise Internet Agent (GWIA) a
select it as the default GWIA. Second, you need to set up Internet Doma
Names (IDomains). And third, you must choose an Internet Addressing 
Format.

GroupWise Internet Agent: The GroupWise 5.5 Internet Agent (GWIA) 
must be installed and selected as the default Internet Agent for outgoing
messages. NetWare® Administrator allows you to select a 5.2 Internet Ag
but the 5.2 Internet Agent does not support Internet addressing.

If more than one Internet agent is installed, you must select a default 
GroupWise Internet Agent to handle messages from the Message Trans
Agent that have failed in a GroupWise Message Transfer Protocol (MTP
transfer. When a transfer fails, the default GroupWise Internet Agent will th
try to deliver the message by way of Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMT

Internet Domain Name: One of the new features of GroupWise 5.5 is the u
of the Internet Domain (IDomain) record type. IDomain records allow for t
labeling of the system as "company.com," "company.edu," "company.org
and so on. GroupWise delivers mail addressed to any of the IDomains cre

The IDomains should be added to the domain name service (DNS). Afte
IDomains have been added, all the users in the system can be addresse

User name Address Format Result Reason

Given name = Rinze 
Last name = van den 
Bosch 

<First Name.Last Name>@Internet 
Domain 

rinze.van.den.bosch@company.com

Success Followed all rules, no more 
than one space in the given 
name

<First Name.Last Name>@Internet 
Domain

van.den.bosch.rinze@company.com

Failure Last name has more than one 
space
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through any of the IDomains. The user IDs can be used both internally a
externally.

While many IDomains can deliver items to a user, one IDomain must be 
selected as the preferred IDomain. This preferred IDomain is used when
GroupWise constructs the preferred e-mail address. 

A preferred e-mail address is the address that is published in the system
address book and in the To field of sent messages. The preferred IDomai
address format can be overridden on the domain, post office, and user ob

Internet Addressing Format: Internet addressing in GroupWise 5.5 allows
the choice of several different addressing formats. Each format has its 
advantages and disadvantages. You should choose the one that works b

Keep in mind that using the Internet addressing format sets the addressi
format at the system level. This format is inherited by all domains, post 
offices, and users in the system, and it can be overridden at any of these 

The following table lists the advantages and disadvantages of the addres
formats:

Table 14 Internet Addressing Formats

Format Advantages Disadvantages

<UserID.Post 
Office.Domain@Internet Domain 
Name>

� Reliable format. 
GroupWise guarantees 
that each address is 
unique.

� Identical usernames can 
be used in different post 
offices.

� Addresses tend to be long 
and hard to remember.

� Addresses may change 
over time as users are 
moved from one post office 
to another.

<UserID.Post Office@Internet 
Domain Name>

� Guarantees uniqueness if 
all your post offices have 
unique          names.

� Identical usernames can 
be placed in different post 
offices.

� Addresses tend to be long 
and hard to remember.

� Addresses may change 
over time as users are 
moved from one post office 
to another.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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IDomain Exclusion

Inbound Internet mail is undeliverable when addressed to users in differe
post offices with the same userid. If userid uniqueness is not possible an
multiple IDomains are defined in the system, then you can use the Exclu
capability of GroupWise.

By default, any user in the GroupWise system can receive mail addresse
any Internet domain that has been created in that system.

For example, if school.edu, companyA.com, and companyB.com have b
added as Internet domain names for a GroupWise 5.5 system, userX ca
receive mail addressed to

� userX@school.edu

<UserID@Internet Domain 
Name>

� Addresses are short and 
easy to remember.

� Backwards-compatible 
with previous versions of 
GroupWise. (Users won't 
need to update their 
business cards.)

� Addresses will not change 
as users are moved.

� Since GroupWise cannot 
guarantee unique user 
IDs, the system 
administrator is 
responsible for 
guaranteeing that the first 
and last names are unique. 

<FirstName.LastName@Internet 
Domain Name>

or

<LastName.FirstName@Internet 
Domain Name> 

� Addresses are intuitive 
and easy to remember.

� Addresses will not change 
as users are moved.

Since GroupWise cannot 
guarantee unique first and last 
names, the system administrator 
is responsible for guaranteeing 
that the first and last names are 
unique.

Probability of conflicts increases 
if any user's first and last names 
match any GroupWise domain or 
post office name, if any two users 
have the same first and last 
names, or if any two users have 
the opposite first and last names 
(such as James Dean and Dean 
James).

Format Advantages Disadvantages
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� userX@companyA.com

� userX@companyB.com

If all the users in a post office only want to accept mail if it is addressed t
"companyA.com," the exclusive flag can be set in the Internet Addressing
of the post office object. Messages addressed to user@companyB.com 
user@school.edu will no longer be considered for users in that post offic

The Exclusive flag can be set at the domain, post office, or user level. W
set at the domain or post office level, it is inherited by users belonging to 
level.   If the Exclusive flag is set on more than one level, the lower level
setting is enforced.

One advantage of using an Exclusive flag is that messages can be receiv
users with the same name in different post offices, provided each post o
has different Internet domain name exclusions. This is not possible by de
because the Exclusive flag is not set at any level.

GroupWise Utilities

GroupWise provides several utilities that enable you to manage your 
GroupWise system efficiently.

Synchronize

Synchronization is a comparison of an object and its properties from the 
owning domain’s perspective to that of all other domain databases that ha
record of the object. An object can be synchronized from two relative 
perspectives:

� Owning domain

� Any other domain

In the synchronization process, you force a specific object’s information to
pushed to the rest of the GroupWise system or to be pulled from the own
domain. It is designed as a troubleshooting tool in the case where an ob
gets out of sync.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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The GroupWise object synchronization is a relative operation. The outco
varies based on the location of the object relative to the current domain 
connection. 

The following process is used when you highlight an object from the NDS
browser or the GroupWise browser and select Tools | GroupWise Utilitie
Synchronize:

�� The object is read from NDS and all attributes are collected.

�� Each owning object is also read from NDS.

If the object is a user object, the post office object and the domain ob
are also read from NDS.

If the object is a domain object, only that object is read from NDS.

�� The current domain database (the domain that the GroupWise 
administrator is connected to) is read for the object’s information.

�� The NDS information is compared to the GroupWise domain databa
information.

If the information is the same, skip to Step 6.
If the information is different, continue to Step 5.

�� Modify the GroupWise domain information using the NDS informatio
for the selected object.

�� Determine if the current domain is the owner of the selected object.

If yes, create administration message files to synchronize the object
information with the rest of the system. These files include a file fo
each post office under the current domain and a file for each doma
the system.

If no, create an administration message file requesting the object’s 
information from the owning domain.

GroupWise 4.1 Migration

Migration is the process used to upgrade a GroupWise 4.1 system to a 
GroupWise 5.5 system. Four main tasks are involved with migration. They
discussed in the following subsections:
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� “Primary Domain” on page 78

� “Secondary Domain” on page 81

� “Post Office” on page 82

� “Graft GroupWise Objects” on page 85

Primary Domain

You must migrate the primary domain first. You cannot migrate a second
domain until you have migrated the primary domain. You must also make 
NetWare Administrator (NWADMN32.EXE) and the GroupWise 
Administrator snap-in are installed. 

Before performing the migration, the migration utility must gather the 
information shown in the following table: 

Table 15 Primary Domain Migration

After the information has been gathered, the migration utility migrates th
primary domain. The migration is a combination of adding new records to
domain database, rebuilding that database with the new dictionary files 

Message Description

Software Distribution 
Directory path

Make sure this is the same directory that was specified for the Software 
Distribution when running the GroupWise 5.5 installation from the CD.

Gateway Type These need to be match up with the actual type of gateway. For example, if 
the Remote gateway is an Async, match it up with Async. Do this for each 
gateway in the system.

System Name Provide a unique name. This will identify the system. The system name is 
important for External Synchronization and many other processes.

Shut down Agents MS, ADS, and any gateways for this domain need to be exited to free up all 
connections to the domain database (wpdomain.db).

Domain directory This information ensures that the location of the database is correct.

Post Office directories This information is used to create MTA links to the post office, not to migrate 
the post office directories.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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(GWDOM.DC), and then creating synchronization files to send to the res
the GroupWise system.

Adding Records to the Domain Database

GroupWise 4.1 provides 19 default time zones to select from. In addition,
can create custom time zones. GroupWise 5.5 has the original 19 time z
from GroupWise 4.1 and 41 additional time zones to choose from. 

The migration process adds the 41 time zone records to the domain data
and modifies the existing 19 time zone records along with any custom tim
zones records that might have been defined. Modifying the existing time
zones makes them compatible with GroupWise 5.5. In fact, there are 19 f
added to the existing time zones.

In GroupWise 4.1, the gateway records were defined by the administrato
This made creating gateways difficult, especially the first time. GroupWis
5.5 adds 20 default gateway certificates (database records). These are 
predefined templates for GroupWise gateways. 

Ten other records are also added to the database. They include the follo

Table 16 Adding Records to the Domain Database

Record Type Description

System Name This record is the identifying record for the GroupWise system. It is used to 
maintain uniqueness within the system and to synchronize with external 
systems.

MTA Event This is a default event record for the MTA that is used to perform NDS User 
Synchronization. It is named Default NDS User Synchronization Event.

POA Event Two event records are set up by default: Default POA Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance Event and Default POA Disk Check Event.

Event Action These records are event actions that are triggered by the POA Events. Each 
event action defines what will happen if the corresponding POA event occurs.

Event Action Association These records link the event records to the action records. The links are 
necessary because multiple events can have some or all of the same actions. 
The actions are stored independently of the event, making the actions 
available for any event.
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Rebuilding the Domain Database

After the migration process is finished adding records to the database, it
rebuilds the database with a new dictionary file. This dictionary file conta
a set of rules for a GroupWise 5.x domain database structure. 

The rebuilding process moves the information from the old structure into
new structure, applying all changes that are required in a GroupWise 5.x 
database.

Several fields are added to each object record directly owned by the dom
being migrated. The most important field is the GroupWise Unique Identif
(GUID). The GUID is typically a 32-byte alpha/numeric identifier used to 
maintain uniqueness in the GroupWise system.

The GUID is added to objects that belong to a GroupWise 4.x post office under 
the primary domain, but is referred to as an Unregistered GUID. Unregiste
GUID will change to a GUID (or Registered GUID) when the post office i
migrated.

Replicating Changes to the Domain Database

As records and fields are added to the database during the domain migra
message files are created for each transaction. However, the Message S
(MS) and Administration Server (ADS) have been exited so the domain c
be rebuilt. Without these running the message files are not being deliver

The MTA is sent messages notifying it of configuration changes and mess
telling it to perform a restart so it can recognize the configuration changes.
messages are written to the <domain dirctory>\wpcsin\0 directory (this 
directory is the MTA input queue for the domain).

Messages representing each time zone record added during the migratio
created and placed in the <domain directory>\wpcsin\2 directory. Messa
representing the modification of records (such as adding fields to a record
created and placed in the same directory.

After the MTA is installed and loaded, all these messages are processed
sent to each domain and post office in the system. The replication 
synchronizes the entire system with all changes made during the migrati
Each domain and post office will receive the time zone records that were
added and will modify the existing time zone records with the new fields.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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The larger the system and the more objects per domain being migrated,
more message files are created. You must ensure that all MTA links are 
and that the ADS/ADA processes are running with open links.

Completing the Migration  

The database referred to above is a 5.x version, not a 5.5 version. When 
viewed in Details from NetWare Administrator, the version is listed as 5.0
The MTA (version 5.5) must be run against the domain before the doma
upgraded to version 5.5.

The 5.5 MTA adds a field to the database. This is a second-version field
contains the 5.5 value. The 5.5 POAs look for this field to determine if the p
office is in a 5.5 domain and, thus, updateable.

After the MTA is run, the actual domain migration process is complete. 
However, the migration as a whole is not complete. The domain needs to 
the time zone validated. Validation is important if a customer time zone w
used and the domain needs to be grafted. (Grafting is a separate proces
discussed later in this chapter.) Other domains and post offices have to b
migrated as well.

Secondary Domain

The secondary domain migration process is the same as the primary do
migration process, with the following exceptions: 

After the primary domain is migrated, the other domains can be migrated
any order. Refer to the Migration Appendix to learn about factors you nee
keep in mind when deciding the migration order.

When you migrate a secondary domain, you are not prompted for a syst
name. This name was determined during the primary domain migration. 
system name cannot be changed and is consistent throughout the entire
system.

A post office cannot be migrated until the domain it belongs to is migrate
You must carefully plan the migration order.
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Post Office

A post office goes through two migration processes—one for the director
store and one for the data store. In the directory store migration, records
added, the post office database is rebuilt, and the changes are replicated
synchronization. 

In the data store migration, the databases containing the messaging item
converted to the GroupWise 5.5 format. The process is quick and straigh
forward. Training for and rolling out the client software is a more tedious 
process and is covered in “Auto-Update” on page 117.

Adding Records to the Post Office Database

The post office database is modified with the new Time Zone records wh
the primary domain migration has sent synchronization message files to
update the system. The post office database also receives the updates t
domain records that are stored in the post office database. However, the
office database does not receive any of the other GroupWise 5.5-specific
records added during the primary domain migration. 

The following table lists and provides a description of the records that ar
added when the post office is migrated:

Table 17 Migration: Adding Records to the Post Office Database

Record Type Description

Application In GroupWise 4.1, the OFS process was managed at the domain level. It used 
the message server record to determine many of its initialization values. With 
GroupWise 5.5, the POA is managed at a post office level, so initialization 
records had to be added so the POA can run successfully. These records 
represent the OFS and ADS records that existed at the domain level for 
GroupWise 4.1.

POA This record has the configuration information for the new POA object.

System Name This record is the identifying record for the GroupWise system. It is used to 
maintain uniqueness within the system. It is also used when synchronizing 
with external systems.

MTA Event This is a default event for the MTA that is used to perform NDS User 
Synchronization. It is named Default NDS User Synchronization Event.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Post Office Database Rebuild

The post office database is rebuilt with the new dictionary file (GWPO.DC
This rebuild changes the structure of the database and requires the addit
fields specific to GroupWise 5.5. When the post office database is rebuilt
Unregistered GUIDs are changed to Registered GUIDs.

Replicating Changes to the Post Office Database

The changes and additions made to the post office are replicated to the r
the system so that this post office will be treated as a GroupWise 5.5 pos
office. 

The files for the replication are created in the <domain>\wpcsin\0 directo
and the <domain>\wpcsin\2 directory. The files are created in the domain
MTA input queue because it is the domain that the post office is connecte
Thus, the current or owning domain of the post office is updated as the 
migration takes place. All other post offices for this domain, and all other
domains and post offices need the replication messages.

Migrating the Data Store

During the migration of the post office database, the post office is flagge
closed. This prevents users from logging in during the migration process
When the rebuild portion of the migration has been completed, you must
install the agents.

After the agents have been installed, a prompt asks you if you want to run
POA with a /convert switch. This switch is the key to the data store migrat

POA Event Two events that are set up by default: Default POA Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance Event and Default POA Disk Check Event.

Event Action These event actions are triggered by the POA Events. Each event action 
defines what will happen if the associated event occurs.

Event Action Association These records link the event records to the action records. This link is 
necessary because multiple events can have some or all of the same actions. 
The actions are stored independently of the event, making the actions 
available for any event.

Record Type Description
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When the POA is loaded with /convert, the following series of events is kic
off:

�� The version number of the database is bumped to store the 5.5 value
a second version field is added (just like the MTA does with the doma
with a 5.5 value.

�� The Guardian database (NGWGUARD.DB) is created.

�� The message database (MSGnn.DB) is converted.

During the conversion of each message database, the POA adds a 
reference to the Guardian.

�� The deferred messages from the <post office>\ofwork\ofdirect direct
are converted into the deferred database (NGWDFR.DB).

GroupWise 4.x stores the deferred messages as a flat file. This can ca
problems, especially when these files are inadvertently deleted or wh
they grow into the thousands, slowing the processing of the OFS.

�� The user database (USERxxx.DB) is converted.

The POA will create a reference of each user database in the guardi

Throughout the migration of the data store, the content of the databases 
alone. The conversion does not change what is stored, only how it is sto
None of the attachment directories needs to be converted. The encryptio
the attachments remains the same for version 5.5 as it was for version 4.x.

After the migration has been completed, a message appears stating that
the POA /convert has been completed, you should exit the POA and res
without the /convert switch. The dialog box will also have a button for open
the post office.When you click this button, the Exclusion flag is removed
allowing users to access their mailboxes.

As users access their mailboxes for the first time, their address books wi
converted. When they open their archive for the first time, it will be convert
The post office migration is now complete.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Graft GroupWise Objects

Grafting is a necessary part of every migration because it brings the 
information from the GroupWise directory store into the NDS tree. Grafti
creates objects that are specific to GroupWise and associates the user o
that already exist in NDS with their GroupWise post office. 

 GroupWise objects can be grafted as soon as a domain is migrated. Th
when the primary domain is migrated, every post office under the primar
domain and every domain in the system is available to graft. 

As each domain is migrated, the post offices belonging to that domain bec
available for grafting. In fact, Novell recommends that grafting take place
after each domain migration.

Two separate grafting processes are used. They are discussed in the follo
subsections:

� “Domains, Post Offices, and Gateways” on page 85

� “Users, Resources, and Distribution Lists” on page 89

Domains, Post Offices, and Gateways

When you graft the domains, the post offices for the selected domain, an
gateways of that domain, you are taking the information from the GroupW
database and creating the NDS objects for each domain and post office.

To graft domains and post offices, you must have NDS rights to the contai
in which the objects will be placed. Novell recommends that, as the 
administrator, you should be assigned all object rights except Supervisor;
must have at least Create and Browse rights.

The following steps outline the process used to graft a domain, MTA, po
office, ADA and any gateways:

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the domain information

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the post office informat

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the domain information
again.
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�� NDS is read for the GroupWise domain object.

�� NDS returns—Error Code - fffffda7 (domain object not found in NDS

�� NDS if read for the post office object.

�� NDS returns—Error Code - fffffda7 (post office object not found in 
NDS).

�� The GroupWise domain database is read for the domain information

�� The GroupWise domain database is written to adding the domains 
distinguished name (DN).

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for the domain information

���� The GroupWise domain database is again read for the domain 
information.

���� NDS is read for domain object.

���� NDS returns—Error Code - fffffda7 (domain object not found in NDS

���� GroupWise is written to adding the administrator’s fully distinguished
name to the domain record.

���� The domain object is added to NDS.

���� GroupWise domain database is read for the domain’s MTA informati

���� The GroupWise domain database is written to adding the DN to the M
record.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for domain MTA.

���� The MTA object is added to NDS.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for domain’s ADA informat

���� The GroupWise domain database is written to add the DN to the AD
record.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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���� The GroupWise domain database is read for the ADA information.

���� The ADA object is added to NDS.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for post office information.

���� GroupWise post office record is modified with the post office DN.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for post office.

���� The NDS post office object is read for Resource Member.

���� The NDS post office object is read for Distribution List Member.

���� The NDS post office object is read for Library Member.

���� The NDS post office object is read for Access Mode.

���� The NDS post office object information is read.

���� NDS returns—Error Code - fffffda7 (post office object not found in 
NDS).

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for post office information.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for post office information 
again.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for domain information.

���� The post office object is added to NDS.

���� The NDS post office object is read.

���� The NDS post office object is read again.

���� The domain object is modified to include the post office object in the
domain’s post office membership attribute.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for domain information.
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���� The GroupWise domain database is read for post office’s Post Office
Agent (POA) object.

���� GroupWise returns—Error Code - db0a (POA doesn't exist in databa

���� The POA is written to the GroupWise domain database.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for post office’s POA 
information.

���� The POA object is added to NDS.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for Gateway information.

���� The Gateway record in the domain database is modified to include th
domain’s DN.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for gateway information.

���� NDS is read for the gateway object.

���� NDS returns—Error Code - fffffda7 (object not found in NDS).

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for domain information.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for domain information aga

���� The gateway records are written to the GroupWise domain database

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for gateway information.

���� The gateway object is added to NDS.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for the domain information

���� The NDS domain object is read.

���� The GroupWise domain database is read for the domain information

���� The domain object is read from NDS.
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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These steps are based on grafting a domain with one post office and on
gateway. The larger the system, the longer this process takes.

Users, Resources, and Distribution Lists

Grafting users, resources, and distribution lists is similar to grafting doma
post offices, and gateways. However, when you graft users, resources, o
distribution lists, only the NDS resource and distribution list objects are 
created. Then user objects are matched with the GroupWise accounts a
modified with the GroupWise information. If a match for a user doesn’t ex
you have the options of skipping or of creating an external entity object.

An External Entity is a non-NDS object that is stored in NDS specifically 
managing GroupWise users. This object allows for GroupWise administra
without NDS authentication. This object is useful when NDS is only bein
used for GroupWise administration and all other networking is handled b
network operating system (NOS) other than NetWare.

The following steps outline the process used to graft users, resources, a
distribution lists:

�� Read GroupWise post office

�� Read GroupWise post office

�� Read GroupWise domain

�� Read GroupWise post office

�� Read GroupWise post office

�� Read NDS post office object

�� Read GroupWise userid

�� Write GroupWise userid (distinguished name)

�� Read GroupWise userid

���� Read GroupWise domain (looking for specific record related to the 
domain)
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���� GroupWise Error Code - db0a (record not found)

���� Read GroupWise domain (looking for specific record related to the 
domain)

���� GroupWise Error Code - db0a (record not found)

���� Read NDS for Userid attribute

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: Given Name

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: Surname

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: Title

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: OU

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: Telephone Number

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: Facsimile Telephone Number

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: EMail Address

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: Internet EMail Address

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: NLS Info

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: Post Office

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: Object ID

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: Account ID

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: Visibility

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: Mailbox Expiration Time

� NDSDoc::GetNDSObject - Read Buffer: 
GWU1.LSTest.41Migration.WWS

� NDSDoc::GetNDSObject - Result Buffer: 
GWU1.LSTest.41Migration.WWS

���� Read NDS User Object

���� Write GroupWise userid

���� Read GroupWise userid
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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���� Read GroupWise userid

���� Read GroupWise post office

���� Modify NDS user object (add GroupWise attributes)

���� Read NDS user object

���� Read NDS post office object

���� Modify NDS post office object (add to resource membership attribute

���� Read NDS post office object

���� Modify NDS user object

���� Repeat Steps 6 through 25 for each grafted user

���� Write GroupWise Resource (distinguished name)

���� Read GroupWise Resource

���� Read NDS object resource attribute

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: Owner

���� Read NDS object resource

���� Error Code - fffffda7 (object does not exist in NDS)

���� Read GroupWise post office

���� Add NDS object resource

���� Read NDS object resource

���� Read NDS object post office

���� Repeat Steps 27 through 35 for each grafted resource

���� Write GroupWise distribution list (distinguished name)
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���� Read GroupWise distribution list

���� Read NDS object distribution list attributes

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: Carbon Copy Member

� NDSDoc::GetAttrInfo: NGW: Blind Copy Member

���� Read NDS object distribution list

���� Error Code - fffffda7 (object not found in NDS)

���� Read GroupWise post office

���� Add NDS object distribution list

���� Read NDS object distribution list

���� Read NDS object post office

���� Modify NDS object post office (add to distribution list member attribut

���� Read GroupWise distribution list userid

���� Modify NDS object distribution list (add userid to membership)

���� Write GroupWise userid (add distribution list info)

���� Read NDS object distribution list

���� Repeat Steps 27 through 50 for all grafted distribution lists

���� Read GroupWise domain

���� Read NDS object domain

���� Read GroupWise domain

���� Read NDS object domain
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Move User Process

The Move User process is initiated from inside the GroupWise View of 
NetWare Administrator. A move from GroupWise 4.1 to 5.5 is not comple
in the same way a move from GroupWise 5.5 to GroupWise 5.5 is comple

“The GroupWise 4.1 to 5.x Move Process” on page 93 outlines the process 
used to move from GroupWise 4.1 to 5.x. “The 5.x to 5.x Move Process” on 
page 95 outlines the process used to move from GroupWise 5.x to 5.5. 
“Limitations of the Move User Process” on page 98 discusses limitations of 
the move process.

The GroupWise 4.1 to 5.x Move Process

�� You or another administrator uses GroupWise Administrator in NetW
Administrator to initiate the Move User process from a GroupWise 4
post office to a GroupWise 5.x post office.

�� GroupWise Administrator updates the local WPDOMAIN.DB. If the 
current domain is the destination domain, the existing user record is
modified to update the domain, post office, or user ID fields.

If the current domain is not the destination domain, the existing user
record is modified to show both the old and new name and the recor
marked with a pending operation.

�� GroupWise Administrator updates several attributes in NDS to show
pending move. One attribute, the GroupWise ID attribute, is modified
store both the old and new name of the user. The first time the NDS re
is modified after the move is completed, the old name is deleted from
attribute.

�� If the current domain is the destination domain, GroupWise 
Administrator sends a move/rename task to a Post Office Agent (POA
the destination post office.

If the current domain is not the destination domain, GroupWise 
Administrator sends a remote management task for a move to the 
Message Transfer Agent (MTA) at the destination domain. The MTA
the destination domain updates WPDOMAIN.DB and sends a move
rename task to a POA at the destination post office.
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�� The POA admin thread at the destination post office updates 
WPHOST.DB.

NOTE: In 5.x versions of GroupWise prior to GroupWise 5.5, the 
Administration Agent (ADA) performed this function. In GroupWise 
5.5, the ADA was removed and its functions were distributed to the 
POA admin thread and the MTA admin thread.

�� The POA sends move/rename tasks to the source POA and to any o
POA in the current domain.

�� If the current domain is not the primary domain, the POA admin thre
sends a move/rename task to the MTA at the primary domain.

If the current domain is the primary domain, the POA sends move/ren
tasks to all secondary domains.

�� The MTA at the primary domain updates WPDOMAIN.DB and sends
move/rename tasks to all secondary domains except the destination
domain.

�� The POA or MTA admin thread updates WPDOMAIN.DB and all the
local post offices' WPHOST.DBs with the new domain, post office, a
user ID settings. It also checks each post office to see if it is the sou
post office.

���� If the user record was originally marked with a pending operation, th
MTA now clears the pending operation.

���� The POA or MTA admin thread updates the source post office's 
WPHOST.DB and sends a message to a POA at the source post off

���� The 4.1 Post Office Server (OFS) bundles the user database into a f
attaches it to a GroupWise message, and sends it to the destination 
office.

���� The 5.x POA receives the message with the attachment, saves the 
attachment as the USERxxx.DB, and then registers it with 
NGWGUARD.DB (the guardian database) so that no duplicate FIDs 
occur.

If the USERxxx.DB was created before the 5.x POA received the 
USERxxx.DB that was sent (for example, if the user received a mess
in the GroupWise 5.x post office before the existing USERxxx.DB 
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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arrived), the USERxxx.DB that was created will be deleted and the ne
messages sent before the arrival of the moved USERxxx.DB will be lost. 
The POA will then save the arriving USERxxx.DB and all old messages
will be safe.

���� The 5.x POA converts the database format from 4.1 to 5.x.

���� The 5.x POA sends a message to the 4.1 OFS to begin sending all 
messages referenced in USERxxx.DB.

���� The 4.1 OFS extracts a copy of each message referenced in USERxxx.DB 
and sends it to the destination post office. (If local copies of messag
already exist in the 5.x post office, a duplicate copy is still sent.)

The OFS then deletes the USERxxx.DB in the 4.1 post office.

���� The 5.x POA writes the 4.1 message files to the appropriate 5.x message 
databases.

���� The 5.x POA resets the USERxxx.DB pointers to point to the 5.x message 
databases.

The 5.x to 5.x Move Process

�� You or another administrator uses GroupWise Administrator in NetW
Administrator to initiate the Move User process from a 5.x post office to 
a 5.x post office.

�� The GroupWise Administrator updates the local WPDOMAIN.DB. If th
current domain is the destination domain, the existing user record is
modified to update the domain, post office, or user ID fields.

If the current domain is not the destination domain, the existing user
record is modified to show both the old and new name and the recor
marked with a pending operation.

�� The GroupWise Administrator updates several attributes in NDS to sh
a pending move. One attribute, the GroupWise ID attribute, is modifi
to store both the old and new name of the user. The first time the ND
record is modified after the move is completed, the old name is dele
from this attribute.
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�� If the current domain is the destination domain, GroupWise 
Administrator sends a move/rename task to the Post Office Agent (PO
at the destination post office.

If the current domain is not the destination domain, GroupWise 
Administrator sends a remote management task for a move to the 
Message Transfer Agent (MTA) at the destination domain. The MTA
the destination domain updates WPDOMAIN.DB and sends a move/
rename task to a POA at the destination post office.

�� The POA admin thread at the destination post office updates 
WPHOST.DB.

�� The POA sends move/rename tasks to the source POA and to any o
POAs in the current domain.

�� If the current domain is not the primary domain, the POA admin thre
sends a move/rename task to the MTA at the primary domain.

If the current domain is the primary domain, the POA sends move/ren
tasks to all secondary domains.

�� The message flow goes from the POA to WPCSIN, and then to 
GWINPROG and WPCSOUT.

�� The MTA at the primary domain updates WPDOMAIN.DB and sends
move/rename tasks to all secondary domains except the destination
domain.

���� The POA or MTA admin thread updates WPDOMAIN.DB and all the
local post offices' WPHOST.DBs with the new domain, post office, a
user ID settings. It also checks each post office to see if it is the sou
post office.

���� The MTA now clears the pending operation.

���� The POA or MTA admin thread updates the source post office's 
WPHOST.DB and sends a message to a POA at the source post off

���� The source POA opens USER.DB and creates an inventory list (a lis
record IDs) of all the items that will be moved, including all message
attachments, folders, rules, personal groups, and preference informa
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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���� The source POA sends the inventory list as a message file to the 
destination post office's POA.

For simplicity in this step and in a number of following steps, the mess
flow shows direct communication between the source POA and the 
destination POA. In reality, this communication goes from one POA 
the MTA and then to the other POA.

���� The source POA creates a deferred message in the deferred databa
(NGWDFR.DB) in the <post office>\OFMSG directory to remind the 
source POA to verify that the destination POA has received the inven
list.

If this message is triggered and the source POA has not received a re
for items from the destination post office, the source POA creates an
sends the inventory list. If the source POA has received a request fo
items, the message is not triggered again.

���� Upon receiving the inventory list, the destination POA saves the 
inventory list to the new USERxxx.DB, which has been created in the 
destination post office. The new USERxxx.DB is created by one of three
actions:

� The user received mail in the destination post office.

� The user opened his or her GroupWise client in the destination p
office.

� The destination POA created USERxxx.DB during this process.

If the USER.DB is created before the inventory list arrives, any new 
messages that have been received are not lost.

���� The destination POA uses the inventory list to create a request list 
containing all items and sends it back to the source POA.

���� The source POA receives the request list and extracts all items on the
It begins to send them individually to the destination POA.

���� The destination POA receives each of the items and checks the mes
databases to see if the item already exists. If a local copy exists (for
example, from a group item that was sent to someone else in the same
office), the POA will use the local copy rather than accepting the 
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duplicate copy. As each item is received, that item is removed from t
inventory list.

���� The destination POA creates a deferred message to tell itself to verify
all items have been received. This deferred message is triggered a 
maximum of 14 times, once every 12 hours. 

Each time the message is triggered, the destination POA checks the
inventory list to see if all items have been received. If all the items are
received, it sends a request to the source POA to get the remaining i

 In the event that all items have not been received after 13 requests,
14th request includes a message to delete the USERxxx.DB from the 
source post office for the moved user.

���� When all items have been received by the destination POA, the 
destination POA sends a message to the source POA to delete the 
USERxxx.DB from the source post office for the moved user.

Limitations of the Move User Process

When moving users, you should consider these precautions and limitatio
the process:

� A GroupWise user who is being moved must not be using GroupWis
while the Move User process is taking place.

� Users cannot be moved between external domains. 

To maintain the GroupWise 4.1 system with 4.1 domains and post off
while still connected to the GroupWise 5.x system, you must merge the 
4.1 system with the 5.x system before you move users from a 4.1 post
office to a 5.x post office.

� You cannot move a user from a 5.x post office to a 4.1 post office.

� If a GroupWise user being moved sends a message from her mailbox
the Move User process is initiated but before the move is completed
status information for that message will be lost.

� If a GroupWise 4.1 user also uses GroupWise Remote, he must rese
name of the post office in GroupWise 5.x before he can use the Hit the 
�� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Road feature. Any messages left in the user's GroupWise 4.1 remot
mailbox will be lost after the move to the GroupWise 5.x post office.

Agent Processes

The GroupWise agents, MTA and POA, are responsible for GroupWise 
messaging. The processes they handle are discussed in the following 
subsections:

� “MTA” on page 99

� “POA” on page 109

MTA

The following sections explain the main processes that the Message Tra
Agent (MTA) is responsible for:

� “Message Handling Process” on page 99

� “Dynamic Internet Link” on page 102

� “Administration Thread” on page 106

� “Message Logging” on page 107

Message Handling Process

Message Handling is the process by which the MTA deals with an inboun
message. This process has been improved with GroupWise 5.5 to preve
MTA from slowing down when dealing with very large queues. In prior 
versions, the MTA slowed down most often in one of following scenarios

� Network links go down and prevent the MTAs from transferring 
messages. The MTAs put these messages in their holding directorie

� Large groups of users are moved. The move process usually creates
of mail traffic. The larger the group moved, the greater the chance of
MTA slowing down and causing problems with the move process.
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� In previous versions of GroupWise, the message and holding queue
would back up at various times for various reasons. When the queue
became backed up, the MTA would slow down to do the required 
directory scans of these queues. Basically, the MTA would spend mo
time trying to read the queues than it would reducing the queues by 
processing the messages.

The following is a step process the GroupWise 5.5 MTA uses to deal with
situation:

�� Inbound Message

MTA receives a message via IP or File Copy (FC). The IP process 
receives the message with its Listener - Receiver Thread. The FC pro
picks it up via a scanner thread.

�� Message Log

The process checks for the use of Message Logging.

If message logging is turned on, continue with Step 3. 

If message logging is turned off, skip to Step 4. 

�� Message Logging On

The message is written to the Logging Database.

The file name is made up of the Database Record Number (DRN) wri
in HEX and a file extension of IDP.

�� Message Logging Off

The file name is generated starting at 800 HEX, and is sequenced b
on other files in the directory.

�� The file is written to disk, but it is still handled in memory.

�� Memory Queue Flag

A flag in the memory queue is set when the queue is full.

If the memory queue flag is set, go to Step 9.

If the memory queue flag is not set, continue to Step 7.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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�� Memory Flag Not Set

The allocated memory is not full.

�� The message file information is then passed (in memory) to the Rou
thread for processing.

Upon successful transfer to the next hop, the file on disk is deleted.

The cycle starts over.

�� Memory Flag Set

The allocated memory is full.

���� The message stays here until the flag is removed.

Removing the flag requires an additional process. This process is as foll

�� Check the number of files in the directory for a threshold of 51 files.

If the number of files is greater than 51, skip to Step 3.

If the number of files is less than 51, continue to Step 2.

�� Scanner Thread writes the message to the memory queue and rese
flag. Go to Step 8 in the preceding process. 

�� Scanner Thread creates an "x" file in the Root of the GWINPROG 
directory.

The file is in the format of: x_[priority of message]_[first 4 digits of th
filename]

�� The "x" file is read and the message is written to the memory queue
to Step 8 in the preceding process.

�� The scanner thread is suspended until all "x" files are processed.

�� Router Thread from Step 8 (in the preceding process) will process a
these messages.

�� The cycle is then repeated until the flag can be reset.
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Dynamic Internet Link

Figure 1 shows the basic process of establishing a dynamic Internet link 
between GroupWise 5.5 systems when a GroupWise 5.5 user sends a me
to another GroupWise 5.5 user.

Figure 1 Establishing a Dynamic Internet Link

The following steps provide details about establishing the link:

�� GroupWise Client in Sending System

The GroupWise client parses the address by breaking it down into p
and attempting to map it to the user.post office.domain syntax. When
parsing is complete, the client looks in its own system Address Book 
asks: "Does the parsed address match any listed in the system Addr
Book?"
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If Yes: The GroupWise client sends this "internal" message to the MT
to be queued for delivery.

If No: The GroupWise client attempts to resolve the address further.
Continue to Step 2.

�� GroupWise Client in Sending System

The GroupWise client checks the Internet domain name (IDomain) 
addressing element listed after an "@" sign in the address syntax an
asks: "Is this IDomain defined in my GroupWise system (that is, is it 
internal)?" (If there were no IDomain element at this point, the mess
would be undeliverable.)

If Yes: The client looks at the address to determine if all parts are pres
If they are present, it attempts to find a domain element in the address
resolve the address for local delivery.

If a domain element cannot be found, the message is undeliverable.

If No: The client recognizes the IDomain as external to its system an
queues the message to the MTA. Continue to Step 3.

�� GroupWise MTA in Sending System

The GroupWise MTA asks: "Does the IDomain in this address match 
IDomain defined in the local GroupWise system?"

If Yes: The GroupWise MTA recognizes that the IDomain is internal a
routes it to the internal domain.

If No: The GroupWise MTA cannot find a matching IDomain in its 
system. The GroupWise MTA attempts to find a resource to help it ro
the message. Continue to Step 4.

�� GroupWise MTA in Sending System

The GroupWise MTA checks its system and asks: "Has a route been
defined to an alternate MTA configured for IDomain service?"

If Yes: All messages with an external IDomain are routed to a designa
MTA. Continue to Step 5.

If No: The local MTA handles messages with an external IDomain in 
address. Continue to Step 5. 
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�� GroupWise MTA in Sending System

The GroupWise MTA asks: "Is this system set up to support DNS 
lookups?"

If Yes: The GroupWise MTA checks a DNS. Skip to Step 9.

If No:  The GroupWise MTA attempts to find another way to connect 
the IDomain. Continue to Step 6.

�� GroupWise MTA in Sending System

The MTA checks the system for capability to establish SMTP links a
asks: "Does this system have a designated GroupWise Internet Age

If Yes: Continue to Step 7.

If No: Message is undeliverable.

�� GroupWise Internet Agent in Sending System

The MTA passes the message to the designated Internet Agent in th
GroupWise system. The Internet Agent checks DNS and asks: "Doe
DNS have a mail exchange record (MX) for this other system that I c
use establish an SMTP link?"

If Yes: The Agent does a DNS lookup for an MX record. Continue to S
8.

If No: Message is undeliverable.

�� GroupWise Internet Agent in Sending System

The designated Agent establishes an SMTP link with the IDomain in
address; then the Internet Agent converts the GroupWise message 
SMTP format, and the message is sent to the other messaging syste
through the SMTP Internet connection. However, no further informati
about the message is returned to the sender unless the addressee (
addressee's mail server) replies.

�� GroupWise MTA in Sending System

The GroupWise MTA performs a DNS lookup at the DNS nameserver
asking: "Does DNS file have an SRV or TXT resource record associa
with this IDomain name?"
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If Yes: DNS returns either an SRV or a TXT resource record and retu
it to the MTA. Continue to Step 10.

If No: The GroupWise MTA does not find any resource record. Return
Step 8.

���� GroupWise MTA in Sending System

The sending MTA reads the name-to-TCP/IP address mappings liste
the resource record for the other GroupWise system's MTAs, the sen
MTA chooses a domain to connect to based on a priority system 
established in the resource record, and a message thread in the sen
MTA initiates a GroupWise Message Transport Protocol (GWMTP) 
connection procedure with an MTA in the other system (sending to it
port and address). Continue to Step 11.

���� GroupWise MTA in Receiving System

The receiving MTA recognizes the sender's attempt to connect and t
completes the GWMTP connection with the sending MTA. Continue 
Step 12.

���� Both GroupWise MTAs

The message is sent unaltered over the GWMTP connection betwee
two GroupWise 5.5 MTAs.

Because the messages are unaltered, all features of the message re
This allows for busy search, scheduling, and message status to pas
unaltered between the GroupWise 5.5 system.

For this process to be successful, you need to 

� Assign an Internet Domain Name

� Add an MTA Resource Record to DNS

� Configure the MTA Server or Workstation for DNS Lookups

Assign an Internet Domain Name

The address of every user in a GroupWise 5.5 system is based on the In
addressing format, which includes an Internet domain name (IDomain) m
up of the elements following an "at" sign (@).
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A unique IDomain can be defined and associated with the entire GroupW
5.5 system or for any of its domain, post offices, or user objects. Once def
the IDomain must be made visible on a DNS name server so that GroupW
5.5 MTAs wanting to connect to the local 5.5 system can identify it as a 
GroupWise 5.5 system and complete the connection.

Add an MTA Resource Record to DNS

For dynamic Internet linking to work, the MTAs in the other GroupWise 5
systems must discover that your IDomain has a GroupWise 5.5 system. 
discovery can occur if you create a DNS resource record in your DNS 
configuration file that maps one or more MTAs in your system to an IP add
and port. You can create either a service (SRV) resource record or a text (T
resource record for the MTA, depending on the requirements of your DN
name server.

Configure the MTA Server or Workstation for DNS Lookups

For dynamic Internet linking to work, the MTAs in your GroupWise 5.5 
system must be able to discover the MTAs in other GroupWise 5.5 syste
This means that you must make sure that the server or workstation where
MTA runs is properly configured for DNS lookups.

Administration Thread

The Administration Agent (ADA) was removed from the agents with the 
release of GroupWise 5.5. Now the MTA and POA are responsible for th
function. The ADA thread is responsible for two primary processes:

� Administrative updates to the domain

� NDS User Synchronization Process

ADA Updates

With the previous version of GroupWise, the ADA process would scan th
<domain>\wpcsout\ads\0-7 directories for administration message files a
process the request on the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB). The scan
a configured setting that defaulted to 60 seconds. However, it could be 
changed to a value that caused updates to never be processed or not pro
fast enough.
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GroupWise 5.5 performs the same scan of the same directory and proce
the request to the domain database in the same way. However, the scan
is no longer configurable; it is set to a value of 60 seconds.

NDS User Synchronization

The NDS User Synchronization process is a Scheduled Event. You confi
the synchronization to be performed on a Weekly or Daily basis at a spec
start time. This is the only Scheduled Event that the MTA has and it requ
access (rights) to NDS. This process is described in detail under “NDS User 
Synchronization” on page 63.

Message Logging

Several levels of message logging can be configured. This subsection exp
what each setting is designed to do and provides common settings base
standard needs.
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Message Logging Level: By setting the message logging level, you turn 
message logging on and establish the amount of data that is logged.

� Brief Logging: Brief logging collects message flow data suitable for 
billing and tracking, including message identifier, message type, sen
priority, next hop, final destination, and customizable flags.

� Full Logging: Full logging collects all the data that brief logging collect
In addition, it collects additional data suitable for detailed statistical 
reporting, including arrival time, queued time, and send time at 
intermediate hops, completed time, connection count, and transport-
specific information. 

For a list of specific data logged at the brief and full logging levels, s
the documentation provided for the GroupWise Message Logging AP
the GroupWise Software Developer's Kit.

Message Log File Path: Specify the full path of the file where the MTA will 
record the logging information.

Correlate Delivery Status Reports: After message logging is turned on, you
can choose whether the MTA should perform logging correlation on the 
gathered data. Logging correlation maintains the relationship between u
messages and their corresponding delivery reports. Logging correlation 
occurs when a user sends a message and then receives a report of "Deliv

� Correlation Off: With correlation off, the MTA does not update the 
original message record associated with the delivery report. Howeve
Include Reports is selected, then correlation can be performed off-lin
perhaps later, thus lessening the load on the MTA.

� Correlation On: With correlation on, the MTA updates the delivery 
status field of the original message record with the status information
provided by the delivery report. The selection of correlation should ma
the requirements of the application using the logging database. This
ensure optimal performance of the MTA.

Collect Delivery Status Reports: Delivery status reports are responses to 
user messages that indicate whether the message was delivered. To rec
delivery status reports, the reports must be logged for off-line correlation 
value-added program.
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Collect Other Status Reports: Other status reports are additional respons
to user messages that provide specific, user-requested information abou
messages sent, such as indicating that messages have been open or del
the recipients. Status messages must be logged to measure throughput 
accurately.

Track Administrative Messages: Other types of messages that can be logg
contain system information, such as administrative messages. These oth
types of messages must be logged to measure throughput accurately.

Delete Reports After: Specify the number of days to retain reports on dis
Reports are automatically deleted after the specified time has passed.

NOTE: See also the documentation provided for the GroupWise Message 
Logging API in the GroupWise Software Developer's Kit.

POA

The POA is responsible for the data store. It performs many functions th
range from delivering messages to maintaining the integrity of the data s
databases. The processes involved with these responsibilities are, from a
store perspective, the most important processes in GroupWise. In fact, th
POA is the most important grouping of processes in the GroupWise syst

The processes are:

� Message/document delivery

� Administration updates to the post office database (WPHOST.DB)

� Client/server

� Scheduled events

� Indexing

Message/Document Delivery

From a user’s standpoint, message/document delivery is the most impor
part of the groupware package. Users need reliable and accessible mess
calendaring, and document management. The POA provides these serv
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In “Message Flow” on page 138 you learn how messages flow within given
systems. The POA is also responsible for handling messages sent within
post office. The process is essentially the same; the message just origin
from a different place.

When the message comes from outside the post office, the POA receive
either via IP or by scanning the MTA’s output queue (<post 
office>\wpcsout\ofs\0-7). When the message comes from within the post
office, the sender provides the information either via client/server or by 
creating a message file in the MTA’s output queue (<post 
office>\wpcsout\ofs\0-7) if the access mode is direct and the Application 
Threshold is surpassed.

The POA then goes through this process:

�� The POA picks up the file based on priority (the assigned priority que
the file is in) and upon order dependency (the order of the files within
their priority queue).

The first character of the filename or the extension helps determine 
order dependency:

� a - means that it is an administrative message and needs to be 
processed in order, first to last, in the directory.

� c - means continuous. This is used for a multi-file process, such
the messages in a move user or a retract of a mailbox item.

� d - means confirmation or GWCheck. The confirmation is primari
used for administrative replies, such as confirmation that an adm
request was processed (this will release a pending operation).

� file extensions - used as session IDs for user-specific messages
example, when a user sends a message, deletes trash, or chang
preference, the message files that represent these operations w
have the same extension based upon the session ID. The same
extension is used for each given user during that user’s current 
session. This allows the POA to detect all files specific to a given
user and process them in order, first to last.

�� The file is then read to determine the recipient (distribution list).

�� The POA looks up the specified user(s) in the post office database a
determines whether they exist on the current post office.
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�� The POA then looks at the sender’s designated message database n
(disk id).

�� The message is then written to that message database. Any attachm
distribution list, or message body that exceeds 2 KB in size is saved to
attachment directory and a record is created in the message databas
reference.

�� The user’s database is updated with a pointer to the message and the
distribution list and subject line.

�� A status file is then created, based on the send options for the mess
and written to the MTA’s input queue on the post office (<post 
office>\wpcsin\0-7).

Administration Updates

With the previous version of GroupWise, the ADA process would scan th
<post office>\wpcsout\ads\0-7 directories for administration message file
and process the request on the post office database (WPHOST.DB). 

The scan was a configurable setting that defaulted to 300 seconds. This 
often caused problems because of the possible latency of the admin me
getting processed.

GroupWise 5.5 POA performs the same scan of the same directory and 
processes the request to the post office database in the same way. How
the scan cycle is no longer configurable and is set to a value of 60 secon
This setting ensures that the post office is updated in a reasonable amou
time.

Client/Server

Client/server is a computing model that allows you to split the processing 
between two machines: the client and the server. The client program run
a user's PC, while the server program runs on a network server. These t
programs use a network connection to exchange information. 

The client/server model allows one process to operate independently of 
other, performing specialized tasks, while sharing the processing load. T
client/server architecture offers both the customer and the developer ben
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Table 18 Benefits of Client/Server Architecture

Benefit Explanation of Benefit

Load Balancing Because the processing workload is split between the client PC and the server, 
the system is able to handle a greater workload. This is particularly helpful for 
users with high-end PCs because PCs with fast microprocessors such as the 
Pentium II can handle off-loaded processor time from the server.

Database Integrity The client program does not directly access the database. Instead, the client 
communicates directly with the server and the server accesses the database. In 
this model, records in the database do not become corrupted in the event of a 
client failure such as general protection faults, lockups, or crashes. These 
failures often cause partial writes to database records, corrupting the database. 
Using client/server, the partial writes are never committed to disk and the 
database integrity is preserved. You also receive database protection from 
invalid or corrupted packets being sent by the client PCs.

GroupWise 5 uses an enhanced database that supports transaction tracking and 
rollback. This feature is part of the database engine. Transaction tracking means 
all writes to database files are monitored until they are complete. 

In the event of a server failure, a record of all complete database writes is known. 
This allows the database engine to roll the system back to a safe state before the 
incomplete transactions existed. Any writes to the database that were not 
completed before the failure will not be committed to disk. 

When you bring your file server back up, the final record may be missing from the 
database, but the database will not be corrupted. The use of transaction tracking 
and rollback is not a direct benefit of the client/server architecture, but client/
server makes transaction tracking more efficient.

Reduced Network 
Traffic

In a non-client/server environment, all data needed by the client for processing 
must be sent across the network. When complex searches are being performed, 
the amount of data needed by the client can become quite large. When large 
amounts of data are being sent over the network, contention-based systems 
such as Ethernet can experience slowness.

The parameters of the client request are sent to the server for processing. The 
server not only has the data readily available, possibly in cache, but it most likely 
doesn't need to send network packets to get it.

After the request has been processed, the results (much smaller than the 
volumes of data processed) are sent back to the client for display. The benefit 
becomes even more important in WAN installations.
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Speed Because the client/server model creates less traffic, everyone connected to the 
LAN benefits by not having to wait on a congested network segment. In most 
situations, client/server also means faster processing time which provides faster 
performance. This is only true if the server has a processor adequate for its 
workload. This is also true for the client PCs because they process information 
as well.

GroupWise supports full client/server operations for its Messaging and 
Document Management Services (DMS). The client software connects to the 
server process via IP. Some server processes used by GroupWise are not part 
of the client/server model. Many of these processes simply perform 
administrative or maintenance functions. They are not specifically off-loading 
work from the client.

Searching If running in client/server mode, all GroupWise finds (searches) are handled by 
the POA. The client simply displays the search results. For example, Mr. Smith 
wants to perform a search on his documents in the accounting library. From the 
client, he selects Tools | Find and types Smith in the dialog box. He then limits 
the search to the accounting library. When he clicks OK, a request is passed to 
the POA running on the post office to which the accounting library belongs. The 
POA performs all the necessary calculations and sends the results back to Mr. 
Smith.

Finds or searches operate differently when the client and the library are in 
different post offices. For example, Mr. Jones wants all the documents in the 
development library which contain the word "starter." Mr. Jones is a user in the 
Los Angeles post office and the development library is under the Houston post 
office. 

Mr. Jones's query is sent to his own POA. If parts of this query are for information 
in the Los Angeles post office, that POA performs that function. At the same time, 
it sends the request, through a store-and-forward process, as a high-priority 
message to the Houston post office's POA. 

The amount of time this takes depends on the configuration of the system. 
Gateways, line speeds, polling cycles, and hardware all affect the speed of the 
query. During this process, Mr. Jones can perform other operations on his 
computer in GroupWise or in other applications. When the Los Angeles POA 
receives the search results from the Houston POA, the results are passed to Mr. 
Jones.

Benefit Explanation of Benefit
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Accessing 
Documents

Accessing documents is performed in much the same manner as searching with 
a few exceptions. When a user wants to access a document in a library from 
within the user’s own post office, a request is sent to the POA and the POA sends 
the document back down to the client. 

The client program decompresses and decrypts the file and places it in a 
document staging area. When access is finished, the document is sent back to 
the POA and the POA places the document in a new location in the BLOB 
storage area.

If a user requests access to a document in a library under a different post office, 
a direct IP connection is established between the client and the other site’s POA. 
This operation differs from performing searches on libraries in secondary 
locations in which the information is passed back through the store-and-forward 
process. 

When using IP, the GroupWise client communicates directly with a secondary 
POA. This type of WAN connection requires dedicated lines between sites. If 
dedicated lines are not available, then the client can access the document 
through GroupWise Remote. By using GroupWise Remote, the GroupWise 
system knows to transmit the document to the user’s home POA via the store-
and-forward process.

Benefit Explanation of Benefit
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Connections Two types of connections are created between the client and the server: physical 
connections and virtual connections. Physical connections are established IP 
connections between the client and the server. Virtual or application connections 
ride on the physical connection. 

At any point in time, you might have multiple physical connections and/or multiple 
virtual connections. For example, the client program GRPWISE.EXE, API, and 
the address book each use one physical connection if they are all being run from 
GRPWISE.EXE. 

In this case, certain API and address book calls have been integrated as threads 
under the main GroupWise client program. However, custom executables can be 
created with the API. Each of these custom applications makes its own virtual 
connection to the server. The Address Book (addrbook.exe) can also be run 
separately. Virtual connections are also created for each proxy, shared folder, 
and personal address book.

These virtual connections can share one physical connection. On the client, 
GWENV1.DLL acts as a broker with the physical connections. If other processes 
request access to GroupWise, they can simply piggy-back on the physical 
connection.

Each virtual connection takes up 2 to 3 KB of server memory. Each user has, on 
average, 3 to 4 virtual connections at a time. Virtual connections exist as long as 
the client software is loaded. 

Physical connections take up very little memory on the server. Physical 
connections are terminated by the client software after they are inactive for 10 
seconds. The server terminates the physical and virtual connections if they are 
inactive for 15 minutes. Generally the server terminates connections in the event 
of a PC crash or lost network connection.

Client IP If WINSOC 2.0 is used, GroupWise requests WINSOC 1.1 compatibility. Users 
are free to choose their TCP/IP client. GroupWise currently supports Windows 
98, Windows NT 4.0, Windows 3.1, Power PC and 68K clients.

Tighter Security A full client/server implementation eliminates user access to the message and 
document store. Also, the user's GroupWise password is verified at the server.

Stability Using the client/server access method, in general, increases the number of 
concurrent users that a post office can support.

Seamless Cross-
Platform Access

Multiple client platforms access the data store via TCP/IP. There is no need for 
non-native file system support on the server that houses the message store.

Benefit Explanation of Benefit
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Scheduled Events

The scheduled events on the POA are important in database maintenanc
disk usage. The events have to be triggered. The trigger can be a timed tr
or it can be a disk check trigger.

The biggest catch to the scheduled events is that these events and their
associated actions are system wide. This means that when created, every
in the system will have access to use or edit them. 

Problems occur during the editing of an existing action or event. For exam
an event is designed to perform certain tasks and is selected by multiple P
Then the event is edited and changed to perform different tasks. Each P
that has that event selected receives the change and performs the new a
based on the trigger.

Timed Trigger

A timed trigger is spawned based on a specified day and time of the week.
pro-active approach attempts to prevent big problems by fixing small issu
before they get big.

The process by which the databases are checked and fixed is based on 
configuration of the event and the actions assigned to the event. Howeve
those actions are based on the Mailbox/Library Maintenance tool, which
covered in Chapter 3, "Tools."

Greater Efficiency The server accesses information in the message store and retrieves the 
necessary information before sending it to the client. This greatly reduces the 
amount of network traffic caused by a client directly accessing information in the 
message store.

Simplified Client 
Connections

The client can communicate with any POA in the GroupWise system. The POA 
then routes the request to the POA for the user's post office (also called 
redirection).

Cross-Post Office 
Proxy

A user can act as proxy for another user on another post office. This means that 
a user in one workgroup (LAN server) can access the mailbox of a user in 
another workgroup (LAN server).

Benefit Explanation of Benefit
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Disk Check Trigger

A disk check trigger is an example of a combination pro-active/reactive ev
It is triggered on a low disk space check and is designed to automatically
perform specified actions based on the low disk space situation. Therefo
is pro-active because it is an automated reoccurring check on disk space
reactive by the action taken to correct the situation.

Disk check triggers are configured by the administrator and based on the
Mailbox/Library Maintenance Tool.

Indexing

The POA is responsible for the indexing process. The indexing process 
described in “Indexing” on page 128.

Client Processes

The client processes are important because the client provides the interfa
the user. If these processes break down, the user is directly affected. Th
section discusses the main processes in the sections listed below:

� “Auto-Update” on page 117

� “Login” on page 121

� “Find” on page 124

Auto-Update

This section gives a brief overview of the auto-update mechanism used 
GroupWise 5 and describes the algorithm used during the auto-update pro

Overview of the Auto-Update Process

The trigger of the auto-update event depends on three separate pieces o
information:

� The bump number associated with a particular version of GroupWisex. 
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� The new Software Distribution Directory.

� The build number associated with a particular installation of GroupW
5. (The build number is found in the SOFTWARE.INF file, which is 
located in the new Software Distribution Directory in the CLIENT 
subdirectory.)

To increment the "bump number" referred to in this document, you should
to the Software Directory Management folder (see Tools | GroupWise | Sys
Operations in NWADMIN). Then you select the Update option, and click 
the checkbox titled "Force auto-update check by GroupWise Component

Incrementing the bump number in this manner causes the 32-bit and 16-
Windows clients to access the SOFTWARE.INF file and compare build 
numbers. If the build number contained in SOFTWARE.INF is greater than
build number associated with the GroupWise version currently installed on
client's machine, the user is prompted to install the new software. 

The "Software Distribution Directory" specified by NWADMIN determines
the location from which the client machine installs the new version of 
GroupWise.

Auto-Update Algorithm

The basic algorithm used by the auto-update mechanism is explained be

�� The administrator installs the new version of GroupWise on a networ
path accessible to all clients. This path is referred to as the "Softwar
Distribution Directory."

�� Using the procedure noted above, the administrator increments the 
"bump" number in NWADMIN for the currently running GroupWise 
system, and specifies the new Software Distribution Directory that clie
will use to access the new GroupWise files.

NOTE: The POA must be restarted after the number is incriminated in 
NWADMIN because this value is currently cached by the POA.

�� A client machine attempts to log in to GroupWise. If Steps 1 and 2 ab
have occurred, the client detects that the bump number has changed

This is based on a comparison with the bump number set by NWADM
and the string value for NewSoftwareBump, which is contained in the
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client machine's registry at 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Novell\GroupWise\Client\5.0.

NOTE: This registry entry is deleted by the client Setup program and 
is created the first time the GroupWise 5 client successfully logs in.

�� The client now attempts to map a drive to the new Software Distribut
Directory and to load UPDATE32.DLL or UPDATE16.DLL, as 
appropriate.

If the client fails to map the drive or to otherwise find and load this fil
the client will display the following message to the user:

"There is new GroupWise software available, however, you cannot 
currently access it to update your version. Please contact your 
administrator for help.

Do you want to continue to receive this update message? (Yes / No)

If the user chooses "No," the bump number in the client machine's reg
will be updated to match that of the post office. This prevents the use
from seeing future prompts to auto-update as long as the bump num
remains the same.

�� Assuming that the appropriate UPDATExx.DLL loaded successfully, the 
client now compares build numbers to determine if the client needs t
prompt the user to update the client software. 

The numbers the client uses for this comparison are the build numbe
located in the new SOFTWARE.INF file and the build number contain
in the client machine's registry.

This value can be found in the registry as a string value named 
"BuildNumber" at 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Novell\GroupWise.

�� If the build number found in SOFTWARE.INF is greater than the curre
build number in the user's registry, the user is prompted to perform t
new client install.

If the user responds "Yes" to the auto-update prompt, the client exits a
launching the appropriate client setup program, which is also located
under the Software Distribution Directory.
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�� If the user chooses "No" in response to the auto-update prompt and 
chooses not to be reminded again, the bump number in the client 
machine's registry is updated to match the bump number of the post
office. 

This prevents the user from seeing future prompts to auto-update as
as the bump number remains the same.

SETUP.CFG Support in GroupWise 5.5

GroupWise 5.5 provides new options that allow you to have more control o
the auto-update process. These options are controlled by key values tha
stored in the SETUP.CFG file. (A sample SETUP.CFG can be found in th
Client subdirectory of the software distribution directory.)

NOTE: For any of these options to be active, the SETUP.CFG file 
containing the appropriate key values must be copied to the 
CLIENT\WIN32 subdirectory of the software distribution directory.

GroupWise supports three Auto-Update options in SETUP.CFG. These 
options, along with their default values, are listed below:

[Auto Update]

Enabled=Yes
ForceUpdate=No
PromptUntilUpdated=No

Enabled: When this key is set to No, it is used to disable the AutoUpdate
process. One scenario in which this may be useful is when NAL, rather t
AutoUpdate, is being used to distribute the new client to workstation 
machines.

ForceUpdate: If ForceUpdate is set to Yes, users are not allowed to run 
GroupWise until they have successfully completed the AutoUpdate proce
and installed the new version of the client. Under such conditions when 
attempting to start the GroupWise client, the user will be asked if he or s
wants to install the new software.

 If the user selects "Yes," the AutoUpdate function proceeds to install the 
client.
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If the user selects "Cancel," the client simply shuts down. This dialog app
again the next time the user launches the GroupWise client, and conti
to appear until the installation process has successfully completed.

PromptUntilUpdated: The PromptUntilUpdated key, when set to Yes, is 
similar to the ForceUpdate key in that the user is prompted to update the c
each time he or she starts GroupWise.

If the user answers "Yes," the AutoUpdate function installs the new clien
If the user chooses to not install the new software when prompted, the u

will not see the second dialog which asks if the user wants to be remin
again later. The user is then allowed to run the existing (old) version of
client and the AutoUpdate reminder appears the next time the user star
client.

Login

To establish a client session with a post office, you need two main piece
information: the GroupWise user ID and the post office location. If NDS i
used to get information, then you must also set up the correct NDS rights.
following sections explain how this information is specified or discovered
the GroupWise login routine:

� “GroupWise User ID” on page 121

� “Post Office Location” on page 122

� “NDS Rights for Client Login” on page 123

GroupWise User ID

The GroupWise user ID is identified using the following guidelines in the
order shown: 

�� Client Specified User ID. The User ID is specified on the command l
with the /@u switch or is entered on the Login dialog.

�� Client Specified Login ID. The Login ID is specified on the command
line with the /la switch. The command line dictates the Login ID and 
GroupWise looks for a corresponding User ID.
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�� NDS Login ID. If no User ID or Login ID has been specified on the 
command line, then the NDS Login ID is retrieved by the Engine usin
the NDS WhoAmI routine. GroupWise looks for a corresponding Use
ID.

�� Windows/Network Login ID. The available Login ID is retrieved using
call such as the Windows WnetGetUser() call. GroupWise looks for a
corresponding User ID.

�� Cached Login ID. A Login ID is stored by the client either in Preferenc
or the Registry. GroupWise looks for a corresponding User ID.

�� If a User ID is still not known, but a Login ID has been specified (see S
2) or discovered (Step 3 or Step 4), then an NDS lookup will be 
attempted.

The first lookup is in the NDS User object using the Login ID as the 
User's Distinguished Name.

If a User ID is still not found, then a second lookup is tried in the Pos
Office's Host database using the Login ID as the Net ID.

If all these steps are unsuccessful at retrieving a User ID, then the lo
will fail.

Post Office Location

Four sets of information can be used to locate the user's post office. The
GroupWise engine supports multiple TCP/IP addresses and a single ‘Pa
Host’ for each set. They are tried in the following order until a Post Office
located:

�� Command Line / Login Dialog. The locations were specified on the 
command line with the /ipa, /ipp, or /ph switch, or were entered in the
Login dialog.

�� NDS Lookup. The location is retrieved from NDS.

The first lookup is the NDS User object using the User ID as the Use
GroupWise Object ID attribute.

The second lookup is the NDS GroupWise Post Office object using t
User's GroupWise Post Office attribute as the Distinguished Name. T
GroupWise Access Mode and Location attributes are retrieved and, 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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allowed by the Access Mode, the platform-specific Location is used 
the Path to Host.

The third lookup, if allowed by the Access Mode, is for the subordina
NDS GroupWise Agent object servicing the post office. The Network
Address attribute is read and used as the TCP/IP Address and Port.

�� Cache. TCP/IP address or file path locations stored by the Client, eit
in Preferences or in the Registry.

�� Default Name Server (TCP/IP Only). The last locations tried are the T
IP default name servers. They are currently hard coded as 
"ngwnameserver" and "ngwnameserver2" and use the default port, 
currently 1677.

You need to keep the following information in mind:

1. After a connection has been established to any post office, the user's
post office and the post office's currently supported access modes a
looked up in the post office database. If that post office is not the use
post office or if the post office is not supporting the current connectio
mode, a new TCP/IP address and port or UNC path to the post office
looked up and the connection is closed and tried again.

2. For each of the steps mentioned, the TCP/IP information is tried firs
that doesn’t work, the UNC path to the post office is tried.

3. If TCP/IP has been disabled, the connection will probably time out. T
can take a while and is based on the retry configuration. It will also ti
out if the agent is down or if TCP/IP is configured incorrectly.

NDS Rights for Client Login

The following table identifies the minimum object and attribute rights 
necessary for the NDS lookups to succeed:

Table 19 Necessary NDS Rights

Object Object Rights Attributes Attribute Rights

NDS User Object Browse NGW: Object ID Read & Compare
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Find

The GroupWise client has the ability to perform extremely complex searc
on the information which the POA has indexed. This feature is available un
the Tools | Find menu item.

At this point, a user can enter a word to search on, or perform an advanc
search and specify where to look for the word (such as the author or sub
field). From an engine standpoint, the search request process differs, 
depending on where the library is located and whether the client is acces
the document via drive mappings (file sharing) or client/server. 

Possible scenarios are described in the following subsections:

� “Find in Local Library - UNC Access” on page 125

� “Find in Local Library - Client/Server Access” on page 125

� “Find in Secondary Library (Library Located on a Different Post Office
- Either Access Mode” on page 125

� “Find in Multiple Libraries” on page 126

� “Find in Desktop” on page 127

NGW: Post Office Read

Surname (NDS) Read

NDS Post Office Object Browse NGW: Access Mode Read

NGW: Location Read

NDS POA Object Browse NGW: Type Read

Network Address (NDS) Read

Object Object Rights Attributes Attribute Rights
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Find in Local Library - UNC Access

These are the steps of the Find process in a local library (the same post 
as the user running the Find) while in direct UNC access mode.

�� User performs search. This search request contains formatting 
information which determines how the search results will be displaye

�� The GroupWise client opens the index files located in the INDEX 
subdirectory beneath the PO and performs the search.

�� The GroupWise client then displays the results to the user.

Find in Local Library - Client/Server Access

These are the steps of the Find process in a local library (the same post 
as the user running the Find) while in direct Client/Server access mode.

�� User performs search. This search request contains formatting 
information which determines how the search results will be displaye

�� The search request is submitted to the POA via TCP/IP packets.

�� The POA opens the index files located in the INDEX subdirectory 
beneath the PO and performs the search.

�� The search results are then passed back to the client via TCP/IP pa

�� The GroupWise client displays the results to the user.

Find in Secondary Library (Library Located on a Different Post Office) - Either Access 
Mode

These are the steps of the Find process in a secondary library (a differen
office from where the user is located) while in either Client/Server acces
mode or direct UNC access mode.

�� User performs search. This search request contains formatting 
information which determines how the search results will be displaye

�� The search is placed in the WPCSIN\0 directory. This is the high-prio
message queue of the MTA. 
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NOTE: The search request can be placed in the WPCSIN\0 directory 
by the client itself, through a store-and-forward process of the POA, or 
through a TCP/IP connection to the POA, depending on your system 
settings.

�� The MTA scans the high-priority message queue in set intervals. Dur
the next scan cycle, the search request is detected and passed to th
appropriate post office through the store-and-forward process of a h
priority message.

�� The POA of the secondary post office which owns the library scans t
WPCSOUT\O directory in set intervals. During the next scan cycle, t
search request is detected.

�� The POA opens the index files for the appropriate library and proces
the search.

�� The POA places the search results in the WPCSIN\0 directory.

�� During the next scan cycle of the MTA, the search results are detected
passed back to the originator's post office through the store-and-forw
process as a high-priority message. The search results are placed in
WPCSOUT\0 directory.

�� During the next scan cycle of the local POA, the search results are 
detected and passed to the user.

NOTE: The search results can be passed to the user through a store-
and-forward process of the POA or through a TCP/IP connection from 
the POA to the client, depending on your system settings.

�� The GroupWise client then displays the results to the user.

NOTE: A search in a library in a secondary post office always the store-
and-forward process. However, document retrieval from a library in a 
secondary post office is only available through TCP/IP via client/server. 
This means users can search on secondary libraries if client/server is not 
being used, but documents will be inaccessible. GroupWise Remote is the 
exception to the rule, as it always uses the store-and-forward process.

Find in Multiple Libraries

These are the steps of the Find process in multiple libraries while in eithe
Client/Server access mode or direct UNC access mode.
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�� User performs search. This search request contains formatting 
information which determines how the search results will be displaye

�� The local POA processes any search requests for local libraries. The 
also passes search requests for secondary libraries to the MTA and 
MTA will process those requests through the store-and-forward proc
using a high- priority message.

�� As search results are sent back to the local POA, the user’s search re
dialog box is updated. The total number of results is updated and 
displayed in the lower right corner.

Find in Desktop

These are the steps of the Find process for an item on the desktop (an it
the mailbox).

�� User performs search. This search request contains formatting 
information which determines how the search results will be displaye

�� The next step is determined by the access mode being used:

If the access mode is Client/Server, the POA runs the QuickFinder s
If the access mode is UNC, the client runs the QuickFinder steps. 

�� The QuickFinder searching process searches all items found in the u
mailbox.

�� It opens the *.IDX and *.INC files found in an INDEX subdirectory of
the user's mailbox.

These index files contain a complete index of all items found in the us
mailbox during the last QuickFinder indexing cycle of the POA.

�� The QuickFinder search performs a scan search of all new items if n
items have been added to the mailbox since the last indexing cycle.

DMS Processes

The Document Management Service (DMS) processes in this section ar
based on the functions configured from NetWare Administrator. Although 
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POA is responsible for the Indexing, the Indexing process is a vital part o
DMS.

Indexing

GroupWise 5.5 automatically indexes the property sheet information and
full text of all documents stored in libraries, in addition to items found in 
users’ mailboxes. This section explains the indexing and searching proce

The indexer opens the file and looks at the header to determine the file t
Basic desktop applications such as Word and WordPerfect have filters tha
applied before indexing. These filters prevent GroupWise from indexing 
headers and other forms of data that would not be searched on. If the Inde
process can't find the file format, it will determine if the file is an ASCII file
Some file formats, such as EXE and images, are not indexed.

Files Relating to the Indexing Process

To understand the indexing process, you need to know which files are 
involved. QuickFinder indices are constructed for each library. All files 
involved can be found in the main Post Office \GWDMS\LIB* directory, o
its subdirectories.

The following table identifies files related to the indexing process.

Table 20 Files Relating to the Indexing Process

Subdirectory\File Description

DMDD*.DB To increase document management capacity, the library is divided into ten 
partitions. As such, there are ten DMDD*.DB files. These files contain the 
property sheet information for each document, an indexing queue, and a record 
for each document that keeps track of which users have a reference to that 
document. 

INDEX\*.IDX The *.IDX files contain the actual QuickFinder indices, which include all words 
found in each field of the property sheets and the full text of the documents, along 
with pointers to documents containing those words. This library is also divided 
into ten partitions. However, during the indexing process, these files are backed 
up on a regular basis. This causes the actual number of *.IDX files to vary from 
time to time. Generally speaking, the active number of *.IDX files at any one time 
is ten.
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The Indexing Process

All information pertaining to documents in a GroupWise library is complete
indexed. This information includes property sheet information (subject, 
author, version descriptions, custom fields, etc.) and the full text of the 
documents. All indexing is performed by the Post Office Agent (POA) 
running on either NetWare or Windows NT. The following steps describe 
indexing process:

�� When a document is created or imported into a GroupWise library, 
pointers to the property sheet and document are placed in an indexi
queue. The queue itself is stored within the DMDD*.DB files found in t
main library directory.

�� The POA checks this queue at regular intervals and indexes all item
found. The indexing process for new documents involves physically 
reading through each document, creating an index for each word, an
generating a "wordlist" file.

NOTE: When reading in the document for indexing, the POA does not 
decrypt or decompress the document. The BLOB file is simply read 
piece by piece into server cache where the POA can "look into" the 
BLOB for indexing. The POA does not use a temporary directory for 
the reading of documents.

�� The index for each library is found in the <post 
office>\GWDMS\LIB*\INDEX subdirectory. Within this directory are 
*.IDX files and *.INC files.

DOCS\*.* Documents and their corresponding "wordlist" files reside as BLOBs (Binary 
Large OBjects) in this directory structure.

INDEX\*.INC *.INC files essentially use the same format as the *.IDX files. During the indexing 
process, the POA indexes documents at regular intervals. Rather than 
compressing all new information into each *.IDX (index) file, the POA writes this 
information to a *.INC (incremental) file. During the next indexing cycle, each 
*.INC file is backed up and new information is appended to the original file. Every 
night at midnight, the *.INC files are compressed into the *.IDX files. 

Note: Due to the backup *.INC files, the compression does not necessarily 
remove all *.INC files from the INDEX directory. The oldest (and no longer in use) 
*.INC files are automatically deleted.

Subdirectory\File Description
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�� The wordlist file simply contains a list of all words found in the indexe
document. The file is stored in the external BLOB storage area with 
document.

�� Records in the DMDD*.DBs are responsible for maintaining pointers
mailboxes with references to specific documents. A copy of the word
is replicated to all mailboxes found in that record. This is primarily fo
full-text searching of documents in a mailbox without connecting to t
library in which the document belongs.

�� After modifying a document, a pointer is again placed in the indexing
queue.

�� During the next indexing cycle, the POA locates the document and it
corresponding wordlist file and re-indexes the document. The 
QuickFinder technology also removes all indices to words which hav
been removed from the document.

�� The original wordlist file is deleted and a new file is created.

�� This new wordlist is then passed to all mailboxes which contain a 
reference to the document.

���� After completing the indexing cycle, the POA waits the specified interv
and then begins the process again.

Indexing Scenarios

The following figures provide visual aids in determining the optimum PO
implementation for indexing a library within a GroupWise installation. The
pros and cons of each scenario are explained. This section does not cov
possible implementations.
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Figure 2 Indexing Scenarios: Dedicated Indexing Server on a Isolated Segment

Pros: By setting up the indexer on an isolated segment, the large amoun
information that must be passed to and from the indexing machine does
adversely congest the bandwidth of the production network segment.

Cons: A second server and dedicated segment is required.

Setup: With a dedicated indexer, the POA on Server A, which is process
message flow, should not perform any indexing. To do this, use the /NOQ
startup switch. On Server A, add a second network interface board. This b
is directly linked to Server B. Because Server B is not connected to the 
production segment, it should not be used for message flow or TCP/IP 
requests.
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Figure 3 Indexing Scenarios: Single Server Loading Multiple Post Office Agents

Pros: Only one server is required for the system.

When loading multiple POAs, you can modify the number of threads 
dedicated to indexing. (Threads are available to an agent, not to a proce
the agent. By loading a dedicated indexing POA, you can dedicate multi
threads to the indexing process.)

Cons: This approach is not recommended.

Placing all these processes on one server may slow the server down. If t
configuration is chosen, the server should be carefully monitored for high
utilization. Use the /CPU switch to control the server utilization threshold
level. Use the /SLEEP switch to set the number of milliseconds the POA 
sleep when the threshold level has been exceeded. Because this configu
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only provides a single point of failure, a problem could cause the post of
to be shut down.

Setup: Two POA objects must be created and configured in NWAdmin. O
object should have the QuickFinder interval set to ‘0' and the other objec
should use the /NOQF switch. Also, the indexing POA should not proces
TCP/IP or message flow requests.

Figure 4 Indexing Scenarios: Two Servers on one Network Segment

Pros: The configuration shown above is a common GroupWise configurati
Its setup can be plugged into an existing system easily. Message delivery 
significantly affected by the indexing process.

Cons: Network traffic might significantly increase during periods of 
extensive indexing. Multiple servers are required. 
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Setup: The production server should use a POA with the /NOQF switch. T
POA on the second server should have the QuickFinder Interval set to ‘0
message flow and TCP/IP processing disabled.

Figure 5 Indexing Scenarios: Dedicated Document Management Post Office and Server

Pros: This configuration can be useful for document-intensive organizatio

Cons: Because of heavy document management use, this configuration 
probably require a high-end machine. 

If you collect document management servers in a centralized location aw
from the users who regularly access them, users might experience 
significantly slowed access and responses. All searching is performed via
store-and-forward process.

Client/Server is required for all document access.
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Setup: An additional PO and POA must be created and maintained 
independently of the main system.

Figure 6 Indexing Scenarios: Single Server Configuration

Pros: No additional setup is required. Troubleshooting is limited to a sing
server. 

Cons: All operations are performed by one POA on one machine. If your
organization performs a large number of document management operati
the system utilization can be affected. As a result of the slowdown, you m
be forced to increase the QuickFinder Interval. This interval specifies the
amount of time users have to wait before new or modified information is 
available for searching.

Setup: Specify at what intervals you want the indexer to run by typing the
number of hours for the QuickFinder Interval setting.
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Integrations

The term integration, in a very basic sense, is a description of the way an 
application interacts with GroupWise 5.5. Integration applies not only to w
processing applications, but also to any type of application that creates a
which will be managed by the GroupWise 5.5 document management sys
File types range from document files to image and sound files as well as m
other file types.

Three types of integration are discussed in the following subsections:

� “Loose Integration” on page 136

� “ODMA Integration” on page 137

� “Point-to-Point Integration” on page 138

Loose integrations refer to files already located in the GroupWise 5.5 libra
When the reference is double-clicked, the associated application is launc
and the file is opened.

Point-to-Point and ODMA integrations are very similar. Applications with
these types of integrations contain code specifically for document 
management products. This code allows function calls such as Open and
to be redirected to GroupWise. Thus, when one of these functions, such 
Open, is performed, a GroupWise dialog appears.

Loose Integration

Loose integration relies on Windows 98 associations. When a reference 
is selected in GroupWise 5, GroupWise looks at the extension on the file
then looks to Windows to find what application that extension is associat
with (for example, .TXT is associated with Notepad). The application is th
launched and the file is opened.

Functions performed in the opened application are unrelated to GroupWis
If the file is renamed or saved to a different location, that file will no longer
stored in the GroupWise library or managed by GroupWise. When the fil
opened, GroupWise displays a message reminding the user of this.

When a new document is created, it must be created within GroupWise; 
otherwise, GroupWise will not manage the document.
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ODMA Integration

Open Document Management API (ODMA) is an industry standard whic
applications and document management products use to achieve seaml
integration. GroupWise 5.5 is ODMA compliant and integrates with 32-bi
ODMA-compliant applications. Because ODMA is a standard, integration
with ODMA applications is very simple. 

After the application is installed, it is automatically integrated with 
GroupWise 5.5. For the majority of applications, no extra steps are need

Described below are the specific steps an application goes through durin
integration.

�� The application looks to see if an ODMA-compliant document 
management product is installed. It does this by first looking in the 
Windows Registry. The application uses REGEDIT.EXE to search on
ODMA32. The ODMA key is displayed.

�� After finding the ODMA32 entry, the application looks under the key 
find which document management product is installed.

In this case, the entry GRPWISE will be found. The value for this key
GWODM132.DLL.

�� After finding that ODMA is registered, the application then redirects 
certain calls to the ODMA32.DLL.

�� The ODMA32.DLL then calls two GroupWise DLLs, which handle th
application's function calls.

These files are GWODM132.DLL and GWODMUS.DLL. These files a
all located in the Windows\System32 directory.

Some ODMA-compliant applications are listed below:

� Corel WordPerfect 7 and 8

� Corel Quattro Pro 7 and 8

� Corel Presentations 7 and 8

� Microsoft Word 97
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� Microsoft Powerpoint 97

Point-to-Point Integration

Point-to-point integrations involve applications that are not ODMA 
compliant. Novell has macros for various applications which allow these 
applications to integrate with GroupWise 5 and achieve the same function
as ODMA-compliant applications. Currently only Microsoft Word 7 and 
Excel 7 are not ODMA compliant.

The steps used to open a point-to-point integrated application are descri
below:

�� When the application starts, it looks in its startup directory for any mac
to load. 

The Excel 7 macro is GWXLUS.XLA and the Word 7 macro is 
GWNORMxx.DOT (the xx is replaced by the language code being use
When the GroupWise client is installed, it copies the appropriate ma
to the appropriate startup directory. The startup directory for Excel 7
XLSTART. The startup directory for Word 7 is STARTUP. 

�� Steps 2, 3 and 4 are the same as Steps 2, 3, and 4 under “ODMA 
Integration” on page 137. The only difference is that the macro, rather 
than the application, is responsible for making the appropriate calls.

Message Flow

Message flow depends on a standard set of message flow queues (see 
“Message Flow Queues” on page 139) that act as input and output queues. 
These queues remain consistent throughout the GroupWise system. 

Message flow through the input/output queues can be divided based on 
message types: administration messages (see “Flow of Administration 
Messages (GroupWise Replication)” on page 141) and user messages (see 
“Flow of GroupWise User Messages (Mailbox Info)” on page 145).

If you understand message flow, this information combined with the 
knowledge of what process is reporting the problem should be sufficient,
many cases, to help you isolate and resolve a wide range of issues.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Message Flow Queues

GroupWise uses queues to organize message flow. These message flow
queues are described below:

� WPCSIN (WordPerfect Connection Server Input). The MTA picks up
message files for delivery from the WPCSIN queue. The MTA can al
use this queue for transferring mail from another domain.

� WPCSOUT (WordPerfect Connection Server Output). The MTA depos
message files for another process in this queue. This queue is also us
the input queue for the POA, GWIA, or a gateway. 

The WPCSOUT queue is separated into sub-queues based on the me
type (admin or user message) or location (domain, gateway, msloca
post office):

ADS. This queue handles admin changes that will be processed to up
the domain or post office databases. This queue is consistent regar
of location.

OFS. This queue handles user messages. This queue exists only at
post office level.

CSS. This queue handles MTA restarts and statistics requests. This q
exists only at the domain level.

� MSLOCAL. The MTA uses this holding queue to store messages wh
the connection across a given link is down. This queue serves as a st
area for TCP/IP links to domains and post offices, and it is also a work
area for message conversion to GroupWise 4.x messages:

GWINPROG. The GWINPROG directory is the MTA "in progress" 
queue. All messages for recipients in the domain pass through 
GWINPROG, no matter whether they arrived by way of TCP/IP or 
way of message files deposited into the MTA input queue by a POA
another MTA.

MTACONV. The MTACONV directory is where the MTA converts 
GroupWise 5.x  messages to 4.x  format for transfer to a GroupWise 
4.x  system. After the conversion is finished, this directory should 
empty. 

� WPGATE. This queue is located under each domain directory that h
GWIA, Web Access, or gateway created in it. It serves as a transfer 
GroupWise Processes ���
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where the MTA passes outbound messages to a gateway and picks 
inbound messages from a gateway.

� Each queue area has a standard set of subdirectories that give each 
a uniform way of prioritizing all messages. The following table lists ea
priority queue and defines its purpose.

Directory Name Description

0 This queue services requests that demand an immediate response from the 
agent. For example: 

� NWAdmin places restart requests and queue re-configuration requests 
here for the MTA and gateways.

� The MTA, POA or the GroupWise client will place Busy Search requests 
here when a search is originated outside the post office. 

1 This queue services requests of the next highest priority. For example:

� NWAdmin places directory synchronization requests here.

� NWAdmin places statistics requests here for the MTA to relay to the 
message logging module for processing.

� The MTA, POA, or GroupWise client places GroupWise Remote requests 
here. 

� The POA places outgoing status messages to GroupWise Remote users 
here.

2 This input queue is for high-priority messages. For example: 

� High-priority user messages (such as mail, appointments, tasks, or notes) 
are placed here.

� Administrative messages used to replicate database updates are placed 
here.

� The MTA admin thread places outgoing administrative messages in this 
queue.

3 This queue is for high-priority status messages. 

4 This queue is for normal-priority user messages. Typically, the bulk of user 
messages go through this queue.

5 This queue is for normal-priority status messages. It also handles messages 
generated by NWAdmin for mailbox maintenance done by the POA. 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Flow of Administration Messages (GroupWise Replication)

Administration messages are the means by which the system is replicate
synchronized. The same components are used for transporting both 
administration messages and user messages through the system. Howe
differences in the routing directories and the priority queues should be no

As can be seen in the following figures, the administration flow moves 
through the ADS routing directory and the number 2 queue (used for adm
and high-priority messages).

TCP/IP Link Between Domain and Post Office: The figure on the next page
shows the flow of information when a post office is updated in the modifi
domain. The message flow is identical for the rest of the system except t
message similar to the one sent to the local POA is also sent to each dom
MTA in the system. In turn, each MTA updates its domain and replicates 
the MTA’s post offices as shown in the figure. The information flow is Figure 
7 on page 142.

UNC or Mapped Link Between Domain and Post Office: The flow of 
information is the same for the UNC or Mapped Link as it is for the TCP lin
The information flow is Figure 8 on page 144.

6 This queue is for low-priority user messages.

7 This queue is for low-priority status messages.

Directory Name Description
GroupWise Processes ���
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Figure 7 TCP Link

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� GroupWise Administrator 

The administrator uses NWAdmin to add, modify, or delete a GroupW
object in the domain.

�� NetWare Administrator (NWAdmn32.exe)

NWAdmn32 performs the following actions:
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Updates the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) to reflect the 
addition, modification, or deletion performed in GroupWise 
Administrator.

� Creates an administrative message in the priority 2 subdirectory
the domain's MTA input queue to replicate the update. 

�� MTA for Domain

The MTA for the domain transfers the administrative message to the
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there, the MTA 
communicates the administrative message to the POA in the post of
by way of TCP/IP. The administrative message notifies the POA that
GroupWise object has been added, modified, or deleted. 

�� POA for Post Office 

The POA creates a copy of the administrative message in the priorit
subdirectory of the administrative input queue in the post office. After 
update is made successfully, the copy is deleted.

�� POA for Post Office 

The POA updates the WPHOST.DB file for the post office to reflect t
addition, modification, or deletion performed in GroupWise 
Administrator and deletes the administrative message from its 
administrative input queue.
GroupWise Processes ���
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Figure 8 UNC or Mapped Link

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� GroupWise Administrator 

The administrator uses NWAdmin to add, modify, or delete a GroupW
object in the domain.

�� NetWare Administrator (NWAdmn32.exe)

NWAdmn32 performs the following actions:

� Updates the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) to reflect the 
addition, modification, or deletion performed in GroupWise 
Administrator.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Creates an administrative message in the priority 2 subdirectory
the domain's MTA input queue to replicate the update. 

�� MTA for Domain 

The MTA for the domain transfers the administrative message to the
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there, the MTA transfe
the administrative message to the output queue in the post office. Th
MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the post office. T
administrative message notifies the POA that a GroupWise object ha
been added, modified, or deleted.

�� POA for Post Office 

The POA picks up the message from its administrative input queue in
post office and then updates the WPHOST.DB file for the post office
reflect the addition, modification, or deletion performed in GroupWise
Administrator. 

Flow of GroupWise User Messages (Mailbox Info)

This section describes the mail flow, which mostly involves users. The 
following figures identify the movement of the messages through the 
GroupWise system based upon link type, access mode, destination, and
threshold setting (when applicable).

The figures for these flows are categorized as follows:

� Delivery in Local Post Office

“Local Post Office Client/Server” on page 146

“Local Post Office Direct (Threshold Exceeded)” on page 148

“Local Post Office Direct (Threshold not Exceeded)” on page 150

“Local Post Office Client Delivers Locally” on page 152

� Delivery in Different Post Office

“Different Post Office TCP/IP (Link Open)” on page 154

“Different Post Office TCP/IP (Link Closed)” on page 158
GroupWise Processes ���
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“Different Post Office UNC or Mapped (Link Open)” on page 162

“Different Post Office UNC or Mapped (Link Closed)” on page 165

� Delivery in Different Domain

“Different Domain TCP/IP (Link Open)” on page 168

“Different Domain TCP/IP (Link Closed)” on page 172

“Different Domain UNC or Mapped (Link Open)” on page 176

“Different Domain UNC or Mapped (Link Closed)” on page 179

� Delivery from/to GroupWise Remote

“Alternate Link Configuration: Transfer Pull” on page 183

“Modem Link to/from Remote User” on page 186

“UNC or Mapped Connection for Hit the Road” on page 191

Figure 9 Local Post Office Client/Server

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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The user sends a message to recipients in the same post office. The a
mode setting for the post office is Client/Server Only.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client

The GroupWise client communicates the message to the POA by wa
TCP/IP.

�� POA for Local Post Office

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and perfo
the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB) so 
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments.

The POA also performs the following actions for the recipient: 

� Creates a pointer in each recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.
to the message in the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) so t
new message appears in the recipient's mailbox.

� Updates the message in the message database (MSG<0-24>.D
with a "Delivered" status for each recipient.

�� POA for Local Post Office 

The POA communicates to the GroupWise client by way of TCP/IP t
a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived.

�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client. 
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�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the "Opened" statu
the POA by way of TCP/IP.

�� POA for Local Post Office 

The POA receives the "Opened" status from the GroupWise client a
updates the message in the message database with the "Opened" sta
each recipient who opens the message.

�� POA for Local Post Office 

The POA communicates the "Opened" status to the sender's GroupW
client by way of TCP/IP

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 

Figure 10 Local Post Office Direct (Threshold Exceeded)
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender 

The user sends a message to recipients in the same post office. The
delivery mode setting for the post office is Use App Thresholds, and
threshold is exceeded.

Because the threshold is exceeded, the POA will write to the recipie
databases instead of the GroupWise® client to return control to the c
user more quickly. However, the GroupWise client still writes to the 
sender's databases. 

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender:

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB) so 
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the POA input queue. 

�� POA in Local Post Office 

The POA performs the following actions for the recipient: 

� Creates a pointer in each recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.
to the message in the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) so t
new message appears in the recipient's mailbox.

� Updates the message in the message database (MSG<0-24>.D
with a "Delivered" status for each recipient.

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 
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The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client. 

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

Each recipient's GroupWise client updates the message in the mess
database with an "Opened" status for that recipient. 

�� Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 

Figure 11 Local Post Office Direct (Threshold not Exceeded)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:
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�� Sender 

The user sends a message to recipients in the same post office. The
delivery mode setting for the post office is Use App Thresholds, but 
threshold is not exceeded. 

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender:

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for each recipie

� Updates each recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.DB) so the
message appears in each recipient's mailbox and updates the 
notification information in the user database so the recipient can
notified of the message.

� Updates the message in the message database (MSG<0-24>.D
with a "Delivered" status for each recipient.

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client. 

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 
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Each recipient's GroupWise client updates the message in the mess
database with an "Opened" status for that recipient. 

�� Sender

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 

Figure 12 Local Post Office Client Delivers Locally

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender 

The user sends a message to recipients in the same post office. The
delivery mode setting for the post office is Use App Thresholds, but 
threshold is not exceeded. 

When a user sends a message to a large number of recipients, the u
might experience a pause while the GroupWise client updates the 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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databases. If the pause is unacceptable, set the delivery mode for the
office to Use App Thresholds. 

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender:

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for each recipie

� Updates each recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.DB) so the
message appears in each recipient's mailbox and updates the 
notification information in the user database so the recipient can
notified of the message.

� Updates the message in the message database (MSG<0-24>.D
with a "Delivered" status for each recipient.

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client. 

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

Each recipient's GroupWise client updates the message in the mess
database with an "Opened" status for that recipient. 

�� Sender
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When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 

Figure 13 Different Post Office TCP/IP (Link Open)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in t
same domain.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise client communicates the message to the POA by wa
TCP/IP.

�� POA for Sender's Post Office 
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The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and perfo
the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office, 
case the TCP/IP link to the MTA is currently closed.

�� POA for Sender's Post Office 

The POA then communicates the message to the MTA by way of TCP
and deletes the copy in the MTA input queue because the TCP/IP tran
to the MTA was successful.

�� MTA for Local Domain 

The MTA receives the message and places it in the MTA "in progres
(GWINPROG) queue.

�� MTA for Local Domain 

The MTA then communicates the message to the POA in the recipie
post office by way of TCP/IP. When the transmission is successful, t
MTA deletes the message from the MTA "in progress" queue.

If the TCP/IP link to the recipient's post office were closed, the mess
would be placed in the closed post office's holding queue in the MTA
MSLOCAL directory for later transfer. The resulting message flow wou
be parallel to what occurs when a domain is closed.

�� POA for Recipient's Post Office

When it receives the new message, the POA for the recipient's post o
performs the following actions:
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� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.D
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.
also communicates the "Delivered" status message directly to th
MTA by way of TCP/IP. When that transmission is successful, th
copy in the MTA input queue is deleted.

�� POA for Local Post Office 

The POA communicates to the GroupWise client by way of TCP/IP t
a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

���� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client. 

���� Recipient's GroupWise Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the "Opened" statu
message to the POA by way of TCP/IP.

���� POA for Recipient's Post Office

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates the status mes
to the MTA by way of TCP/IP.

���� MTA for Local Domain 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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The MTA places the status message in the MTA "in progress" 
(GWINPROG) queue. 

���� MTA for Local Domain 

The MTA communicates the status message to the POA for the send
post office by way of TCP/IP.

���� POA in Sender's Post Office 

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� POA for Local Post Office

The POA communicates the status to the sender's GroupWise client
way of TCP/IP.

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 
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Figure 14 Different Post Office TCP/IP (Link Closed)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in t
same domain.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise® client communicates the message to the POA by w
of TCP/IP.

�� POA for Sender's Post Office 

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and perfo
the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office, 
case the TCP/IP link to the MTA is currently closed.

�� POA for Sender's Post Office 

The POA then attempts to communicate the message to the MTA by 
of TCP/IP, but the MTA does not respond. The POA leaves the copy
the message in the MTA input queue and periodically attempts to con
the MTA. 

When the MTA responds again, the POA communicates the message
deletes the copy in the MTA input queue once the TCP/IP transmissio
the MTA is successful.

�� MTA for Local Domain 

The MTA receives the message and places it into the MTA "in progre
(GWINPROG) queue.

�� MTA for Local Domain 

The MTA then communicates the message to the POA in the recipie
post office by way of TCP/IP. When the transmission is successful, t
MTA deletes the message from the MTA "in progress" queue.

If the TCP/IP link to the recipient's post office were closed, the mess
would be placed in the closed post office's holding queue in the MTA
MSLOCAL directory for later transfer. The resulting message flow wou
be parallel to what occurs when a domain is closed.

�� POA for Recipient's Post Office

When it receives the new message, the POA for the recipient's post o
performs the following actions:
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� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.D
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.
also communicates the "Delivered" status message directly to th
MTA by way of TCP/IP. When that transmission is successful, th
copy in the MTA input queue is deleted.

�� POA for Local Post Office 

The POA communicates to the GroupWise client by way of TCP/IP t
a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

���� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client. 

���� Recipient's GroupWise Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the "Opened" statu
message to the POA by way of TCP/IP.

���� POA for Recipient's Post Office

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates the status mes
to the MTA by way of TCP/IP.

���� MTA for Local Domain 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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The MTA places the status message into the MTA "in progress" 
(GWINPROG) queue. 

���� MTA for Local Domain 

The MTA communicates the status message to the POA for the send
post office by way of TCP/IP.

���� POA in Sender's Post Office 

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� POA for Local Post Office

The POA communicates the status to the sender's GroupWise client
way of TCP/IP.

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 
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Figure 15 Different Post Office UNC or Mapped (Link Open)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender 

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in t
same domain. 

In this figure, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is Use
App Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client

The GroupWise® client performs the following actions for the sende

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office. 

�� MTA for Local Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. When it detects a new message, the
picks up the message from the sender's post office and transfers it to
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. From there the MTA transfe
the message to the output queue in the recipient's post office. The M
output queue is the input queue for the POA in the recipient's post off

�� POA for Recipient's Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new mess
the POA for the recipient's post office performs the following actions

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.) 

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 
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�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an "Opened" status messa
the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in th
recipient's post office. 

�� MTA for Local Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. When it detects the status message
MTA picks it up from the sender's post office and transfers it to the M
"in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

Because the sender's post office is open, the MTA can immediately 
transfer the message to the output queue in the sender's post office.
MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the sender's po
office

�� POA for Sender's Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Figure 16 Different Post Office UNC or Mapped (Link Closed)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender 

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in t
same domain. 

In this figure, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is Use
App Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.
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� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office. 

�� MTA for Local Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. When it detects a new message, the
picks up the message from the sender's post office and transfers it to
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

Because the recipient's post office is closed, the MTA cannot comple
the delivery. Therefore, the MTA stores the message in the holding qu
for the recipient's post office in the MSLOCAL directory.

When the recipient's post office is open again, the MTA transfers the
delayed message from the post office holding queue to the MTA outp
queue in the recipient's post office. The MTA output queue is the inp
queue for the POA in the recipient's post office. 

�� POA for Recipient's Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new mess
the POA for the recipient's post office performs the following actions

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.D
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.) 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an "Opened" status messa
the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in th
recipient's post office. 

�� MTA for Local Domain

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. When it detects the status message
MTA picks it up from the sender's post office and transfers it to the M
"in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

Because the sender's post office is open, the MTA can immediately 
transfer the message to the output queue in the sender's post office.
MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the sender's po
office

�� POA for Sender's Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 
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Figure 17 Different Domain TCP/IP (Link Open)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in a
different domain.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise client communicates the message to the POA by wa
TCP/IP.

�� POA for Sender's Post Office 

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and perfo
the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office, 
case the TCP/IP link to the MTA is currently closed.

�� POA for Sender's Post Office 

The POA then communicates the message to the MTA by way of TCP
and deletes the copy in the MTA input queue because the TCP/IP tran
to the MTA was successful.

�� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

The MTA receives the message and places it in the MTA "in progres
(GWINPROG) queue.

�� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

The MTA then communicates the message to the POA in the recipie
post office by way of TCP/IP. When the transmission is successful, t
MTA deletes the message from the MTA’s "in progress" queue.

If the TCP/IP link to the recipient's post office were closed, the mess
would be placed in the closed post office's holding queue in the MTA
MSLOCAL directory for later transfer. The resulting message flow wou
be parallel to what occurs when a domain is closed.

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

The MTA for the recipient's domain receives the message and places
the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

The MTA for the recipient's domain communicates the message to th
POA in the recipient's post office by way of TCP/IP.
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�� POA for Recipient's Post Office

When it receives the new message, the POA for the recipient's post o
performs the following actions:

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.D
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.
also communicates the "Delivered" status message directly to th
MTA by way of TCP/IP. When that transmission is successful, th
copy in the MTA input queue is deleted.

���� POA for Recipient's Post Office 

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates to the GroupW
client by way of TCP/IP that a new message has arrived. 

���� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

���� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client. 

���� Recipient's GroupWise Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the "Opened" statu
message to the POA by way of TCP/IP.

���� POA for Recipient's Post Office
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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The POA for the recipient's post office communicates the status mes
to the MTA by way of TCP/IP.

���� MTA for Recipient's Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain places the status message in the M
"in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

���� MTA for Recipient's Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain communicates the status messag
the MTA for the sender's domain by way of TCP/IP.

���� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

The MTA places the status message into the MTA "in progress" 
(GWINPROG) queue. 

���� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

The MTA communicates the status message to the POA for the send
post office by way of TCP/IP.

���� POA in Sender's Post Office 

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� POA for Local Post Office

The POA communicates the status to the sender's GroupWise client
way of TCP/IP.

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 
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Figure 18 Different Domain TCP/IP (Link Closed)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in a
different domain.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client 

The GroupWise client communicates the message to the POA by wa
TCP/IP.

�� POA for Sender's Post Office 

The POA receives the message from the GroupWise client and perfo
the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office, 
case the TCP/IP link to the MTA is currently closed.

�� POA for Sender's Post Office 

The POA then communicates the message to the MTA by way of TCP
and deletes the copy in the MTA input queue because the TCP/IP tran
to the MTA was successful.

�� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

The MTA receives the message and places it in the MTA "in progres
(GWINPROG) queue.

�� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

The MTA for the sender's domain attempts to communicate the mess
to the MTA for the recipient's domain by way of TCP/IP, but the recipie
MTA does not respond. Therefore, the MTA stores the message in it
holding queue for the recipient's domain in the MSHOLD directory. 

When the MTA in the recipient's domain responds again, the MTA for 
sender's domain transfers the delayed message from the domain ho
queue to the MTA in the recipient's domain by way of TCP/IP.

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

The MTA for the recipient's domain receives the message and places
the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

The MTA for the recipient's domain then communicates the message
the POA in the recipient's post office by way of TCP/IP.
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�� POA for Recipient's Post Office

When it receives the new message, the POA for the recipient's post o
performs the following actions:

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.D
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office.
also communicates the "Delivered" status message directly to th
MTA by way of TCP/IP. When that transmission is successful, th
copy in the MTA input queue is deleted.

���� POA for Recipient's Post Office 

The POA for the recipient's post office communicates to the GroupW
client by way of TCP/IP that a new message has arrived. 

���� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

���� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client. 

���� Recipient's GroupWise Client

Each recipient's GroupWise client communicates the "Opened" statu
message to the POA by way of TCP/IP.

���� POA for Recipient's Post Office
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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The POA for the recipient's post office communicates the status mes
to the MTA by way of TCP/IP.

���� MTA for Recipient's Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain places the status message in the M
"in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

���� MTA for Recipient's Domain

The MTA for the recipient's domain communicates the status messag
the MTA for the sender's domain by way of TCP/IP.

���� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

The MTA places the status message in the MTA "in progress" 
(GWINPROG) queue. 

���� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

The MTA communicates the status message to the POA for the send
post office by way of TCP/IP.

���� POA in Sender's Post Office 

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� POA for Local Post Office

The POA communicates the status to the sender's GroupWise client
way of TCP/IP.

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 
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Figure 19 Different Domain UNC or Mapped (Link Open)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender 

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in t
same domain. 

In this figure, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is Use
App Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office. 

�� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. When it detects a new message, the
picks up the message from the sender's post office and transfers it to
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

From there the MTA transfers the message to the output queue in th
recipient's post office. The MTA output queue is the input queue for t
POA in the recipient's post office. 

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

The MTA in the recipient's domain also polls its input queue. When i
detects a new message, the MTA in the recipient's domain picks up 
message from its domain input queue and transfers it to the MTA "in
progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

From there, the MTA in the recipient's domain transfers it to the outp
queue in the recipient's post office. The MTA output queue is the inp
queue for the POA in the recipient's post office.

�� POA for Recipient's Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new mess
the POA for the recipient's post office performs the following actions

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.
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� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.) 

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an "Opened" status messa
the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in th
recipient's post office. 

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. You can control the rate at which the M
scans its input queues.

When the MTA detects the status message, the MTA picks up the mes
from the recipient's post office and transfers it to the MTA "in progres
(GWINPROG) queue. From there, the MTA in the recipient's domain
transfers the status message to the output queue in the sender's dom

���� MTA for Sender’s Domain

The MTA in the sender's domain also polls its domain input queues. 
When the MTA detects the status message, the MTA in the sender's
domain picks up the message and transfers it to the output queue in
sender's post office. The MTA output queue is the input queue for th
POA in the sender's post office. 

���� POA for Sender's Post Office
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The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 

Figure 20 Different Domain UNC or Mapped (Link Closed)

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender 

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in t
same domain. 
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In this figure, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is Us
App Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office. 

�� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. When it detects a new message, the
picks up the message from the sender's post office and transfers it to
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue.

Because the recipient's domain is closed, the MTA in the sender's do
cannot complete the delivery. Therefore, the MTA in the sender's dom
stores the message in its holding queue for the recipient's domain in
MSLOCAL directory. 

From there, the MTA in the sender's domain transfers the message t
output queue in the recipient's domain.

When the recipient's domain is open again, the MTA in the sender's 
domain transfers the delayed message from the domain holding que
the MTA output queue in the recipient's domain.

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

The MTA in the recipient's domain also polls its input queue. When i
detects a new message, the MTA in the recipient's domain picks up 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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message from its domain input queue and transfers it to the MTA "in
progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

From there, the MTA in the recipient's domain transfers it to the outp
queue in the recipient's post office. The MTA output queue is the inp
queue for the POA in the recipient's post office.

�� POA for Recipient's Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new mess
the POA for the recipient's post office performs the following actions

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.) 

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an "Opened" status messa
the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in th
recipient's post office. 

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 
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For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. You can control the rate at which the M
scans its input queues.

When the MTA detects the status message, the MTA picks up the mes
from the recipient's post office and transfers it to the MTA "in progres
(GWINPROG) queue. From there, the MTA in the recipient's domain
transfers the status message to the output queue in the sender's dom

���� MTA for Sender’s Domain

The MTA in the sender's domain also polls its domain input queues. 
When it detects the status message, the MTA in the sender's domain 
it up and transfers it to the output queue in the sender's post office. T
MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the sender's po
office. 

���� POA for Sender's Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his mailbox in the GroupW
client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for each recipient 
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).
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Figure 21 Alternate Link Configuration: Transfer Pull

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Sender 

The user sends a message to recipients in a different post office in t
same domain. 

In this example, the delivery mode setting for the local post office is U
App Thresholds and the threshold is not exceeded.

�� Sender's GroupWise Client

The GroupWise client performs the following actions for the sender: 

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the sender's user database (USER<xxx>.DB
the message appears in the sender's mailbox as a sent item.
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� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory assigned to the sender
and creates pointers from the message to its attachments. (For 
database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger than 2
are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the appropriate priority 0-7 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the sender's post office. 

�� MTA for Sender’s Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. When it detects a new message, the
picks up the message from the sender's post office and transfers it to
MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queue. 

From there, the MTA for the sender's domain would normally transfer 
message to the output queue in the recipient's domain. However, in 
transfer pull configuration, the MTA for the sender's domain does no
have access to the recipient's domain. 

Therefore, the MTA for the sender's domain transfers the message int
appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory in the TRANSFER directory in it
own domain. The MTA for the recipient's domain is responsible for 
picking up (or "pulling") the message from the sender's domain to th
recipient's domain.

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

The MTA for the recipient's domain polls its input queue in the local 
domain and any TRANSFER directories in other domains. The trans
pull configuration is the only situation where an MTA scans directorie
outside its own directory structure.

When it detects a new message in a TRANSFER directory of anothe
domain, the MTA picks up (or "pulls") the message from the other 
domain and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" (GWINPROG) queu

From there, the MTA for the recipient's domain transfers the messag
the output queue in the recipient's post office. The MTA output queu
the input queue for the POA in the recipient's post office. 

�� POA for Recipient's Post Office
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The POA polls its input queue regularly. When it detects a new mess
the POA for the recipient's post office performs the following actions

� Adds the message to the message database (MSG<0-24>.DB) 
corresponding to the one assigned to the sender.

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory corresponding to the o
assigned to the sender and creates pointers from the message t
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.) 

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the appropriate priority
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the recipient's post office

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client

The Notify component of the recipient's GroupWise client notifies the
recipient that a new message has arrived. 

�� Recipient 

Each recipient opens the message in the GroupWise client.

�� Recipient's GroupWise Client 

Each recipient's GroupWise client creates an "Opened" status messa
the appropriate priority 0-7 subdirectory of the MTA input queue in th
recipient's post office. 

�� MTA for Recipient's Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA scans its input queue in each p
office for messages to process. You can control the rate at which the M
scans its input queues.

When it detects the status message, the MTA picks it up from the 
recipient's post office and transfers it to the MTA "in progress" 
(GWINPROG) queue. From there, the MTA in the recipient's domain
transfers the status message to the output queue in the sender's dom
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���� MTA for Sender’s Domain

The MTA in the sender's domain also polls its domain input queues. 
When it detects the status message, the MTA in the sender's domain 
it up and transfers it to the output queue in the sender's post office. T
MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the sender's po
office. 

���� POA for Sender's Post Office

The POA for the sender's post office updates the sender's message
database (MSG<0-24>.DB) with the "Delivered" status information (a
possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened the message).

���� Sender 

When the sender checks the sent items in his or her mailbox in the 
GroupWise client, the message displays a status of "Delivered" for e
recipient (and possibly "Opened" as well if the recipient has opened 
message). 

Figure 22 Modem Link to/from Remote User
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The following steps provide details about the preceding figure:

�� Remote User 

A GroupWise user who is not currently connected to the network sen
message to another GroupWise user or creates a request for items f
the master mailbox. 

This message flow illustrates only the simplest case where the recip
is in the same post office as the GroupWise Remote user's master 
mailbox. 

If the GroupWise Remote user sends a message to a user in any othe
office, the MTA would route the message to the appropriate destinat

�� GroupWise Remote 

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a message to another 
GroupWise user, GroupWise Remote performs the following actions

� Adds the message to the GroupWise Remote message databas
(MSG.DB) on the user's remote computer.

� Creates a pointer in the GroupWise Remote user database 
(USER.DB) so the message appears in the mailbox on the user'
remote computer as a sent item.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the ROFDATA directory a
creates pointers from the message to its attachments on the use
remote computer. (For database efficiency, messages and distribu
lists larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a copy of the message in the WPCSIN\1 subdirectory of
remote input queue on the user's remote computer. 

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a request for items from th
master mailbox, GroupWise Remote places the request in the WPCS
subdirectory of the remote input.

�� GroupWise Remote 

When the user initiates the modem connection, the GroupWise clien
the remote computer polls the WPCSIN\1 subdirectory and compres
the outgoing messages and requests into a file. If the compressed fi
totals over 50 KB, additional compressed files are created.
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The GroupWise client next moves the compressed files into the 
WPGWSEND directory; then the client dials in to the gateway and lo
in. 

�� GroupWise Remote (Modem Connection)

After the login process is completed, GroupWise Remote transmits t
compressed message/request file(s) across the modem connection 
system where the user's master mailbox is located. 

�� Async Gateway 

The GroupWise Async Gateway picks up the message/request files 
decompresses them.

�� Async Gateway 

The Async Gateway moves the message/request files to the MTA in
queue. 

�� MTA for Remote User's Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA for the GroupWise Remote use
domain scans its input queue for messages to process.

When the MTA detects the new message or request from the GroupW
Remote user, the MTA picks up the message or request from its dom
input queue and transfers it to its output queue in the post office where
GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox is located. 

The MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the post off
where the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox is located.

This message flow illustrates only the simplest case where the recip
is in the same post office as the GroupWise Remote user's master 
mailbox.

 If the GroupWise Remote user sends a message to a user in any othe
office, the MTA routes the message to the appropriate destination. 

�� POA for Remote User's Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly. It quickly detects the new 
message or request from the GroupWise Remote user.
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When the GroupWise Remote user sends a message, the POA perf
the following actions: 

� Adds the message to the GroupWise Remote user's message dat
(MSG<0-24>.DB). This updates the GroupWise Remote user's 
master mailbox. 

� Creates a pointer in the recipient's user database (USER<xxx>.
so the new message appears in the recipient's mailbox and upd
the notification information in the user database so the recipient 
be notified of the message.

� Places attachments larger than 2 KB in the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory in the GroupWise 
Remote user's post office and creates pointers from the message
attachments. (For database efficiency, messages and distribution
larger than 2 KB are also handled as attachments.)

� Creates a "Delivered" status message in the priority 1 subdirector
the GroupWise Remote user's MTA input queue. 

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a request for items from th
master mailbox, GroupWise Remote performs the following actions: 

� Gathers the requested items from the GroupWise Remote user's
master mailbox (MSG<0-24>.DB).

� Gathers any attachments for requested items from the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory in the GroupWise 
Remote user's post office.

� Compiles the information into a response file and places it in the
priority 1 subdirectory of the MTA input queue for return to the 
GroupWise Remote user.

�� MTA in Remote User's Domain 

When the MTA in the GroupWise Remote user's domain detects the
response for the GroupWise Remote user, the MTA picks up the resp
from the MTA’s post office input queue and transfers the response to
MTA’s output queue in the Async Gateway directory under WPGATE
the GroupWise Remote user's domain.

The MTA output queue in the Async Gateway directory is the input que
for the Async Gateway. 
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���� Async Gateway 

The Async Gateway picks up the response file and moves it to the prio
1 subdirectory of the gateway’s output queue. 

���� Async Gateway 

If the connection to the GroupWise Remote user is still active, the As
Gateway compresses the response files and moves them to the CM
directory. 

If the connection is no longer available, the response files wait in the
<connection ID>\1 subdirectory until a new connection is established
the GroupWise Remote user.

���� Async Gateway (Modem Connection) 

The Async Gateway transmits the response files through the modem
connection to GroupWise Remote on the remote computer. 

���� GroupWise Remote 

The GroupWise client on the remote computer decompresses the 
response files and places them in its input queue on the GroupWise 
Remote user's computer. 

���� GroupWise Remote 

Taking the items from its input queue, the GroupWise client performs 
following actions for the GroupWise Remote user: 

� Updates the GroupWise Remote message database (MSG.DB) 
any items requested from the GroupWise Remote user's master
mailbox.

� Creates pointers in the GroupWise Remote user database 
(USER.DB) so the messages gathered from the master mailbox
appear in the GroupWise Remote user's mailbox.

� Places any requested attachments larger than 2 KB in the ROFD
directory and creates pointers from the message to its attachme
(For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger th
KB are also handled as attachments.) 
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The user's Remote mailbox now contains current copies of requeste
items from the user's master mailbox, plus any messages received i
user's master mailbox from other GroupWise users. 

���� Remote User 

The GroupWise user can now review current GroupWise mail when 
connection to the master GroupWise system is no longer available. 

Figure 23 UNC or Mapped Connection for Hit the Road

The following steps provide details about the process shown in the prece
figure:

�� Remote User 

The GroupWise user requests items from the master mailbox to be 
downloaded to the Remote mailbox in preparation for disconnecting fr
the master GroupWise system. 
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For example, the user could be preparing a laptop computer for use a
from the network using the Hit the Road feature of the GroupWise cli

�� GroupWise Remote 

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a request for items from th
master mailbox, GroupWise Remote places the request in the WPCS
subdirectory of the remote input queue on the user's remote comput

�� GroupWise Remote 

When the GroupWise Remote user establishes a direct network 
connection between the remote computer and the master GroupWis
system, the GroupWise client places the request in the priority 1 
subdirectory of the MTA input queue in the post office to which the 
GroupWise Remote user has connected. 

The MTA then transfers the request to the post office where the 
GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox is located. 

If the GroupWise Remote user has connected directly to the post off
where the master mailbox is located, GroupWise Remote places the
request directly in the priority 1 subdirectory of the POA input queue
(WPCSOUT\OFS) in the post office, so processing by the MTA is no
needed. 

�� MTA for Remote User's Domain 

For mapped and UNC links, the MTA for the GroupWise Remote use
domain scans its input queue for messages to process.

When the MTA detects the new request from the GroupWise Remote
user, the MTA picks it up from its domain input queue and transfers i
the post office where the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox 
located. The MTA output queue is the input queue for the POA in the p
office where the GroupWise Remote user's master mailbox is locate

�� POA for Remote User's Post Office

The POA polls its input queue regularly and quickly detects the new 
message or request from the GroupWise Remote user.

When the GroupWise Remote user sends a request for items from th
master mailbox, the POA performs the following actions: 
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� Gathers the requested items from the GroupWise Remote user's
master mailbox (MSG<0-24>.DB and USER<xxx>.DB). 

� Gathers any attachments for requested items from the <post 
office>\OFFILES\FD<0-7F> subdirectory in the GroupWise 
Remote user's post office.

� Compiles the information into a response file and places it in the
priority 1 subdirectory of the MTA input queue for return to the 
GroupWise Remote user.

�� MTA in Remote User's Domain 

When the MTA in the GroupWise Remote user's domain detects the
response for the GroupWise Remote user, the MTA picks it up from 
post office input queue and transfers it to the MTA’s output queue in 
OFDIRECT directory in the post office where the GroupWise Remote
user's master mailbox is located. 

The MTA output queue in the OFDIRECT directory is the input queue 
the GroupWise client on the remote computer.

�� GroupWise Remote 

The GroupWise client picks up the response in the post office and 
transfers it to its input queue on the GroupWise Remote user's comp

�� GroupWise Remote 

Taking the items from its input queue, the GroupWise client performs
following actions for the GroupWise Remote user: 

� Updates the GroupWise Remote message database (MSG.DB) 
any items requested from the GroupWise Remote user's master
mailbox.

� Creates pointers in the GroupWise Remote user database 
(USER.DB) so the messages gathered from the master mailbox
appear in the GroupWise Remote user's mailbox.

� Places any requested attachments larger than 2 KB in the ROFD
directory and creates pointers from the message to its attachme
(For database efficiency, messages and distribution lists larger th
KB are also handled as attachments.) 
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The user's Remote mailbox now contains current copies of requeste
items from the user's master mailbox, plus any messages received i
user's master mailbox from other GroupWise users. 

�� Remote User 

The GroupWise user can now review current GroupWise mail when 
connection to the master GroupWise system is no longer available. 
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� GroupWise Error Messages

This chapter explains GroupWise® error messages that appear in NetW
Administrator, GroupWise agents, and GroupWise clients. It also describ
possible causes and suggests actions to remedy each problem.

The errors are grouped based upon the different components of GroupW
These component groupings are as follows:

� 0xxx GroupWise Administrator Errors, “0001 Cannot load resource” on
page 196

� 8xxx Engine Errors, “8101 Memory error” on page 206

� 9xxx Engine Errors, “9302 Unexpected error” on page 229

� Axxx Engine Errors, “A001 Unexpected error” on page 230

� Bxxx Engine Errors, “B309 Port already in use” on page 233

� Cxxx Engine Errors, “C006 Record, key, or key reference not found” o
page 234

� Dxxx Engine Errors, “D001 Unexpected error” on page 254

� Exxx Engine Errors, “E501 Document version not available” on page 3

� Fxxx Engine Errors, “F007 End of command reached unexpectedly” o
page 316

� Message Transfer Agent Errors, “Access denied” on page 330
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� Post Office Agent Errors, “Admin database for <post office> cannot be
recovered” on page 352

� GWCheck Errors, “01 Memory initialization error” on page 363

0001 Cannot load resource

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: Unable to load resource DLL.

Possible Cause: Invalid NWLANGUAGE environment specification.

Action: Make sure the NetWare® client is set up properly on the workstation runn
GroupWise Administrator.

0002 Schema not properly defined

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: Schema error. The GroupWise schema extensions are not present.

Possible Cause: When GroupWise was installed, the current NDS tree was extended. A
installation, NetWare Administrator was run and the current tree was chan
to one that has not been extended.

Action: Log in to the tree that needs to be extended; then rerun the installation 
(INSTALL.EXE from the root of the distribution CD) to extend the schema 
the second tree.

Possible Cause: GroupWise installation was not completed successfully.

Action: Run Install from the root directory of the GroupWise CD.

0003 Required DLL has incorrect version

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: DLL version mismatch.

Possible Cause: An improper update of GroupWise Administrator might have been load
from Novell® Support Connection.

Action: Rerun GroupWise Install (INSTALL.EXE from the root of the distribution 
CD), or acquire the latest GroupWise Administrator software from Novell
Support Connection.
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0004 Required DLL missing

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: One of the GroupWise Administrator DLL programs is missing.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to run NetWare Administrator from a server that
not have all of GroupWise Administrator installed.

Action: Run NetWare Administrator from a server that has GroupWise Administra
installed.

0005 Cannot read required information from NDS

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: GroupWise is unable to read necessary information from NDS.

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights to read this information.

Action: Make sure there are sufficient rights to administer the objects in this 
GroupWise domain. If sufficient rights have not been assigned, contact t
NetWare system administrator.

0006 GroupWise object missing required information

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: Invalid object state. The information for the NDS object is in an inconsis
state for GroupWise to use.

Action: Fill in the missing information by grafting the objects.

0007 Cannot read required information from GroupWise database

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: Unable to read the required information from the GroupWise database.

Possible Cause: Replication is in progress and has encountered inconsistent data.

Action: Make sure there are no pending operations.

0008 Cannot delete subordinate objects

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: Error deleting subordinate objects.

Possible Cause: No rights to delete the subordinate objects.
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Action: Make sure user has access and delete rights to the objects being delete

0009 Cannot obtain UNC path

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: UNC path not available.

Action: Make sure users have access to the appropriate network and proper righ
the needed location.

000B Invalid operation

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: There was an attempt to perform an unsupported operation. The operat
cannot be performed from the specified object type.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

0011 Database record not found

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; general snap-in.

Explanation: Error finding database record.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered. 

0013 Out of memory

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; database management.

Explanation: Out of memory error.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

0014 Cannot open database

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; database management.

Explanation: Error opening database.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

0015 Cannot map drive to database

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; database management.

Explanation: Error mapping drive to database.
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Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

0016 Database path not found

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; database management.

Explanation: Error finding database path.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

0017 Cannot release current domain from system

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; database management.

Explanation: Domain cannot release itself.

Possible Cause: Attempt to release a secondary domain while connected to that secon
domain.

Action: Connect to the primary domain and retry the release.

0018 Cannot convert 4.x domain to primary in 5.x system

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; database management.

Explanation: It is not possible to convert a GroupWise 4.x secondary domain into the 
primary domain in a GroupWise 5.x system.

Possible Cause: Attempt was made to convert a 4.x-level domain to primary.

Action: Migrate the GroupWise 4.x secondary domain to GroupWise 5.x; then convert 
it to the primary domain.

0019 Cannot map local drive to network resource

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; database management.

Explanation: GroupWise is unable to map a local drive to the network resource.

Action: Make sure the UNC specification is correct, that the drives are available
map, and that the user has sufficient access to the network resource requ

001D Cannot add non-GroupWise account to library membership

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; document management.

Explanation: Cannot grant library membership to a user who does not have a GroupW
account. 
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Action: Add the user to GroupWise.

Possible Cause: User’s NDS reference to the GroupWise account is damaged.

Action: Use GroupWise Diagnostics to remove the user’s GroupWise attributes 
then re-associate them. (For information about the Diagnostic option, se
“GroupWise Diagnostics” on page 509)

0021 Gateway setup file not found

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; gateway setup.

Explanation: A file required to run the gateway-specific setup was missing.

Possible Cause: The gateway installation was incomplete.

Action: Reinstall the gateway.

0022 Cannot assign non-GroupWise user as administrator

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; gateway setup.

Explanation: The gateway administrator must be either a GroupWise user or a Group
distribution list.

Action: Select a valid GroupWise user or distribution list as the gateway administr

002D Pending move

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; association.

Explanation: The record has been moved; however, GroupWise replication is still in 
progress. The record cannot be modified at this time.

Action: Wait for replication to complete; then retry the record modification.

002E Pending delete

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; association.

Explanation: The record has been moved; however, GroupWise replication is still in 
progress. The record cannot be deleted at this time.

Action: Wait for the replication to complete; then retry the operation.

0031 Cannot delete post office that owns GroupWise objects

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; delete visitor.
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Explanation: Cannot delete this post office until all subordinate objects have been mov
deleted.

Possible Cause: The post office still owns one or more agent objects.

Action: The post office object is a container object in NDS. It can only contain ag
as subordinate objects. Expand the post office object and delete the age
objects below it.

Possible Cause: The post office still has users, resources, distribution lists, libraries, or l
storage areas assigned to it.

Action: Move or delete each associated object from the post office.

0032 Cannot delete domain that owns GroupWise objects

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; delete visitor.

Explanation: This domain cannot be deleted until all subordinate objects have been m
or deleted.

Possible Cause: The domain still owns one or more agent objects.

Action: The domain object is a container object in NDS. It can only contain agents
gateways as subordinate objects. Expand the domain object and delete 
agent and/or gateway objects below it.

Possible Cause: The domain still has post offices assigned to it.

Action: Remove the post offices.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete a secondary domain from the GroupW
system, but the secondary domain still has subordinate post offices, gatew
or agents.

Action: Remove any post offices, gateways, or agents from the domain and then
the deletion.

0035 Cannot read GroupWise information for object

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; association.

Explanation: Record not read.

Possible Cause: GroupWise replication is still in progress and the data has become 
inconsistent.

Action: Wait for the replication to be completed; then rebuild the database. Beca
this error is coming from the GroupWise Administrator, the domain datab
is the database that would need to be rebuilt. Additionally, any post office
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under the domain might have to be rebuilt as well, especially if users or 
POA are encountering similar errors.

0036 Cannot access object in different GroupWise system

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; association.

Possible Cause: A user has attempted to access an object in NDS that belongs to a Gro
system other than the current connection.

Action: Connect to the appropriate GroupWise system.

0038 Owning object (domain/post office) not found in NDS

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; association.

Explanation: Domain or post office object does not exist in NDS.

Possible Cause: Domain or post office object might have been removed from NDS, causi
object in question to have an invalid reference to the Distinguished Nam
(DN) of the domain or post office.

Action: Graft the domain or post office object back into NDS.

0039 Invalid UNC path

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; UNC path validator.

Explanation: The UNC path does not specify a valid network resource.

Action: Enter a correct UNC path.

0041 Cannot authenticate

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; NDS operation.

Explanation: The NetWare® login DLL file was not found. GroupWise was unable to 
authenticate.

Possible Cause: The NetWare client installation was incomplete.

Action: Reinstall the NetWare client.

0042 Cannot authenticate to requested tree

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; NDS operation.

Explanation: GroupWise was unable to authenticate to the requested tree.
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Action: Make sure proper NDS rights have been granted.

0045 Domain database not found

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; class definition.

Explanation: NetWare Administrator is not currently connected to a GroupWise doma
database (WPDOMAIN.DB). The requested operation cannot be comple

Action: Connect to an existing GroupWise domain and retry the operation.

0049 Cannot move user from 5.x post office to 4.x post office

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; 5.x to 4.x move.

Explanation: GroupWise does not support moving users from a GroupWise 5.x post office 
to a GroupWise 4.x post office.

Possible Cause: Administrator has attempted to move a user from a GroupWise 5.5 pos
to a GroupWise 4.x domain.

Action: Migrate the 4.x post office to GroupWise 5.x; then perform the move.

0051 Insufficient rights to perform operation

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; visitor base.

Explanation: Insufficient rights to perform operation.

Possible Cause: Attempt to modify an object without having necessary rights.

Possible Cause: Attempt to modify an object that requires modification of additional obje
objects without having sufficient rights to the additional object or objects.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

0052 Cannot create database

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; visitor base.

Explanation: Error creating database.

Action: Make sure the UNC path is correct and that there are sufficient rights. M
sure that the GWDOM.DC (5.x) and WPDOMAIN.DC (4.x) files exist in the 
current domain directory. Make sure that the current domain directory ha
WPCSIN directory with all its (0-7) subdirectories.
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0053 Parent domain database not found

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; visitor base.

Explanation: GroupWise was unable to locate the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB
the requested action. The network resource is unavailable.

Possible Cause: When making a change to a GroupWise object that belongs to a domain
current system but not to the domain currently connected to, GroupWise
Administrator will attempt to connect to the object’s owning domain. This
error might occur if the owning domain is inaccessible due to insufficient
rights.

Action: Ensure that the current login has sufficient rights to the owning domain of
object being modified, and retry the operation.

Action: If available, use an administrator-equivalent login ID and retry the operat

0054 Invalid drive specification

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; visitor base.

Explanation: GroupWise is unable to determine a local path from the drive specificati

Action: Enter a valid path.

0056 Non-networked drive

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; visitor base.

Explanation: There was an attempt to create a GroupWise domain or post office on a
networked location that might become unavailable.

Action: Create domains and post offices where network users will have permane
access to them.

0057 Cannot create another agent of this type in this context

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; visitor base.

Explanation: Agents are limited based on context. For example, only one MTA per do
can exist. The maximum number of this agent type already exist in this 
context.

Action: The maximum number of agents for the domain has been reached; do n
attempt to create another.

Action: If the agent doesn’t show up under the domain object from the NDS view
check the GroupWise view. If MTA exists in the GroupWise view but not 
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the NDS view, regraft the domain. Grafting the domain will create the MT
object beneath the domain object.

Action: If the GroupWise view and the NDS view do not list the MTA, connect to 
primary domain and check. If they exist in the primary domain, rebuild th
secondary domain while connected to the primary domain; then regraft t
secondary domain.

0059 Cannot create another GroupWise object

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; visitor base.

Explanation: This is a limited evaluation version of GroupWise. This GroupWise syste
limited to one domain and two post offices, with a maximum of three users
each post office.

Action: Upgrade this evaluation software by purchasing and installing the curren
shipping version of GroupWise.

0069 Outbound MTA platform undefined

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; link tool.

Explanation: Information in the Link Configuration Tool is displayed based on the doma
MTA platform.

Possible Cause: MTA settings error. The default outbound MTA platform is NLM.

Action: Set the outbound MTA platform to the appropriate platform type.

0101 Password incorrect

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; temporary password.

Explanation: Passwords do not match.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

0102 Password incorrect

Source: GroupWise® Administrator; temporary password.

Explanation: Passwords do not match.

Action: Enter the correct password.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.
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8101 Memory error

Source: GroupWise® engine; memory management.

Explanation: Memory function failure. Invalid memory handle.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in the NLM® POA, the server might have insufficien
memory to run the POA. On the server where the POA runs, cache buffe
should be about 60%. If cache buffers drop below 30%, available memo
insufficient.

Action: Unload some other NLM programs or add memory to the server. In som
cases, the insufficient memory condition is temporary. GroupWise 
automatically resends unsuccessful messages, so action might not be req

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in the NLM POA, some current server parameters mi
set too low.

Action: Increase the settings for the following NetWare® server parameters:

� Minimum Packet Receive Buffers

� Maximum Directory Cache Buffers

� Maximum Services Processes

Many factors influence what the proper settings should be for a particula
server. Make sure each parameter is set to at least 1000 and increase s
from there as needed.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in the NLM agents after updating the GroupWise sy
the agents might not have been updated properly.

Action: After exiting all the agents, unload the agent engine (GWENN2.NLM); th
perform the update. See the Update Guide.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when starting the GroupWise client, the user might 
exceeded the limit of 5,000 viewable items per folder. Remember that Tr
is considered a folder.

Action: Delete items or move them to a different folder. Empty the Trash.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when manually addressing a message to multiple e
recipients, the user might have typed one or more addresses incorrectly in
a way that the client exceeded available memory trying to resolve the 
erroneous external addresses. For example, leaving out the at (@) symbo
cause this problem.
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Action: Users should select recipients from the Address Book whenever possibl
users must type external addresses, they should make sure the address
typed correctly, especially in cases where the number of recipients is larg

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in GroupWise Remote, GroupWise might not be ins
correctly on the remote computer.

Action: Reinstall GroupWise on the remote computer.

Possible Cause: On a NetWare 3.x server, deleted files must be purged to free up the disk sp
they occupy. If the purge is not done, the space occupied by the deleted
is reused; however, the process required to reuse this space takes time 
utilizes the processor. This can cause high utilization, memory use, or 
insufficient disk space errors on the server in which the post office is loca

Action: Purge deleted files to reclaim the disk space; flag all WPCSIN and 
WPCSOUT directories and subdirectories as purgeable in all domains a
post offices. Add more disk space to the volume where the post office res

Possible Cause: This error can occasionally be caused by damaged databases.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the databases accessed by the user who
receiving the error.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

8200 File I/O error

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Generic file I/O error. Any file I/O error that cannot be mapped to a mor
specific file I/O error message.

Possible Cause: A GroupWise database has been damaged so as to be unrecognizabl
GroupWise database; for example, it has a size of 0 KB or 2 GB.

Action: Restore the database from backup.

Possible Cause: The user might not have sufficient rights to access a directory or file req
by GroupWise.

Action: Make sure the user has the necessary network rights to access the direc
or files in the post office.

Action: In NetWare® Administrator, set the proper user rights for all users in a p
office or for an individual user. In the NetWare Administrator browser 
window, click a post office or User object. Then select Tools | GroupWise
Utilities | Set Rights.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when users are trying to log in to GroupWise throug
GWIA from a POP3 mail client, the post office link information needed by
GWIA might be incorrect.

Action: Check the post office link set up for GWIA. In NetWare Administrator, 
double-click the domain where GWIA is installed, right-click the GWIA 
object, click Details, select Post Office Links, highlight the post office, an
click Edit Link. Make sure the IP address and TCP port for the POA are 
specified correctly in the Client/Server box.

8201 Access to file denied

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Access denied. The program tried to access or open a file that did not h
allow sharing. The program might also have tried to create a file that alre
exists.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA, the POA might not have access to a re
file.

Action: To determine the specific problem the POA is encountering, start the PO
using the /RIGHTS switch. 

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when creating a post office, ensure that the current 
connection is to the domain for which the post office is being created.

Action: Connect to the domain where the post office is to be located.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when the user sends a message to multiple users or 
in a different post office, the user might not have sufficient rights to write fi
into the WPCSIN directory for the MTA to pick up. This would only occur 
the user was connected via UNC instead of Client/Server.

Action: Make sure the directory exists and the user has sufficient rights to write 
into the 0-7 priority subdirectories in WPCSIN. Also check the rights for t
OFUSER and OFMSG directories. If access is being handled with a grou
rather than on an individual basis, make sure the user is a member of the 
that has the required access.

Action: In NetWare Administrator, set the proper user rights for all users in a pos
office or for the individual user. In the NetWare Administrator browser 
window, click a post office or User object. Then select Tools | GroupWise
Utilities | Set Rights.

Action: Change the access mode for the post office to Client/Server only. This w
eliminate the need for users to have file access to the server.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when users exit the GroupWise client, the users migh
their archive directory set to a location where they do not have sufficient
rights.

Action: In the GroupWise client, check the users' path to the archive directory. M
sure users have sufficient rights to create and modify files there. Or, have u
change their archive directory to a location where they already have suffic
rights.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when trying to access the account of a new user, so
required files might be missing from the post office directory.

Action: Make sure all required files are present in the post office directory, espec
the *.DC files, which are required for creating new user and message 
databases. If the *.DC files are missing, copy them from another post offic
from the PO subdirectory of the software distribution directory.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs for a user who has previously been able to access 
GroupWise successfully, the user's NDS® object might have become 
damaged.

Action: Delete the User object from NDS; then re-create it. Do not delete the use
GroupWise account, because doing so will delete the user's mailbox as 

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when users exit the GroupWise client, the user data
(USER.DB) might be damaged.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the user database. This can be done wit
NWADMN32 or from GWCHECK (the standalone version of Mailbox/
Library Maintenance). Use the action of Analyze and Fix, Structure and 
Content on the user database.

Possible Cause: The user might have a user space limit on the volume where the post 
resides. If that limit is exceeded, the user cannot write files into the WPC
directory.

Action: If the user has reached a space limit, increase the maximum space allow
that user.

Possible Cause: Another program might already have the required file open with exclus
access.

Action: Check the open/lock activity on GroupWise databases and other files. A
backup program or virus scanner might be holding the file open. NetWar
MONITOR NLM can be used to perform these actions if the post office st
is located on a NetWare server.
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Possible Cause: The GroupWise client has been installed on the local drive, so the progr
still run, but the network connection to the post office has been lost.

Action: When the network connection to the post office is reestablished, the 
GroupWise client will function normally again. Reboot the workstation. If t
post office still cannot be accessed, resolve those network problems.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when using the 16-bit GroupWise client, the user's p
.BIF file might be damaged.

Action: Rename the user's private .BIF file; then try the action again. If this solves
problem, there was a problem with the .BIF file and a new one has been
created automatically.

Possible Cause: If the IPX address for the server where the post office resides has bee
changed recently, the change might not yet have propagated throughout
network.

Action: Make sure the IPX address change is completed.

8202 Cannot access required file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Bad file handle.

Possible Cause: GroupWise is no longer able to access a required file.

Action: Exit and then restart GroupWise.

Possible Cause: An invalid or old (closed) file handle was passed to a file I/O function.

Action: Perform the action again. If the same error occurs, exit and then restart 
GroupWise.

8203 Cannot copy file or directory

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Copy error.

Possible Cause: The user might not have rights to copy the specified file or directory. E
occurring during an explicit file copy function will be returned as this erro
value.

Action: Make sure the user has the necessary network rights to access the direc
or files in the post office.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when trying to rebuild a post office database, the do
or the post office might not contain the correct files.
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Action: Make sure the post office, and the domain it belongs to, contain the 
GWPO.DC (5.x), GWDOM.DC (5.x), WPHOST.DC (4.x), and 
WPDOMAIN.DC (4.x) files.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in GroupWise Remote, there might be a problem wi
structure or content of the Remote mailbox. For example, copying a 
GroupWise Remote installation from one laptop to another might introdu
this problem.

Action: Delete the ROFDATA directory on the remote computer; then request all
information from the master mailbox again.

Action: Reinstall GroupWise Remote on the remote computer.

8204 Disk full

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Disk full.

Possible Cause: There is no space left on a disk to write and/or create a file.

Action: Create space on disk by deleting unwanted or unnecessary files.

Possible Cause: The owner of a GroupWise database has a space restriction on the vo
where the database resides. That limit has been reached, and the datab
cannot grow any larger.

Action: Check the ownership of these databases and make sure the owner does
have disk space restrictions.

Possible Cause: All allocation blocks on the server are used. This would occur if the alloc
blocks had been used by many small files that were created but not delet
purged from the server. An allocation block will not be suballocated until a 
fills an entire block (usually 64 KB). Then the remaining portion of the file
will be suballocated to existing dirty blocks. When no allocation blocks a
available, the reported error in GroupWise is 8204 Out of Disk space.

Action: Purge deleted files on the server volume where a GroupWise domain or
office is located. In addition, setting a Purge All flag on all WPCSIN and 
WPCSOUT directories and their subdirectories is recommended.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA, there might be a problem with its inp
queue.

Action: Stop the POA. Rename the WPCSOUT directory in the post office. Restar
POA. This re-creates the WPCSOUT directory structure for the post office
the POA now runs without the error, copy message files from the 
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subdirectories of the original WPCSOUT structure into the corresponding
subdirectories of the newly created WPCSOUT directory so the POA ca
process them.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs on a server where the POA performs a substantial a
of indexing, temporary files that are created and deleted, but not purged,
build up on the server. Most of these temporary files are created and del
in the INDEX subdirectories of libraries and users' mailboxes, but some 
placed at the root of the SYS volume on NetWare servers.

Action: Purge deleted files from INDEX subdirectories and the root of the SYS 
volume on the server where the problem is occurring.

8205 End of file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: End of file was reached unexpectedly.

Possible Cause: The NGWGUARD.DB file has been damaged.

Action: Check the size of the NGWGUARD.RFL (roll forward log) file. If it is less
than 24 KB, it is considered empty. Make backup copies of the 
NGWGUARD.DB, NGWGUARD.RFL, and NGWGUARD.FBK files. Exit 
the POA and delete the NGWGUARD.DB file; then create a zero-byte fil
named NGWGUARD.DB. Restart the POA. The POA will determine the 
NGWGUARD.DB to be bad, rename the NGWGUARD.FBK to 
NGWGUARD.DB, and apply all transactions in the NGWGUARD.RFL.

8206 Cannot open file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: File open error.

Possible Cause: GroupWise cannot copy the specified file. During an explicit file copy 
function, failure to create the destination file will generate this error. If the
destination file exists and is Read-only, this error might occur.

Action: Check the destination filename and ensure that it is unique.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs the first time a user tries to archive messages, the u
might not have sufficient rights to access the files in the post office that a
necessary to create the user's archive.

Action: Check the user's rights in the user’s archive location.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when updating the GroupWise client software, users
be running the client software during the update.

Action: Perform the update when no one is using the GroupWise client.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA, the POA might not have access to a re
file.

Action: To determine the specific problem the POA is encountering, start the PO
using the /RIGHTS switch.

8207 Cannot locate file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: File seek error.

Possible Cause: A failure occurred when positioning file pointers during an explicit file c
function. Cannot open the specified file or directory. The user might not h
rights to the file or directory.

Action: Make sure the user has the necessary network rights to access the direc
or files in the post office. 

Possible Cause: The user's network connection to the post office has been lost.

Action: Make sure that the necessary drives are still correctly mapped. If not, re
the workstation. If this error occurs repeatedly, stabilize the network 
connectivity for the workstation.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when a specific user starts the GroupWise client, that
database (USER.DB) might be damaged.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the database using Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance from NWADMN32 or from the standalone version 
(GWCHECK). Perform an Analyze and Fix with content and structure on 
user database.

Possible Cause: The user tried to use Find in an archived folder in the 16-bit GroupWise

Action: None. The 16-bit client does not currently support Find in an archived fo

8208 Cannot modify file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: File modify error.

Possible Cause: Cannot move or rename the file. An error occurred when renaming a f
moving the file to another location.
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Action: Check to see whether another file with the same name exists (the filenam
must be unique). If so, rename that file, or move/rename the current file.

8209 Path not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Drive or path not found.

Possible Cause: GroupWise cannot find the specified drive or path.

Action: Use Browse to find the correct path.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs shortly after starting the GroupWise client, the path 
archive directory might not be correct.

Action: In the GroupWise client, verify that the path to the archive directory exists 
that users have sufficient rights to create and modify files.

Action: If the path to the archive directory is valid and this is the first time the user
tried to archive items, make sure the NGWGUARD.DC file exists in the p
office. If it is missing, the databases required for archiving cannot be crea
To restore the NGWGUARD.DC file if it is missing, copy it from the PO 
directory in the software distribution directory to the post office directory.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA, the POA might not have access to a re
file.

Action: To determine the specific problem the POA is encountering, start the PO
using the /RIGHTS switch.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the MTA, the MTA might not have access to on
more of the post offices in the domain.

Action: Verify that the list of post offices belonging to the domain is correct. To vi
the list in NetWare Administrator, right-click the domain object and select 
Post Offices tab. Make sure that the post office directory for each post of
exists. Make sure the post office path is correctly defined in the post offic
object. In NetWare Administrator, right-click the post office object to displ
the post office Information page. Also make sure that the MTA has acces
the post office.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when importing a document into GroupWise, there m
be a problem with the library.

Action: Check and, if necessary, fix the library with Mailbox/Library from 
NWADMN32 or the standalone version (GWCHECK).
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Action: If documents are being stored in the post office, make sure the DOCS 
subdirectory exists for the library. If documents are being stored in a rem
document storage area, make sure that the POA can access the location
document storage area. To determine the location, right-click the storage
and select Storage Areas. Check the location to make sure the required li
directory structure exists. The structure of a remote document storage ar
the same as the GWDMS directory in the post office.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when trying to access a document in a library, the B
file containing the document might no longer exist.

Action: The BLOB file location of the document can be determined from the 
GroupWise client. Right-click the document reference and select Propert
Activity Log. If filenames are not currently displayed, right-click the menu b
and choose Filename to display the filename in the activity log. If the 
document is needed, restore a copy of it from backup. If the document is
needed, it can be deleted from the library to eliminate the error.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when trying to access an attachment to a message
GroupWise client cannot access the BLOB file where the attachment is st

Action: Check the OFFILES directory in the post office to ensure the user has pr
file access. Grant necessary rights if needed.

Action: Have the original sender of the message resend the attachment.

Possible Cause: Some applications, such as Corel WordPerfect 7, Microsoft Word 95, a
Excel 95, need a blank file stored in the C:/WINDOWS/SHELLNEW 
directory. For example, WordPerfect 7 needs a file named WORDPFCT.W
to exist in the SHELLNEW directory in order to create a new file when cal
from GroupWise. If this error occurs when creating a new document in th
GroupWise client, the blank template file for the application might be miss

Action: Check the SHELLNEW directory for the existence of a blank file for the 
application in use from GroupWise. If the blank file is missing, start the 
application independently; then save an empty file under the required nam
the SHELLNEW directory.

Possible Cause: A directory required for the normal flow of GroupWise messages could
missing.

Action: Verify the existence, ownership, and rights of the directories involved wit
message flow (domain, post office, and MTA local).

Possible Cause: A required file or subdirectory could be missing from the directory stru
of the user's post office.
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Action: Verify the existence, ownership, and rights of the files and subdirectories
the user's post office.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when trying to add users to a post office or when try
rebuild a user database, a required file might be missing from the post o
directory.

Action: Make sure the NGWGUARD.DC file exists in the post office directory. If 
does not, copy it from the PO subdirectory of the software distribution 
directory. New user databases (USER.DB files) and message databases
(MSG<0-24>.DB files) cannot be created for new users if this file is miss

820A Cannot open any more files

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Too many files open.

Possible Cause: Unable to open additional files. All available file handles have been use
operating system has no more file handles to give to the caller.

Action: If using Windows 3.1, increase the number of file handles in the 
CONFIG.SYS file, close some open files, or do both.

820B Path too long

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Path too long.

Possible Cause: The file system cannot build or modify a path because the specified pa
contains too many characters.

Action: Shorten the path name to a length that is valid for the operating system. 
filename will be appended to the path name, include the filename in the 
length.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when trying to create a new GroupWise system, an a
might have been made to map the drive where the GroupWise system is b
created to an object in the NDS tree, rather than to the correct volume o
server. For example, if Windows Explorer or Network Neighborhood is us
to map the drive, browsing under the tree icon rather than under the serve
would cause this error.

Action: Make sure the mapped drive where the GroupWise system is being crea
mapped to the correct volume on the server, not to an object in the NDS
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820D File too large

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: File size is too large.

Possible Cause: When truncating a file, the file size passed to the engine is greater tha
actual size of the file.

Action: Retry the operation from a different workstation.

820E Cannot lock file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: File lock error.

Possible Cause: The maximum number of file locks on the server has been exceeded.

Action: Increase the maximum number of file locks allowed. This can be done w
MONITOR.NLM on a NetWare server. The setting name is Maximum File
Locks and the default setting is 10,000. Novell recommends increasing t
setting to 20,000.

Possible Cause: An attempt to lock a file failed.

Action: Check to verify that the file is not currently locked by another process that
terminated.

Possible Cause: Cannot open the specified file because another user might have the fil

Action: Ask the other user to close the file.

Action: Retry the action later.

Action: If no valid user or process has the file open, delete the connection to unl
the file.

Possible Cause: Cannot open the specified file due to lack of rights to open the file.

Action: Obtain rights to the file.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA when rebuilding a database, a user mig
have the database open. The POA requires exclusive access to database
rebuilding them.

Action: Make sure no users associated with the database are currently running 
GroupWise client. If none are and the database is still locked, break the 
connection to unlock the file.

Action: The POA will cache as many databases (that are being used) as it can. Ex
then restart the POA.
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820F Cannot unlock file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: File unlock error.

Possible Cause: An attempt to unlock a file failed.

Action: This is usually related to the network operating system. You might have 
bring down the server to unlock the file.

8210 Cannot create path

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Path create failed. An attempt by the file system to create a unique file f

Possible Cause: Cannot create a file in the specified location due to lack of rights.

Action: Make sure the user has the necessary network rights to access the direc
or files in the post office.

Action: If users are given rights to the post office directory by being included in a
group that has the necessary rights, make sure that group also has rights
subdirectories of the post office directory.

Action: If this error occurs when the user tries to read attachments or send files 
attachments, check the user's rights to the OFFILES subdirectory in the 
office.

Possible Cause: If the error occurs as the user is exiting the GroupWise client, the client
be encountering a problem archiving messages. GroupWise might not be
to archive messages if the original sender's message database is damag

Action: Try to locate the problem item or items by manually archiving any items t
are old enough to be archived.

Action: If errors occur during manual archiving, determine which user sent the 
problem item or items, and have the item or items resent if necessary.

Action: Run GWCHECK on the archive.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA, the POA might not have access to a re
location.

Action: To determine the specific problem the POA is encountering, start the PO
using the /RIGHTS switch.
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8211 Cannot rename file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: File rename failed.

Possible Cause: Attempt by the file system to rename a file failed.

Action: Make sure the specified filename is unique.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when users first start the GroupWise client, they mig
have correct access rights to the post office.

Action: Make sure users have the necessary network rights to access the directo
files in the post office.

Possible Cause: A directory required for the normal flow of GroupWise messages could
missing.

Action: Verify the existence, ownership, and rights of the directories involved wit
message flow (domain, post office, and MTA local).

8212 Password incorrect

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Invalid file password.

Possible Cause: The password entered by the user does not match the one stored in th
encrypted file.

Action: Have the original sender resend the message with attachment.

8213 Invalid file operation

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Invalid file operation.

Possible Cause: Requested an illegal file operation on an encrypted file.

Action: Retry the operation from a different workstation or retry the operation wh
logged in to the network as an administrator-equivalent user.

8214 Unsupported encryption level

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Unsupported encryption level in file.
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Possible Cause: Attempted to decrypt a file using an encryption level that is no longer 
supported.

Action: The file being opened was created in a newer version of GroupWise and
cannot be opened from an older version. Update to the latest version of 
GroupWise.

Possible Cause: This could happen if a GroupWise 4.x post office was migrated and some use
accessed it with a newer client (GroupWise 5.x version). Then, for some 
reason, it was determined that the 4.x needed to be restored from backup. 
However, the attachment directories were either not restored, or some fil
the attachment directories were locked during the restore.

Action: Restore problem attachment files from backup.

8215 Path root error

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: At path root.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs as the GroupWise client starts, the user might have
specified an archive path that does not exist.

Action: In the GroupWise client, verify that the path to the archive directory exists 
that the user has sufficient rights to create and modify files there.

Action: Make sure the archive directory is not locked to an unusable location. In
NetWare Administrator, click the post office the user belongs to. Select To
| Utilities | Client Options; double-click Environment and then double-clic
File Location. Check the setting in the Archive Directory field to see whet
the archive directory is locked.

8216 Cannot encrypt or decrypt file

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: Encryption/decryption error.

Possible Cause: Attempt to encrypt or decrypt a file failed.

Action: Check the file. It should be an attachment or document from the sender’
mailbox. If the file is valid, resend it. If it is not valid, access a local copy 
the file from the original application. Resave and resend it.

8218 Invalid path

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.
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Explanation: Invalid path specified.

Possible Cause: Client users might have insufficient rights to the directory where messag
stored.

Action: Make sure users have the necessary network rights to the OFMSG direc
in the post office.

8219 Cannot connect to remote network resource

Source: GroupWise® engine; file input/output.

Explanation: The POA cannot access a document storage area located on a remote 

Possible Cause: The storage area was located on a remote server that has been renam
storage area was copied to a new location and the storage area path def
was changed after the POA was brought down. POA initialization failed a
unloaded before the path could be updated in WPHOST.DB or 
NGWGUARD.DB.

Action: Start the POA with a /noconfig switch. This will allow the POA to update t
WPHOST.DB and NGWGUARD.DB with the changes. Once processed, 
the POA and restart.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when running the NT* agents, the user's user name
password on the workstation where the POA is running are different from
user name and password on the server where the document storage are
located.

Action: Use the same user name and password on the workstation where the P
running and the server where the document storage area is located.

8502 Cannot initialize protocol

Source: GroupWise® engine; general communication.

Explanation: Cannot open protocol.

Action: See 8901 error.

8503 Cannot connect to specified IP address

Source: GroupWise® engine; general communication.

Explanation: Cannot open a connection to the specified address.

Action: See 8908 error.
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8509 Cannot access TCP/IP services

Source: GroupWise® engine; general communication.

Explanation: TCP/IP bind failed.

Possible Cause: TCP/IP is not loaded on the workstation or is not loaded correctly, or the
port is already in use by another process.

Action: Configure TCP/IP on the workstation correctly. If this error occurs on a 
NetWare® server, make sure you are using the latest version of the TCP
NLM.

Action: Reboot the workstation.

850F Connection no longer valid

Source: GroupWise® engine; general communication.

Explanation: Connection was broken while in use.

Possible Cause: A client or server machine has crashed, or the process was forced to c
without shutting down. The server might have been exited while connect
were active.

Action: Exit and restart GroupWise when the server is back up.

8555 Port in use

Source: GroupWise® engine; general communication.

Explanation: Port in use.

Possible Cause: The POA defaults to TCP/IP communication. This error can occur if th
necessary TCP/IP information is not configured in GroupWise Administra
or the default TCP port used by the POA (1667) is in use by another prog

Action: To enable TCP/IP communication, configure the POA for TCP/IP 
communication in GroupWise Administrator and configure the TCP/IP 
address and port of the POA in the Network Address tab of the POA det

Action: To disable TCP/IP communication, use the /notcpip switch when starting
POA.

Possible Cause: Two POAs are on the same server or workstation in client/server mode
they do not have unique TCP port numbers.

Action: In NetWare Administrator, check the TCP port for each POA object. Righ
click the POA object, select Details, choose the Network Address tab, an
change the TCP port for one of the POAs.
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8809 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

880B Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

880C Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

8562-8563 Client/server request packet contained invalid identifier

Source: GroupWise® engine; general communication.

Explanation: Client/server request packet contained an invalid identifier.

Possible Cause: Someone is trying to forge packets to break into the system.

Action: Check system security.

Possible Cause: The server was shut down and brought back up while GroupWise client
attached.

Action: Exit and restart the GroupWise clients.

Possible Cause: A TCP/IP packet was damaged in transit.

Action: Ignore the error and retry the request from the client. If the problem pers
or is consistent, stabilize the TPC/IP protocol on the network.

8901 Cannot use TCP/IP services

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: A fundamental TCP/IP call failed. Same for error codes 8903, 8906, 890
8909.

Possible Cause: TCP/IP services couldn't be used. It is possible that TCP/IP is loaded 
incorrectly on this machine.

Possible Cause: Cannot load Winsock (Windows only), or the Winsock that did load is n
supported. DNS is not loaded and the program is trying to resolve DNS na

Action: Configure TCP/IP on the workstation and network correctly.
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8902 Cannot load TCP/IP services

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: TCP/IP load failed because a required file was missing.

Possible Cause: Unable to load TCP/IP services because one or more of the following re
files is missing: WINSOCK.DLL, WSOC32.DLL, or TCPIP.NLM.

Action: Make sure that the required files are available and that they are in the se
path.

Action: Configure TCP/IP on the workstation and server correctly.

8908 Cannot connect to specified address

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: Connection to the specified address failed.

Possible Cause: Unable to load TCP/IP services because one or more of the following re
files is missing: WINSOCK.DLL, WSOC32.DLL, or TCPIP.NLM.

Action: Make sure that the required files are available and that they are in the se
path.

Action: Configure TCP/IP on the workstation correctly. Use the most current IP st
If an older IP stack must be used, try specifying the IP address in dotted
numeric format (123.456.78.90), rather than as a hostname that requires
resolution, when setting the /ipa switch.

Action: When using direct mode rather than client/server, the GroupWise client s
requires a valid WINSOCK.DLL to be available on the search path. Make s
a current, valid WINSOCK.DLL file is available on the workstation where t
problem is occurring.

Possible Cause: The GroupWise client cannot establish a TCP/IP connection with the P

Action: Check the IP address for the POA.

Action: Make sure that the address and port can be reached through any or all r
hops that separate users’ workstations from the POA.

Action: Check the status of the POA server and the load on the network.

Possible Cause: If this error appears in the Message Transfer Status box of the POA, th
to which it is transferring messages is not running.

Action: Check the status of the MTA for the domain. Restart the MTA if necessa
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when the user starts the 16-bit GroupWise client, the
might be starting with an incorrect /ph setting. The /ph switch should spe
the path to the user's post office directory.

Action: Provide the path to the user's post office using the /ph switch on the comm
line. Check for

� A SET command at DOS that is providing an incorrect path to the po
office.

� An OF_OF_.ENV file in a search directory that is providing an incorre
path to the post office.

� The path to the post office as specified in the user's private .BIF file. 
BIFED20.EXE to edit the .BIF file.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from GWIA, GWIA might not be able to establish a 
IP connection to the POA.

Action: Check the post office link set up for GWIA. In NetWare Administrator, 
double-click the domain where GWIA is installed, right-click the GWIA 
object, click Details, choose the Post Office Links tab, select the post off
and click Edit Link. Make sure that the IP address and TCP port for the P
are specified correctly in the Client/Server box.

Action: Use a UNC or mapped link between GWIA and the POA, rather than a T
IP link.

890A Cannot listen on specified port

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: Listen failed.

Possible Cause: Unable to listen on the specified port. It is possible that the specified po
use by another process.

Action: Verify that the IP address and port provided in GroupWise Administrator 
correct. Check the server to ensure that no other programs are using sa
TCP/IP port.

890B Cannot accept incoming connection

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: Acceptance failed.
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Possible Cause: Hardware is overloaded.

Action: Upgrade the hardware or move some TCP/IP-specific processes to anot
server.

890F Connection no longer valid

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: Connection was broken while in use.

Possible Cause: A client or server machine has crashed, or the process was forced to c
without shutting down. The server might have been exited while connect
were active.

Action: Make sure that the POA is running. Check the IP address for the POA. Re
the client.

Possible Cause: The GroupWise client is trying to use client/server mode to connect wi
POA, but the POA is not set up for client/server processing.

Action: Configure the POA for client/server processing to match the needs of the
client.

Action: Change the access mode in the post office to direct mode to match the 
capabilities of the POA. Provide necessary rights to users for access to t
server housing the post office data store.

Possible Cause: If this error appears in the Message Transfer Status box of the POA, th
to which it is transferring messages is not running.

Action: Check the status of the MTA for the domain, and check the log files of bo
the POA and the MTA for other TCP/IP-related errors. Restart the MTA i
necessary.

8910 Cannot read on connection

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: Read failed.

Action: Retry the operation.

Action: If the problem persists, check the ability of the network to support the 
operation from a different connection point. For example, use workstation
different subnets and a different network segment to see if the problem i
consistent at a location or if it is unique to a specific machine.
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8911 Cannot write on connection

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: Cannot write on connection; the receiver isn't responding.

Possible Cause: A client or server machine has crashed, or the process was forced to c
without shutting down. The server might have been exited while connect
were active.

Action: Restart the GroupWise client.

Action: If the problem persists, check the ability of the network to support the 
operation from a different connection point. For example, use workstation
different subnets and a different network segment to see if the problem i
consistent at a location or if it is unique to a specific machine.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when the user tries to start the 16-bit GroupWise clie
user might have provided an incorrect IP address, TCP port number, or b

Action: Make sure that the user is providing the correct IP address and port num
To provide this information when starting the 16-bit GroupWise client, use th
/IPA startup option to supply the IP address and the /IPP startup option t
supply the TCP port number.

Action: If the problem persists, reinstall the GroupWise client on that user's 
workstation, providing the correct IP address and TCP port number durin
installation.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA, the server or workstation where the P
runs might not have the most current version of TCP/IP.

Action: Install the latest TCP/IP version.

8912 Cannot read on connection; timed out

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: Cannot read on connection. The sender isn't writing the required inform
to GroupWise.

Possible Cause: A client or server machine has crashed, or the process was forced to c
without shutting down. The server might have been exited while connect
were active.

Action: Restart the GroupWise client when the server is back up.
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Action: The TCP/IP protocol is being filtered through a router in one direction but
the other. In other words, the client is getting information from the POA, 
replies are being filtered on the return route.

Possible Cause: If this error appears in the Message Transfer Status box of the POA, th
to which it is transferring messages might be restarting.

Action: Check the status of the MTA for the domain. If the MTA is restarting, the
message transfer status should change to Open once the restart is comp

8913 Cannot write on connection; timed out

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: Cannot write on connection because it is no longer available.

Possible Cause: A client or server machine has crashed, or the process was forced to c
without shutting down. The server might have been exited while connect
were active.

Action: Ensure that the POA is running. Then, restart the GroupWise client to 
reestablish the connection.

8916 Cannot use TCP/IP services

Source: GroupWise® engine; TCP/IP communication.

Explanation: No network.

Possible Cause: TCP/IP services couldn't be used. It is possible that TCP/IP isn't loade
correctly on the workstation.

Action: Configure the workstation with TCP/IP and reboot.

Possible Cause: GroupWise has encountered unusually long timeouts while trying to re
names from DNS. This can occur in Windows if the workstation is not 
connected to the network.

Action: Check the network connections for the workstation.

8B02 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

8C04 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.
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8C09 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

8C0A Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

8C88 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

8F03 Invalid configuration option

Source: GroupWise® engine; server toolkit.

Explanation: Invalid startup switch specified when starting one of the agents.

Action: Check the startup switches in use for the agent reporting the error.

9302 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

9304 Unexpected error 

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

9305 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

9307 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

9308 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

9309 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “9xxx Unexpected error” on page 230.
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9xxx Unexpected error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: An engine error has occurred for which GroupWise does not have a spe
error message.

Action: Exit and then restart the GroupWise client.

Action: Record the specific error code and the conditions under which it occurre

Axxx Unexpected error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: An engine error has occurred for which GroupWise does not have a spe
error message.

Action: Exit and then restart the GroupWise client.

Action: Record the specific error code and the conditions under which it occurre

A001 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Axxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

A501 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Axxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

A502 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Axxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

A504 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Axxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

A602 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Axxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

A801 Auto-Date formula too long

Source: GroupWise® engine; Auto-Date.

Explanation: Formula is too long.
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Possible Cause: The user either entered formula text which was too large (4 KB is maxim
or the user selected from the graphical Auto-Date window and the gener
formula was too large.

Action: Enter a shorter formula or reduce the number of days selected in the Au
Date window. Look up "auto-dates" in GroupWise client Help.

A802 Auto-Date formula has incorrect syntax

Source: GroupWise® engine; Auto-Date.

Explanation: Formula is invalid.

Possible Cause: The user entered a formula that did not follow the correct syntax for Au
Dates.

Action: Enter the correct formula by checking the syntax in the Auto-Date formula
using the Dates tab to specify the dates to be included. Look up "auto-da
in GroupWise client Help.

A803 Auto-Date formula not specified

Source: GroupWise® engine; Auto-Date.

Explanation: Formula is empty.

Possible Cause: An attempt might have been made to switch from the Auto-Date formu
mode to graphical mode; however, no formula was entered.

Action: Enter a formula in the Formula window, or exit and reenter the Send wind
This will generate a default formula, which will not give the above-mention
error. Look up "auto-dates" in GroupWise client Help.

A804 Auto-Date formula generates too many occurrences

Source: GroupWise® engine; Auto-Date.

Explanation: Auto-Date occurrences truncated.

Possible Cause: This error occurs when a user specifies a range for an Auto-Date that ge
more than 365 occurrences. The first 365 instances will be generated.

Action: If the user does not want to see the warning, the range that the given Auto
spans needs to be shortened. The user can then regenerate additional 
occurrences for the same Auto-Date for another subrange of the original
range. Look up "auto-dates" in GroupWise client Help.
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AA01 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Axxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

AA02 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Axxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

AA04 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Axxx Unexpected error” on page 230.

AC01 Zipped file has unsupported version number

Source: GroupWise® engine; zip/compression.

Explanation: The zipped file has an unsupported version number.

Action: GroupWise cannot unzip the file. If the sender is known, have him or her
verify the message and the attachment and then resend.

AC02 Zipped file has incorrect format

Source: GroupWise® engine; zip/compression.

Explanation: The zipped file is not formatted correctly.

Action: GroupWise cannot unzip the file. If the sender is known, have him or her
verify the message and the attachment and then resend.

AC03 Zipped file damaged

Source: GroupWise® engine; zip/compression.

Explanation: The zipped file failed a checksum test.

Action: GroupWise cannot unzip the file. If the sender is known, have him or her
verify the message and the attachment and then resend.

AD01 Cannot decrypt file

Source: GroupWise® engine; encryption.

Explanation: Invalid encryption block.

Action: File has been damaged. If the sender is known, have him or her verify th
message and the attachment and then resend.
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B309 Port already in use

Source: GroupWise® engine; Message Transfer Protocol.

Explanation: The specified port is already in use.

Possible Cause: The POA has been set up to communicate with the MTA by way of TC
but the TCP port chosen for the Message Transfer Protocol (MTP) link 
between them is already in use by another program.

Action: The message transfer port configured for the POA should be the same p
number the MTA is using to listen on. Make sure the MTA is set up corre
for TCP/IP links. Make sure the POA is configured with the message tran
port number matching the port number of the MTA.

B30A No peer listening for connection

Source: GroupWise® engine; Message Transfer Protocol.

Explanation: The POA is attempting to communicate with the MTA by way of TCP/IP, 
the MTA is not responding.

Possible Cause: The MTA is not running.

Action: Start the MTA.

Possible Cause: The server or workstation where the MTA is running is overloaded, so 
MTA cannot respond to the POA in a timely manner.

Action: Check the load on the server or workstation where the MTA is running. I
necessary, stop some other programs or upgrade the server or workstat
that adequate resources are available for the MTA to function properly.

Possible Cause: The MTA is not configured for TCP/IP links.

Action: Reconfigure the MTA for TCP/IP links.

Cxxx Unexpected error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: An engine error has occurred for which GroupWise does not have a spe
error message.

Action: Exit and then restart the GroupWise client.

Action: Record the specific error code and the conditions under which it occurre
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C0xx Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Generic database error.

Possible Cause: This is an error that was not expected and should not be seen.

Action: Cxxx class errors are generally related to database structure. Use Mailbo
Library Maintenance or GWCHECK to structurally rebuild the database.

Action: If the specific error code appears, record it and the conditions under whi
occurred. As a resolution is found, results will be documented.

C0xx Memory error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Generic memory error.

Action: Retry the operation that caused the error. If it occurs again, restart GroupW
If it occurs again, it might be necessary to run GroupWise in an environm
with more available memory.

Action: If this error occurs on a NetWare® 3.11 server, increase the short-term 
memory allocation.

Action: Record the specific error code and the conditions under which it occurre

C006 Record, key, or key reference not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: A record or key was not found.

Possible Cause: In the 32-bit GroupWise client, the user dragged away all the column 
headings.

Action: Restore the column headings. Right-click the bar where the column head
belong, and select some column headings (such as From, Subject, and D
from the drop-down list.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when creating a post office, the post office might no
connected to the correct domain.

Action: If trying to create a post office in a secondary domain while connected to
different domain, check for sufficient rights to create the post office. The p
office might show up in the GroupWise View but not have an NDS object
created for it. Connect to the secondary domain. Then graft the post office
the correct domain.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when deleting a library object representing a remote
document storage area, the remote document storage area and its direc
might have already been deleted.

Action: In NetWare Administrator, display the GroupWise view. Right-click the 
library object, remove the path to the document storage area that no lon
exists, select Store Documents in Post Office, and click OK. Then delete
library object from the GroupWise View.

C007 Database error 

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C008 Database error 

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C009 Database error 

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C00A Database error 

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C00B Database error 

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C00C Field type mismatch

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Invalid field type being added in record.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when rebuilding a database, the GroupWise Adminis
might be connected to the wrong GroupWise system, or the database mig
damaged. 

Action: Connect to the GroupWise system where the database is located. Then 
perform the rebuild again.

Action: Check the NGWGUARD.DC file and compare its size with the same file 
the SOFTWARE/PO directory. If the file sizes are different, copy the file fro
the SOFTWARE/PO directory into the post office directory and retry the 
rebuild.
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C00D Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C00E Invalid index number

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Invalid index number.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA after converting a post office to Group
5.5, it indicates that the user's personal Address Book has not yet been up
to the 5.5 format. The error will occur as each user starts the GroupWise
client for the first time.

Action: None. The GroupWise 5.5 client automatically converts each user's pers
Address Book to the 5.5 format.

Possible Cause: When migrating from GroupWise 4.1 to GroupWise 5.x, the UNC path in the 
4.1 domain database was incorrect, causing the migrated GroupWise 5.x 
domain database to be invalid.

Action: Delete the invalid GroupWise 5.x database. Restore the original GroupWise
4.1 domain database from backup. Use the 4.1 AD.EXE administration 
program to correct the UNC path stored in the original 4.1 domain datab
Repeat the migration procedure to produce a valid GroupWise 5.x domain 
database.

Possible Cause: There was a problem with creating the temporary directory during mig

Action: Repeat the migration process, selecting No when prompted to use a temp
directory.

Possible Cause: When migrating a post office from GroupWise 4.x to GroupWise 5.x, the post 
office database (WPHOST.DB) was missing in the post office.

Action: Restore the WPHOST.DB file to the post office. Although the conversion d
not actually use the old WPHOST.DB file, it does attempt to access a file
that name in order to rename it.

C00F Invalid password

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Invalid password specified on database open.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when a user has been moved to a different post offi
update to the post office database might not have been completed.
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Action: Take steps to recover from the move. See "TracyMove User Recovery" 
Chapter 2, "Processes."

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when rebuilding a database, the GroupWise Adminis
might be connected to the wrong GroupWise system.

Action: Connect to the GroupWise system where the database is located.

Possible Cause: The password information in the user database (USER.DB) has been 
damaged.

Action: Remove the user’s password from NetWare Administrator.

Action: Use GWCHECK to check and, if necessary, repair the database. Use Re
User Preferences to clear the password. However, this will also reset all 
Preferences in the mailbox.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in the GroupWise client when accessing archived 
messages, the archive might be damaged.

Action: Run GWCHECK on the user's archive.

C010 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C011 Database being modified

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Read encountered a modified block.

Possible Cause: A read operation encountered a block in the database that was being m
by another user. The read is unable to continue because transaction log
has been disabled for the database.

Action: Perform the operation again. This is a temporary condition and will usua
correct itself. As a general rule, transaction logging should not be disable
GroupWise databases.

Action: If transaction logging has been disabled on the database, the only way t
enable it is to rebuild the database. 

C012 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.
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C013 Index full

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: B-tree is full.

Possible Cause: One of the B-trees in the database is full, which means that either an ind
or a record area in the database is full.

Action: Delete some items from the mailbox (such as messages and trash) to fre
space in the database.

C014 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C015 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C016 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C017 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C018 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C019 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C01A Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C01B Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.
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C01C Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C01D Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C01E Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C01F Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C020 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C021 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C022 Database damaged

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: The integrity of an item or structure in the database has been comprom

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the database. You can run Mailbox/Libra
Maintenance or GWCHECK with an Analyze and Fix, Structure on the 
database in question.

Action: If running the NLM agents on a NetWare 4.x server, make sure the server is
updated to the latest Support Pack for NetWare 4.x.

Possible Cause: The NGWGUARD.DB file has been damaged.

Action: Check the size of the NGWGUARD.RFL file (roll forward log). If it is less
than 24 KB, it is considered empty. Make backup copies of the 
NGWGUARD.DB, NGWGUARD.RFL, and NGWGUARD.FBK files. 
Delete the NGWGUARD.DB file, create a zero-byte file with the name 
NGWGUARD.DC, and then load the POA. The POA will detect a problem
with the guardian file, copy in the NGWGUARD.FBK, and apply the 
transactions recorded in the NGWGUARD.RFL.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when administering GroupWise, a domain database
(WPDOMAIN.DB) or post office database (WPHOST.DB) might be 
damaged.

Action: Validate and rebuild the domain or post office database.

Action: If this error occurs from the POA after the databases have been rebuilt, re
the POA.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs repeatedly for users of the Windows 95® GroupWise
in direct access mode, a Windows 95 caching feature might be damagin
GroupWise databases.

Action: In Windows 95 on users' workstations, select Start | Settings | Control Pa
Then double-click System, and select Performance | File System | 
Troubleshooting | Disable Write-Behind Caching for All Drives, and click 
OK.

Action: Make sure the latest NetWare Client 32 is being used.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in GroupWise Remote, there might be a problem wi
structure or content of the Remote mailbox. For example, copying a 
GroupWise Remote installation from one laptop to another might introdu
this problem.

Action: Delete the ROFDATA directory on the remote computer, and then reques
information from the master mailbox again.

Action: Reinstall GroupWise Remote on the remote computer.

Possible Cause: The hard disk where the GroupWise databases are stored is damaged

Action: Scan the hard disk for damage. Correct any problems with the hard disk

Action: Repair the database with Mailbox/Library Maintenance or GWCHECK by
running an Analyze and Fix, Structure on the database or databases in 
question.

Action: If the database cannot be repaired, it must be restored from backup.

Possible Cause: If the post office resides on a NetWare 3.11 server, users might not ha
sufficient rights to the post office directory.

Action: Make sure users have full rights (RWCEMF) to the post office directory.

Possible Cause: Using the original Microsoft client for NetWare.

Action: Use the latest Novell Client 32 for Windows 95 or obtain the necessary p
to the Microsoft client for NetWare. The patch is called NWREDIR.VXD an
is located under the filename MSRD95.EXE. It is dated August 19, 1996
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Possible Cause: If users are accessing a post office on a NetWare server through an NT
using the Microsoft Gateway for NetWare, the gateway might not be 
providing adequate support for the number of users trying to access the 
office.

Action: The Gateway Service for NetWare is not intended to be a full-service rou
for NetWare services. Use a more robust connection to the post office.

Action: Make sure all the latest NetWare patches have been installed. If using th
Novell IPX/IP gateway, make sure it is the latest version.

C023 Database error 

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C024 Database dictionary damaged

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Database dictionary compromised.

Possible Cause: The database dictionary (*.DC file) has been damaged.

Action: Make sure the NGWGUARD.DC file exists in the post office directory. If 
does not, copy it from the PO subdirectory of the software distribution 
directory.

Action: If this does not solve the problem, check and repair the database with Ma
Library Maintenance or GWCHECK. Run Analyze and Fix, Structure, on 
database or databases having the problems.

C026 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C027 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C028 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C029 Database version unsupported

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.
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Explanation: Unsupported version of database.

Possible Cause: The database was created with an older version of GroupWise and ca
opened by the current version.

Action: Since the database should have been upgraded, rebuilding it should corre
problem.

C02A Cannot access database dictionary file

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Dictionary file access error.

Possible Cause: This error message usually indicates that a file I/O error occurred whe
GroupWise engine was trying to access one of the database dictionary (*
files to create a database. For example, a new user launches GroupWise 
first time; if the USERxxx.DB has not been created, the GroupWise engine
will create that file on disk and register it with the GUARDIAN database.

Action: Check for any problems accessing the disk where the dictionary files res
For the client and POA, this is the post office directory. For NetWare 
Administrator or MTA, this is the domain directory.

Action: Make sure the NGWGUARD.DC file exists in the post office directory. If 
does not, copy it from the PO subdirectory of the software distribution 
directory.

Action: The network might have gone down, or there might be some other trans
problem with the disk. Retry the operation.

C02B Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C02C Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C02D Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C02E Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.
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C02F Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C032 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C033 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C034 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C035 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C037 Memory error

Explanation: See “C0xx Memory error” on page 234.

C038 Memory error

Explanation: See “C0xx Memory error” on page 234.

C03A Database requires newer version

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Newer database error.

Possible Cause: GroupWise cannot access the database because it was created using
version of GroupWise.

Action: Make sure the current version of the GroupWise software is running.

C03B Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C03C Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.
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C03D Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C03F Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C035 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C03F Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: GroupWise tried to open a file that could not be recognized as a valid 
GroupWise database.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the database using Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance or GWCHECK. Run an Analyze and Fix | Structure on the 
problem database or databases.

Action: If the damaged database cannot be repaired successfully, restore it from
backup.

Action: If a damaged user database cannot be repaired or restored, it can be re
First, archive all personal appointments, tasks, and notes. Make a backup
of the user database. In NetWare Administrator, click the User object; the
select Tools | GroupWise Utilities | Mailbox/Library Maintenance. Select 
create User Database in the Action drop-down list. Then click Run.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs each time the user exits the GroupWise client, the a
database might be damaged.

Action: Run a Structural Rebuild on the archive from GWCHECK.

C040 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C041 Cannot open older version of database

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Older database error.

Possible Cause: The newer code cannot access the older version database.
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Action: Run a Structural Rebuild on the database from Mailbox/Library Maintena
or GWCHECK.

C042 Database being modified

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Consistent view of record not available.

Possible Cause: A read operation encountered data that was being modified by anothe
concurrent program. The read operation needs to see a prior version of 
data; however, no prior version is available. This error should be handled
the GroupWise engine in most cases. If it finally does come through to th
user, it might indicate a problem with the database. However, it might als
indicate that the update activity on the database is currently very high.

Action: Generally, the error is transitory and will go away when the operation is 
retried. Wait a few minutes and retry the action. If the problem persists, 
validate and rebuild the database as necessary. Use Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance or GWCHECK and run an Analyze and Fix | Structure on th
database or databases in question.

C043 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C044 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C045 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C046 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C047 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C048 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.
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C04A Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C04B Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C04C Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C04D Memory error

Explanation: See “C0xx Memory error” on page 234.

C04E Database error 

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C04F Database checksum error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Checksum error reading database.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the database with Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance or GWCHECK. Run an Analyze and Fix | Structure on the 
database or databases in question. If the error returns, check for bad ne
boards on workstations from which the GroupWise client updates the 
databases.

Action: Make sure all the latest NetWare patches are installed. If using the Nove
IPX/IP gateway, make sure it is the latest version.

Possible Cause: The guardian database (NGWGUARD.DB) is damaged.

Action: Stop the POA. Make backup copies of the NGWGUARD.DB, 
NGWGUARD.RFL, and NGWGUARD.FBK files. Delete the 
NGWGUARD.DB file; then create a new, empty file named 
NGWGUARD.DB. Start the POA. The POA will recognize the invalid 
NGWGUARD.DB file and rebuild it from the NGWGUARD.FBK file, 
merging in transactions from the NGWGUARD.RFL file.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in GroupWise Remote, there might be a problem wi
structure or content of the GroupWise Remote mailbox.
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Action: Delete the ROFDATA directory on the remote computer; then request al
information from the master mailbox again.

Action: Reinstall GroupWise on the remote computer.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in the GroupWise client next to the library name in the
Results dialog box, the POA has not indexed the documents yet and migh
be running.

Action: Start the POA. Check its indexing cycle. Once the documents have been
indexed, the user will be able to use the Find feature in the GroupWise c
to access them.

C050 Transaction aborted

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Attempted operation after critical error; transaction aborted.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during domain-related activities, such as adding use
synchronizing domains, the domain database has been damaged.

Action: Connect to the primary domain and rebuild the domain database from th
primary domain. If this is the primary domain, rebuild it while connected 
itself.

C055 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C057 Database maintenance in progress; please exit

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Maintenance in progress error.

Possible Cause: Database maintenance in progress (one of the databases is being reco
rebuilt).

Action: Exit GroupWise and try again later. Depending on the size of the database
maintenance could take from a few seconds to several minutes.

Possible Cause: If the condition continues for an extended period and no GroupWise 
maintenance is being performed, another program might already have th
required file open with exclusive access.

Action: Check the open/lock activity on GroupWise databases and other files. It 
possible that a backup program is holding the file open.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs constantly from the POA, a damaged message file 
be blocking its processing.

Action: Check the priority subdirectories of the \WPCSOUT\OFS directory. Move
message files out to a temporary location until the damaged message fil
eliminated. All other message files can then be returned to their original 
subdirectories for processing.

C059 Database file already exists

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: GroupWise attempted to create a user file, message file, or library file, b
could not because the file already existed.

Possible Cause: The NGWGUARD.DB file has been renamed or deleted. When the PO
detects that the guardian database is missing, it creates a new one. The o
guardian database contained a catalog of dependent databases (user, me
library, and so on). The new guardian database lacks this catalog, so the
attempts to create the needed dependent databases, but it cannot becau
already exist. The POA does not overwrite existing files.

Action: Restore the original NGWGUARD.DB file from backup. If the original 
guardian database is not available, run the standalone GWCHECK with 
Analyze and Fix | Structure on the entire post office. This will adopt the 
message and user databases. However, all DMS databases will be not b
adopted.

Possible Cause: A user was moved to a different post office and then moved back to th
original post office. When the user is moved back to the original post offi
the POA attempts to create the user database. If the user database was
deleted when the user was moved out, the POA cannot create the new u
database.

Action: Delete the residual user database; then move the user back into the post

C05D Cannot open database file

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Store file not found.

Possible Cause: Cannot open a file associated with a multi-file database. For example, 
the dependent databases listed in NGWGUARD.DB has been deleted.

Action: Restore the missing database from backup.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when users send mail, the message database (MSG
24>.DB) to which the users belong might be missing.

Action: If the message database cannot be restored from backup, run GWCHEC
Perform a Structural Rebuild on the user database or users’ databases 
experiencing the problem. This will create a new, empty message databa
Old messages will no longer be available to the affected users and the old
will generate a D107 (Record not Found) error.

Possible Cause: If the message occurs for only a single user while starting GroupWise,
user's user database (USER.DB) might be missing.

Action: If the user database cannot be restored from backup, re-create the user
database. In NetWare Administrator, click the User object; then select To
GroupWise Utilities | Mailbox/Library Maintenance. In the Action drop-dow
list, select Re-create User Database and click Run.

Possible Cause: A library database is missing.

Action: Library databases must be restored from backup. They cannot be re-cre

Possible Cause: If this message occurs from the POA when starting its indexing cycle, a 
directory structure might have been deleted without the library object bei
deleted as well.

Action: Run GWCHECK to perform a Structural Rebuild on the DMSH.DB file in th
post office; then verify the library. To delete a library correctly in NetWare
Administrator, right-click the post office to which the library belongs, click
Libraries, select the library to delete, and click Delete.

Possible Cause: If this message occurs from GroupWise Remote, a database might be m
from the Remote mailbox.

Action: Delete the ROFDATA directory on the remote computer; then request all
information from the master mailbox again.

C05E Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C060 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C061 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.
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C062 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C063 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C066 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C067 Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Invalid store number.

Possible Cause: The post office was not properly migrated from GroupWise 4.1 to Group
5.x.

Action: Migrate the post office again. When using the /convert switch with the PO
to perform the migration, be sure to also include the /home switch to spe
the full path to the post office being migrated.

Possible Cause: The post office database (WPHOST.DB) has been damaged.

Action: Rebuild the post office database from NetWare Administrator while conne
to the owning domain.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when a new user starts the GroupWise client, there
be a problem with the user database (USER.DB).

Action: Make sure that the user has the necessary network rights to access direc
and files in the post office.

Action: Run GWCHECK. Perform a Structural Rebuild on the user database.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when users exit GroupWise or try to archive items, 
archive might be damaged.

Action: Run GWCHECK. Perform a Structural Rebuild on the archive.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs only when new users archive items, the NGWGUARD
file in the post office might be damaged.

Action: Copy a new NGWGUARD.DC file from the //PO directory into the post offic
directory. Delete users' archive directories, since they haven't been able 
archive anything yet anyway.
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C068 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C069 Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C06A Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C06B Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Machine not defined.

Possible Cause: The platform-specific definition needed by the database to identify the 
location of the database files is either missing or invalid.

Action: Run a Structural Rebuild of the database from Mailbox/Library Maintena
or GWCHECK.

C06C Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Driver not found.

Possible Cause: The platform-specific definition needed by the database to identify the 
location of the database files is either missing or invalid.

Action: Run a Structural Rebuild of the database from Mailbox/Library Maintena
or GWCHECK.

C06D Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Bad driver path.

Possible Cause: The platform-specific definition needed by the database to identify the 
location of the database files is either missing or invalid.

Action: Run a Structural Rebuild of the database from Mailbox/Library Maintena
or GWCHECK.
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C06E Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C06F Store number mismatch

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: The store number in a database does not match the store number reco
the store catalog.

Possible Cause: The database is damaged.

Action: Run a Structural Rebuild of the database from Mailbox/Library Maintenan
or GWCHECK.

Possible Cause: The database has been renamed to another valid database name (for e
renaming MSG7.DB to MSG8.DB). This circumstance could indicate 
tampering by a user attempting to access another user's messages.

Action: Restore the original database.

C071 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C072 Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: Guardian transaction active.

Possible Cause: Attempted to synchronize a dependent database dictionary file. Howev
parent database dictionary file, which contains the definitions, was locked
another process.

Action: Retry the operation. This should be a temporary condition.

C073 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C076 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.
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C077 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C078 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C079 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C07A Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C07B Database error

Explanation: See “C0xx Database error” on page 234.

C07C Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C07D Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C07E Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C07F Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Cxxx Unexpected error” on page 233.

C080 Index not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: A QuickFinder index is missing.

Action: Repair the indexes in the post office database using NetWare Administra
and the System Maintenance utility under Tools | GroupWise Utilities.

Action: Rebuild the post office database.
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C081 Attachment missing

Source: GroupWise® engine; database services.

Explanation: An attachment file that should be available under OFFILES is missing.

Action: Have the sender resend the message and attachment.

Dxxx Unexpected error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: An engine error has occurred for which GroupWise does not have a spe
error message.

Action: Exit and then restart the GroupWise client.

Action: Record the specific error code and the conditions under which it occurre

D001 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D002 Folder not empty

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Folder not empty.

Action: Delete all items in the folder before attempting to delete it.

D004 Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Database error. Attempt to read or modify settings failed.

Possible Cause: The user database (USERxxx.DB) contains inconsistent information.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the user database using Mailbox/Library
Maintenance or GWCHECK. Run an Analyze and Fix on the content of t
problem database.

D006 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.
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D009 Cannot use group name in distribution list

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Group in workflow.

Possible Cause: A group name was entered in the distribution list for a routed item. Grou
not supported in a workflow step.

Action: Delete the group name; then provide the names of the users in the grou

D00A Syntax error in address

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Syntax error.

Possible Cause: A syntax error was detected in the distribution list. One of the following
conditions exists:

� A colon (:), at sign (@), or period (.) is inside a parenthetical list.

� Either parentheses with nothing between them () or an opening 
parenthesis followed by a comma is in the distribution list. A user ID m
be in between the parenthesis and the comma.

� A comma followed by a close parenthesis is in the distribution list. A u
ID must be in between the comma and the parenthesis.

� A colon (:) exists somewhere after a close parenthesis.

Action: Locate the syntax error in the distribution list. A pointer to the location of 
syntax error points out where the error is. Correct the syntax error; then r
the operation.

D00B Missing closing quotation mark (")

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: No closing quotation mark.

Possible Cause: A closing quotation mark (") is missing in a distribution list.

Action: Type the closing quotation mark; then retry the operation.

D00C Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.
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D00D Cannot match parentheses

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Problem with parentheses.

Possible Cause: Cannot match the parentheses in the distribution list. While processing
To:, BC:, and CC: buffers of a Send window, a problem was found match
up parentheses. See also D00A.

Action: Check the distribution list for incorrect usage of parentheses, and resend

D00E Distribution list contains nested groups

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Groups are nested too deep.

Possible Cause: The distribution list contains groups that are nested more than five levels
or it might contain a circular reference. For example, if a personal group 
contains a recipient with the same name as the personal group, a circula
reference is created.

Action: Edit the groups to remove the circular reference, or include the contents o
of the sub-groups in a higher-level group to reduce the number of levels in
structure.

D00F Remote mail error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Invalid remote mail request.

Possible Cause: Remote mail error. This error is displayed whenever a more specific er
not available. The most common cause is a request for items that have al
been deleted.

Action: Check and repair the master databases.

Action: GroupWise Remote should automatically repair any problems with the rem
databases. If the client is unable to repair the problem, delete the ROFD
directory on the remote computer; then request all information from the 
master mailbox again.

D017 Too many users in address

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Reply buffer full.
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Possible Cause: When Reply to All is selected, personal groups and public distribution lis
expanded into a complete list of users. If the expanded list exceeds 6 KB
error occurs. If the reply is sent, some of the users included in the origina
groups might not receive the reply.

Action: To reply to all the users, create a personal group that contains the users
send the reply to that group. If replying to these groups is common, the 
personal groups could be made into public distribution lists and selected
manually when replying to all users.

D018 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D019 Password incorrect

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Invalid password.

Action: Type the correct password. Note that passwords are case-sensitive.

Possible Cause: The password information in the post office database has been damag

Action: Rebuild the post office database from NetWare Administrator.

Action: If rebuilding the post office database does not resolve the problem, rebuil
domain database from the primary domain, and then rebuild the post off
database.

D01A Password too long

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Password too long. Passwords can contain a maximum of 64 character

Action: Type a password with fewer than 64 characters.

D01B Access to GroupWise denied

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Access to the user database has been denied because GroupWise can
authenticate the user.

Possible Cause: The user tried to access a mailbox other than his or her own, and the m
does not have a password. The post office security is set to High. For exam
a user used the /@U startup switch to try to access a second user's mail
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Action: The first user can log in to the network using the second user's network ID
password. The first user would then be accessing the second user's mail
the same way the second user would. The second user can add a passw
the mailbox and tell the first user the password. Then the first user can us
/@U switch to access the second user's mailbox by providing the passw

Possible Cause: Password information in the user database might have been removed 
administrator and a command line switch, such as /@U-<USERID>, is be
used to provide the mailbox ID.

Action: Reset the user’s password from NetWare Administrator, or remove the 
command line switch.

Possible Cause: The post office database might not have been updated when the admin
changed post office security to low.

Action: Change security to High and wait for the POA to process the administrat
change to the post office. Change the security back to Low and wait for t
POA to process the administrator’s change. In this example, the domain
updated, but for some reason the change didn’t make it to the post office

Action: If NWADMIN shows the security correctly when editing the post office 
object, and the previously mentioned action didn’t resolve the problem, 
rebuild the post office database from the owning domain.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs on a specific workstation, the network driver might n
properly set up in the SYSTEM.INI file.

Action: Check the network driver specification in the SYSTEM.INI file in the 
C:\WINDOWS directory. Make sure that it includes a 
NETWARE.DRV=NETWARE.DRV line. If multiple drivers are defined, 
make sure that this line appears before other driver definitions.

Action: If using Windows NT*, make sure the workstation has the Novell NetWar
Requester for Windows NT so NETWARE.DRV can be used. Or, if using
WFWNET.DRV, use the /@U startup option to specify the user ID if secur
is set to Low. If security is set to High, users must put passwords on thei
mailboxes.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when trying to proxy another user, rights to perform
requested operation have to be set up by the user being proxied.

Action: The user should add the user ID of the person she wants to allow as pro
her access list to grant proxy access. Look up "access" in GroupWise cli
Help.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs using the GroupWise client on a Macintosh, the Grou
client might not be able to access the post office if security is set to High
the mailbox does not yet have a password.

Action: Mount the post office volume using the Macintosh Chooser instead of th
NetWare Volume Mounter.

D01C Remote mail error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Invalid remote mail request.

Possible Cause: Remote mail error. This error is displayed whenever a more specific er
not available. The most common cause is a request for items that have al
been deleted.

Action: Check and repair the master databases.

Action: GroupWise Remote should automatically repair any problems with the rem
databases. If the client is unable to repair the problem, you can delete th
ROFDATA directory on the remote computer, and then request all informa
from the master mailbox again.

D01E Cannot execute rule

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Invalid rule action.

Possible Cause: An archive rule was given an invalid execution type. GroupWise does 
allow creation of a rule that automatically archives messages when they
received.

Action: Edit the rule and select a valid execution type. Look up "rules" in GroupW
client Help.

D01F Archive path not specified

Source: GroupWise® engine; data store and deferment.

Explanation: No archive path.

Possible Cause: No archive path specified in the GroupWise client.

Action: Specify the archive path before attempting to archive items. Look up "arch
directory, setting up" in GroupWise client Help.
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D020 Rule caused infinite loop

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Rule hop count exceeded.

Possible Cause: The execution of a rule has caused a message to be sent, which caus
execution of a rule, and so on. To prevent the possibility of infinite loopin
the rule execution has been terminated.

Action: Edit the rule to correct the looping condition. Look up "rules" in GroupWi
client Help.

D021 Cannot deliver message

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Remote send requested with no agents present.

Possible Cause: Message cannot be delivered to a user in a different post office becaus
POA and MTA are not available.

Action: Set up the POA for the post office. See Chapter 7, "POA Installation 
Summary" in Book 2: Post Office Agent Configuration in the Agent 
Configuration Guide.

D022 Database creation in progress

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Operation was passed off to the POA.

Possible Cause: Database creation in progress. Two possible conditions exist: 1. The u
database might need to be created. This will require an average of 15 min
to create. 2. An action has exceeded the threshold specified by the syste
administrator. The POA will complete the operation.

Action: No action is required. Allow the operation to complete normally. The 
threshold is specified on the Post Office Information page in NetWare® 
Administrator. 

Possible Cause: The user might not have sufficient rights to the OFUSER and OFMSG
directories.

Action: Make sure the user has the necessary network rights to access the direc
in the post office.
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D023 User ID expired

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: User account is expired.

Action: Extend or remove the user's expiration date from NetWare Administrator

D024 Rule cannot accept personal item

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Action not valid for personal item.

Action: Edit the conditions of the rule so that personal items are not included.

D025 Users not specified

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: No users specified.

Possible Cause: No users have been specified in the distribution list.

Action: Type the names of users, or select users from the Address Book to inclu
the distribution list.

Possible Cause: If this message occurs from the POA, it might be attempting to process
damaged message file.

Action: Check the priority subdirectories of the \WPCSOUT\OFS directory. Chec
the POA log to determine the offending message file. Delete the offendin
message file so that subsequent messages can be processed.

D026 Missing opening brace in distribution list

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: No opening brace.

Possible Cause: Mismatched braces in distribution list. While processing the To:, CC:, an
addresses in a message, the end of the input buffer was reached before f
the closing brace.

Action: Check the address for incorrect use of braces; then resend the message

D027 Missing closing brace in distribution list

Source: GroupWise® engine.
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Explanation: No closing brace.

Possible Cause: Mismatched braces in distribution list. While processing the To:, CC:, an
addresses in a message, the end of the input buffer was reached before f
the closing brace.

Action: Check the address for incorrect use of braces; then resend the message

D028 Lost attachment

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Attachment could not be associated with a message.

Possible Cause: The attachment pointer was damaged.

Action: Resend the message.

Possible Cause: The user does not have sufficient rights to the OFFILES directory in th
office.

Action: Make sure the user has the necessary network rights to access the OFF
directory in the post office.

D029 Recipient not specified

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: No distribution list for delegate rule.

Possible Cause: No recipient has been specified in a delegate rule. The delegate rule m
contain a valid user ID to which to delegate the item. This error might indic
that a user, or the user who sees the message, has an incorrect delegat

Action: Make sure the delegate rule contains a valid distribution list. 

D02A Name for group not specified

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: No group name.

Possible Cause: No name has been specified for the distribution list.

Action: Enter a unique group name.

D02F Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine.
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Explanation: No document record number (DRN) for status.

Possible Cause: The domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) or post office database 
(WPHOST.DB) might be damaged.

Action: Rebuild the post office database.

Action: If rebuilding the post office database does not resolve the problem, rebuild
domain database and then rebuild the post office database.

D030 Missing post office number for status

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Necessary information cannot be accessed.

Possible Cause: The message file for a status message is damaged. 

Action: Remove the file from the <post office>\WPCSOUT\OFS\0-7 directory. 

Action: The agents have been designed to handle this error. Historically it was o
seen on status messages coming from a WordPerfect Office 3.x system to a 
GroupWise 4.x system. It has yet to be seen in a GroupWise 5.5 system.

D039 Missing attachment

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: An attachment for a message can no longer be found.

Possible Cause: The attachment might have been deleted from the <post office>\OFFIL
directory.

Action: Have the original sender of the message resend the message with attac

Action: Remove users’ rights in the OFFILES directories if using Client/Server acc
for the users.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs in GroupWise Remote, there might be a problem wi
structure or content of the Remote mailbox.

Action: Delete the ROFDATA directory on the remote computer; then request all
information from the master mailbox again.

D03F Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: No item type.
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Possible Cause: A GroupWise Remote 5.x user is trying to access a GroupWise 4.1 post offi

Action: GroupWise Remote 5.x cannot access a GroupWise 4.1 post office. Use
GroupWise 4.1 Remote to access the 4.1 post office or migrate the post o
to GroupWise 5.x.

Possible Cause: The user database (USERxxx.DB), the message database (MSGnn.DB) for the 
user, or both have been damaged.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the user and/or message databases with
Mailbox/Library Maintenance or GWCHECK. Run an Analyze and Fix wi
content on the user and message database for the user reporting the pro

Possible Cause: If this message occurs from the OFS in a GroupWise 4.1 post office re
in a GroupWise 5.x domain, the OFS is unable to interpret the 5.x-level 
messages.

Action: Use the /CONVERT4x startup switch on the MTA to convert the message fil
down to the GroupWise 4.x level.

D040 Cannot delete folder used in rule

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Folder being used in a rule.

Possible Cause: User cannot delete the folder because it is referenced in a rule.

Action: Change or delete the rule; then delete the folder. Look up "rules" in 
GroupWise client Help.

D041 No recipients in post office

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Insufficient recipient information.

Possible Cause: Personal distribution list has reference to users who no longer exist in 
reference post office, and the group is not being synchronized with the sy
address book.

Action: Edit the distribution list, remove the user, and add him or her from the sys
address book. Or, synchronize the personal distribution list with the syste
address book.

Possible Cause: A Remote user sent a message using a personal group that exists in th
master mailbox but has not been downloaded to Remote.

Action: Download the personal group.
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D043 Inconsistent distribution list

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Information in the distribution list does not match information elsewhere
the system.

Possible Cause: Outdated information in a distribution list, a damaged distribution list, o
damaged message file could cause this error from the POA.

Action: Modify the distribution list to contain the correct information. If this doesn
work, delete the distribution list and re-create it.

Possible Cause: Unarchiving a message with users or a distribution list that contains use
no longer belong in the referenced post office.

Action: Do not unarchive the message.

D044 Auto-rebuild disabled

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Automatic recovery of damaged databases by the POA has been turne

Possible Cause: The POA has been started with the /NORECOVER startup option, and
damage has been detected in a database.

Action: Repair the database using Mailbox/Library Maintenance or GWCHECK.

Action: Start the POA without the /NORECOVER startup switch so that the POA
automatically recover any databases where damage is detected.

D049 Error reported from Novell NDS

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: GroupWise Administrator was unable to retrieve information from NDS.

Possible Cause: The NetWare Administrator might be running with insufficient Browse, R
or Compare rights to the required NDS object.

Action: Check the rights to the GroupWise user, post office, and agent objects in 

D04A Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.
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D04B Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D04F Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D050 Cannot connect to specified post office

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: No TCP/IP services.

Possible Cause: The GroupWise client cannot connect to the specified post office in clie
server mode because an IP address has not been provided or the POA i
running. For cross-post office proxy and library access, the POA in a rem
post office must be running in client/server mode and have a TCP/IP add
and port.

Action: Make sure the POA in the remote post office is configured to allow TCP/
connections and that it is running. Make sure it has not been started with t
/NOTCPIP switch.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when starting the 16-bit GroupWise client, the post 
location information stored in the user's .BIF file might be invalid.

Action: Rename the user's .BIF file; then start the client. Supply the correct post o
location when prompted.

D051 Cannot connect to specified post office

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: TCP/IP not allowed.

Possible Cause: An attempt to connect to a post office by way of a direct access mode 
rejected when a user attempted to move an item into a shared folder with a
and the folder was owned by another user on the same post office.

Action: Set up the IP address for the POA and allow direct and client/server acc

D054 Cannot connect to specified post office

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Cannot use Client/Server mode connection.
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Possible Cause: The post office rejected the client/server mode connection but is allow
direct mode. The path might be set up, but not for this platform.

Action: Make sure the IP address for the POA is set up correctly.

D055 Cannot connect to specified post office

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: Cannot use direct (mapped) connection.

Possible Cause: The post office rejected the direct mode connection but is allowing clie
server mode.

Action: Set up the path for the specified post office in the post office Information p
in NetWare Administrator.

Action: To start the GroupWise client in direct mode, use the /PH switch to provide
path to the post office.

D057 Cannot locate any post offices

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: TCP/IP default address failed.

Possible Cause: An attempt to connect to a post office using the GroupWise IP address d
(NGWNAMESERVER and NGWNAMESERVER2) was unsuccessful.

Possible Cause: The NGWNAMESERVER or NGWNAMESERVER2 has not been regist
with DNS.

Action: Make sure the GroupWise name server is set up properly in DNS and is
running.

D058 Version mismatch on GroupWise client/POA/post office

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: The post office directory, with its associated user databases (USERxxx.DB) 
and message databases (MSGnn.DB), was created by a version of GroupWis
that is older than the version of the GroupWise client that is accessing the
office.

Possible Cause: A user is running the latest version of the GroupWise client, but the post
has not yet been updated.

Action: Update the post office.
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Possible Cause: The post office has been updated, but the latest version of the POA has
been installed and started.

Action: Update the POA.

D059 Recursion limit exceeded during delivery

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: The POA received a message that contained more than 36 levels of 
encapsulation. The POA could not deliver the message.

Possible Cause: This can be caused by rule forwarding loops that include one hop to an
external user or by some Internet "chain letters."

Action: Check the rule configuration of the GroupWise recipient. Disable any rul
that forward mail to an external user who might be forwarding the mail ba
into GroupWise.

D05A User database access denied

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: The GroupWise client cannot start because it cannot access the user's 
database (USERxxx.DB).

Possible Cause: Using the wrong NetWare® user ID, a user tried to access a mailbox tha
not have a password in a post office with security set to High.

Action: Find out why the user is trying to access the mailbox. If there is a reason
the user to access the mailbox, set a password on the user's mailbox fro
NetWare Administrator and give the password to the user.

Possible Cause: The user's current login ID, from NetWare, NDS®, Windows NT®, or 
Windows 95®, does not match the network login ID stored in the GroupW
user database.

Action: Make sure the user is using the correct login ID.

Possible Cause: Password information in the user database might be damaged.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the database. Reset user options to rese
password.

Possible Cause: The post office database might be damaged.

Action: Rebuild the post office database using System Maintenance from NetWa
Administrator.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs on a specific workstation, the network driver might n
properly set up in the SYSTEM.INI file.

Action: Check the network driver specification in the SYSTEM.INI file in the 
C:\WINDOWS directory. Make sure it includes a 
NETWARE.DRV=NETWARE.DRV line. If multiple drivers are defined, 
make sure this line appears before other driver definitions.

Action: If using Windows NT, make sure the workstation has the Novell NetWare
Requester for Windows NT so NETWARE.DRV can be used. Or, if using
WFWNET.DRV, use the /@U startup option to specify the user ID if secur
is set to Low. If security is set to High, users must put passwords on thei
mailboxes.

Possible Cause: The IP address of the POA has changed, but GroupWise client users a
trying to start the client using old /IPA and /IPP client startup switch settin

Action: Update the information in users' /IPA and /IPP switch settings with the cur
IP address information.

Action: Remove the /IPA and /IPP switches and let the client or the POA (or both
resolve the address using NDS or NGWNameServer or NGWNameServ
For NDS the user must have Browse rights to the post office object and R
and Compare rights to the post office attributes. For the name server to w
it needs to be registered with DNS.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs using the GroupWise client on a Macintosh®, the 
GroupWise client might not be able to access the post office if security is
to High and the mailbox does not yet have a password.

Action: Mount the post office volume using the Macintosh Chooser instead of th
NetWare Volume Mounter.

D07F Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D101 User not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: User not found.

Possible Cause: The GroupWise user ID is not found in the post office database during

Action: If using startup switches, check the /PH switch to make sure the path to
post office is correct.
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Action: Start the GroupWise client using the /@U or /LA startup option to specify
GroupWise user ID.

Possible Cause: The user is not yet set up as a GroupWise user.

Action: Set the user up as a GroupWise user.

Possible Cause: The user ID provided when the user was set up as a GroupWise user 
correct.

Action: Check the GroupWise user information in NetWare® Administrator. Mak
sure the common name (CN) of the user is provided. No additional 
information is needed in the Network ID field.

Possible Cause: User information has not been replicated from the domain to the post o
the user is trying to access.

Action: Wait for replication to take place. Make sure the MTA is running. 

Action: Synchronize the user information manually. 

Possible Cause: The user is logging in to a specific server, rather than logging in to the t
a result, the network ID information does not match.

Action: Log in to the tree rather than into a specific server.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when a user sends a message to a group, the grou
contain user IDs that have been deleted from the system.

Action: Re-create the group; select users from the Address Book to ensure that 
are valid GroupWise users.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when the user tries to delete users from the Subscr
Notify window, the users might no longer exist in the GroupWise system.

Action: Check the Address Book to see if the users are still valid. If they are not, re
the user database.

Possible Cause: The user was not found in the post office database during the parsing 
To: line or Group.

Action: Find the user in the To: line or Group. Either delete the user, or find the co
user ID in the Address Book.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs for all users in a post office, the post office database
be damaged.

Action: Rebuild the post office database (WPHOST.DB).
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs in systems where new users are added from multip
administrator workstations, preferences might be set differently on differe
administrator workstations.

Action: On each workstation where users are added in NetWare Administrator, s
Tools | System Operations | Preferences; then make sure that the For Ne
ID Use setting is the same on all workstations. If some workstations are s
Full Distinguished Name and some are set to Common Name, users will b
up differently depending on which workstation they were created from, 
causing problems when users access GroupWise.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs only when using GroupWise Remote, the user ID mig
specified incorrectly under Remote Options.

Action: Check the user ID specified in the GroupWise client. Look up "Remote, 
specifying user and system information" in GroupWise client Help. Make s
the user ID specified is correct.

D102 Ambiguous user ID

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Ambiguous user.

Possible Cause: Two or more users have the same user ID in the system.

Action: Select the correct user ID in the pop-up list or select the user in the Addr
Book. The system is designed to automatically choose the user from the
sender’s post office first, then from the user’s domain, and finally from th
user’s system. For example, the sender (UserA) is on post office A and i
sending to UserB in post office B. However, there is also a UserB in post o
C and both post office B and post office C are in the same domain. Since
users are in the same scope, the address will be ambiguous and the erro
message will occur.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when a user starts the GroupWise client, the user's
information in the post office database might not be correct.

Action: Check the information provided for the GroupWise user in NetWare 
Administrator. Correct the information as needed.

Action: Even if the information in the user record looks correct, make a change 
somewhere so the record is written out again.

Action: If the problem persists, rebuild the post office database.
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D103 Post office not found during login

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Post office not found.

Possible Cause: Post office location was incorrect during startup.

Action: If using startup switches, check the /PH, /IPP, and /IPA switches to make
the path to the post office is correct.

Possible Cause: Full address (DOMAIN.PO.USERID) was entered on the To:, CC:, or B
line incorrectly.

Action: If the path is correct, the post office was not found during parse of the To:
buffer. In that case, find the post office in the To: line. Delete the post off
qualifier, or select the user from the Address Book.

D104 Ambiguous post office

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Ambiguous post office.

Possible Cause: The post office in question has a damaged distribution list.

Action: Find out the scope or number of users having the problem. Check the 
distribution list defined for the post office and look for the one with all 
problem users in common. Delete the distribution list and re-create it.

D105 Directory Services data missing

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Directory Services error.

Possible Cause: Domain or post office not found during user or post office lookup.

Action: Make sure the POA has rights to the domain and post office object in ques
If the objects are missing from NDS, graft them back in.

D106 Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: General database error.

Possible Cause: The index is not synchronized with the data.
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Action: Check and repair the database using Mailbox/Library Maintenance or 
GWCHECK. Run an Analyze and Fix on the contents of the database in
question.

D107 Record not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Record not found.

Possible Cause: Relational integrity problem. The pointers in the user database are poin
non-existing messages in the message database. The most probable ca
this situation is that a message database was restored from a backup that
have all the current messages that the user databases are referencing.

Action: Have the user request a resend on the item from the sender.

Action: Run an Analyze and Fix on the contents of the user and message databa
the entire post office. This action will remove the references to the non-
existing messages in the message databases from the user databases.

D108 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D109 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D10A Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D10B Database needs to be repaired

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Database invalid or damaged.

Possible Cause: A record is no longer valid.

Action: Use Mailbox/Library Maintenance or GWCHECK to correct the damage. R
an Analyze and Fix of the contents for the database in question.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when running the GroupWise client under Windows
Workgroups*, the user login name might be incorrect.
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Action: Check the user login name on the station where the error occurs. In Wind
for Workgroups, select Main | Control Panel | Network | Login Name. The
login name must match the user's GroupWise ID.

D10C Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D10D Cannot open any more mailboxes

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Maximum databases open.

Possible Cause: The maximum number of databases that can be opened at one time h
exceeded. The maximum number is approximately 12.

Action: Shut down some databases by removing proxies.

D10F Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Database already created.

Possible Cause: Attempted to create a database; however, the database already exists

Action: Record the specific error code and the conditions under which it occurre

D110 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D113 Open database maximum exceeded

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: The current operation has attempted to open more than the maximum nu
of databases allowed.

Possible Cause: Proxies to too many users in direct mapped mode has been attempted

Action: Close some mailboxes that are currently proxied; then try the operation a

D114 Group not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.
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Explanation: Bad personal group or public distribution list.

Action: Check the spelling of the group name, or select the group in the Address B

D115 Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Invalid database.

Possible Cause: Attempted to open an invalid database. The database is a valid Group
database, but it is invalid to the specified post office, domain, or system.

Action: This will happen if a post office database is copied from one domain to ano
and an attempt is made to access it. The same would happen if a user o
message database were copied from one post office to another. The only a
for correcting this error is to remove the database and restore the original 
backup.

Possible Cause: This could represent a security breach of unauthorized foreign packets
introduced into the GroupWise system.

Action: Check the system security.

D116 File not database

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Attempt to open a DOS file as a GroupWise database.

Possible Cause: The database is damaged.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the user database using Mailbox/Library
Maintenance or GWCHECK.

Action: If a user database cannot be repaired, rename the existing database, ru
GWCHECK with a Structural Rebuild on the database, and then re-creat
This will create a new empty database and all information from the old o
will be lost.

Action: If the database cannot be re-created or data has to be recovered, restore 
backup.

D117 GroupWise version too old

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Old program version.
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Possible Cause: An attempt was made to open a database with an older version of Grou
software. An older version of GroupWise is running and the post office h
been updated to a newer version.

Action: Reinstall GroupWise with the version of the software that matches the 
database.

D118 Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Field not found.

Possible Cause: Unable to find the field in the database.

Action: Check and repair the database using Mailbox/Library Maintenance. Run
Analyze and Fix on the contents of the database in question.

D119 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D11B Too many items in mailbox

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Too many records.

Possible Cause: The mailbox contains more than 5,000 items. Only the first 5,000 items
be displayed. As messages are deleted, additional objects will be display

Action: Have users clean out their mailboxes. A statistics check on the mailboxes
be run to get a list of users who might be or are close to experiencing this 

Action: Set up Cleanup Options on the mailboxes to have them auto-delete or a
archive after x number of days.

Action: Users can move items to different folders.

Action: Users can archive items.

D11C Cannot use group name

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Groups cannot be listed as users here.
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Possible Cause: A group name was used where a username was expected. For examp
startup option /@U-(group name) was used, or a group name was used 
domain where there is no entry in the Address Book for this group.

Action: Check the Address Book for correct addressing syntax. If the syntax is cor
try to add the group to the Address Book.

Possible Cause: The user has specified a distribution list in another post office that has
visibility set to none.

Action: Change the visibility of the distribution list so that users in other post offic
can use it.

D11D GroupWise version newer than database

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: New program version.

Possible Cause: The GroupWise client has been installed on a workstation where the 
GroupWise demo that comes with the PerfectOffice Suite 3.0 had already 
installed. The GroupWise demo creates a post office database (WPHOST
on the local workstation, which can interfere with the functioning of the fu
GroupWise client.

Action: Search the workstation for a local WPHOST.DB file. If found, rename or 
delete it.

Possible Cause: The GroupWise client and agents were updated, but GroupWise Admini
was not. As a result, the database dictionary (*.DC) files did not get upda

Action: Copy the *.DC files from the DOMAIN and PO subdirectories of the new
distribution media to the domain and post office directories of the GroupW
system and have the MTA or POA recover the database.

D124 Access to user denied

Source: GroupWise® engine; database interface.

Explanation: Access rights failure. A required field was not found.

Possible Cause: Migrating a resource with an owner in a different post office causes the
resource owner to lose access to the resource.

Action: Assign the resource an owner in the same post office until the current ow
post office is migrated as well.
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D201 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D202 General printing error

Source: GroupWise® engine; mail/calendar import and print services.

Explanation: There was an attempt to print an item that is missing information.

Possible Cause: The user workstation is missing its temporary directory, or there is insuff
disk space available to create the temporary files needed to print the item

Action: Check for the existence of the temporary directory on the user workstatio
Check for available disk space.

Possible Cause: The link to the item to print has been damaged.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the message database (MSGnn.DB) with 
Mailbox/Library Maintenance or GWCHECK. Run an Analyze and Fix on t
contents of the message database.

D204 Calendar has password

Source: GroupWise® engine; mail/calendar import and print services.

Explanation: There was an attempt to import a calendar file that has a password.

Possible Cause: The file that was specified to be imported into GroupWise was passwo
protected.

Action: Retrieve the given calendar into Calendar 3.x, remove the password, and the
import the calendar into the current version of GroupWise.

D205 Cannot import calendar file

Source: GroupWise® engine; mail/calendar import and print services.

Explanation: Import of invalid calendar file version.

Possible Cause: The file that was specified to be imported into GroupWise 4.1 was not v
2.0 or later.

Action: Using Calendar 3.x, convert the given calendar to 3.x format; then retry the 
import.

D502 Unknown task encountered

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration services.
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Explanation: Unknown task encountered.

Possible Cause: An unknown task was encountered in an administration message.

Action: Check the date on the agent that is returning the error. Update the agent 
latest version.

D503 Unknown data type encountered

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration services.

Explanation: Version incompatible.

Possible Cause: An unknown data type in a message was encountered.

Action: Check the date on the agent that is returning the error. Update the agent 
latest version.

D506 Security violation

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration services.

Explanation: No authentication.

Possible Cause: An administration command was received that did not contain the prop
authentication. This command might have originated outside the system
the administration database (WPDOMAIN.DB or WPHOST.DB) at the 
destination domain/post office has been replaced with an invalid version

Action: Monitor and log the source of the command. Rebuild the domain or post o
database if errors persist.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs after a configuration change (for example, after cha
which domain is the primary domain of the GroupWise system), the 
configuration change might not have replicated throughout the system in 
to support a following change (for example, adding a user).

Action: Wait for the replication to complete. Then synchronize the object that cau
the error.

Action: If replication takes too long or is not happening, rebuild the secondary dom
database.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when synchronizing domains or post offices, the dat
might be damaged.

Action: Rebuild the databases, and then synchronize them.
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D507 Administrator record not found in database

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration services.

Explanation: No administrator record found in database.

Possible Cause: An agent has attempted to send a message to the defined administrat
however, no administrator record was found in the database.

Action: To receive these messages, define an administrator for the domain.

D508 Transaction failed

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration services.

Explanation: The transaction failed.

Possible Cause: The database was locked by another process and could not be update

Action: None. The message will be retried automatically.

Possible Cause: One or more of the GroupWise databases might have an invalid owne
owner.

Action: Check the ownership of the GroupWise databases. If necessary, change
ownership to a valid user such as the system administrator.

Possible Cause: The database has been damaged.

Action: Rebuild the database. If it is a domain or post office database, use NetW
Administrator, highlight the domain or post office, select Tools | System 
Maintenance, and choose Rebuild Database. If it is a user, message, or li
database, use Mailbox/Library Maintenance or GWCHECK to run an Anal
and Fix on the Structure and Content.

D701 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D704 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D705 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.
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D706 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D707 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D708 Directory entry record not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: Requested record not found.

Possible Cause: The directory entry record was not found. This can occur if multiple proc
are updating the database at the same time.

Action: Cancel the current operation, refresh the listing, and then select again fro
available items.

Possible Cause: The database is damaged.

Action: Rebuild the problem database. Using NetWare Administrator, highlight th
domain or post office, select Tools | System Maintenance, and choose Re
Database.

Possible Cause: The path to the software distribution directory might be incorrect.

Action: Make sure the post office where the problem is occurring has a software
distribution directory assigned. In NetWare Administrator, right-click the po
office, select Details, and check the setting in the Software Directory field

Action: Check the current path to the software distribution directory. In NetWare 
Administrator, select Tools | GroupWise System Operations, and double-c
Software Distribution Management. Correct the path as needed. Make sur
specified software distribution directory really exists.

D709 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D70A Memory error

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: Memory error.

Possible Cause: Unable to lock or allocate memory.
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Action: The GroupWise client user should exit and restart GroupWise.

D70B Database inconsistency detected

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: Database invalid or damaged.

Possible Cause: The directory services database (WPDOMAIN.DB or WPHOST.DB) is
inconsistent. The identifier used to identify which domain or post office ow
this database has been lost.

Action: If the database is a primary domain, restore it from backup; otherwise, reb
the database.

D70D Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D70E Duplicate entry in database

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: Duplicate entry found in database.

Possible Cause: A non-unique entry was passed in a field that requires a unique entry.

Action: Provide a new, unique value in the field.

Possible Cause: The database is damaged.

Action: Check and, if necessary, repair the database using Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance or GWCHECK. Run an Analyze and Fix on the Structure a
Content.

D70F Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D710 Incompatible platform

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: Requested platform path not found.

Possible Cause: In a multiple-platform environment, a path was requested for a given pla
but none was found.

Action: This is not an error. It is a notification by the program of the return value.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when the POA is trying to start, a path to a docume
storage area might be incorrect.

Action: Check the location and existence of any document storage areas for libr
associated with the post office. In NetWare Administrator, double-click th
post office object; then select Details | Libraries to list the available librar
To check the path to a document storage area, right-click the library obje
then select Details | Storage Areas, select a document storage area, and
Edit. Correct any incorrect path, and then try to start the POA.

D711 Gateway engine error

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: Platform path exists.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

D712 Post office currently disabled

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: Post office is disabled.

Possible Cause: The system administrator has disabled the post office.

Action: This is not an error. It is a notification by the program of the return value.
enable the post office, deselect Disable Logins in the Post Office Informa
page in NetWare® Administrator.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when the Disable Logins option is not selected, the
might be set improperly on the post office database.

Action: After making sure the Disable Logins option is not selected, stop and res
the POA.

Action: Rebuild the post office database.

D713 Database dictionary not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: Dictionary not found.

Possible Cause: A database create request was made, but the corresponding database
dictionary file was not found.
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Action: Make sure the NGWGUARD.DC file exists in the post office directory. If 
does not, copy it from the PO subdirectory of the software distribution 
directory.

Action: Make sure the GWDOM.DC, WPDOMAIN.DC, GWPO.DC, and 
WPHOST.DC exist in the domain directory when creating new domains o
post offices.

D714 User database temporarily disabled

Source: GroupWise® engine; directory services access.

Explanation: The administrator has temporarily disabled GroupWise login for a speci
user.

Possible Cause: The user is being moved from GroupWise 4.x to GroupWise 5.x.

Action: Wait for the move to be completed; then re-enable the user. In NetWare 
Administrator, right-click the User object; then select Details | GroupWise
Account, and deselect Disable Logins.

Action: If the problem persists, rebuild the user database (USERxxx.DB).

D901 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D902 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D904 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D90A Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D90B Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

D912 Cannot process message file

Source: GroupWise® engine; messaging services.
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Explanation: The message file has been opened too many times. It has been moved
PROBLEM directory.

Possible Cause: The POA might be attempting to process a damaged message file and
unable to move it to the PROBLEM directory.

Action: Check the priority subdirectories of the \WPCSOUT\OFS directory. Chec
the POA log to identify the offending message file. Delete the offending 
message file so that subsequent messages can be processed.

DA0C Incorrect DLL version

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: Wrong DLL.

Possible Cause: The DLL being used with the POA executable is either an older or a ne
version than the POA executable. The DLL cannot be used with the 
executable.

Action: Make sure that the POA executable is the same version as the POA DLL

DA0D Cannot create directory in post office

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: Post office directory structure problem.

Possible Cause: A required post office directory could not be created, or one or more da
dictionary files is missing.

Action: Make sure all the database dictionary files are present (NGWGUARD.DB
GWPO.DC).

Action: Make sure that the POA process has the required network rights.

Possible Cause: The post office has been created in the root directory of a NetWare vo

Action: Move all post office directories and files into a subdirectory off the root.

DA0E Path to post office database not specified

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: No post office path.

Possible Cause: The path to the post office database (WPHOST.DB) was not specified

Action: Use the /HOME startup switch to specify the location of the post office 
database.
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DA0F Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: Internal process communication (IPC) initialization failure.

Possible Cause: The POA failed to initialize properly.

Action: Check all startup switches for correct values and syntax. If all are correc
remove all switches and start with only the /HOME switch. If this also fai
try using the /NOCONFIG switch. The /NOCONFIG switch should only b
used to diagnose the problem. If it allows the POA to start when other switc
do not work, rebuild the post office database.

DA10 Cannot read post office configuration information

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: Error reading post office configuration information.

Possible Cause: An error was detected while reading POA configuration information from
post office database (WPHOST.DB). The post office database might be i
inconsistent state.

Action: Start the POA with /NOCONFIG and validate the post office database, o
rebuild the post office database from NetWare Administrator.

DA12 Invalid application configuration name

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: Invalid application name.

Possible Cause: The NDS distinguished name (DN) specified on the command line whe
starting the POA was invalid. The DN might be misspelled.

Action: Specify a valid DN. A list of valid DNs for a given post office can be obtain
by failing to specify one on the POA command line (with the /NAME switc
when the system is configured to require a DN. One can be chosen from
list. A DN must be specified in a system that has been configured to run m
than one POA process for a single post office. In that case, the DN is use
the POA to find configuration information for a specific POA process (su
as TCP/IP address, port, and other configuration information).

DA13 /name switch required

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.
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Explanation: Ambiguous application name.

Possible Cause: An NDS distinguished name (DN) was not specified where one is requ
The system is configured in a way that requires the /NAME switch to be 
specified when starting the POA.

Possible Cause: This post office has been configured to run more than one POA proces
The DN is used by the POA to identify the configuration information and 
options that it should use when running.

Action: The /NAME switch should be used in conjunction with one of the DNs 
specified in the error message.

DA17 /user and /password switches required for this configuration

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The /USER and /PASSWORD switches are required when the POA mus
in to a remote server.

Possible Cause: The POA needs to log in to a remote server where a document storage
located, but it does not have the necessary user and password informati
log in with.

Action: Use a valid /user and /password switch to gain access to the remote ser

Possible Cause: The server or workstation where a document storage area is located h
renamed. The POA can no longer access the original document storage
location, so the POA cannot start.

Action: First, provide the new location of the document storage area. In NetWare
Administrator, right-click the library object, click Storage Areas, select the
storage area, click Edit, and provide the new path to the document stora
area. Next, start the POA using the /NOCONFIG, /USER, and /PASSWO
switches so that the POA can start and process the administrative mess
containing the new storage location without having to access the old sto
location. Finally, exit and then restart the POA with its typical configuratio

DB01 Operation cancelled

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Operation cancelled.

Possible Cause: Operation cancelled by user.

Action: None.
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DB02 Database access error

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Database access error.

Possible Cause: Cannot complete the requested operation because the database is be
updated.

Action: Retry the operation later. If the database still cannot be accessed, check
activity using the network administration utilities.

Action: Rebuild the database.

DB03 Operation pending; cannot modify

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Unsafe record modification.

Possible Cause: This record has a pending operation and cannot be modified. A remote
operation has been requested for this record.

Action: Wait for the MTA or POA to complete the pending operation, or undo the
operation from NetWare Administrator; select Tools | GroupWise System
Operations | Pending Operations.

DB04 Owner not valid user

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid owner.

Possible Cause: The specified owner is not a valid user in the same post office as the re

Action: Select an owner for the resource from among the users in the same post 
as the resource.

Action: Create a new user in the post office to function as the owner of the resou

DB05 Invalid path

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid path specified.

Possible Cause: The specified path exists; however, it is not a directory.

Action: Enter a new path, or remove the invalid path.
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DB08 Non-unique name

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Non-unique name.

Possible Cause: The specified name (object.po.domain) conflicts with an existing user, 
resource, group, or nickname.

Action: Specify a new, unique name.

DB09 User owns resource

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: User owns a resource.

Possible Cause: The specified user cannot be deleted or moved because he or she ow
resource.

Action: Remove the resource.

Action: Reassign the resource to another owner.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs after removing resources from a user to be deleted 
moved, the change might not yet have replicated throughout the system

Action: Wait for the replication to occur, or manually synchronize the resource o
resources and the user. 

Action: Rebuild the post office database (WPHOST.DB).

DB0A Record not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Record not found.

Possible Cause: Cannot find a record that was previously in the database. The record m
have been deleted.

Action: Check Pending Operations to see if the command is still awaiting execu

Action: Retry the command.

Action: Make sure the record was replicated throughout the system by connectin
other domains and viewing the details of the object.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when moving users from a GroupWise 4.1 post offic
GroupWise 5.x post office, the MTA in the domain might not be configured 
handle GroupWise 4.1 messages correctly.
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Action: Start the MTA with the /CONVERT4x switch; then move the users.

DB0B Required field empty

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Required field empty.

Possible Cause: A required field has no value.

Action: Supply a value for all required fields.

DB0C Cannot close database

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Error closing database.

Possible Cause: An error was encountered while attempting to close the database.

Action: Check the network connection to the database location. If there are no o
connections to the database, exit the POA (the database might be cache
the POA). If these options do not work, you might have to schedule a tim
bring down the server and restart.

DB0E Insufficient memory to initialize database

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Database initialization failure.

Possible Cause: The database failed to initialize due to insufficient memory. GroupWise
Administrator requires at least 500 KB of available RAM.

Action: Check the amount of available memory and reconfigure the system if 
necessary.

DB0F Domain not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Domain not found.

Possible Cause: Cannot find the specified domain.

Action: Make sure the domain name is correct and the domain exists. In the NetW
Administrator browser window, locate the domain object, right-click the 
domain object, and choose Details.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA, the post office database (WPHOST.D
might be damaged, making valid domain information unavailable.

Action: Rebuild the post office database.

DB10 Post office not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Post office not found.

Possible Cause: Cannot find the specified post office.

Action: Make sure that the post office name is correct and the post office exists. I
NetWare Administrator browser window, locate the post office object, rig
click the post office object, and choose Details.

DB10 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

DB12 Maximum number of objects per post office reached

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: No more file ID combinations exist for the post office.

Possible Cause: The maximum user limit has been reached for this post office. The max
number of FID combinations is approximately 46,000 per post office.

Action: Delete obsolete users.

Action: Remove unneeded resources.

Action: Create additional post offices.

DB16 WP Office 3.1 host already exists in specified directory

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: WordPerfect Office 3.1 host exists.

Possible Cause: WordPerfect Office 3.1 host already exists in the specified directory.

Action: Select a new directory, or remove the WordPerfect Office 3.1 host. GroupW
5.x is not compatible with WordPerfect Office 3.1.
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DB17 Domain already exists in specified directory

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Directory exists.

Possible Cause: A domain already exists in the specified directory.

Action: Specify a new domain directory, or remove the existing domain.

DB19 Local post office not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: No local post office record found.

Possible Cause: GroupWise was unable to find a local post office. The post office datab
(WPHOST.DB) might have been damaged.

Action: Validate the post office database and rebuild if necessary.

DB1A Insufficient administrative rights to perform operation

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: No administrative rights to perform action.

Possible Cause: The current domain has no administrative rights to perform the specifie
action for the selected record.

Action: Connect to the GroupWise system that owns this record. In the NetWare
Administrator browser window, select Tools | GroupWise System Operatio
double-click System Connection and connect to the proper system to per
the needed action.

DB1B Message Transfer Agent not installed

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: The MTA is not installed.

Possible Cause: The MTA is not installed, or the MTA record is missing from the databa

Action: Set up or create the MTA.

DB1C Invalid object name

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid object.
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Possible Cause: An invalid object name was specified for an administrator, group name
other object.

Action: Make sure that the specified object ID is correct.

DB1D Cannot delete post office

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Error deleting post office.

Possible Cause: The user has insufficient rights to perform the operation.

Action: Make sure sufficient rights exist to delete files and directories by checkin
rights for file and directory removal.

Possible Cause: The post office directory or files in that directory are in use by another 

Action: Check the open/lock activity on files.

DB1F Cannot delete current domain

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Error deleting current domain.

Possible Cause: The attempt to delete the current domain failed.

Action: Connect to the primary domain; then delete the domain from the primary
domain. In the NetWare Administrator browser window, select Tools | 
GroupWise System Operations, double-click System Connection, and con
to the proper system to perform the deletion.

Action: If the current domain is the primary domain, it can be removed only by 
deleting the domain directory structure from the operating system and th
reinstalling GroupWise. This is not recommended.

DB20 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

DB21 Database inconsistency detected

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Database invalid or damaged.

Possible Cause: The database is invalid.
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Action: Rebuild the database.

DB23 Password incorrect

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid password.

Action: Enter the correct password.

DB25 Duplicate domain name

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Duplicate domain name.

Possible Cause: The name of the external domain being merged conflicts with the name
existing local domain. The names of all primary and secondary domains m
be unique in both systems when merging systems.

Action: Remove one of the duplicate domains.

Action: Create a new domain, move users from the duplicate domain into the ne
domain, delete the domain with the duplicate name, and retry the merge

DB26 Secondary domains exist

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Secondary domains exist.

Possible Cause: Multiple local domains were found in an external domain being merged

Action: Release all secondary domains from the domain to be merged, or releas
domain to be merged from its owning primary domain.

DB29 Invalid character

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid character.

Possible Cause: Invalid character in a domain, post office, or object name.

Action: Check the contents of the name strings for invalid characters. Do not use
of the following characters in GroupWise object names:

� Space 
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� Period .

� At sign @

� Comma ,

� Colon :

� Double quotation mark "

� Parentheses ( )

� Braces { }

� ASCII characters 0-13

DB2A Invalid name

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid name.

Possible Cause: An invalid or restricted name has been specified.

Action: Enter a valid name.

DB2B Non-unique entry

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Non-unique entry.

Possible Cause: A new entry conflicts with an existing entry in an index that must be un
This can occur with a user's network ID.

Action: Check the network ID for uniqueness on the post office where the user w
reside.

DB2C Invalid post office database

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid post office database (WPHOST.DB).

Action: Rebuild the post office database.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.
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DB2D Platform error

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Wrong platform.

Possible Cause: No valid path could be found for the current platform type.

Action: Enter a path for the current platform.

DB2E Link record not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: No link record exists.

Possible Cause: No link record has been defined between an external domain to be merg
any local domain.

Action: Define a link record between an external domain to be merged and at leas
local domain.

DB2F Correct database type not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: No database exists.

Possible Cause: Specified database type does not exist in the specified directory.

Action: Check the domain path. In the NetWare® Administrator browser window
locate the domain object, right-click the domain object, and select Details
Check the UNC path provided.

DB30 Gateway directory not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Gateway directory does not exist.

Action: Check the specified gateway directory path and make sure the requeste
gateway is installed.

DB31 Required field missing or empty

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: A required field is missing or empty.

Action: Provide a value for the required field or fields.
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DB32 Required field missing

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: A required field is missing.

Action: Check the record for a missing required field.

DB33 Cannot open all post offices

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Unable to open all post offices.

Possible Cause: More post offices are defined than the operating system file handles a

Action: All directory-synchronized commands will be performed through the MTA
for the closed post offices.

Possible Cause: The link to the post office has been lost.

Action: Reestablish the link to the post office.

DB34 Time zone definition not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: No time zone defined.

Possible Cause: Unable to find a time zone definition for the current domain or post offi

Action: In NetWare Administrator, select a time zone in the Information page for
current domain or post office.

DB35 No pending operation for record

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: No pending operation for record.

Possible Cause: The pending operation has been completed.

Action: Refresh the list of pending operations.

DB37 Cannot delete current domain

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Cannot delete the current domain.
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Action: Connect to the primary domain; then delete the domain from the primary
domain. In the NetWare Administrator browser window, select Tools | 
GroupWise System Operations, double-click System Connection, and con
to the primary domain.

Action: If the current domain is the primary domain, it can be removed only by 
deleting the domain directory structure from the operating system and th
reinstalling GroupWise. This is not recommended.

DB38 Cannot delete domain that has post offices

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Post offices exist for this domain.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete a domain that has post offices assigne

Action: Delete the post offices. If there are users on the post office, consider mo
them to another post office or their mailboxes and content will be lost. Th
delete the domain once it is empty.

DB39 Domain database not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Database is not available. No domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) was 
found; however, a RECOVER.DDB file was found.

Possible Cause: The database is currently being rebuilt.

Action: Allow the rebuild operation to finish.

Possible Cause: A database rebuild failed.

Action: Rename RECOVER.DDB to WPDOMAIN.DB in the domain directory; the
rerun the rebuild.

DB3A Cannot delete domain that has links

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Domain has indirect links.

Possible Cause: Cannot delete the domain because it is used in indirect routing.

Action: Reconfigure domain links before deleting the domain. 
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DB3B Remote management message sent

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Remote management message sent.

Action: None. This is not an error. It is a notification by the program that the opera
to be performed has been sent to the parent domain.

DB3C Domain database in use

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Exclusive open error.

Possible Cause: An exclusive open for a domain to be merged or released failed becau
domain is already in use.

Action: Have all administrators exit the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) befo
running the merge or release.

Action: Stop the MTA in the domain to be merged or released. 

DB3D Database sorting language changed

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Database language has changed.

Action: Rebuild the database. 

DB3F Cannot delete required field

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Cannot remove a required field.

Action: Valid data for all required fields must be supplied.

DB40 Cannot delete gateway used in link

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Gateway links exist.

Possible Cause: The gateway being deleted is used in a gateway link.

Action: Reconfigure the links before deleting the gateway. 
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DB41 Database does not match domain or post office

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Incorrect database path

Possible Cause: The database found at the specified path does not match the specified 
post office name.

Action: Enter the correct path.

DB42 Information lost during recovery

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Information lost.

Possible Cause: Some records were lost during the recovery operation.

Action: Rebuild the database. If the number of records or size of the database is
significantly different, restore from backup and rebuild the database.

DB43 Maximum number of open post offices reached

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Maximum number of post offices are open.

Possible Cause: Too many post offices have been opened.

Action: Close one or more post offices.

DB44 Invalid user ID

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid user ID.

Possible Cause: This user ID is not recognized by GroupWise.

Action: Check the user ID and verify that it is valid by comparing it to the user list
the domain. Highlight the domain in the GroupWise view, select the butto
with the User Icon (located on the bottom of the split view), and search for
user’s ID. If it exists, rebuild the post office database.

DB45 GroupWise system not found

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: No system found.
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Action: Verify the path to the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB).

Action: Make sure there is a connection to the server where the GroupWise sys
resides.

DB46 Path too long

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Path too long.

Action: Map a drive to a lower level.

DB47 Invalid area

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: Invalid BLOB area specified.

Possible Cause: GroupWise Administrator is unable to copy the GroupWise client view 
from the software distribution directory into the post office directory structu

Action: Make sure the software distribution directory has been created in the 
GroupWise system.

DB48 Cannot delete domain that has links

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: System link exists.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete a domain that is specified as the link d
for an external system.

Action: Remove the external system or specify a different external domain as the
for the system.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete a domain that is set up for external sys
synchronization.

Action: Remove the external system synchronization entry; then delete the dom

DB49 Cannot use limited visibility distribution list as administrator

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: The selected distribution list cannot be used for the administrator becaus
not visible to all users in the GroupWise system.
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Action: Change the visibility of the selected distribution list to the GroupWise sys
so that all users can see it.

Action: Create a new distribution list to use as the administrator. This list should
contain only users who are visible throughout the GroupWise system.

DB4A External sync message from unknown system

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: An external synchronization message was received from a system that 
local GroupWise system cannot identify.

Possible Cause: The local GroupWise system is not set up to synchronize with the syste
sent the synchronization message.

Action: Configure the local GroupWise system for external synchronization with t
system.

Possible Cause: The external synchronization record in the domain database has been
damaged.

Action: Delete the external synchronization record. In NetWare Administrator, se
Tools | GroupWise System Operations | External Synchronization; select
external system and select Delete | Close. Exit and restart the MTA and P
Re-create the external synchronization record.

DB4B Cannot delete Internet domain name that is still referenced

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: The specified Internet domain name is being referenced in a system, do
object, post office object, or user object.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete an Internet domain record that is still in

Action: Change or delete the Internet domain association.

DB4D Database recovery required to update database structure

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: The database needs to be recovered.

Possible Cause: The database dictionaries (*.DC files) are newer than the current datab
a recovery is needed to update the database.
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Action: The admin thread of the POA or MTA should take care of this recovery 
automatically. If not, perform the recovery manually through NetWare 
Administrator with the System Maintenance tool.

DB4E Cannot delete default gateway

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: The gateway is used in default routing.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete a GWIA object that is used as the defa
gateway for routing Internet messages.

Action: Select a different GWIA as the default gateway for Internet messages.

DB4F Cannot delete POA that performs message transfer

Source: GroupWise® engine; administration engine.

Explanation: The POA is used as the message transfer recipient for its post office.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete a POA that is part of the TCP/IP link be
the post office and domain through which messages arrive in the post of

Action: Set up a different POA to provide the link to the domain MTA. Once anot
POA has been set up to provide the link with the MTA, the original POA c
be deleted.

DE02 Cannot perform delayed action request

Source: GroupWise® engine; data store and deferment.

Explanation: Error in deferment routine.

Possible Cause: Unable to perform delayed action request. One of two conditions migh
caused this error:

� A memory error.

� Invalid defer data file (NGWDFR.DB).

Action: Wait and retry the operation later.

Action: Restore the NGWDFR.DB from backup.

Action: Rename the NGWDFR.DB, run GWCHECK with a Structural Rebuild 
selected (this will drop the NGWDFR.DB from the guardian catalog store
and then retry the operation (this will re-create the NGWDFR.DB).
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DE05 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Dxxx Unexpected error” on page 254.

DF10 Required file or directory missing

Source: GroupWise® engine; mailbox/library maintenance.

Explanation: Path error.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs from the POA, the path specified by the /HOME swi
might be incorrect.

Action: Check the /HOME setting in the POA startup file. Make sure the specifie
path exists. Make sure the path is provided in the format required for the
platform on which the POA is running. On a NetWare® server, make sure t
GRPWISE.NCF file contains the correct information.

Possible Cause: The NGWGUARD.DC file is missing from the post office directory.

Action: Copy the NGWGUARD.DC file from another post office or from the PO 
subdirectory of the software distribution directory.

Possible Cause: Mailbox/Library Maintenance or GWCHECK has been run more that 2
times in less than two weeks, so all possible temporary filenames are alr
used and a new backup file cannot be created.

Action: Check for backup user database (USERxxx.DB) files with extensions *.DBA 
through *.DBZ. If found, move these backup databases to another direct
then try Mailbox/Library Maintenance or GWCHECK again. If no 
USERxxx.DB file exists (that is, only backup files exist), rename the most
recent backup (for example, USERxxx.DBZ) to USERxxx.DB.

Possible Cause: The post office has been created in the root directory of a NetWare vol

Action: Move all post office directories and files into a subdirectory off the root. 
Adjust the path to the post office in the post office Information page in 
NetWare Administrator.

DF15 Records lost during rebuild

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA has been unable to rebuild a database.

Possible Cause: An administrative message requesting a rebuild in the POA input queu
damaged.
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Action: Rename the POA input queue (WPCSOUT). Start the POA. This re-crea
the input queue. Repair the database using GWCHECK.

DF17 Cannot create required directory

Source: GroupWise® engine; Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA cannot create one or more directories required for processing
messages.

Possible Cause: The POA has insufficient rights to create the directory.

Action: Make sure the POA has the necessary network rights to access the direc
in the post office.

Action: To determine the specific problem the POA is encountering, start the PO
using the /RIGHTS switch.

Exxx Unexpected error

Source: GroupWise® engine.

Explanation: An engine error has occurred for which GroupWise does not have a spe
error message.

Action: Exit and then restart the GroupWise client.

Action: Record the specific error code and the conditions under which it occurre

E501 Document version not available

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Document version not available.

Possible Cause: The document is currently in use.

Action: Have the user who retrieved the document version close it.

Possible Cause: The document is currently checked out.

Action: Have the user who checked it out check it back in.

Possible Cause: The document is neither in use nor checked out but is erroneously ma
such. This situation can arise because

� A user opened the document with a non-integrated application.
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� A non-integrated application cannot check the document back in to t
GroupWise library when the user closes the document.

� A user's workstation went down while the document was open.

Action: Manually reset the document status.

E503 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E507 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E508 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E50A Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E50B Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E50C Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E50D Maximum number of libraries per post office reached

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Maximum libraries reached.

Possible Cause: The maximum number of libraries allowed per post office has been rea
Each post office can have as many as 256 libraries. A user attempted to c
the 257th library.

Action: Delete any unnecessary libraries on the post office. Then create the new
library. See Chapter 1, "Add Libraries," in Book 1: Set Up Document 
Management Services in the Document Management Services Guide.
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Action: Create the new library on another post office. See Chapter 1, "Add Librar
in Book 1: Set Up Document Management Services in the Document 
Management Services Guide.

E50E Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E511 Document version available

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Version is available.

Possible Cause: The user is attempting to check in a document version that is not check
or to end access to a version that is not in use.

Action: Do not attempt to check in or end access to a version that is already ava

E512 Invalid user ID

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: The user ID on a document is not valid.

Possible Cause: User information on the document has been damaged.

Action: Repair the document information in the library with Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance or GWCHECK. Run a Document Contents with Fix on the 
Library.

Possible Cause: A user tried to start the GroupWise client as a resource, that is, using th
startup switch and specifying a resource rather than a user.

Action: None. The GroupWise client cannot be started as a resource. A valid us
must be used.

E513 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E514 Document version must be checked out and in by same user

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: User IDs do not match.
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Possible Cause: The user is attempting to check in or close a document version using a
different user ID than the one used to check it out. A document version m
be checked in or closed by the same user who checked it out or opened

Action: Log in to GroupWise as the user who checked out or opened the docum
version; then check in or close the document. Find out who originally chec
out or opened the document by checking the documents activity log.

E515 Cannot delete last version of document

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Cannot delete last version.

Action: Delete the entire document, not just the version.

E516 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E517 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E51A Worklist folder invalid

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: The Documents folder in the Folder List of the GroupWise client is invalid
missing.

Possible Cause: The GroupWise 5.5 POA is running for a post office that has been upda
5.5, but users have not yet run the GroupWise 5.5 client. The Document
folder is new in GroupWise 5.5 and is created automatically as each user 
the GroupWise 5.5 client for the first time. Therefore, it does not exist until
GroupWise 5.5 client has been run.

Action: None. Once each user starts the GroupWise 5.5 client and creates a 
Documents folder, the POA will no longer encounter the problem.

E51B Access to feature denied

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Access to requested feature denied.
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Possible Cause: The user is attempting to use a document management feature that is
available to this user on this library.

Action: If the user should be allowed to use this feature, grant the appropriate lib
membership rights.

E51C Disk space limit exceeded

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: The user has exceeded his limit of disk space in the library.

Possible Cause: The user is trying to add or modify a document and has run out of spac
library.

Action: The user must delete some documents or versions in order to free up di
space.

Action: Increase the amount of space available for the user.

E520 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E521 Invalid library ID

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Invalid library ID.

Action: Run Mailbox Library Maintenance or GWCHECK on the library with 
Analyze/| Fix and Verify Library marked.

E522 Library not empty

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Library not empty.

Possible Cause: GroupWise cannot perform the requested operation until the library is 

Action: Delete all documents from the library.

E523 Document not modified

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Document not modified.
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Possible Cause: The document has not been modified and does not need to be sent to th

Action: Make changes to the document; then save it.

E524 Document not available for synchronization to server

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Document not available for synchronization.

Possible Cause: The document is currently in use.

Action: Close the document.

Possible Cause: The document is archived.

Action: Restore the document.

E525 Cannot delete lookup table; it is not empty

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Lookup table not empty.

Possible Cause: Cannot delete the lookup table because it is not empty.

Action: Delete all entries from the lookup table, and then retry the operation.

E526 Cannot delete lookup table; it is in use

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Lookup table in use by a library.

Possible Cause: The lookup table cannot be deleted because it is being used by a libra

Action: Remove all library references to the lookup table; then retry the operatio

E527 Cannot create library; record already exists

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Library already exists.

Action: Use a unique library name to create the library.

E528 Cannot transfer data to server

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: Transport to server failed.
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Possible Cause: The system was unable to contact a needed server.

Action: Make sure the needed server is up and that all agents are functioning cor

E529 All document blob areas full

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: All BLOB areas are full.

Possible Cause: All of the areas that hold binary large objects (BLOBs) are full, so the s
was unable to create a new BLOB.

Action: Create a new library, or add disk space to the volume containing the BLO
area.

E52A Document not available

Source: GroupWise® engine; document management.

Explanation: The document cannot be restored because it is no longer available on d

Possible Cause: The document has been moved from the library archive to a backup m

Action: Move the document back into the library so it is available to users. To se
where the document belongs, right-click the document reference in the 
GroupWise client, select Properties | Version, and check the current loca
and current filename information.

E700 Invalid address book record

Source: GroupWise® engine; Personal Address Book.

Explanation: The POA could not access a user's Personal Address Book.

Possible Cause: The POA is attempting to perform nightly user upkeep for a new user w
not yet used the GroupWise client, which means that the Personal Addre
Book does not yet exist.

Action: None. Once the user starts the GroupWise client and sends or receives 
message, the Personal Address Book will be created and the POA will n
longer encounter the problem.

Action: If the error persists when the Personal Address Book already exists, see

E716 Personal Address Book memory error

Source: GroupWise® engine; Personal Address Book.
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Explanation: An action involving the Personal Address Book could not be performed 
to insufficient memory.

Action: Exit some programs so that more memory is available.

Action: Restart the server or workstation where the error is occurring.

E801 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E803 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E804 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E805 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E806 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E807 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E808 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E809 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E80C Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.
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E80D Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E80F Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E810 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E811 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E812 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E813 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E814 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E815 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E816 Insufficient rights to perform operation

Source: GroupWise® engine; object framework.

Explanation: Security access denied.

Possible Cause: User does not have rights to perform this operation on this object.

Action: Have the document owner grant necessary rights.

E818 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.
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E820 Invalid attribute value

Source: GroupWise® engine; object framework.

Explanation: Validation error when creating or updating a document.

Possible Cause: The user supplied a value for a document property that does not matc
valid values specified by the corresponding lookup table. For example, th
value was too large or too small.

Action: Retry the operation with valid values for document properties.

E821 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E823 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E824 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E82B Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E82C Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E82E Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E82F Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.

E848 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Exxx Unexpected error” on page 305.
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F0xx Memory error

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Generic QuickFinder memory error.

Action: Exit and restart the GroupWise client.

Action: Free up more memory before running the GroupWise client.

F0xx Database error

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Generic database error.

Action: Check, and if necessary repair, the database with Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance or GWCHECK.

F0xx File I/O error

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: The QuickFinder process used by the Find feature cannot access a req
file.

Possible Cause: The QuickFinder index is damaged.

Action: Rebuild the index of the database where the error occurs.

Possible Cause: The disk is full where the QuickFinder index is located, so the QuickFi
process cannot write more information to disk.

Action: Free up disk space.

Possible Cause: The user has insufficient rights to the location where the QuickFinder in
located.

Action: Check the access rights.

Action: In NetWare Administrator, set the proper user rights for all users in a pos
office or for an individual user. In the NetWare Administrator browser 
window, click a post office or User object; then select Tools | GroupWise
Utilities | Set Rights.

Fxxx Unexpected error

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.
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Explanation: An engine error has occurred for which GroupWise does not have a spe
error message.

Action: Exit and then restart the GroupWise client.

F1xx Cannot connect to remote server

Source: GroupWise® engine; NLM remote server connection table.

Explanation: GroupWise cannot connect to a remote server where needed informatio
located.

Possible Cause: The POA can no longer access the remote server where a document s
area is located.

Action: Make sure the remote server is running.

Action: Make sure the POA startup file contains the /USER and /PASSWORD or 
startup switches so the POA can log in to the remote server.

Action: Make sure the user the POA is logging in as has sufficient rights to acces
needed location on the remote server.

F000 Memory error

Explanation: See “F000 Memory error” on page 316.

F007 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F008 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F009 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.
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Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F00A End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F00B End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F00C End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F010 Search cancelled

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Search cancelled.

Action: Search was cancelled at user's request.

F012 File I/O error

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: The QuickFinder process used by the Find feature cannot access a req
file.

Possible Cause: The QuickFinder index is damaged.
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Action: Rebuild the index of the database where the error occurred.

Possible Cause: The disk is full where the QuickFinder index is located, so the QuickFin
process cannot write more information to disk.

Action: Free up disk space.

Possible Cause: The user has insufficient rights to the location where the QuickFinder in
located.

Action: Check access rights.

Action: In NetWare Administrator, set the proper user rights for all users in a pos
office or for an individual user. In the NetWare Administrator browser 
window, click a post office or User object; then select Tools | GroupWise
Utilities | Set Rights.

F013 Database error 

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F014 Database error 

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F016 Database error 

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F018 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F019 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.
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F01A End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F01B End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F01C End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F01D End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F01E End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F01F End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.
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Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F020 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F021 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F022 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F023 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F02A End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.
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F02D End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F02E End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F02F End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F030 End of command reached unexpectedly

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: Syntax was incorrectly entered while using the Find feature in the Group
client.

Action: Correct the query syntax; then retry the operation.

F037 Memory error

Explanation: See “F0xx Memory error” on page 315.

F03E Memory error

Explanation: See “F0xx Memory error” on page 315.

F045 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Fxxx Unexpected error” on page 315.
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F046 File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.

F047 File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.

F048 File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.

F049 File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.

F04A File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.

F04C File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.

F04D File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.

F04E File not found during QuickFinder indexing

Source: GroupWise® engine; QuickFinder.

Explanation: QuickFinder processing failed because a file was missing.

Possible Cause: QuickFinder indexes are damaged.

Action: Rebuild the damaged QuickFinder indexes. In the POA operations scree
press Ctrl+Shift+Q. Then update and compress the QuickFinder indexes
"Update QuickFinder Indexes in POA Monitoring and Control Tasks" in 
Chapter 1," Monitor the POA," in Book 2, Post Office Agent Configuration in 
the Agent Configuration Guide.

F04D File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.
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F050 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F051 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F052 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F056 Memory error

Explanation: See “F0xx Memory error” on page 315.

F060 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F061 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F062 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F063 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F064 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F065 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F066 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.
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F067 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F068 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F069 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F06A Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F06B Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F06C Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F06D Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F06E Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F06F Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F070 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F071 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.
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F072 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F073 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F074 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F075 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F076 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F077 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F078 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F079 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F07A Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F07B Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F07C Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.
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F07D Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F07E Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F07F Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F080 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F082 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F083 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F084 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F085 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F086 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F087 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F088 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.
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F089 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F08A Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F08B Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F08D Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F08E Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F08F Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F090 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F091 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F092 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F093 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F094 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.
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F095 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F096 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F097 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F098 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F099 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F09A Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F09B Memory error

Explanation: See “F0xx Memory error” on page 315.

F0A1 Memory error

Explanation: See “F0xx Memory error” on page 315.

F0B2 Memory error

Explanation: See “F0xx Memory error” on page 315.

F0B5 File I/O error

Explanation: See “F0xx File I/O error” on page 315.

F0B9 Unexpected error

Explanation: See “Fxxx Unexpected error” on page 315.
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F0BA Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F0BB Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F0BC Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F0BD Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F0BE Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F0BF Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F0C0 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F0C2 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F0C4 Database error

Explanation: See “F0xx Database error” on page 315.

F101 Database error

Explanation: See “F1xx Cannot connect to remote server” on page 316.

F102 Database error

Explanation: See “F1xx Cannot connect to remote server” on page 316.
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F103 Database error

Explanation: See “F1xx Cannot connect to remote server” on page 316.

F104 Database error

Explanation: See “F1xx Cannot connect to remote server” on page 316.

F105 Database error

Explanation: See “F1xx Cannot connect to remote server” on page 316.

F106 Database error

Explanation: See “F1xx Cannot connect to remote server” on page 316.

F107 Database error

Explanation: See “F1xx Cannot connect to remote server” on page 316.

F108 Database error

Explanation: See “F1xx Cannot connect to remote server” on page 316.

Access denied

Source: Message Transfer Agent; last closure reason.

Explanation: A domain or post office is closed because the MTA cannot access the da
(WPDOMAIN.DB or WPHOST.DB) in the facility.

Possible Cause: An MTA is already running against the domain database.

Action: Do not try to run more than one MTA for a domain.

Possible Cause: In a pre-GroupWise 5.5 post office, an MTA is still running for a post of
to provide a TCP/IP link with the domain.

Action: In GroupWise® 5.5, an MTA is not needed for a post office in order to se
a TCP/IP link between the post office and the domain.

Admin database cannot be recovered

Source: Message Transfer Agent; admin thread.

Explanation: An attempt to recover the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) has faile
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Possible Cause: The domain database requires repair beyond that which can be done w
use.

Action: Rebuild the domain database.

Administrator record not found in database

Source: Message Transfer Agent; admin thread.

Explanation: The MTA admin thread can send a message to an administrator in case
database errors. However, no administrator has been designated.

Possible Cause: No GroupWise administrator has been set up yet.

Action: Set up a GroupWise administrator to receive messages about database 

Action: To turn off administrator messages, use the /NOERRORMAIL switch wh
starting the MTA.

Agent record not found

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA object in the NDS tree is missing.

Possible Cause: When a domain is created, an MTA object is automatically created for 
might have been deleted.

Action: Check for the MTA object in the domain by double-clicking the domain obj
in the NDS browser.

Possible Cause: When running the MTA in a post office, an MTA object must be created 
post office manually.

Action: Create the missing MTA object in the post office.

Possible Cause: The domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) is damaged.

Action: Rebuild the domain from NetWare Administrator.

Authentication failed for object

Source: Message Transfer Agent; admin thread.

Explanation: The MTA admin thread attempted to process a record that has the wron
authentication key for the current GroupWise®  system.

Possible Cause: The record did not originate in the current GroupWise system, which is
possible security violation.
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Action: Someone is trying to tamper with the GroupWise system. Check system
security measures.

Cannot attach to server or volume

Source: Message Transfer Agent; last closure reason.

Explanation: A domain or post office is closed because the MTA cannot access the s
or volume where the domain or post office is located.

Possible Cause: The domain or post office is located on a different server from where the
is running and the MTA has not been configured with user information to
enable it to log in.

Action: Make sure the MTA startup file includes the /USER and /PASSWORD 
switches, or the /DN switch, so the MTA can log in to the remote server. M
sure the user and password information is correct and current. Make sur
information is formatted correctly. In some configurations, specify a 
distinguished name for the /USER switch rather than the common name

Action: If the MTA still cannot log in to the remote server after appropriate user 
information has been supplied, start the MTA with /tracelogin-2 to display
NetWare error codes that can be looked up in NetWare Administrator He

Possible Cause: The NLM MTA cannot log in to the server or workstation where a doma
post office is located because all available NetWare licenses are already i

Action: Increase the number of licenses on the server.

Cannot create conversion directory

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: On startup, the MTA cannot create the directory (MTACONV) where it 
performs GroupWise® 4.x/5.x conversions on message files.

Possible Cause: Insufficient disk space.

Action: Free up disk space so the MTA can function properly.

Cannot create file; disk logging turned off

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: Logging information to disk has been turned off because the MTA canno
create a new log file.
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Possible Cause: The agent cannot create a file in the location specified by the Log File 
setting on the Log Settings page for the agent in NetWare® Administrato
specified on the command line using the    /LOG startup switch.

Action: Make sure the location exists, or specify another location.

Action: Make sure the agent has rights to create files in the specified location.

Action: Make sure disk space is available in the specified location.

Cannot create new receiver thread

Source: Message Transfer Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The MTA cannot create a new receiver thread.

Possible Cause: Insufficient memory.

Action: Increase memory.

Cannot create or write files

Source: Message Transfer Agent; last closure reason.

Explanation: A domain or post office is closed because the MTA cannot write files int
output queue in the closed domain or post office.

Possible Cause: The user specified with the /USER switch in the MTA startup file does 
have sufficient rights to create files in the domain or post office directory.

Action: Make sure the user the MTA is logging in as has sufficient rights in the dom
or post office directory.

Possible Cause: The MTA cannot write message files across a mapped or UNC link into
MTA input queue in a closed domain (WPCSIN directory) or a closed po
office (WPCSIN\OFS directory), because the directory is inaccessible or
damaged.

Action: Make sure the input queue directory exists and that the MTA has sufficie
rights to create files there. If necessary and if the input queue subdirecto
are empty, exit the agent for the target location (MTA for the domain, POA
the post office), rename the input queue, and restart the agent (the resta
re-create the input queues).

Possible Cause: The server or workstation where the closed facility is located does not
sufficient disk space for the MTA to create message files.

Action: Free up disk space. On a NetWare server, a purge of deleted files might
needed to free up disk space.
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Possible Cause: The name of the domain directory contains more than eight characters

Action: Rename the domain directory. The MTA currently does not support long 
names.

Possible Cause: The network type specified for the domain is incorrect.

Action: Check the network type selected for the domain. In NetWare Administrat
right-click the domain, Details. Make sure it is correct for the MTA runnin
for the domain.

Cannot initialize domain database

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot access its domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB).

Possible Cause: The domain database has been damaged.

Action: Rebuild the domain database while connected to the primary domain.

Cannot initialize post office database

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot access the post office database (WPHOST.DB).

Possible Cause: The post office database has been damaged.

Action: Rebuild the post office database while connected to the domain to which
post office belongs.

Cannot load dialog

Source: GroupWise® agents for NT*.

Explanation: A GroupWise agent could not open another dialog box.

Action: Record the condition for which the error was encountered.

Cannot load viewer

Source: GroupWise® agents for NT.

Explanation: The GroupWise agent cannot run the program used to view agent log fil
edit agent startup files.

Possible Cause: The viewer program is not available on the current path or is incorrectl
specified.
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Action: The default viewer used by the agents is Notepad, which is typically availa
Change the viewer specification by selecting View Log Files in the agent
window and changing the information in the Viewer field. Check the view
and path specified in the View Log Files dialog box in the Agent window.

Cannot log in to directory

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot communicate with another domain or post office becau
cannot access the server where the domain or post office is located.

Possible Cause: The /USER and /PASSWORD switches do not provide the correct inform
for the MTA to log in to the server.

Action: Check the settings for the /USER and /PASSWORD switches in the comm
that starts the MTA. Make sure access to the server is available by loggin
with the username and password the MTA is trying to use.

Possible Cause: The server where the domain or post office is located is currently down

Action: Wait for the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that se

Action: See “Cannot attach to server or volume” on page 332.

Cannot move files

Source: Message Transfer Agent; last closure reason.

Explanation: The MTA cannot move message files from its input queue (WPCSIN) to
"in progress" queue (GWINPROG).

Explanation: Insufficient disk space on the server or workstation where the MSLOCA
directory structure is located.

Action: Free up disk space so the MTA has sufficient space to process message

Cannot open domain

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA in the local domain cannot contact the MTA in a different dom
in the GroupWise® system.

Possible Cause: Links between the domains are not set up correctly.

Action: Check the links between the domains.

Possible Cause: The local MTA cannot access the MTA input queue in the other domai
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Action: Check the directory structure of the closed domain.

Cannot open domain database

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot access the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB).

Possible Cause: The domain database has been damaged.

Action: Rebuild the domain database while connected to the primary domain.

Cannot open gateway

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot contact a gateway to which a message needs to be ro

Possible Cause: The MTA cannot access the gateway input queue under the WPGATE
directory.

Action: Check the directory structure of the closed gateway.

Cannot open post office

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot contact the POA in one of the local post offices.

Possible Cause: The MTA cannot access the POA input queue in the post office.

Action: Check the directory structure of the closed post office and check file sys
rights to the WPCSOUT and WPCSIN directories and their subdirectorie

Cannot open post office database

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot access one of its post office databases (WPHOST.DB)

Possible Cause: The post office database has been damaged.

Action: Rebuild the post office database while connected to the domain that the
office belongs to.

Cannot read domain database

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot access its domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB).
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Possible Cause: The domain database has been damaged.

Action: Rebuild the domain database while connected to the primary domain.

Cannot read post office database

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot access the post office database (WPHOST.DB).

Possible Cause: The post office database has been damaged.

Action: Rebuild the post office database while connected to the domain that own
post office.

Cannot register with SNMP agent

Source: GroupWise® agents.

Explanation: A GroupWise agent is unable to contact the SNMP agent on the server 
workstation where the agent is running.

Possible Cause: SNMP has not been installed and set up properly on the server or work

Action: Install SNMP as required by the server or workstation operating system.

Cannot retrieve TCP/IP address

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA is configured for GWMTP between GroupWise® systems, but
MTA cannot find the IDomain name of the destination system.

Possible Cause: GWMTP is not properly set up between the two GroupWise systems.

Action: Correct any problems in the setup of links between the two systems. En
that the DNS records for both domains have been created on their respe
systems.

Cannot write to file; disk logging turned off

Source: GroupWise® agents.

Explanation: Logging information to disk has been turned off because the agent can 
longer write to the current log file.

Possible Cause: If the log file is located on a server other than the one where the agent
running, that server might be down.
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Action: Wait for the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that se
When the server comes back up, the agent will resume disk logging.

Possible Cause: The log file has been damaged so the agent can no longer write to it.

Action: Remove the damaged log file and turn disk logging back on in the agent’s
Settings page in NetWare Administrator. The agent will create a new log 
As an alternative, use Cycle Log to start a new log file.

Circular transfer domain link

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot route a message to the domain it is addressed to beca
available indirect links create a circular reference.

Possible Cause: Links between domains in the GroupWise® system are not set up corr

Action: Check and, if necessary, adjust the indirect links between domains in the
GroupWise system. In multiple domain systems, there must be at least o
direct link for each domain.

Closed for inbound traffic

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA is not accepting inbound connections on its TCP/IP link.

Possible Cause: The MTA has been manually suspended.

Action: Resume the MTA for the facility.

Possible Cause: If multiple MTAs are running on the same server, the same TCP port mi
in use by more than one MTA. On a NetWare server, the message "Waitin
busy listen socket to become available" would appear.

Action: Check the setup of the MTAs. Make sure each MTA is using a unique po

Database language updated; rebuild database

Source: Message Transfer Agent; admin thread.

Explanation: The database needs to be rebuilt because the language has been chan
which changes the sort order of the users listed in the database.

Action: Rebuild the database.
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Disk full; disk logging turned off

Source: GroupWise® agents.

Explanation: Logging information to disk has been turned off because there is insuffic
disk space to continue writing to the agent log file.

Action: Free up disk space. The agent should resume disk logging once disk sp
available. To ensure that disk logging has resumed, check the Logging L
setting in the Log Settings page for the agent in NetWare Administrator.

Action: Specify a different location for log files where sufficient disk space is 
available.

Domain database not found

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot access a domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) in the 
directory specified by the /HOME switch.

Possible Cause: The MTA has been able to access the directory specified by the /HOM
switch, but it cannot locate a valid domain database in that directory.

Action: Make sure the location provided by the /HOME startup switch specifies a
valid domain directory. This directory will contain the WPDOMAIN.DB file

Domain now closed

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA has lost its connection to a domain with which it could previou
communicate.

Possible Cause: The server where the domain is located is currently down.

Action: Wait for the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that se

Possible Cause: If using TCP/IP communication between domains, TCP/IP might be do

Action: Make sure TCP/IP is running in both domains.

Action: Check the Last Closure Reason from the MTA for the closed domain.

Domain record not found

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot find the domain record in the domain database 
(WPDOMAIN.DB).
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Possible Cause: The domain database is damaged.

Action: Rebuild the domain database while connected to the primary domain.

Error validating post office members

Source: Message Transfer Agent, NDS user synchronization.

Explanation: When attempting NDS user synchronization, the MTA could not access
user information stored in NDS.

Action: Look up the NetWare error code that accompanies this error in NetWare
Administrator Help.

Possible Cause: The MTA does not have sufficient rights to access the user information
NDS.

Action: Make sure the MTA is properly set up to perform NDS user synchronizat
and has access to User objects for which it is synchronizing.

Expired en route

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA was unable to deliver a message because it passed through t
maximum of 15 hops without reaching its destination.

Possible Cause: Links between domains are not set up correctly.

Action: Check the links between domains. Look for a more efficient route.

Possible Cause: In a mixed GroupWise® 4.1/5.x system, the MTA in a GroupWise 5.x domain 
is not properly configured to route messages to GroupWise 4.1 post offic

Action: Start the MTA in the GroupWise 5.x domain with the /CONVERT4x switch.

File not found

Source: Message Transfer Agent; operations screen.

Explanation: From the operations screen, an attempt was made to edit or view either
MTA log file or startup file, and the MTA cannot access it.

Action: Verify the existence and rights to the file.

Gateway now closed

Source: Message Transfer Agent.
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Explanation: The MTA has lost its connection to a gateway with which it could previou
communicate.

Possible Cause: The server where the gateway is located is currently down.

Action: Wait for the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that se

Host refused connection

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA is configured to communicate with another MTA or a POA by w
of TCP/IP. The server or workstation where the other MTA or the POA is
located has refused the MTA's request for a connection.

Action: Check the TCP/IP configuration of the server or workstation to which the
MTA must connect.

Action: Increase the time-out period for response if the link is slow. The default va
/TCPWAITCONNECT=5 and /TCPWAITDATA=20 are listed.

IDomain now closed

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA has lost its connection to a domain with which it could previou
communicate across the Internet.

Possible Cause: The server where the domain is located is currently down.

Action: Wait for the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that se

Action: Make sure the Internet link between domains is set up correctly.

Incompatible GWENN2.NLM; MTA cannot proceed

Source: Message Transfer Agent NLM.

Explanation: The MTA cannot start because the agent engine (GWENN2.NLM) is no
compatible with the MTA itself (GWMTA.NLM).

Possible Cause: Some agent files have been updated, but the update is not complete.

Action: When updating the agents, make sure all agent files are installed.

Possible Cause: The agent engine (GWENN2.NLM) was not unloaded prior to updating
agent software. The new engine will not load until the old one has been 
unloaded from the console.
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Action: After exiting all the agents, unload the GWENN2.NLM; then reload the 
agents.

Incompatible GWENV1A.DLL; MTA cannot proceed

Source: Message Transfer Agent for NT*.

Explanation: The MTA cannot start because the agent engine (GWENV1A.EXE) is n
compatible with the MTA itself (GWMTA.EXE).

Possible Cause: Some agent files have been updated, but the update is not complete.

Action: When updating the agents, make sure all agent files are installed.

Insufficient disk space

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA does not have sufficient disk space to write files into its input que
or holding queues. The MTA requires at least 1 MB of free disk space to

Possible Cause: One or more facilities are closed, resulting in a backlog of messages in
MTA holding queues in the directory.

Action: Resolve the problems with the closed facilities so that normal message f
resumes.

Possible Cause: Other programs running on the same server with the MTA have used u
available disk space.

Action: Free up disk space so the MTA can continue processing messages. To h
locate where more disk space is required, check the MTA log file to see w
queue the MTA can no longer write to.

Possible Cause: The MTA cannot write message files across a mapped or UNC link into
MTA input queue in a closed domain (WPCSIN directory) or a closed po
office (WPCSIN\OFS directory) because the directory is damaged.

Action: If the input queue subdirectories are empty, exit the agent on the target a
(MTA for the domain and POA for the post office), rename the original inp
queue directory, and then restart the agent to re-create the input and/or o
queues.

Insufficient memory

Source: GroupWise® agents.
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Explanation: Not enough memory is available for one of the GroupWise agents to fun
properly.

Possible Cause: If the GroupWise agent cannot start, the agent might be loading in an 
environment where too few system resources are available.

Action: Stop some other programs on the server or workstation to free up memor
use by the GroupWise agent.

Action: Add memory to the server or workstation to accommodate the GroupWis
agent along with other existing programs.

Action: Select a different server or workstation to run the GroupWise agent on, w
adequate resources are available.

Possible Cause: If the GroupWise agent starts successfully and then encounters a mem
error later during otherwise normal processing, some other program on t
server or workstation, or another agent thread, might have temporarily us
large quantity of memory.

Action: Wait to see if the memory problem resolves itself. The GroupWise agent 
retry its operations and should succeed when the other program has rele
some memory.

Action: If the GroupWise agent starts successfully but frequently encounters mem
errors during later processing, treat the situation as if the agent cannot sta
see the recommended actions above.

Insufficient system resources

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA was unable to start another thread.

Possible Cause: Insufficient memory.

Action: If the problem does not resolve itself in a short time, see “Insufficient 
memory” on page 342.

Insufficient system resources for inbound connection

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot start a receiver thread.

Possible Cause: Insufficient memory.

Action: If the problem does not resolve itself in a short time, see “Insufficient 
memory” on page 342.
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Internet mail (to address) is undeliverable because no default GWIA is configured

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: A message addressed to a user across the Internet cannot be delivered

Possible Cause: A default GroupWise® Internet Agent has not been configured.

Action: Designate a default GWIA. The client will try to first resolve the message
locally. Next, the MTA will try to resolve it locally, and then the MTA will try
to resolve it directly via IDomains. Last of all, the client will move the 
message to the default GWIA to resolve it through the Internet.

Invalid /log switch

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot use the location specified by the /LOG startup switch to s
its log files.

Possible Cause: The location specified by the /LOG startup switch does not exist.

Action: Check and, if necessary, change the location specified by the /LOG start
switch when starting the MTA. If the /LOG switch is not specified, it defau
to the MSLOCAL directory in the directory specified by the /WORK switc
or to the domain directory when no /WORK switch is used.

Possible Cause: The location specified by the /LOG startup switch is on a server that is
currently not available.

Action: Check the status of the server where the specified directory is located. Wa
the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that server.

Action: To avoid this problem, set the /LOG switch to a location local to where th
MTA is running.

Invalid /work switch

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot use the location specified by the /WORK startup switch
its MSLOCAL directory.

Possible Cause: The location specified by the /WORK startup switch does not exist.

Action: Check and, if necessary, change the location specified by the /WORK sta
switch when starting the MTA. If the /WORK switch is not specified, MTA
defaults to the domain directory.
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Possible Cause: The location specified by the /WORK startup switch is on a server that
currently not available.

Action: Check the status of the server where the specified directory is located. Wa
the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that server.

Action: To avoid this problem, set the /WORK switch to a location local to where 
MTA is running.

Link or transport down

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA is using TCP/IP to communicate with the MTA in another doma
and the MTA in the other domain is not responding.

Possible Cause: The MTA in the other domain is not properly set up for TCP/IP 
communication.

Action: Check the setup of the MTA in the other domain.

Logging permanently suspended; insufficient memory

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA could not start a new thread for disk logging. Therefore, disk 
logging has been turned off.

Possible Cause: Insufficient memory.

Action: See “Insufficient memory” on page 342. Once sufficient memory is available,
turn disk logging back on in the agent’s Log Settings page in NetWare® 
Administrator.

Login not completed; timed out

Source: Message Transfer Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: An MTA or POA started to request TCP/IP communication from the MTA 
stopped responding in the middle of the login process.

Possible Cause: The server or workstation where the other agent was running went dow

Action: Check the status of the other server or workstation. Reboot if necessary

Maximum number of inbound connections reached

Source: Message Transfer Agent.
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Explanation: The MTA could not start another thread for an inbound connection.

Possible Cause: The maximum number of inbound connections as specified by the /
TCPINBOUND startup switch has been reached. The default is 40 inbou
connections.

Action: Increase the setting of the /TCPINBOUND switch to allow for more inbou
connections. There is no maximum number of inbound connections. They
limited only by available system resources. Because they take up system
resources, do not set an unnecessarily high limit.

No post offices found

Source: Message Transfer Agent; NDS user synchronization.

Explanation: The MTA has been configured to perform NDS user synchronization for
domain, such as a routing domain, which has no post offices and, hence
users.

Action: Remove the domain from the list of domains for which NDS user 
synchronization should be performed.

No response from peer

Source: Message Transfer Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The MTA is attempting to communicate with another MTA or a POA by w
of TCP/IP, but the other agent does not answer.

Possible Cause: The server or workstation where the other MTA or the POA is located is 

Action: Check the status of the other server or workstation. Reboot if necessary.

Action: Make sure the server or workstation of the other agent has been configu
correctly with TCP/IP and is running the TCP/IP stack.

No sender IDomain; Internet address lookup not attempted

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The address the MTA is trying to resolve does not contain IDomain 
information.

Possible Cause: The MTA is configured for GWMTP between GroupWise systems, but 
link is not set up properly.

Action: Correct any problems in the setup of links between the two systems.
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Action: If the message is destined for a non-GroupWise system across the Inter
will be routed through the GroupWise Internet Agent. No action is require
provided a default GWIA has been designated.

Path not configured

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: Path information for links between domains is missing.

Possible Cause: Links between domains are not set up correctly.

Action: Check the links between domains.

Path to domain database (/home) invalid or blocked

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot access the domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) in the 
directory specified by the /HOME switch.

Possible Cause: The location specified by the /HOME startup switch does not exist.

Action: Check and, if necessary, change the location specified by the /HOME sta
switch when starting the MTA. It must specify the domain directory.

Possible Cause: The location specified by the /HOME startup switch is on a server that
currently not available.

Action: Check the status of the server where the specified directory is located. Wa
the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that server.

Possible Cause: If running the MTA on an NT workstation, the location might be on a se
or workstation that is not currently mapped.

Action: Make sure the workstation where the MTA is running has a drive mappe
the domain directory on the server or workstation where the domain is loc
if the link type is a drive mapping.

Action: See also “Cannot attach to server or volume” on page 332.

Post office now closed

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA has lost its connection to a post office with which it could previou
communicate.

Possible Cause: The server where the post office is located is currently down.
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Action: Wait for the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that se

Possible Cause: If using TCP/IP communication between post offices, TCP/IP might be 

Action: Make sure TCP/IP is running in both post offices.

Received unsupported request; request ignored

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA received an administrative message from GroupWise® 
Administrator that it could not respond to.

Possible Cause: GroupWise Administrator has been updated, but the GroupWise agent
software has not yet been updated.

Action: Install the latest version of the GroupWise agent software.

Required startup switch (/home) missing

Source: GroupWise® agents.

Explanation: The MTA cannot start without a /HOME switch specifying the domain 
directory.

Possible Cause: The /HOME switch has not been provided in the command to start the

Action: Add the /HOME switch to the command to start the MTA.

Possible Cause: The agent was not able to access the startup file where the /HOME swit
specified.

Action: Make sure the startup file exists.

Startup file not found

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot start because it cannot locate or read its startup file.

Possible Cause: The name of the startup file as provided in the command to start the M
incorrect.

Action: Make sure the name of the startup file is provided or that it is specified 
correctly in the GRPWISE.NCF file.

Possible Cause: The startup file is not located on the current path.

Action: Specify the full path to the startup file in the command to start the MTA.
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Target queue temporarily locked

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA is in the process of clearing out a backlog of messages and is
accepting any additional messages into its queues. The MTA processes
existing messages first, before processing new messages, so that mess
arrive in the order in which they were sent.

Possible Cause: The backlog of messages might have been caused by one or more clo
facilities in the domain.

Action: Wait until the backlog clears; then the MTA will resume its regular process
of new messages. Backlogged messages are stored in the MSLOCAL 
directory.

Timed out waiting for end-of-file confirmation

Source: Message Transfer Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The MTA is configured to communicate with another MTA or a POA by w
of TCP/IP. The other agent has stopped responding in the middle of a 
communication.

Possible Cause: The other agent is running on an overburdened server or workstation, 
cannot respond to the MTA in a timely manner.

Action: Add resources to the other agent's server or workstation so the other age
function properly.

Action: Increase the time-out period of the TCP/IP packets by using the                     
/TCPWAITCONNECT and /TCPWAITDATA switches. The default values
are 5 and 20 seconds, respectively.

Action: Move the other agent to a different server or workstation where more 
resources are available.

Possible Cause: The server or workstation where the other agent is running has gone d

Action: Check the status of the other agent's server or workstation. Reboot if 
necessary.

Transfer domain not found

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA cannot locate the domain to which a message is addressed, n
it locate an indirect link to that domain.
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Possible Cause: Links between domains in the GroupWise system are not set up corre

Action: Check and, if necessary, adjust the indirect links between domains in the
GroupWise system.

Unable to initialize message log database

Source: Message Transfer Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The MTA was unable to create the database where it stores information 
messages waiting for processing in its "in progress" (GWINPROG) queu
The MSGLOG subdirectory of MSLOCAL cannot be created.

Possible Cause: Insufficient disk space.

Action: Free up disk space on the server or workstation where the MTA runs.

Unable to open connection; no response

Source: Message Transfer Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The MTA is attempting to communicate with another MTA or a POA by w
of TCP/IP, but the other agent does not answer.

Possible Cause: The server or workstation where the other MTA or the POA is located is 

Action: Check the status of the other server or workstation. Reboot if necessary.

Undefined link

Source: Message Transfer Agent; last closure reason.

Explanation: MTAs cannot communicate because no link has been established betw
them.

Action: Configure a link between the MTAs.

Unknown connection header received

Source: Message Transfer Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The MTA received a request for a TCP/IP connection from a process ot
than a GroupWise® agent.

Possible Cause: Some non-GroupWise program on the server or workstation where the
is running is configured to send packets to the port the MTA is configured
listen on.
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Action: Check the network address information of the MTA. Make sure no other
programs on the server or workstation besides GroupWise agents are 
configured to use this port.

Unknown destination

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The MTA is unable to route a message because it does not recognize th
domain to which it is addressed.

Possible Cause: The sender manually typed in an invalid address.

Action: Have the user select the recipient from the Address Book and then resen
message.

Possible Cause: During a reconfiguration of the system, a user has addressed a messa
location that either no longer exists or does not exist yet, because the 
reconfiguration information has not yet been replicated throughout the 
GroupWise® system.

Action: Wait until replication is complete. The MTA will retry the operation.

Possible Cause: The message has been damaged so that the destination information is
longer readable.

Action: Remove the damaged message from the MTA input queue so it can pro
subsequent messages. Have the user resend the message.

Unsupported 3.1 domain

Source: Message Transfer Agent.

Explanation: The GroupWise® 5.x MTA cannot run in a WordPerfect Office 3.1 domain.

Action: Run the WP Office 3.1 Message Server in the 3.1 domain. To communic
between WP Office 3.1 and GroupWise 5, a GroupWise 4.1 domain is 
required. An upgrade from WP Office 3.1 to GroupWise 5 cannot be done
retain users' mail and appointments, an upgrade to GroupWise 4.1 must
done first.

Waiting for busy listen socket to become available

Source: Message Transfer Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The TCP port the MTA is configured to listen on is already in use by ano
program.
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Possible Cause: Another MTA is already running on the server or workstation where this
is being started.

Action: Configure this MTA to use a different TCP port.

Admin database for <post office> cannot be recovered

Source: Post Office Agent; admin thread.

Explanation: An attempt to recover the post office database (WPHOST.DB) has faile

Possible Cause: The post office database requires repair beyond that which can be don
in use.

Action: Rebuild the post office database while connected to the domain that owns
post office.

Administrator record not found in database

Source: Post Office Agent; admin thread.

Explanation: The POA admin thread can send a message to an administrator in case
database errors. However, no administrator has been designated.

Possible Cause: No GroupWise® administrator has been set up yet.

Action: Set up a GroupWise administrator to receive messages about database 

Action: Use the /NOERRORMAIL switch when starting the POA to turn off 
administrator messages.

Application connection table full

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication and it has run out of 
application connections.

Possible Cause: The POA is very busy.

Action: Increase the number of application connections configured for the POA. T
exit and restart the POA.

Authentication failed for object

Source: Post Office Agent; admin thread.

Explanation: The POA admin thread attempted to process a record that has the wron
authentication key for the current GroupWise® system.
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Possible Cause: The record did not originate in the current GroupWise system, which is
possible security violation.

Action: If this continues to happen, someone might be trying to tamper with the 
GroupWise system. Check the system security.

Cannot access remote post office; retrying

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA can no longer access its post office.

Possible Cause: The server where the post office is located is currently down.

Action: Wait for the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that se

Cannot add another message handler

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The maximum number of message handler threads for the POA is 30. M
message handler threads cannot be created for this POA.

Action: Another POA for the post office can be loaded on the same server if the s
has sufficient resources; however, this is not recommended. Another POA
the post office on a different server can be loaded if the network can han
the additional traffic.

Cannot change all configuration options

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: POA configuration settings have been changed in NetWare® Administra
but some cannot be put into effect until the POA is restarted.

Action: Exit and restart the POA.

Cannot create file; disk logging turned off

Source: GroupWise® agents.

Explanation: Logging information to disk has been turned off because the agent cann
create a new log file.

Possible Cause: The agent cannot create a file in the location specified by the Log File 
setting on the agent’s Log Settings page in NetWare Administrator or in t
location specified on the command line using the /LOG startup switch.
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Action: Make sure the location exists, or specify a more appropriate location.

Action: Make sure the agent has rights to create files in the specified location. T
determine the specific problem the POA is encountering, start the POA u
the /RIGHTS switch.

Action: Make sure the specified location has available disk space.

Cannot load dialog

Source: GroupWise® agents for NT*.

Explanation: A GroupWise agent could not open another dialog.

Action: Record the conditions under which the error was encountered.

Cannot load viewer

Source: GroupWise® agents for NT.

Explanation: The GroupWise agent cannot run the program used to view agent log fil
edit agent startup files.

Possible Cause: The viewer program is not available on the current path or is incorrectl
specified.

Action: The default viewer used by the agents is Notepad, which is typically availa
Change the viewer specification by selecting View Log Files in the agent
window and changing the information in the Viewer field. Check the view
and path specified in the View Log Files dialog in the Agent window.

Cannot redirect user; host configuration missing

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The GroupWise® client is attempting to contact the POA in client/server
mode, but the POA is not set up for client/server communication.

Action: Set up the POA for client/server communication.

Action: Run the GroupWise client in direct mode instead of client/server mode a
provide the client with the path to the post office (/ph-path to post office).

Cannot remove document storage area

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA cannot delete the document storage area.
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Possible Cause: The library database is damaged; consequently, the POA cannot read
information necessary to delete the storage area.

Action: Repair the library and use GWCHECK with the Remove Deleted Storage
Area action.

Cannot write to file; disk logging turned off

Source: GroupWise® agents.

Explanation: Logging of information to disk has been turned off because the agent ca
longer write to the current log file.

Possible Cause: If the log file is located on a server other than the one where the agent
running, that server might be down.

Action: Wait for the server to come back up, or contact the administrator of that se
When the server comes back up, the agent will resume disk logging.

Possible Cause: The log file has been damaged so the agent can no longer write to it.

Action: Remove the damaged log file and turn disk logging back on in the agent’s
Settings page in NetWare Administrator. The agent will create a new log 
As an alternative, use Cycle Log to start a new log file.

Client/server login failed; user ID missing

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA cannot communicate with a GroupWise® client process that i
requesting services because the client is not providing a user ID.

Possible Cause: The GroupWise client was not started with the needed user ID informa

Action: Use the /@U startup switch to make sure the client has the correct user 
information.

Configured address might not match actual address

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication, but a mismatch of IP
addresses has been detected.

Possible Cause: DNS is not currently available, so the POA is unable to resolve a host 
into its IP address.

Action: Make sure DNS is functioning correctly. Or, specify the IP address instea
the host name when configuring the POA.
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Possible Cause: The POA is running on a server or workstation with multiple IP addresse
has been configured to use an IP address other than the first one.

Action: On a server or workstation with multiple IP addresses, the POA must be
configured to use the first IP address. It cannot detect the other IP addre

Possible Cause: The POA was started with the wrong /NAME switch setting. As a resul
POA is associated with the wrong configuration information.

Action: Make sure the /NAME switch setting specifies the correct POA configurat

Possible Cause: TCP/IP is not set up correctly on the server or workstation where the P
running.

Action: Make sure TCP/IP is set up correctly.

Possible Cause: The server or workstation the agent is running on has obtained the IP a
from the DHCP server, and the server has issued a different address.

Action: Novell recommends that the server or workstation be assigned a static IP
address.

Connection to remote storage area lost

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA has lost its connection to the server where a document storag
is located.

Possible Cause: The server where the document storage area is located is down.

Action: Wait for the server to come back up. The POA will reconnect automatica
when the server is available again.

Action: Contact the administrator of that server.

Database language updated; rebuild database

Source: Post Office Agent; admin thread.

Explanation: The post office database (WPHOST.DB) needs to be rebuilt because th
language has been changed, which changes the sort order of the users lis
the database.

Action: Rebuild the post office database while connected to the owning domain.

Disk full; disk logging turned off

Source: GroupWise® agents.
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Explanation: Logging information to disk has been turned off because there is insuffi
disk space to continue writing to the agent log file.

Action: Free up disk space. The agent should resume disk logging once disk sp
available. To ensure that disk logging has resumed, check the Logging L
setting in the agent’s Log Settings page in NetWare Administrator.

Action: Specify a different location for log files. Make sure sufficient disk space i
available.

Error creating...

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication. The TCP agent migh
display a large number of error messages that begin with "Error creating

Possible Cause: Insufficient memory.

Action: See “Insufficient memory” on page 359.

Error initializing communications protocol

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication but is unable to estab
TCP/IP communication.

Possible Cause: TCP/IP is not set up correctly on the server or workstation where the P
running.

Action: Make sure TCP/IP is set up correctly.

Error listening for connection

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication but is unable to conn

Possible Cause: TCP/IP is not set up correctly on the server or workstation where the P
running.

Action: Make sure TCP/IP is set up correctly.

Possible Cause: Insufficient memory.

Action: See “8555 Port in use” on page 222.
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Error opening listener port

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication, but the port it is 
configured to listen on is already being used by another program.

Action: See “Listen port already in use” on page 360.

Error putting item in queue

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The TCP threads are not keeping up with the current workload.

Action: Increase the number of TCP handler threads for the POA.

File I/O error

Source: GroupWise® agents.

Explanation: A GroupWise agent cannot access a required file.

Possible Cause: The agent cannot read its startup file.

Action: Check the existence, integrity, and rights of the startup file specified in th
command to start the agent.

Possible Cause: The agent cannot view its log file.

Action: Check the existence, integrity, and rights of the agent log file.

GroupWise 5.x POA cannot run for this post office

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: Cannot run the GroupWise® 5.x POA in a GroupWise 4.1 or lower post office

Action: Run the GroupWise 4.1 OFS process in a GroupWise 4.1 post office.

Action: Migrate the GroupWise 4.1 post office to GroupWise 5.x. See the Migration 
Guide.

Help file not found

Source: GroupWise® agents for NT.

Explanation: The Help file for the agent is not available.

Action: Make sure the latest version of the agent software is properly installed. 
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Host refused connection

Source: Post Office Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The POA is configured to communicate with the MTA by way of TCP/IP. T
server or workstation where the MTA is located has refused the POA's req
for a connection.

Action: Check the TCP/IP configuration of the server or workstation to which the
POA must connect.

Inbound connection limit reached

Source: Post Office Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The POA is configured to communicate with the MTA by way of TCP/IP. T
POA has reached the maximum number of inbound connections.

Action: None. Connections are automatically released and reopened as process
continues.

Insufficient disk space for QuickFinder indexing

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA requires at least 20 MB of free disk space to perform QuickFin
indexing. A warning appears when disk space drops below 30 MB. This e
appears when free disk space drops below 20 MB. The POA performs 
QuickFinder indexing as specified by the QuickFinder Update Interval set
on the POA Agent Settings page in NetWare Administrator or as specifie
using the /QFINTERVAL startup switch.

Action: Make sure sufficient free disk space is available on the server where the 
is running by the next time the POA needs to perform QuickFinder index

Insufficient memory

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: Not enough memory is available for the POA to function properly.

Possible Cause: If the GroupWise® agent cannot start, available system resources mig
insufficient.

Action: Stop some other programs on the server or workstation to free up memor
use by the POA.
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Action: Add memory to the server or workstation to accommodate the POA along
other existing programs.

Action: Select a different server or workstation that has adequate resources and r
POA there instead.

Possible Cause: If the POA starts successfully and then encounters a memory error later
otherwise normal processing, some other program on the server or 
workstation, or another agent thread, might have temporarily used a larg
quantity of memory.

Action: Wait to see if the memory problem resolves itself. The POA will retry its 
operations and should succeed when the other program has released so
memory.

Action: The number of POA threads can be reduced, which reduces the memory
requirements for the POA. The change can also be made in NetWare 
Administrator by reducing the Message Handler Threads and/or TCP Han
Threads settings.

Action: If the POA starts successfully but frequently encounters memory errors du
later processing, treat the situation as if the POA cannot start and see th
recommended actions above.

Internal UDP port unusable

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication, but the POA cannot 
access the UDP port of the server or workstation where it is trying to run

Possible Cause: TCP/IP is not set up correctly on the server or workstation where the P
running.

Action: Make sure TCP/IP is set up correctly.

Listen port already in use

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication, but the port the POA
configured to listen on is already being used by another program.

Action: See “8555 Port in use” on page 222.

Low disk space warning for QuickFinder indexing

Source: Post Office Agent.
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Explanation: The POA requires at least 20 MB of free disk space to perform QuickFin
indexing. This warning appears when disk space drops below 30 MB. Th
POA performs QuickFinder indexing as specified by the QuickFinder Upd
Interval setting on the POA Agent Settings page in NetWare Administrato
as specified using the /QFINTERVAL startup switch.

Action: To eliminate the warning, free up disk space on the server where the PO
running.

Machine appears to have TCP/IP incorrectly configured

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication, but the POA is unab
determine the IP address of the server or workstation where it is attempti
run.

Possible Cause: TCP/IP is not set up correctly on the server or workstation where the P
running.

Action: Make sure TCP/IP is set up correctly, including assignment of an IP add

Physical connection table full

Source: Post Office Agent; TCP agent.

Explanation: The POA is configured for TCP/IP communication, but the POA has run
of physical connections.

Possible Cause: The POA is very busy.

Action: Increase the number of physical connections configured for the POA. Th
exit and restart the POA.

Possibly damaged blob in database

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: During indexing, the POA has encountered a BLOB file that it could not
process.

Possible Cause: The BLOB file is damaged.

Action: Restore the BLOB file from backup.

Action: If the damaged BLOB file cannot be restored, delete it to eliminate the e
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Possibly dangerous message; temporarily suspending dispatcher

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: No additional message file processor threads will be started until proces
of the current message file has been completed. The current message fi
flagged as having caused the POA to shut down in a previous processin
attempt.

Possible Cause: The current message file is damaged.

Action: If all existing message file processor threads successfully process their 
message files, the POA will resume normal processing. No action is nece

Action: If processing of a message file causes the POA to shut down, do not pu
message files from the PROBLEM directory back into the POA input que
Restart the POA.

Timed out waiting for end-of-file confirmation

Source: Post Office Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The POA is configured to communicate with the MTA by way of TCP/IP. T
MTA has stopped responding in the middle of a communication.

Possible Cause: The MTA is running on an overburdened server or workstation, so it ca
respond to the POA in a timely manner.

Action: Add resources to the MTA server or workstation so the MTA can function
properly.

Action: Move the MTA to a different server or workstation where more resources
available.

Possible Cause: The server or workstation where the MTA is running has gone down.

Action: Check the status of the MTA server or workstation. Reboot if necessary.

Transport header build failed

Source: Post Office Agent; message transfer protocol.

Explanation: The POA is configured to communicate with the MTA by way of TCP/IP. T
POA was unable to create a packet of information to send to the MTA.

Possible Cause: Insufficient memory.

Action: See “Insufficient memory” on page 359.
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/user switch required to access remote post office

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA cannot access its post office because the POA cannot log in t
server where the post office is located.

Possible Cause: The POA has not been started with the /USER switch.

Action: Include the /USER and /PASSWORD switches when the POA needs to ac
a post office on a remote server.

Windows NT version 3.50; TCP/IP might not function

Source: Post Office Agent.

Explanation: The POA might not be able to successfully use the TCP/IP capabilities 
Windows NT 3.50.

Action: Upgrade to at least Windows NT 3.51.

01 Memory initialization error

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: Insufficient memory to run GWCHECK.

Action: Run GWCHECK where adequate memory is available.

02 WPHOST.DB database read error description ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot access the post office database (WPHOST.DB) for 
Address Book information.

Action: In NetWare® Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

03 Record read error (engine error code)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot read records from the post office database 
(WPHOST.DB).

Action: In NetWare Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.
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04 User record (nn) has no DS_HOST_NAME

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered an invalid user record in the post office databa
(WPHOST.DB).

Action: In NetWare Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

05 User record (nn) has no DS_OBJ_TYPE

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered an invalid user record in the post office databa
(WPHOST.DB).

Action: In NetWare Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

06 User record (nn) has no DS_FID

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered an invalid user record in the post office databa
(WPHOST.DB).

Action: In NetWare Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

07 User record (nn) has no DS_USER_NETID

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered an invalid user record in the post office databa
(WPHOST.DB).

Action: In NetWare Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

08 User database read error (database) ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot read records from the specified user database 
(USER.DB).

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the user database.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.
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09 Message database read error (database) ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot read records from the specified message database 
(MSG<0-24>.DB).

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the message database by supp
the name of the message database, such as MSG12.DB, in the User/Re
field.

Action: If the message database cannot be repaired, manually restore it from ba

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

10 Message record (nn) read error

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot read a specific record in a message database (MSG
24>.DB).

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the message database by supp
the name of the message database, such as MSG12.DB, in the User/Re
field.

Action: If the message database cannot be repaired, manually restore it from ba

11 Unable to start database transaction (error description) ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: The specified database is locked or otherwise inaccessible.

Action: Retry. There might have been a timing problem with another database u

Action: See if another program, such as the POA, has the database open with exc
access and has hung with the database open.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

12 Record (nn) failed commit (error description) ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot write a modified record back to the database.

Action: Retry. There might have been a timing problem with another database u
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Action: See if another program, such as the POA, has the database open with exc
access and has hung with the database open.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

13 Record (nn) failed modify (error description) ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot write a modified record back to the database.

Possible Cause: The record is unavailable. Another user has the record locked.

Action: Retry. There might have been a timing problem with another database u

Action: See if another program, such as the POA, has the database open with exc
access and has hung with the database open.

Possible Cause: The record is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the database.

Action: If the database cannot be repaired, manually restore it from backup.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

14 Record delete (nn) failed commit (error description) ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot delete a record from the database.

Possible Cause: The record is unavailable.

Action: Retry. There might have been a timing problem with another database u

Action: See if another program, such as the POA, has the database open with exc
access and has hung with the database open.

Possible Cause: The record is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the database.

Action: If the database cannot be repaired, manually restore it from backup.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

15 Record (nn) failed delete (error description) ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot delete a record from the database.
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Possible Cause: The record is unavailable.

Action: Retry. There might have been a timing problem with another database u

Action: See if another program, such as the POA, has the database open with exc
access and has hung with the database open.

Possible Cause: The record is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the database.

Action: If the database cannot be repaired, restore it from backup.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

16 User (user id) does not exist in post office

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot locate the specified user ID.

Action: Make sure the user ID was typed correctly in the User/Resource field in 
GWCHECK.

Action: If the user ID is typed correctly, make sure the correct information was 
provided in the Database Path and Post Office Name fields for the post o
where the user resides.

17 Post office (name) does not exist in domain

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot locate the specified post office.

Action: Make sure the correct information for the post office is provided in the 
Database Path and Post Office Name fields.

18 Message database open error description ((engine error code)) on (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot open the specified message database (MSG<0-24>

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the message database by supp
the name of the message database, such as MSG12.DB, in the User/Re
field.

Action: If the message database cannot be repaired, manually restore it from ba

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.
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19 WPHOST.DB database open error description ((engine error code)) on (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot open the post office database (WPHOST.DB).

Action: In NetWare Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

20 User record (nn) has no DS_DOMAIN_NAME

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered an invalid user record in the post office databa
(WPHOST.DB).

Action: In NetWare® Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

21 Unable to decrypt database (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot open the specified database because it contains the 
internal encryption password.

Possible Cause: The database has been modified in some unauthorized way.

Possible Cause: The database has been copied from another post office.

Action: Restore the original database from backup.

Possible Cause: A Move User procedure failed partway through the process.

Action: Restore the original database from backup; then try the Move User proce
again.

22 Database check error description ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: Unknown error returned from structural or index checking of database.

Action: Save the log file and contact customer support.

23 Unable to rename file for rebuild backup

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot create a backup copy of the existing database.
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Possible Cause: All valid backup database filenames have already been used.

Action: Check for existing backup databases with extensions .DBA through .DBZ
all 26 backup extensions have been used, delete old backup databases s
backup extensions are available.

Possible Cause: Insufficient disk space.

Action: Free up disk space by deleting unneeded files.

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to access the directory where th
database being repaired is located.

24 Path modify error ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot create a needed directory path.

Action: Check rights and available disk space.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

25 Database create error description ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot create a new user database (USER.DB).

Possible Cause: Insufficient disk space.

Action: Free up disk space by deleting unneeded files.

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

26 Database rebuild error description ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot rebuild the database.

Possible Cause: Insufficient disk space.

Action: Free up disk space by deleting unneeded files.
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Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

Possible Cause: All valid backup database filenames have already been used.

Action: Check for existing backup databases with extensions .DBA through .DBZ
all 26 backup extensions have been used, delete old backup databases s
backup extensions are available.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

27 Database built using old database version

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: The database is an older version of GroupWise than GWCHECK is expe

Action: Use the correct version of GWCHECK (5.x) or OFCHECK (4.x).

28 (database) user file already exists or current file inaccessible

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot create a backup copy of the existing database.

Possible Cause: Insufficient disk space.

Action: Free up disk space by deleting unneeded files.

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

29 User database close error ((engine error code)), database name

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot close the specified user database (USER.DB).

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.
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30 User database (database) not found

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot locate the specified user database (USER.DB) to ch

Possible Cause: The user was specified incorrectly.

Action: Make sure the username was typed correctly in the User/Resource field
GWCHECK.

Possible Cause: The user database is missing from the post office.

Action: Re-create the user database. 

Action: Restore the user database from backup.

Action: If the username is typed correctly, make sure all other information, such a
Database Path and Post Office Name fields for the post office where the
resides, is correct.

31 Exclusive access denied to user database (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot get sufficient access to the specified user database
(USER.DB).

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

Action: Retry. There might have been a timing problem with another database u

Action: See if another program, such as the POA, has the database open with exc
access and has hung with the database open.

32 User database open error description ((engine error code)) on (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot open the specified user database (USER.DB).

Action: Retry. There might have been a timing problem with another database u

Action: See if another program, such as the POA, has the database open with exc
access and has hung with the database open.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.
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33 Error initializing database engine code ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot initialize the database engine code.

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

34 Unable to get post office information ((engine error code))

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot read information from the post office database 
(WPHOST.DB).

Action: In NetWare Administrator, rebuild the post office database.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

35 Memory allocation error

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: Insufficient memory to run GWCHECK.

Action: Run GWCHECK where adequate memory is available.

36 Message database (database) not found

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot locate the specified message database (MSG<0-24>

Action: Restore the message database from backup.

37 Exclusive access denied to message database (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot get sufficient access to the specified message datab
(MSG<0-24>.DB).

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.
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Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

Action: Retry. There might have been a timing problem with another database u

Action: See if another program, such as the POA, has the database open with exc
access and has hung with the database open.

38 Error (engine error code) writing message record (nn) as user outbox item

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot add a message as a received item in a user's mailb

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the user's message database b
supplying the name of the message database, such as MSG12.DB, in the
Resource field.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

39 Error (engine error code) writing message record (nn) as user inbox item

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot add a message such as a sent item in a user's mail

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the user's message database b
supplying the name of the message database, such as MSG12.DB, in the
Resource field.

Action: Look up the associated engine error code for additional information.

40 Record (nn) already exists in user database

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot add a record to a user database (USER.DB) becaus
record already exists.

Action: None.

41 All substitute filenames used for rename of database

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK uses file extensions .DBA through .DBZ for backup copies 
databases. All valid backup database names have already been used.

Action: Delete old backup databases so valid backup extensions are available.
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42 Invalid database; truncated to (nn) bytes

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: The database has been modified externally to an illegal size.

Action: Perform a Structural Rebuild on the user database.

Action: Perform a Structural Rebuild on the user's message database by supplyi
name of the message database, such as MSG12.DB, in the User/Resou
field.

Action: Restore the database from backup.

43 Dictionary file (filename) missing; cannot continue

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: The specified database dictionary (.DC) file is missing from the post offi

Action: Copy the missing *.DC file from the PO subdirectory of the software 
distribution directory to the post office directory.

44 Database (database) invalid due to security breach

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot open the specified database because it contains an i
verification record.

Possible Cause: The database has been modified in some unauthorized way.

Possible Cause: The database has been copied from another post office.

Action: Restore the original database from backup.

47 Error in library sync with host database (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK synchronizes information in the library database (DMSH.DB
with information in the post office database (WPHOST.DB).

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

Possible Cause: The post office database is damaged.

Action: In NetWare Administrator, rebuild the post office database.
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48 Orphaned QuickFinder index file (filename)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered a QuickFinder index file that was not associat
with any library.

Action: None. GWCHECK deleted the extraneous index file.

49 Invalid QuickFinder index file (filename)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered an invalid QuickFinder index file.

Action: None. GWCHECK deleted the invalid index file.

50 Orphaned blob file (blob filename)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered a BLOB file that was not associated with any 
library.

Action: None. GWCHECK deleted the extraneous BLOB file.

51 Invalid blob file (blob filename)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered an invalid BLOB file.

Action: None. GWCHECK deleted the invalid BLOB file.

52 Blob file missing trailer (blob filename)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK encountered a BLOB file that did not have a trailer.

Action: None. GWCHECK deleted the invalid BLOB file.

53 Blob file truncated to 0 bytes (blob filename)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: The specified BLOB file has been modified externally to an illegal size.

Action: Restore the original BLOB file from backup.
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61 Error adding system document type definition type>

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot add the specified document type definition to the lib
database (DMSH.DB) in the post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

62 Error reading system document type definition type>

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot read the specified document type definition in the lib
database (DMSH.DB) in the post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

63 Unable to update during check error code (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot write changes to the library database (DMSH.DB) in
post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

64 Unable to complete verify during check error code (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot verify the library database (DMSH.DB) in the post off

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

65 Unable to add default system document types (database)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot add default document types to the library database 
(DMSH.DB) in the post office.
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Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

66 Unable to correct document display name (user id) (Author/Creator)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot modify the specified document display name in the 
library database (DMSH.DB) in the post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

67 Unable to correct element without version object (element)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot correct the specified element because version inform
was missing in the library database (DMSH.DB) in the post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

68 Unable to synchronize document security (document)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot synchronize security information for the specified 
document in the library database (DMSH.DB) in the post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

69 Unable to correct document without version object (document)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot correct the specified document because the version
information was missing in the library database (DMSH.DB) in the post 
office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.
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70 Unable to correct version without document (document)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot correct the version information because the specifie
document was missing in the library database (DMSH.DB) in the post of

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

71 Unable to correct version without element (element)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot correct the version information for a document beca
the specified element was missing in the library database (DMSH.DB) in
post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

72 Invalid user specified for orphan document reassignment (user id)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot locate the user ID specified in the New Author field 
GWCHECK.

Action: Make sure the username is typed correctly in the New Author field.

Action: If the username is typed correctly, make sure the correct information is 
provided in the Database Path and Post Office Name fields for the post o
where the user resides.

73 Unable to remove document storage area (document storage area)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot delete the specified document storage area.

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.
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74 Unable to move all blobs; storage area cannot be removed

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot delete the specified storage area because BLOBs s
exist in it.

Possible Cause: Insufficient disk space.

Action: Make sure disk space is available in the directory to which the BLOBs ar
being moved.

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

75 Unable to move blob (blob filename)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot move the specified BLOB file.

Possible Cause: Insufficient disk space.

Action: Make sure disk space is available in the directory to which the BLOBs ar
being moved.

Possible Cause: Insufficient rights.

Action: Make sure the user has sufficient rights to the directory where the datab
being repaired is located.

76 Error accessing document content (document)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot read the content of the specified document.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

77 Error accessing blob for official version distribution list blob filename

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot access the specified BLOB file containing the officia
version distribution list for a document in the library database (DMSH.DB)
the post office.
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Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

78 Error accessing blob for current version distribution list: (blob file)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot access the specified BLOB file containing the officia
current distribution list for a document in the library database (DMSH.DB)
the post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.

79 Error accessing blob for version distribution list: (blob file)

Source: GroupWise® Check utility (GWCHECK).

Explanation: GWCHECK cannot access the specified BLOB file containing the distribu
list for a document in the library database (DMSH.DB) in the post office.

Possible Cause: The library database is damaged.

Action: Perform a Structural Analyze and Fix on the library.
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� Troubleshooting GroupWise

The key to resolving a GroupWise problem is identifying the key elemen
that are involved. After the key elements are identified, the resolution is 
usually simple. This chapter focuses on the methods used to discover th
elements and provide a fix or workaround for any problem encountered.

The chapter is divided into two main sections. The first section discusses
troubleshooting theory behind identifying a problem. The second section
presents common problems in some of the GroupWise components and
suggests possible solutions.

Troubleshooting Theory

Understanding the theory behind troubleshooting GroupWise issues sho
provide you with a foundation for identifying the real problem. After you 
identify problems, you can resolve the majority of them by using the corr
tools.

Troubleshooting theory focuses on identifying three types of information t
you can use to identify problems:

� “Error Classes” on page 382

� “Architecture and Component Responsibility” on page 383

� “Questions” on page 384

The error classes are used to help isolate which component is at fault an
where the problem is occurring. The architecture and component 
responsibilities are used to validate who is responsible for the error and na
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down possible problem areas. Finally, certain questions should be asked
ensure that the perceived problem is the real problem.

For additional information on troubleshooting theory and general 
troubleshooting techniques, see Appendix G.

Error Classes

With GroupWise, many errors can and will be seen. These errors range 
database-specific, to client-specific, to operating-system-specific errors. 

GroupWise errors have been categorized into classes. The class is repres
by the first two numbers or first letter, which indicate where or what the 
problem most likely is. These classes are described in the following table

Table 21 Error Classes

Error Class Description

82xx File input/output (I/O) errors. These deal with file rights, drive specifications, mappings, and 
file location. 

89xx Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) communication errors. These 
errors indicate a problem with the TCP/IP communication. Often times the error is caused 
by misconfigured agents, clients, or a TCP/IP stack on the server or workstation.

Cxxx Database structural problem. Most of these errors are corrected with a structural rebuild of 
the database. However, identifying which database to rebuild can be difficult. Tips on how 
to identify the correct database are presented later in the chapter.

Dxxx Database content problem. These can also be difficult to identify. The same techniques 
used to identify the Cxxx class errors apply; with the exception of the rebuild. A Dxxx class 
error can be resolved with a content check and fix, given that the content is in a state that 
can be fixed. Another alternative to correcting content problems is to restore from backup.

Exxx Document Management Service (DMS) errors. This class of errors is specific to document 
management. However, many DMS databases and Binary Large OBject (BLOB) areas 
could be the source of the problem. Likewise, many databases contain both DMS and other 
data store information that could be the source of the problem.

Fxxx Quickfinder errors. The Quickfinder is the component responsible for indexing the 
GroupWise data store. It could point to either mailbox indexes or DMS indexes.
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The error class rarely leads to the real problem in and of itself. However, it 
provides a starting point for troubleshooting any problem. Based on who
where, when, and how the error was received, the problem and resolutio
usually close.

Architecture and Component Responsibility

You should memorize the GroupWise architecture. The directory structur
the database files, and the message flow are always consistent within a 
GroupWise system. Knowing the architecture provides a basic 
troubleshooting foundation that will often make the difference between 
troubleshooting the problem or guessing at the problem.

You also need to be familiar with the responsibilities, including reading a
writing to specific databases, of the GroupWise components. When you 
understand the responsibilities, you can determine where a problem is w
can also lead you to a probable problem causer. In turn, you can provide a
solution rather than a quick fix that just hides the problem.

Understanding where each component fits in the system and what it does
greatly reduce the time you need to identify and resolve the issue. When
combine this information with the error code information, the real problem 
starts to become clearer.

For example: 

Problem: I am getting a C04F error when I send a message to John.

Troubleshooting: C04F is a Cxxx class error, meaning that it is a database
structure problem. You know that when a user sends a message, inform
is written to the user database, the message database, and a BLOB file if
is an attachment or if the message or distribution list is greater than 2 KB.
also know that an outbound message is always written to the same mes
database.

Conclusion: Based on this information, the answers to a few other questi
(discussed below), and the configuration of the post office, you can isolate
problem to the message or user database. In this example, a GWCheck
an Analyze and Fix on the structure would correct the problem.
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Questions

Part of troubleshooting effectively is simply asking the right questions. At f
asking questions can be time-consuming and tedious. However, after yo
learn which questions to ask, your troubleshooting and issue resolution s
will increase.

The five basic questions are who, what, where, when, and how. 

Who

The answer to a who question is not always obvious. In fact, several who 
questions, such as the following, could be asked:

� Who reported the problem?

� Who saw the problem?

� Who is seeing the problem?

� Who has the problem but doesn’t know about it?

Some of these questions won’t be asked until other questions are asked
they can be important to the resolution of the problem.

What

Several what questions, including the following, can also be asked:

� What is the problem?

Most likely, the customer cannot identify the real problem. The customer 
can only tell what he or she knows. Make sure the problem is unders
before making assumptions.

� What is happening around the problem?

� What has changed?
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Where

The where question is one of the most important questions. It can identify
trend or a location of the problem. The where questions can provide a 
branching factor when you are trying to eliminate possibilities. Some of th
questions are as follows:

� Where is the problem occurring?

� In the client?

� From the same workstation?

� From a different user’s mailbox?

� Where is the problem being reported?

When

When is another very important question for eliminating possibilities.

� When does it occur?

� Only when sending?

� Only when starting the client?

� Only when a scheduled event takes place?

� When is it seen?

� Right away?

� Every time?

� Only when sending to that user?

How

How questions are not always applicable, but they can be used in some 
situations. They can help you verify information. Here are some example
how questions:

� How was it duplicated?
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� How is it set up?

� How is it seen?

� The same every time?

� In the same place every time?

� With the same error every time?

Bringing It All Together

When you use all three of these techniques, you have a powerful tool for
rooting out problems. They do not need to be used in a specific order. In 
you should use the questioning throughout the entire process.

The solutions to the problems can range from database check utilities, to
product patches, to bug reports.

Common Issues

This section discusses a group of commonly seen problems and presen
possible solutions or workarounds. These problems are divided into the 
categories listed below:

� “Administrative Issues” on page 386

� “Agent Issues” on page 401

� “Client Issues” on page 413

� “Document Management Issues” on page 417

Appendix G presents several more examples of common issues and the
solutions. The appendix also provides additional information on 
troubleshooting.

Administrative Issues

Three of the most common issues deal with administrative tasks. They a
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� “Move User” on page 387

� “Migration” on page 392

� “Internet Addressing” on page 397

Move User

The Move User process has several points of failure. Some of these are
addressed in this section. With the detailed process described in the “Move 
User Process” on page 93 combined with these situations, you should be ab
to troubleshoot other Move User issues.

The following example illustrates how a Post Office Agent (POA) log file 
should look when a move is made successfully. The example presents th
different steps and shows how the items are moved from one post office
another.

Successful Move User Example

Sending POA: This is a clip from the sending, or originating, post office fo
the user being moved.

12-05-97 10:35:30 048 Processing a487d8e7.000
12-05-97 10:35:30 048 (.Move) Initiating: utest
12-05-97 10:35:30 048 (.Move) Sending Inventory List: utest
12-05-97 10:35:30 048 a487d8e7.000 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:35:36 272 Performing scheduled disk space check
12-05-97 10:35:50 048 Processing e487d905.ln0
12-05-97 10:35:50 048 (.Move) Request for User Data Received: utest
12-05-97 10:35:51 048 (.Move) Bag Records Sent (14): utest
12-05-97 10:35:52 048 (.Move) Items Sent (7): utest
12-05-97 10:35:52 048 (.Move) AddressBook Components Sent (3): utest
12-05-97 10:35:52 048 (.Move) Rules Sent (1): utest
12-05-97 10:35:53 048 (.Move) User Settings Sent (5): utest

Receiving POA: This is the clip from the receiving or destination POA.

12-05-97 10:35:39 584 (Move.) Inventory List Received: utest
12-05-97 10:35:39 584 (Move.) Requesting User Data: utest
12-05-97 10:35:40 584 2487d8f6.000 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:19 584 Processing e487d914.ln0
12-05-97 10:36:19 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:19 584 e487d914.ln0 Processed OK
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12-05-97 10:36:20 584 Processing e487d914.ln1
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 e487d914.ln1 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 Processing e487d914.ln2
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 e487d914.ln2 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 Processing e487d914.ln3
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 e487d914.ln3 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 Processing e487d914.ln4
12-05-97 10:36:20 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 e487d914.ln4 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 Processing e487d914.ln5
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 e487d914.ln5 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 Processing e487d914.ln6
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 e487d914.ln6 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 Processing e487d914.ln7
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 e487d914.ln7 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 Processing e487d914.ln8
12-05-97 10:36:21 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 e487d914.ln8 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 Processing e487d914.ln9
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 e487d914.ln9 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 Processing e487d914.lna
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 e487d914.lna Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 Processing e487d914.lnb
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:22 584 e487d914.lnb Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:23 584 Processing e487d914.lnc
12-05-97 10:36:23 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:23 584 e487d914.lnc Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:23 584 Processing e487d914.lnd
12-05-97 10:36:23 584 (Move.) Bag Record Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:23 584 e487d914.lnd Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:23 584 Processing e487d914.lne
12-05-97 10:36:23 584 (Move.) Item Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:24 584 e487d914.lne Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:24 584 Processing e487d914.lnf
12-05-97 10:36:24 584 (Move.) Item Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:25 584 e487d914.lnf Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:25 584 Processing e487d914.lng
12-05-97 10:36:25 584 (Move.) Item Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:25 584 e487d914.lng Processed OK
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12-05-97 10:36:25 584 Processing e487d914.lnh
12-05-97 10:36:25 584 (Move.) Item Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:25 584 e487d914.lnh Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:26 584 Processing e487d915.ln0
12-05-97 10:36:26 584 (Move.) Item Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:26 584 e487d915.ln0 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:26 584 Processing e487d915.ln1
12-05-97 10:36:26 584 (Move.) Item Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:27 584 e487d915.ln1 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:27 584 Processing e487d915.ln2
12-05-97 10:36:27 584 (Move.) Item Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:27 584 e487d915.ln2 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:27 584 Processing e487d915.ln3
12-05-97 10:36:27 584 (Move.) AddressBook Component Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:28 584 e487d915.ln3 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:28 584 Processing e487d915.ln4
12-05-97 10:36:28 584 (Move.) AddressBook Component Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:28 584 e487d915.ln4 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:28 584 Processing e487d915.ln5
12-05-97 10:36:28 584 (Move.) AddressBook Component Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:28 584 e487d915.ln5 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 Processing e487d915.ln6
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 (Move.) Rule Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 e487d915.ln6 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 Processing e487d915.ln7
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 (Move.) User Setting Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 e487d915.ln7 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 Processing e487d915.ln8
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 (Move.) User Setting Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:29 584 e487d915.ln8 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:30 584 Processing e487d915.ln9
12-05-97 10:36:30 584 (Move.) User Setting Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:30 584 e487d915.ln9 Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:30 584 Processing e487d915.lna
12-05-97 10:36:30 584 (Move.) User Setting Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:30 584 e487d915.lna Processed OK
12-05-97 10:36:30 584 Processing e487d915.lnb
12-05-97 10:36:30 584 (Move.) User Setting Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:31 584 (Move.) Transfer Complete. All Items Received: utest
12-05-97 10:36:31 584 (Move.) Sending Purge Notification: utest

Using these two log files, you can follow the move process step by step.
can use this example to compare a successful move to an incomplete m

The POA log files can be extremely beneficial when set to verbose loggin
you have problems moving users, the first step you take should be to ma
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sure that the logs are on and set to verbose logging, and that they are ch
for errors or unexpected behavior.

User Can Log In to New Post Office But Has No Messages

Problem: The source (original) Post Office Agent (POA) might have had 
problem sending the items to the destination (new) post office. The resul
that WPDOMAIN.DB and WPHOST.DB are updated, but the messages 
never moved.

Solution (5.5 to 5.5 move): Follow these steps:

�� Find out if the user's messages are still in the source post office:

��DD Find the user’s File ID (FID). This can be done from NetWare 
Administrator.

��EE Look for the USER<XXX>.DB file (where XXX is the user's FID) in 
the <post office>\OFUSER directory on both the source and 
destination post offices. The post office with the larger 
USER<XXX>.DB file is most likely the post office that contains th
user's entire message store.

�� If the user has received messages in the destination post office, arch
these messages. 

�� Remove the user's USER<XXX>.DB file and its registration from the
destination post office by completing the following:

��DD In the <post office>\OFUSER directory of the destination post 
office, rename the user's USER<XXX>.DB file to 
USER<XXX>.OLD. The POA might need to be shut down before
you can rename the file.

��EE Run standalone GWCheck on the destination post office. Specify
following:

� Database Type: Post Office

� Database Path: Specify the path of the WPHOST.DB file for t
destination post office

� Name: The name of the destination post office

� Object Type: User/Resource
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� User/Resource: USER<XXX>.DB (where XXX is the user's 
FID)

� Action: Structural Rebuild (make sure a Structure Analyze/F
Databases is not selected)

� Databases: User

��FF Click Run.

When you run GroupWise Check, it will report an Error 26, which 
indicates that it is removing the registration for USER<XXX>.DB in th
destination post office.

�� In the <post office>\OFUSER directory of the source post office, mak
copy of the user's USER<XXX>.DB file and name it 
USER<XXX>.BAK. 

WARNING: Do not delete or rename the user's USER<XXX>.DB file 
in the source post office.

�� In NetWare Administrator, move the user back to the source post off

�� Fix any known problems, such as message flow problems, that cause
move not to complete successfully.

�� Set both the source POA logging and destination POA logging to verb

�� Move the user again. Check the log files for any problems that are 
occurring. 

�� Delete the USER<XXX>.OLD file in the destination post office, and 
when the user has successfully been moved to the destination post o
delete the USER<XXX>.BAK file from the source post office. 

User Stays in Pending Operations and Is Not Moved

Problem: The user is not moved and the move user request stays in pen
operations. This problem is probably because the user object was not 
synchronized and could not be found in the WPHOST.DB of the destinat
post office.

Solution: 
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�� In GroupWise Administrator, select Tools | GroupWise System 
Operations, and double-click Pending Operations.

�� Cancel the operation by clicking the operation and selecting Undo. 

�� Click the user object to select it; then right-click the user object, click
Synchronize, and click Yes.

�� Move the user again. 

Moved User Cannot Access Archived Messages

Problem: This occurs when the user's FID (File ID) changes during the mo
process. If an existing user in the destination post offices has the same F
the user being moved, or if the user is moved and renamed at the same 
the moved user's FID is changed. The archive directory cannot be acces
because it is associated with the old FID.

Solution: Use the GroupWise 5.x archive FID editor, GW5AFE.EXE, to 
change the archive directory so that it is associated with the new FID.

�� The archive directory should be named so that it matches the new F
For example, if the old FID for the user was 123, then the archive pa
would be C:\ARCHIVE\OF123ARC. After the user is moved, the new
FID is ABC. Rename the C:\ARCHIVE\OF123ARC directory to 
C:\ARCHIVE\OFABCARC. 

�� Log in to NetWare with administrative rights.

�� Use the CX command to determine the domain context so it can be 
supplied to GW5AFE.EXE. 

�� Run GW5AFE.EXE with the following information: 

GW5AFE <path to archive directory> <new FID you want associated 
with archive directory> <domain context>

Migration

The migration process is defined as upgrading a GroupWise 4.x system to a 
GroupWise 5.x system. This upgrade can be part of the system or the ent
system. Upgrading to GroupWise 5.5 can bring up some issues. This se
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presents the most common issues and discusses how to recover from a
prevent problems.

Message Traffic

One of the largest concerns with the migration process is the number of 
administration messages that flood the system. These can back up mes
queues and generally cause problems, especially on WANs.

You cannot reduce the number of messages being created and propaga
However, you can plan when and how the migration is going to take plac

Solution: Plan the migration for a time when the number of users in the 
system is going to be at a low, such as on a weekend or after business h
Next, before migrating any domain or post office, ensure that all links 
throughout the system are open. Last, make sure the system is synchron
before starting the migration. 

Checking synchronization includes verifying that administration messages
being processed by each domain’s Message Server (MS) or Message Tra
Agent (MTA) and Administration Server (ADS) or Administration Agent 
(ADA). In addition, you should make sure that the address books are 
consistent throughout the system as well.

Migration Myths

Several myths have grown out of the migration procedure. Listed below 
four of the most popular myths and the truth about them.

Myth #1: A top-down rebuild of the whole system should be done before
proceeding with the migration.

False.

This is not at all necessary. When a secondary domain is migrated, 
synchronize it with the primary domain, and then proceed with the migrat
of that domain. The Sync Primary with Secondary option ensures that th
primary domain has all information about the secondary. 

The migration rebuilds the secondary domain from the primary and uses
new GWDOM.DC (dictionary) file to update the version. A top-down rebu
of the system would basically duplicate what the migration does.
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Myth #2: The WPHOST.DB file should be rebuilt before migrating a post
office. 

False.

The WPHOST.DB file does not need to be rebuilt before migrating a pos
office. Just like the domain database, the WPHOST.DB file is rebuilt at th
time of the migration. It is rebuilt from the owning domain using the 
GWPO.DC file.

Myth #3: Migrating a post office takes a long time; the bigger the post offic
the longer the migration will take.

False.

Post office migration involves the OFUSER and OFMSG directories, and
deferred messages. The files in the OFFILES directories are not convert
The actual conversion of the message store takes relatively little time. 
However, a larger post office with large message and user databases wil
a little longer. 

To get a good idea of how long it will take, run an OFCHECK.EXE on the p
office with all databases, doing a structural rebuild. The exception is that
conversion is going to be done from the server and not a workstation and
agent on the server will be doing the work.

Myth #4: The users should archive as much of their GroupWise informat
as possible. This will speed up the conversion process.

False.

The conversion process happens rather quickly. If users are encouraged
archive their GroupWise information, more message items will have to b
converted by a Windows-based process. 

The first time the user interacts with his or her archive databases in a 
GroupWise 5.x client, the client kicks off a conversion routine. If the user 
decides something is wrong with the amount of time being taken to open
archive, the user reboots the machine. This causes the conversion to end
middle of converting and damages the archive.
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The Client

When the GroupWise client is updated from 4.1 to 5.5, the GroupWise 4
icon and code is left on the users’ desktops. We recommend that you rem
the GroupWise 4.1 icon so that the users will not be confused and will no
receive errors trying to launch GroupWise from the wrong icon.

Grafting

A few issues can surface when you graft the GroupWise objects into the N
tree. The most common issues and ways to prevent or fix them are discu
below.

Object Naming: Novell Directory Services (NDS) does not allow two objec
with the same name to exist in the same container. A problem occurs on
the GroupWise system has duplicate named objects that are destined fo
same NDS container. For example, some companies have given the sam
name to their domain and post office, such as domain name = Acme and
office name = Acme. In NDS these two objects would have to be in differ
containers.

You should plan where the objects are going before the grafting stage, 
ensuring that the naming is not going to cause a problem.

Matching Users: This process looks in the specified containers and matc
NDS users to the GroupWise users. Any GroupWise users that are not 
matched are listed and you are given choices on what to do with them. T
following examples will give you an idea of how matching works.

1. MaryJ was recently moved to the MARKETING context of the tree. H
current context is MaryJ.MARKETING.CORP.ACME. However, Mary
is on loan to marketing; she is really in the sales department. 

MaryJ's computer uses /@u-maryj on the GroupWise icon command
to get into GroupWise. MaryJ’s GroupWise account was never chang
to reflect MaryJ's new context and still lists her context as 
MaryJ.SALES.CORP.ACME.

The match user process couldn’t find her because only the 
SALES.CORP.ACME container was searched for users on the SALES
post office and Mary is located in the MARKETING.CORP.ACME 
container.
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Solution: Open the Details of MaryJ's NDS user account and go to th
GroupWise Account page. Automatically, a dialog asks the following
question: "Does NDS Object MaryJ.MARKETING.CORP.ACME 
correspond to GroupWise object CORP.SALESPO.MaryJ?" Select Y
MaryJ's NDS account is now linked up with her GroupWise account.

2. WilliamN is actually BillN in NDS. Bill's GroupWise user ID remained
as WilliamN, because everyone was familiar with it. Bill's "NetWork ID
field was never changed in GroupWise 4 to reflect the network login 
which is BillN. 

ACME has NetWare Connect and Bill has to be in NDS for authenticat
reasons. When the graft utility tried to associate WilliamN with an ND
account, it could not find a match.

Solution: Highlight Bill and edit his NDS account. Click the GroupWis
Account page. Click the button to the right of the GroupWise Name fi
and select the correct post office. In the Mailbox ID: field, fill in the nam
WilliamN. 

A dialog asks the following question: "Does NDS Object 
BillN.SALES.CORP.ACME correspond to GroupWise object 
CORP.SALESPO.WilliamN?" Select YES; BillN's NDS account is no
linked up with his GroupWise account.

3. A GroupWise account is linked to the wrong NDS user object.

NDS user JohnS.SALES.CORP.ACME is linked to a GroupWise e-m
account (CORP.SALES.JohnS), but this is the wrong NDS user for th
mail account.

Solution: First, NetWare Administrator has to be set up for the 
GroupWise Diagnostics option. Details on setting this up are found in
“GroupWise Diagnostics” on page 509.

Next, highlight JohnS in the NDS Browser View (not the GroupWise 
View); select Tools | GroupWise Diagnostics | Remove GroupWise 
Attributes. JohnS is no longer associated with the CORP.SALES.Joh
GroupWise e-mail account.

Last, highlight the correct NDS user and edit the object. Click on the
GroupWise Account page. If the network ID fields in NDS and 
GroupWise match, a prompt asks if it is a correct match; select Yes a
the account is fixed. 
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If the network IDs do not match, fill in the NetworkID field and then 
move to another field. A prompt will ask you to verify the match. Sele
Yes; the problem is fixed.

Internet Addressing

This section lists some of the most common Internet addressing issues t
come through Novell Technical Support. Solutions or possible solutions 
also given for each issue.

Turning Off Internet Addressing

Internet addressing is fully integrated into GroupWise 5.5 and provides gre
flexibility and functionality to GroupWise. If, for some reason, you need t
turn off Internet addressing after turning it on, your users may experience
following problems:

� Users without a frequent contact list cannot reply to messages previo
received (the user receives the "Some addresses have been crosse
message).

� Users with a frequent contact list cannot send messages to users in
frequent contact list. The client sends the message and later receive
undeliverable message in the In Box. The Sent Items status shows 
"Transfer Failed."

� Inbound messages to GroupWise Internet Agent (GWIA) addressed
first.last@foreign ID fail.

� When a user selects "Reply to All" to send a reply addressed to a gr
the reply will only be addressed to the sender, not the group.

� Users appear in the Address Book based on the Internet addressing fo
selected when the IDomains were removed (first.last, etc.).

� The agent has to be manually exited and restarted because the log 
experiences problems after IDomains are deleted.

� IDomains that are selected/overridden at the domain/PO/user levels
cannot be deleted.

�  IDomains can be deleted without changing the address format.
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� The default GWIA field cannot be removed.

� In System Operations | Preferences, the Allow MTAs to send directly
option becomes grayed out as expected. However, the MTA configura
still shows "Allow Direct Send to Other Systems = Yes."

If you need to turn off Internet addressing, use the following procedure:

�� Deselect each MTA's option to "Allow MTAs to send directly to other
GroupWise systems." This can be set at the system level (System 
Operations | Preferences) or for each MTA (Routing Options tab).

�� Under System Operations | Internet Addressing, set the Internet 
addressing format to UserID.Post Office.Domain (UPD).

�� Add the IDomain names to GWIA's Foreign ID field with the preferre
IDomain listed as the first name in the Foreign ID field.

�� Use the GWIA's /DIA switch (SMTP/MIME Setting | Address Handlin
| Ignore GroupWise Internet Addressing).

�� Create user aliases for GWIA if users’ business cards show Internet
address using First.Last or Last.First format.

�� Delete all IDomains from Tools | GroupWise System Operations | Inter
Addressing.

�� Delete each user's frequent contact list.

�� Rebuild the affected domain and post offices.

Using the First.Last or Last.First Name Format

Messages addressed to <first.last@domain> can be misrouted or return
the sender as undeliverable even when a user exists with that first and la
name. The returned message looks like this:

Subject: Message status - undeliverable

The message that you sent was undeliverable to the following:

first.last@company.com (user not found)
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Possibly truncated original message follows:

When trying to match addresses to GroupWise users, GroupWise looks a
user portion (the information on the left side of the @ sign) in four differe
ways:

1. User - 

user@company.com

2. UPD (abbreviation for user, post office, domain) - 

user.postoffice@company.com

or

user.postoffice.domain@company.com

3. DPU (abbreviation for domain, post office, user) -

postoffice.user@company.com

or

domain.postoffice.user@company.com

4. First Last -

first.last@company.com

or

last.first@company.com

Since post offices and domains are checked before first and last names,
whose first or last names match post office or domain names might not b
deliverable using First.Last or Last.First formats.

Example 1: If you have a Sales post office and a user named John Sales
another post office, a message addressed to John.Sales@company.com 
delivered to the Sales post office and not to John Sales. If the Sales post 
does not have a user "John," the message is sent to GWIA to see if this ad
is deliverable in an external system using the same domain name.

If more than one match is found in any one of these four groups, the 
GroupWise Client will give the list of matching users to the sender and a
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them to select who they mean. However, if such an ambiguity is found b
GWIA when processing inbound mail from the Internet, the message wil
"undeliverable."

Example 2: If you have a user named James Dean and another user nam
Dean James, a message addressed from the Internet to 
James.Dean@company.com will not reach either person.

The "Addressing Format" selected in NWADMIN is used to determine the
From: field for outbound mail. It has no bearing on message delivery or 
inbound GWIA messages. GroupWise still checks all combinations. Even
the selected "Addressing Format" is "First Name.Last Name@Internet 
domain name," the message in example 2 will be undeliverable.

Solution: Do not use Last.First or First.Last if

� Any user's given or last name matches a GroupWise domain or post o
name.

� Any two users have the same given and last name.

� Any two users have the opposite given and last names (James Dean
Dean James).

� The user's given name or last name contains periods.

When planning a GroupWise system, you should select domain and post o
names that are unlikely to ever match user names or IDs. Using a combin
of alpha and numeric characters in the domain and post office names can
you avoid any problems.

To: Field Is Blank When Replying in GW55

Problem: When users reply to some messages in GroupWise 5.5, the To: 
is blank.

Cause: This problem can occur when two external GroupWise systems tr
share one Message Transfer Protocol (MTP) server. Traditional external l
needed to link external systems without MTP require additional routing 
information (ARI) to be added to the message. Because of the ARI, thes
messages do not get a correct return address when sent via MTP. The se
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misconfiguration causes the problem, but the message recipient experie
the problem.

NOTE: MTP is an MTA configured to send and receive mail directly 
between GroupWise 5.5 systems. It preserves message encryption and 
format (Schedules, Tasks, and Notes remain in their original format) and 
allows Busy Search and Message Retraction across the Internet.

Solution: Any GroupWise 5.5 system that wants to use the direct Interne
addressing features should have its own MTP server.

GW55 IA Elements Susceptible to Changes

Addressing elements have changed with GroupWise 5.5. The first and la
names are now an active part of the addressing elements. Previous vers
only used the domain, post office, and user ID. 

When addressing book synchronization is established between two sites
recipient of a user record can edit that user record, even though the reci
does not own it, and the changes will not be replicated back to the maste

Some administrators have learned through trial and error that they could
modify certain fields of the user record as long as they left the addressin
fields alone. This modification will be more likely to cause problems with
GroupWise 5.5 because the first and last names are now part of the addre
elements.

Agent Issues

The GroupWise agents are a very important part of the GroupWise syste
They are responsible for moving all information throughout the system. Th
messages include:

� Administration messages

� All client/server requests

� Busy searches

� Remote requests

� E-mail messages
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� Appointments, tasks, and notes

� Document requests

� Proxy and shared folders

The agents are also responsible for other activities, such as cleanup, dat
maintenance, NDS synchronization, and gateway routing. Because the 
stability and performance of these agents are so important, you need to 
familiar with the common problems so you can help prevent problems as 
as provide a quick resolution if a problem does arise. 

This section addresses agent abends, connectivity issues, and Novell’s 
recommendation on the Symmetric MultiProcessing (SMP) problems.

Agent Abends

Agent abends can be some of the most damaging problems encountered
abending file server might leave many opened GroupWise databases in 
inconsistent state, producing database corruption. In addition, the users a
without connections to GroupWise and, oftentimes, the server. When an a
occurs, the server is left in one of two states:

1. The offending process (an MTA or POA) is quarantined and the serv
continues to act normally in all other ways. This is good for those 
authenticated to the server, but bad for those waiting on the mail or 
services that the MTA (or POA) is providing.

2. The server stops all processing threads (hard hangs) and any servic
authenticated users are left hanging. The Information Systems and 
Technologies (IS&T) personnel are notified of a problem much faster,
work and information is usually lost.

Unfortunately, only a few actions can be taken to avoid server abends. F
you should always apply the latest released patches to both the server an
GroupWise agents. Second, make sure the server settings are appropria
what the server is responsible for doing. The “NetWare Settings Specific to 
Agent Performance” on page 437 lists several recommended server setting
that make the GroupWise agents’ performance more efficient. Third, you
help find a bug or conflict that is unique or uncommon. To do this, you mi
need to make a core dump of the server’s memory after the abend occur
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send that file to Novell for analysis. This usually results in an Field Test F
(FTF) which fixes the problem until the next patch release.

Patches

Patches and FTFs can be found in several locations. The best source is 
Novell Support Page (www.support.novell.com), which includes a link to 
Minimum Patch List. 

The Minimum Patch List provides a list of each product’s patches and the
files defining the fixes in the patches. From this list, you can link to anoth
page that contains the patch you need and download the patch directly f
that page. This list is maintained by Novell Technical Support (NTS) and
kept current.

Server Settings

Typically the settings on a NetWare server do not cause or prevent aben
They are designed to provide customized performance values that can 
enhance the server. When these settings are not correct, they can adver
affect the performance and possibly lead to situations that cause a proce
abend.

When running GroupWise agents on a server, you should make sure tha
server’s settings optimize the server’s ability to support the heavy work lo
that the GroupWise agents require. You should also optimize the agents
settings.

 For more information about these recommendations, refer to “NetWare 
Server Tuning” on page 436 and “NetWare Settings Specific to Agent 
Performance” on page 437.

Core Dumps

The most effective approach to fixing a bug in a GroupWise agent is to cr
a core dump. The core dump provides Novell engineering with most of th
information needed to pinpoint the bug and fix it. 

However, a core dump is not always enough. Engineers also need log fil
history of changes made to the server, a console log, an abend log, or a
configuration report. As a general recommendation for troubleshooting a
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unique abend, you should gather as much information as possible about
abend.

Before you take the time to collect a core dump, you should make sure y
have completed a few basic actions.To avoid troubleshooting problems t
are already fixed, make sure that the server is running the most current 
released OS patches and that current LAN and disk drivers are loaded. Cu
patches and drivers fix many issues.

Additionally, you can download the TABNDx.EXE (where x indicates the 
current revision of the file) file from the Novell web site (http://
support.novell.com). This file contains troubleshooting tools and docume
that might be helpful in troubleshooting a server abend.

If the current patches and drivers are loaded and you still experience the
problem, you should make a core dump using one of the four methods 
described below.

Method #1 (Dump to Floppy): This is the simplest method, but it might no
be practical, depending on how much RAM is in the server. When the se
abends, a prompt appears asking you the following question: "Send core d
to Hard Disk (Answer no to send core dump to Floppy) (y/n)?" Respond w
"n" and then insert a formatted disk into drive A. A core dump cannot be s
to any floppy drive other then a:.

Continue to insert the floppy diskettes until the entire contents of your se
memory has been copied. No files will show up on the floppy disk after th
copy; however, the "bytes free" will indicate that the disk contains data.

The more memory on the server, the more floppy disks you have to use,
the greater the chance of having part of the core dump corrupted becaus
bad sector. With the size of server memory growing, this outdated metho
not recommended.

Method #2 (Dump to Hard Drive): This method is much faster than 
dumping the image to floppy disks. In this case, the core dump is copied to
coredump.img file on drive C. When the server abends, you see the follow
prompt: "Send core dump to HardDisk (Answer no to send core dump to
Floppy) (y/n)?" Because "y" is the default, all you need to do is press ret
The image will begin copying. 
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Your DOS partition must have enough free space to hold the entire serve
memory. If this extra space has not been planned into the c: partition, then
might consider adding an inexpensive Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE)
drive and use the entire drive as a DOS partition.

After the image is copied to the drive, the server can be brought back up
users can log in. Use IMGCOPY.NLM to copy the core dump.img file from
the C: partition to the NetWare partition. (IMGCOPY.NLM is in the 
TABNDx.EXE download file.) After you have copied the file to the NetWa
partition, you can send the file to Novell via FTP, or you can back it up on t
and send the tape to Novell. Before sending a tape, make sure that Nove
the software needed to restore the file.

Method #3 (Forcing a Core Dump): Occasionally a core dump needs to b
forced when a condition other than an abend occurs. For example, the s
is experiencing high utilization and you need to collect a core dump when
utilization is high. 

You can take a core dump at any time by breaking into the OS's internal
debugger. To break into the debugger, press these keys simultaneously: 
Shift>+<Right Shift>+<Alt>+<Esc>.

NOTE: If the server is forced into the debugger while in use, the 
workstations will not be able to communicate with the server and will 
probably time out.

You can use the following commands while in the debugger:

� .c forces a core dump

� q quits to DOS

� g returns you to the point where you came into the debugger

� h accesses help

When you enter ".c" at the # prompt, the message "Send core dump to 
HardDisk (Answer no to send core dump to Floppy) (y/n)?" is displayed.
Follow the instructions given for either method #1 or #2 above.

Method #4 (Dump to Server): This is the quickest way to write the dump.
This method is called the network method. 
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The problem server must have an additional Ethernet LAN board (must b
ethernet) installed. This board enables the server to have a client conne
to a second server. This second server becomes the destination for the i
file. When the problem server abends, the core dump is sent across the 
connection to the destination server. To use this method of getting a core
dump, complete the following steps:

�� Bring down the problem server and turn it off.

�� Install an additional LAN Card (Ethernet Only).

�� Bring the server back up to a DOS prompt. 

�� Create an NWCLIENT directory, and load the client drivers. 

�� Log in to the server that will be the destination server, and map a driv
the place the dump will be sent to (for example: F:\DUMPDIR). 

�� Go to the destination server and write down the connection number 
this from the monitor). Also write down the drive mapping created in S
5.

�� Bring up the problem server.

�� Test the connection by going into the debugger and initiating a core du
To initiate the core dump, press the following keys simultaneously: 
<Left-Shift>+<Right-Shift>+<Alt>+<Esc>. 

�� At the # prompt, type .c and press Enter.

���� Answer the prompts with a "Y" to dump to a hard disk. When prompt
for a path, enter F:\DUMPDIR\COREDUMP.IMG. The image should 
start copying.

���� If this works, continue with the next step. If it doesn't work, you migh
have one of the problems listed below:

� Hardware configuration problem on additional LAN board

� Using NETX with some versions of LAN drivers (produces bad 
packets)

� Bad connection to second server, routing, network, etc.
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� Other normal client-to-server troubleshooting issues

����  If you can duplicate the abend, take a core dump. Most likely, howe
you will have to wait until the next time it abends on its own. Your defa
connection time to the destination server will be 15 minutes. To hold 
connection longer, do one of the following:

����DDIncrease the watchdog time-out parameters.

����EELoad NETALIVE.NLM (included in the TABND2A.EXE file) with 
two parameters: the name of the problem server and the name o
destination server. (See the README file with NETALIVE.NLM.)

NOTE: You can use MONITOR.NLM on the destination server to see if 
your connection is being maintained.

Connectivity

Connectivity is the foundation for all messaging traffic, including GroupWi
messaging and all other network traffic. Understanding how a packet tra
across the network helps you with any connectivity troubleshooting. You n
to understand both physical connectivity (the network topology) and logic
connectivity (such as protocols and routers).

GroupWise domains and post offices can be connected using two metho
The first, and recommended, connection method uses TCP/IP; the seco
connection method uses a mapping or UNC. Both methods work; howeve
TCP/IP connection requires less managing.

TCP/IP

When TCP/IP is configured within the network, you have very little to do 
beyond providing the TCP/IP address of the server the agent is going to
on. If you experience slow link situations, you can use some of the switc
found in the following table:
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Table 22 Switches

When a problem does occur, you can use utilities to troubleshoot the prob
Utilities for two main types of agents, the NLM agent and the NT agent, a
described in the next table. The tools available for each are slightly differ
but are based on the same concepts.

TCP/IP on the NLM Agent: Several utilities can be used to troubleshoot 
TCP/IP connection issue. Because each of these tools serves a particula
purpose, you might need to use more than one tool to isolate the issue.

Table 23 Utility: TCP/IP on a NetWare Server

TCP/IP on the NT Agent: OS-based utilities are the best source of 
information when troubleshooting TCP/IP issues on the NT server or 
workstation. See the following table.

Switch Description

/TCPWAITCONNECT This switch defines the amount of time (in seconds) that the agent is going to wait 
for a connection response from the target agent. The default is 5 seconds. If the 
link is slow or somewhat unstable, increase this amount. The down side of 
increasing this setting is that it will take longer for the MTA to consider the link 
closed and report it to the administrator.

/TCPWAITDATA This switch defines the amount of time (in seconds) that the agent is going to wait 
for a data packet received response. The default is 20 seconds. Again, for slow 
links or somewhat unstable links, the time can be increased to ensure sufficient 
packet response time. The down side of increasing this setting is that it will take 
longer for the MTA to consider the link closed and report it to the administrator.

Utility Description

Ping On the NetWare server console, type Load Ping and the address of the server 
trying to be verified. This utility shows a log of sends, received, and failures. This 
information provides status information about basic communication to and from 
the server. If communication on the server is not working, then chances are the 
communication between agents is not going to work.

TCPCon This utility allows you to view protocol information, the IP Routing table, TCP/IP 
statistics, and the configured interfaces. It logs and displays errors on attempts 
to send or receive. TCPCon is good for locating communication issues.
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Table 24 Utility: TCP/IP on an NT Server

Utility Description

PING PING is the most basic utility available to test, verify, and troubleshoot TCP/IP 
connectivity within a network. PING sends an ICMP packet to a specific host with 
a small amount of data and expects that host to respond with the same data 
packet. If you receive a response, both TCP/IP and connectivity between the two 
hosts are operational. If you do not receive a response, one of the following 
conditions exists:

� The host is not up. 

� A router between the connections is not up.

� The client's TCP/IP stack is not functioning.

If TCP/IP is operational and connectivity exists between the hosts, you receive a 
response similar to the following: 

� Pinging www.novell.com [137.65.2.5] with 32 bytes of data:

� Reply from 137.65.2.5: bytes=32 time=27ms TTL=59

� Reply from 137.65.2.5: bytes=32 time=22ms TTL=59

� Reply from 137.65.2.5: bytes=32 time=31ms TTL=59

You can use the host's domain name to determine the host's IP address; doing 
so causes the client to request DNS name resolution before sending the ICMP 
packet. This approach is an excellent way to determine if DNS name resolution 
is working. If it is not working, you receive a message similar to the following:

� Unable to resolve <host name>.

If DNS name resolution is not working, one of the following conditions might be 
the cause:

� The DNS server or DNS domain name is not configured properly on the client.

� If using DHCP, the DNS server or domain name is not configured properly on 
the DHCP server.

� The DNS server to which you send DNS name resolution requests is not 
functioning.
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TRACERT TRACERT can be very useful when resolving network-wide TCP/IP problems. 
TRACERT traces the route to a specific host and displays all hops that occur to 
search for the target host.

This command uses the following syntax: 

tracert [-d] [-h maximum_hops] [-j host-list] [-w timeout] target_name

At the DOS prompt, enter tracert host_name | IP_address, as in the following 
example: 

C:\> tracert www.novell.com

ARP ARP is an advanced utility that should be used only by those who have a detailed 
understanding of TCP/IP and must troubleshoot complex problems. The ARP 
command enables the ARP cache of a client to be displayed and modified.

Following are three examples of the ARP command:

� ARP -s inet_addr eth_addr [if_addr]

� ARP -d inet_addr [if_addr]

� ARP -a [inet_addr] [-N if_addr]

(-s) Adds the host and associates the Internet address inet_addr with the 
physical address eth_addr. The physical address is given as six hexadecimal 
bytes separated by hyphens. The entry is permanent.

(-d) Deletes the host specified by inet_addr.

(-a) Displays current ARP entries by interrogating the current protocol data. If 
inet_addr is specified, the IP and physical addresses for the specified host are 
displayed.

Utility Description
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Mapped or UNC

When the connection is a mapped or UNC path to another domain or po
office, you must provide a login. Login is often the source of problems for t
type of connection. 

The user ID and password have to be passed either in the startup file or o
command line. The user ID has to have sufficient rights in the domain or 
office directory to be able to transfer or process messages. 

NETSTAT NETSTAT is an advanced utility that should be used only by those who have a 
detailed understanding of TCP/IP and must troubleshoot very complex problems. 
NETSTAT displays protocol statistics and current TCP/IP network connections.

The NETSTAT command uses the following syntax:

� NETSTAT [-a] [-e] [-n] [-s] [-p proto] [-r] [interval]

(-a) Displays all connections and listening ports, but not those of the server side.

(-e) Displays Ethernet statistics. This option can be combined with the -s option. 

(-n) Displays addresses and port numbers in numerical form.

(-p proto) Shows connections for the protocol specified by proto (either TCP or 
UDP). If used with the -s option to display per protocol statistics, proto can be 
TCP, UDP, or IP.

(-r) Displays the contents of the routing table.

(-s) Displays per protocol statistics. By default, statistics are shown for TCP, UDP, 
and IP. The -p option can be used to specify a subset of the default.

(interval) Re-displays selected statistics, pausing interval seconds between each 
display. Press Ctrl+C to stop re-displaying statistics. If omitted, NETSTAT prints 
the current configuration information once.

If you suspect a LAN board is malfunctioning, use the -e option while 
troubleshooting. The "-e" option displays Ethernet statistics, including discards 
and errors.

The -a option provides a detailed display of the active TCP connections of the 
port number and network host communicating with that port. This information is 
useful when attempting to relate TCP port numbers, of the various servers, to 
show which client is communicating on a given port.

Utility Description
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When you are having a problem with a mapped or UNC link, check the 
following:

� Check the /home switch and ensure the correct path is designated.

� Check the /USERID and /password switches to ensure they are corr

� Change the /USERID and /password to an admin equivalent login to
guarantee that the rights are set properly for the other /USERID.

� Use the /dn-[MTA distinguished name] to avoid having to provide the
USERID and /password switches, which are potential security holes

� Use /tracelogin=2 to have the MTA record its login attempt to the cons
If problems occur, this login trace provides error messages and deta
about the problem.

SMP

Listed are the two known issues with GroupWise agent NLMs and NetW
4.x SMP:

1. The MTA stops processing all messages after an unspecified period
time on some SMP servers. If the server is restarted, message proce
begins again, but sometime later (in reported cases, it could be up to
hours) message processing again stops. Disabling SMP at the OS lev
disabling SMP in the agent startup files resolves this issue.

2. Attempting to restart an MTA (exiting the MTA and reloading the NLM
on some SMP servers has been known to fail. The MTA never exits. 
must bring down the server, which forces the MTA processes to rele
and unload. Again, disabling SMP at the OS level or in the agents 
themselves solves this problem.

Certain issues with NetWare 4.x SMP in general and related specifically to 
GroupWise might never be resolved. Because of the superior multiproces
architecture of the NetWare 5 Multi-Processing Kernel (MPK), customers
seeking better SMP performance are encouraged to upgrade NetWare 4x 
servers to NetWare 5.
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Client Issues

Client issues are harder to group into categories. They usually show up 
varied ways, depending on how the user or company is using GroupWise
main issue in dealing with the client is the process by which a user acce
his or her mailbox (in other words, the client login process).

Client Login

The client login process can be complex. The process uses routines to g
correct user ID and to find the location of the post office. The success of e
of these routines can determine whether the client gets into the mailbox or
errors. 

Understanding this process can save administrators and users a lot of tim
frustration. (The actual routines are described in the “Login” on page 121 and 
are not detailed here.)

NDS Object and Attribute Rights

The following table shows the minimum object and attribute rights necess
for the NDS lookups to succeed:

Table 25 Minimum Object and Attribute Rights

Object - Minimum Rights Attributes - Minimum Rights

User - Browse � NGW: Object ID - Read & Compare

� NGW: Post Office - Read

� Surname (NDS) - Read

GroupWise Post Office - Browse � NGW: Access Mode - Read

� NGW: Location - Read

GroupWise Agent - Browse

(Subordinate of the GW Post Office Object)

� NGW: Type - Read

� Network Address (NDS) - Read
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Automated Client Login and Post Office Detection

You can automate client login and post office detection system-wide in tw
ways. Novell recommends that you implement both options described be
The NDS option provides auto-detection for users who are logged in to N
The DNS implementation is for non-NDS users and is a last resort when N
detection could not be used.

NDS Implementation (Best Solution): The client does a lookup on the objec
properties outlined above for the post office and one or all of the agents 
associated with the post office. NDS-based detection overrides the cache
address held by the local machine. This makes a user move easier.

DNS Implementation (Redirection): If a workstation does not have NDS 
available, you can add two entries in DNS and follow the steps outlined be

1. Define an IP address for each POA that is going to allow client/serve
connections within the GroupWise system. This information is entere
the Network Address field for the NDS POA object.

NOTE: If you use the DNS host name rather than the actual IP 
address, you will need to define each of these names within DNS and 
then associate them with an IP address.

2. Define two entries, NGWNAMESERVER and NGWNAMESERVER2
in the DNS lookup table used by the desktops executing GroupWise.  
can then put in a valid IP address for any post office within the 
GroupWise system.

When a user executes the GroupWise client (while logged in to NDS), th
client uses the post office detection algorithm to auto-detect which post of
the user resides on. The entries in DNS for NGWNAMESERVER and 
NGWNAMESERVER2 should be used as a last resort. 

If the client (for example, a desktop using the Microsoft requestor) is not
logged in to NDS and cannot auto-detect the post office information, the
queries DNS for the NGWNAMESERVER entries.

After the NGWNAMESERVER entry is located, then the client connects v
client/server to that POA. The NGWNAMESERVER POA then redirects t
client to its home post office.
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No information is required in NDS to specify which POA is 
NGWNAMESERVER. Any POA within the system can be used. After the
client successfully loads using client/server, then the IP address of the h
post office for the user is cached in the registry of the local machine. The c
can then load communicating directly to its home POA without having to
back to NGWNAMESERVER.

NOTE: The POA redirection lists also allow a user to input any valid POA 
IP address or DNS host name (associated with a POA) within the 
GroupWise system. The POA then redirects the client to its home post 
office and caches the correct IP address locally from that point on.

Rules

As users become more familiar with the client features, they can create r
that automate the organization of the mailbox. These rules are, for the m
part, easy to create. 

Rules, especially the rules designed to reply to or forward items, can cau
problems. In addition, the rules are static; as users and distribution lists a
moved or removed from the system, the rules can generate errors.

Runaway Rules

A runaway rule is a rule that creates additional messages that in turn spa
the rule again.

Older versions of GroupWise have a mechanism built in that supposedly
prevents this from happening. The safety net is designed to put a counter
message and then kill the message if the counter reaches 3. 

If a rule is triggered by an inbound message and forwarded to the owner o
rule, that message should only circulate three times before the POA rem
the message from the system.

Unfortunately, if a message is sent outside the GroupWise system and th
back in to the system, it is not affected by this counter. If a user were to inc
his or her Internet address (such as jdoe@novell.com) instead of his or h
GroupWise address in the TO: line of a reply or forward rule, then the mes
would continue to loop until the system was flooded or the disk filled up.
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The most notable occurrence of this is when a user (jdoe) creates a vaca
rule to reply to messages. His vacation rule replies to a message that wa
to a group that he is a part of causing him to receive his own vacation re
over and over again.

The easiest way to avoid this problem is to teach the users to exclude re
outside of the system. To create a successful vacation rule, users can do
following:

�� From the Tools menu, select Rules. The Rules dialog appears.

�� Select Create. The Create Rule dialog appears.

�� In the Rule Name text box, select Vacation.

�� From the Event pop-up list, select New Item as the event that you wa
start the rule.

�� To indicate the source of the message, select Incoming.

�� In the TO: field, enter your GroupWise User ID. This prevents you fro
replying to group messages or any carbon/blind copies (list servers)

�� Select Add; then choose Reply as the action you want the rule to perf

�� When the Reply dialog opens, select Reply to Sender, not Reply to A
then click OK.

�� In the box that appears, type a message about your vacation.

���� Click OK to save the message; then add Reply to the Then Actions A
list.

���� To save the changes, select Save; then close the Create Rule dialog

����  To close the Rules dialog box, select Close.

Here are a few additional hints that can help users efficiently execute 
GroupWise rules when on vacation:
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� All rules are checked for every item. Even if there's a rule "above" th
user’s vacation rule, the vacation rule is still invoked whenever the 
incoming item matches the criteria the user defined in the rule.

� A user can exclude GroupWise ListServer Mail from receiving his or h
vacation reply by putting !GWLIST in the FROM field. The ‘!’ tells the
rule to execute for all items except those where the sender was GWL
(or for multiple senders: From: !firstname lastname & !firstname 
lastname & !firstname lastname).

With GroupWise 5.5, many of these issues are taken care of with Interne
addressing. Internet addressing allows the client and the agents to deter
the location of an Internet address without leaving the system. 

For example, if a message is addressed to jdoe@novell.com and it is sent
within Novell’s system, then it would be recognized as a local address an
delivered without going through a gateway.

Addressing within Rules

Another common problem with rules is that the addressing is static. This
means that when the rule is created, if it is a reply, forward, or delegate r
then the address or addresses are saved ‘as is.’

If a user who is addressed by one of these rules is moved, renamed, or d
from the system, the rule tries to address the message to the original ad
This holds true with distribution lists as well.

The only fix for this is to edit the rule, remove the address, and reselect it
course, this once again puts a static address in and might need to be red
things change again.

Document Management Issues

Three of the most common issues surrounding document management i
GroupWise deal with rights, lost documents, and integrations. The follow
sections address these issues and provide some advice on avoiding or 
resolving the issue.
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Rights

Rights to libraries can be assigned to individual users or distribution lists
they can be made public to all users. To modify security access to a libra
simply edit the library object in NWAdmin and click on the Rights tab.

Rights assigned to all users are governed by the collection of check boxe
the top. Rights assigned to individuals and distribution lists are governed
the collection at the bottom.

Users cannot access a document in a library to which they have no rights,
if they have been given rights to the document. By default, all users are g
View and Change rights to all libraries, but they are not given Add or Dele
Therefore, you might receive requests for rights to libraries occasionally.
you receive work orders to modify these rights, you must exercise discre
in granting them.

Lost Documents

Occasionally, users need to have documents restored from backup. To 
accomplish this, the encrypted file in which the document is stored must
identified. One of the databases stored in the GWDMS directories is an 
activity log. This log contains the path of this information.

To access the activity log, right-click a reference to the document and se
Properties; then select the Activity Log tab. By default, four columns app
in the activity window. A fifth column, "Filename," is also available. Right
click the title bar and select Filename. Restore the file specified in the 
appropriate dated activity record to another location.

Send the restored file to the user. Ask the user to click once on the docu
reference and then select Actions | Check In. The user will select "Check
and copy document" and specify the path to the document. After this step
been completed, the document can again be used.

The BLOB file can only be brought in (decompressed and decrypted) if t
user performing the action is a GroupWise librarian or if that user has be
listed in the activity log for that document. The BLOB file being imported h
a pointer to a document number. When the user is importing or checking
BLOB file, the GroupWise client determines the document number, goes
that document’s activity log, and verifies that the user performing the act
has been listed in the activity log.
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If the user who originally imported the document never opens or preview
she can do a CHECKOUT of the document and use the CHECKIN optio
bring the lost document back into the library. If the user tries a File | Impo
Documents operation and they are not listed in the activity log, the impor
the lost document will fail.

Integration

Three issues are commonly associated with the integration feature of 
Document Management.

Enabling Integrations after Installation:  To enable integration after 
installation, the user must open a document from GroupWise in an integr
application. The user can do this by either creating a new document or 
importing a document and opening it. The user must complete this task 
because the GroupWise library keys are not written into the Windows Reg
until after GroupWise has opened a document for an integrated applicati
After a document has been opened, then other documents can be opene
either GroupWise or the application.

Word 7 or Excel 7: Each time a user opens a document from GroupWise
either Word 7 or Excel 7, a new instance of the application is opened. Th
only occurs if the documents are opened from GroupWise. If the docume
are opened from Word or Excel, then this does not happen.

Windows Temp Directory and Zero Byte Files: When documents are 
opened, they are copied to a staging area where they are expanded and
unencrypted. This staging area is usually the Windows temporary directo
When these files are closed, they are copied back to the library. Currentl
when they are copied back to the library, they leave a 0-byte file in the 
temporary directory. These files are no longer used by GroupWise and ca
deleted.
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� Optimizing GroupWise

GroupWise performance depends a great deal on the workload you plan
place on it and the tasks you want it to perform. To make sure that GroupW
performs at peak efficiency given your particular implementation, you sho
follow the optimizing tips for these four areas of focus:

� “GroupWise Sizing” on page 421

� “Document Management Service (DMS) Sizing” on page 429

� “Agent Configuration” on page 431

� “Server Configuration” on page 436

GroupWise Sizing

The term sizing refers to the upper limits of the size or number of specific 
GroupWise components that should exist within a parent component; for
example, the number of users in a given post office.

This section lists system requirements and provides recommendations 
regarding GroupWise sizing. (You should consider the system requiremen
be recommendations as well.)

Use the recommendations with discretion based on your specific GroupW
implementation and the circumstances surrounding it.
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System Requirements

This list of system requirements is given as a preface to the recommenda
You can use the information in this list as a guideline for planning the gro
of an existing GroupWise system or a new GroupWise installation.

Software:

� GroupWise 5.5

� GroupWise 5.5 with any patch level (such as 5.5.1 or 5.5.2)

Hardware:

� Pentium Pro 200 or better, used for e-mail only

� Client-to-Server LAN speed of 10 Mbps

� Server-to-Server LAN speed of 100 Mbps

NOTE: Users are not logging in to this server for applications, NDS 
authentication, or file/print services. Likewise, this server is not being used 
for NDS replication.

GroupWise Setup

Set up your GroupWise system according to these recommendations:

Domain:

� One per server

� One message transport agent (MTA) per Domain

Message Transport Agent:

� One per Domain

� Runs on same server as the Domain

� Runs with IP links to other Domains and Post Offices
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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� Runs on separate server from the Post Office (data store) or post off
agent (POA)

NOTE: This recommendation is specific to those domains that act as high-
volume mail traffic hubs. In most circumstances there is no problem with 
running a Domain with an MTA on the same server as a Post Office with a 
POA.

Post Office:

� One per server

� One per Post Office

NOTE: If you are running Document Management with a moderately to 
heavily used Library, Novell recommends that you have a second POA 
running on a separate server to perform the Indexing tasks of the POA.

Post Office Agent:

� One per server

� Runs on same server on which the Post Office (data store) resides

� TCP/IP (client/server) connection is used for client access

Recommendations

Based on the above-mentioned system requirements, the following three
sections detail the recommendations for sizing a GroupWise system:

� “System Construction” on page 423

� “User Count” on page 426

� “Agent Memory” on page 428

System Construction

The system construction is based on recommendation for the number of
domains and post offices, and their transport agents, in a GroupWise sys
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This has a direct effect on manageability and the synchronization in the 
GroupWise system.

Domains per System

There is no limitation on the number of Domains contained in a system. 
However, keep in mind that the more Domains you have in a system, the m
databases have to be synchronized. Novell recommends that the numbe
Domains be low enough that you can synchronize databases without 
difficulty.

The number of Domains contained in each system must be determined o
individual basis, and it will be different for each system you set up. Keep
in mind that more is not necessarily better, use these guidelines to help y
determine if and when a Domain is needed:

1. The Primary Domain should not have any Post Offices and should ha
direct TCP/IP link to all Secondary Domains where possible. This 
ensures that administration traffic is isolated from message-delivery 
routes. It also ensures that administration changes are replicated as
quickly as possible throughout the system. However, the Primary Dom
should not be used as a routing Domain.

2. Routing Domains should be used at WAN-to-LAN connection points a
service the remote Domains that come through these points.

3. If a routing Domain is used, it should exist on its own server and can
service 60+ links based on LAN/WAN traffic and speed.

4. If the system contains multiple, high-traffic gateways, all gateways 
should be put on a separate "gateway" Secondary Domain. Addition
Domains for Internet traffic (primarily GWIA and Web Access) can be
placed at WAN/LAN hub locations to reduce the time and cost for 
message delivery and network bandwidth. Other high-traffic gateway
can be placed on separate Domains on separate boxes to boost the
processing power.

5. Web Access and Remote Async connections may be less expensive
access locally instead of using an 800 line. In this case, putting a Dom
in the remote location allows the gateway to run local to the users, 
eliminating or reducing the cost of long-distance and 800 numbers.
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6. If communication lines are poor or lease lines are expensive, you m
prefer to use an Async link. A Secondary Domain at the remote loca
would be required to allow for the Async-to-Async connection.

7. Two situations that may warrant another Domain are (a) if you are u
Dial-up Routing in a case where link scheduling could reduce costs, 
(b) if you are using External Synchronization with other GroupWise 5
systems to manage a high volume of administrative traffic.

Post Offices per Domain

As with the number of Domains, the number of Post Offices per Domain d
not have a definite limit that applies in all situations. The number of Post
Offices per Domain is not as important as the number of messages the M
for that Domain has to route.

For example, you could set up a Domain with 50 Post Offices and 30 user
Post Office if the LAN/WAN speed were sufficient to route the volume of 
traffic generated by those users. One of the Novell MTAs routes an avera
100,000 messages per day without problems. This MTA is on its own NetW
server and the server has no other processes running on it.

NOTE: Consider these factors as well when deciding how many Post 
Offices to use in a single Domain:

� LAN/WAN speed

� Processing power of the server the MTA is running on

� Average number of administration messages per hour in the system

� Busy search demand

� Remote async requests (which put a greater strain on the system th
direct users)

� The number of gateways in the Domain

� The number of rules the users have active

� The average user's activity on the GroupWise system
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Number of POAs per Post Office

Novell recommends using one POA per Post Office. This POA should als
run on the same server that houses the data store. By running this 
configuration the POA is able to utilize built-in "Load Balancing" to 
determine which threads and/or requests get priority over others.

When a second POA is loaded on the same server, one process cannot c
the threads of the other process, and as a result the two processes comp
processing time.

NOTE: If a second POA is needed for Quickfinder Indexing or for faster 
processing, Novell recommends running the second POA on a different 
server. You can connect this server via the LAN (which should be on the 
same network segment as the first server) or install a second network 
board with a crossover cable to either a NetWare server or an NT server 
where the second POA will run.

User Count

The user count is specific to the number of users in a given post office. T
following subsections give criteria and recommendations for direct acces
(Client/Server or UNC) and for Web Access only users.

Number of Users per Post Office

The term users has various meanings in the groupware industry. Some vend
use this term to specify the total number of users regardless of their activ

Novell defines users as clients who are actively sending and reading ma
otherwise using their mailboxes. This document refers to these users as active 
users. You need to determine what maximum percentage of Total Users w
be using mail services actively at any given time.

The term Post Office also has different meanings in different groupware 
packages. Historically, GroupWise has only defined it to be a "grouping o
users in a given data store location." 

As the groupware industry grows, it is becoming more common for Post 
Office to mean a "grouping of users in a given data store on a dedicated se
(mailboxes per server). Although Novell doesn't require that a Post Office
run on its own, dedicated server, it is a preferred method of implementat
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Novell recommends that the number of active users per Post Office not ex
the range of 500 to 700. Assuming that on average only 60% to 70% of u
will be logged in and using mail at any given time, GroupWise can easily
support a Post Office of 1000+ Total Users. 

Novell's intent is to help you distinguish which values will realistically affe
the system. Here are some things to consider when deciding on an accep
number of active users per Post Office:

1. LAN/WAN speed and topology. The slower the network and the mor
hops a packet has to make, the slower the performance will be. This
worse as both the GroupWise client and GroupWise POA start flood
the network with TCP/IP packets.

2. Clean-up policies. Without standard clean-up policies implemented, th
is no way to control the size of the GroupWise databases or the user
mailbox. The larger the databases get, the longer maintenance routi
will take. 

In addition, as the number of messages the POA must query for Fin
and/or indexing increases, the POA slows down. The larger the user
mailbox (database) gets, the longer it takes the client to display the ite
resulting in a dissatisfied user.

3. The number and size of attachments the average user is expected to
For example, the Novell Technical Services Post Office has fewer th
300 users due to the size of attachments each user has. These attach
include large databases and core dumps sent by customers. The nu
of users on the Post Office, and thus the server, had to be reduced t
provide more disk space per user.

4. Backup and Restore. This process can be difficult to run if you have
many users or too much mail on a given Post Office. This issue requ
that you make situation-specific decisions.

Solutions include limiting the number of users per Post Office, addin
disk space to the server, implementing an e-mail policy, restricting th
size of attachments, limiting the number of messages users can store
billing users for exceeding limits.

NOTE: This number is based on active users concurrently using 
GroupWise with a direct TCP/IP connection. The total number of users is 
only limited to how many of those users will be active at any given time. In 
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addition, the performance of the Client, Agent and Server can vary 
dramatically as settings for both the POA and the Server are adjusted. 
These performance settings and changes are listed in “NetWare Server 
Tuning” on page 436, “NetWare Settings Specific to Agent Performance” 
on page 437, and “Windows NT Server Tuning” on page 455.

Number of Web Access Users per Post Office

The recommendation for this number is the same as above: 500 to 700 a
users. The basic service to the client is handled through the POA just lik
direct TCP/IP client (given that the Web Access Gateway is set up to do 
Client/Server). However, this recommendation can change based on sev
variables:

Web performance is acceptably slower (people expect the Internet to be s

Typically there are fewer active users at any given time.

Due to slower speeds the average user will avoid sending large attachm

With these variables in mind, you can see that the number of Web Access 
per post office can be greater than the number of direct-connect users co
be. In the case of ISPs, the number can be even greater due to the limitat
modems that the ISP supports at a given time. For example, if an ISP ha
modems, then only 500 active connections can be supported at a time; 
therefore, the total number of users per Post Office is unlimited.

NOTE: This section provides recommendations for Web-based client 
access. Web Access is a gateway and doesn’t have users specific to it. 
However, the gateway does provide Web-based access to a GroupWise 
mailbox which has to be defined in a specific Post Office within the 
GroupWise system.

Agent Memory

Below are the agents’ memory requirements. These requirements show 
minimum memory usage the agents require. Novell recommends that yo
have more than the minimum to ensure reasonable response times, espe
during peak access times.
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MTA Memory Requirements

These memory requirements are in addition to memory needed for the 
operating system.

� Minimum required (small system with 3 to 5 direct links), 10 MB

� For larger systems (more than 3 to 5 direct links), add the following per 
link to the 10 MB minimum required:

For light to moderate traffic (fewer than 50,000 messages per day), add 
.2 MB

For moderate to heavy traffic (greater than 50,000 messages per day), 
add .5 MB.

NOTE: These numbers were gathered and compared against live 
systems, not lab environments. Additionally, they are the based on 
averages. Novell recommends that you exceed rather than just barely 
meet these memory requirements.

POA Memory Requirements

The memory requirements for a POA vary based on the number of activ
users. (The total number of users in the Post Office is irrelevant.)

Document Management Service (DMS) Sizing

Document management is relatively new as a GroupWise component. 
GroupWise 5.5 was the first implementation with a valuable feature set. G
this information, sizing recommendations are based on lab testing and a
large installations.

Number of Active Users Addional Memory Required

100 94 MB

250 208 MB

500 232 MB

700 274 MB
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Much like the GroupWise Sizing section, the assumptions will be listed fi
to establish a baseline. Then the recommendations will be listed.

Assumptions

This is not a must-have list of software and hardware. However, these ge
hardware guidelines are consistent with successful implementations of D

Software: 

� GroupWise 5.5

Or

� Any patch level of 5.5

Or

� Any version of GroupWise above 5.5

Server:

� Pentium Pro 200 or better

� 250 MB memory or higher

Post Office:

� One post office per server

� A second post office agent (POA) for Indexing

NOTE: The second POA is not always necessary. However, in heavily 
used libraries Novell recommends that you set up a second POA on a 
separate server to handle the additional indexing load.

Recommendations

These recommendations are made with the above-mentioned assumptio
mind. Changes in the assumptions may or may not have an impact on th
DMS, depending on how much they vary.
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Number of Libraries per Post Office

A maximum of 256 libraries can exist in a given post office. Keep in mind t
this is the maximum, not a goal. It is best not to match the maximum. A mo
realistic recommendation is to plan the predicted number of total docume
how the documents are going to be divided, and who will need access.

Number of Libraries per System

The only limit is the number of post offices multiplied by 256 libraries. Th
will give you the maximum that GroupWise will allow. Again, this will be a
very high number (a maximum and not a goal you should try to reach). The
ideal is a carefully planned implementation that will satisfy the users’ nee

Number of Documents per Library

The library itself can hold up to one billion documents, although that is a
logical rather than a realistic limit. A more reasonable approach is to say
at any one time, one library should not hold more than a million documen
Since you need to leave room for system growth, plan for each library to h
approximately 500,000 documents in it. 

It is also important to realize that this is the number of live documents in 
library and not the maximum number of documents in the system. These
numbers do not take into consideration the size of the document store, ju
number of documents. The DMS databases will grow based on the num
rather than the size of documents.

NOTE: The recommended number of live documents is low because if the 
server holding these documents fails (due to a problem outside the control 
of GroupWise), you limit the number of documents that are affected by the 
failure.

Agent Configuration

Optimizing the performance of the GroupWise agents (MTA and POA) 
requires adjusting two separate groups of settings. The first is the GroupW
agent settings and the second is the optimization of the server on which 
agent is running. The agent settings are covered in this section, and the s
settings are covered in the next section, “Server Configuration” on page 436.
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Optimizing the MTA

When optimizing the MTA, the most important consideration is link 
configuration. In a large GroupWise system, improper and unplanned MT
links can result in severe LAN/WAN traffic problems.

Important objectives have been identified relating to link configuration for 
network and GroupWise. These objectives are described in the subsecti
that follow, and a recommended configuration is provided.

Another important factor in MTA optimization is server performance. In 
addition to making the link configuration changes, you should fine-tune t
server to ensure optimal MTA performance.

The NetWork

Configure links so that they follow the design of the WAN. By configuring
links to hop across a minimal number of WAN segments, you will minimi
connectivity problems. It is important to avoid bouncing traffic twice acro
the same segment. Also, configure links to follow the shortest routes 
available.

Control the number of GroupWise TCP connections and bandwidth usag
across WAN links. Controlling the number of TCP connections will ensur
faster file transmission and in general prevent GroupWise from hogging 
bandwidth.

GroupWise Administration

Minimize the number of links while maximizing the number of users 
connected through three or fewer hops. Keep the number of links to a 
manageable number. Use the lowest number of hops possible (preferab
more than three between domains).

Isolate administration and replication traffic and ensure fast replication. 
Configure the links so that administrative changes do not interfere with 
message delivery and also so those changes are replicated quickly throu
the entire system.

Minimize the amount of time it takes for messages to be delivered.
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Maximize the response times for remote download requests and busy sea
across the network.

Recommended Configuration

To achieve the listed objectives, use the following principles when 
configuring links:

1. The primary domain is connected directly to all domains on the WAN
including direct connection to domains servicing Async gateways. T
ensures that administration traffic is isolated from message delivery 
routes. It also ensures that administrative changes are replicated as
quickly as possible throughout the system.

The primary domain is not permitted to service any post offices or 
gateways. This serves the same purpose (to isolate administrative tr
and keep it separate from the message-delivery routes).

2. Each WAN site has a direct link to its closest regional hub domain, 
usually just one hop across a slow WAN link. This permits you to cont
closely the bandwidth usage over slow WAN links. It also vastly redu
the number of total links requiring configuration in the system.

All other inbound and outbound domains in the system (except the 
primary domain) are linked indirectly to each WAN site via this close
regional hub domain.

3. The principal domain at each major site and regional hub domains a
service domains such as Internet gateway domains are combined in
backbone group and have direct links to each other in mesh configura
across high-speed WAN links.

This configuration balances maximizing the number of users connec
in three or fewer hops with minimizing the number of links required f
the entire system. Approximately 80% of the total users will be locate
on 20% of the domains in the system, which helps minimize delivery ti
and maximize response times.

4. All domains physically connected to the same LAN are linked in a m
configuration. This reduces the workload on the hub domains and 
improves performance without affecting available bandwidth or 
significantly increasing the number of links in the system.
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Optimizing the POA

The POA object has many settings that you can configure to alter the 
performance of the POA. These settings are administrative tools intende
help you optimize your system for performance and stability.

� Enable Automatic Database Recovery = On (default = On)

This setting enables the POA to detect database problems and fix the
most cases. In the long run, this will improve performance because i
prevents problems from getting really bad before they are detected a
corrected. It does take resources to run GWCHECK if and when probl
are encountered; however, Novell recommends that you leave this se
On. The trade-off in stability is worth the possible loss in performanc

� Enable Caching = On (default = On)

This default setting improves the performance of the POA. It allows t
POA, at the software level, to handle caching of the databases it is 
working with. Novell recommends that you leave this setting On. 
However, if you encounter problems with database corruption, it wou
be a good idea to change this setting to Off until you locate and corr
the problem.

� Enable SNMP = Off (default = On)

Change this setting to Off only if SNMP is not being used to manage
agent. This feature requires quite a bit of I/O and processor traffic. If
SNMP is not being used (through ManageWise or some other SNMP
manager), turning this unneeded feature off may improve performan

� TCP Handler Threads = 20 - 30 users per thread (default = 8)

These are the TCP/IP threads that will handle the Client/Server reque
Novell Customer Support (NCS) has found that the appropriate setti
depends on how active the users are. If the users are less active, se
and receiving an average of 5 to 10 items per day, then 30 users per t
is sufficient.

However, if the users are more active (more than 30 items are sent a
received each day, in addition to Finds and busy searches), then 20 
per thread is recommended. It is important to adjust this number for e
situation because each thread allocated takes memory and resource
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the other hand, if you allocate too few threads then requests will be 
pending, and that means slower performance for the end users.

� QuickFinder Indexing = On (default = On)

The QuickFinder Indices are created for libraries and user database
They are used to speed up the query results for a Find as well as a 
document search. The QuickFinder does use a lot of resources on th
server and will sometimes cause the utilization to peak until the Index
is complete. With GroupWise 5.5 a setting was added to allow this 
Indexing to start on a specific offset from midnight. This gives you mo
control to run the QuickFinder during a server’s slowest time.

� QuickFinder Interval =? (default = 4 hours)

No recommendation exists for this setting. It will vary based on whet
there is a library, how often or important the Find feature is to the us
and whether a POA has been created to handle QuickFinder Indexin

If a Find (query) is made for a specific mailbox item and that item has 
been indexed, it will still be found but the Find will take longer. If a que
is made for a document and that document has not been indexed, the
document will not be found.

� Max App Connections = 4 per user (default = 2048)

Application connections are virtual. They are the workhorses for the 
traffic between client and POA. As new communication between clie
and POA is required, a new application connection is created. After f
seconds of no use, the application connection will time out and termin

An average user will use approximately four connections per session
any one time. Each connection takes up about 8 KB of memory. Wh
application connections hit the maximum, the oldest connection is 
bumped and a new connection is created. If that old connection was
in use, the client will request a new one, thus causing a vicious circle
users complain of speed, this setting may be too low.

� Max Physical Connections = 1 per user (default 512)

You must create a physical connection for each user in order to gene
application connections. A user can have multiple physical connectio
In general, one physical connection per user is sufficient because no
users are going to be active at one time.
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If GroupWise hits the maximum physical connections, the user will 
receive an error that he cannot connect to GroupWise at that time.

Increasing the maximum number for physical and application 
connections does not pre-allocate memory. These settings are there
protect GroupWise from taking too many resources on the server.

� CPU Utilization = 85% (default = 85%)

� Delay Time = 100 millisec (default = 100 milliseconds)

These two settings go together, and the defaults are the recommenda
These settings are designed to maintain peak performance on the se
If the processing load on the server is too heavy, the POA will start t
delay the launch of new threads for 100 milliseconds. This allows the
server to continue processing the current requests and still refrain fro
ignoring other responsibilities.

The POA is also designed to load balance its requests as the thresh
approached: Client/Server threads become the highest priority. The P
will start to terminate other threads, such as GWCHECK and 
QuickFinder, to free up resources for the client requests.

Server Configuration

Optimizing the server is probably the most important thing you can do to m
sure that the GroupWise agents run at their best. You will need to tweak s
server settings that are specific to the GroupWise agents. In the followin
section, these areas of optimization are covered for NetWare and Windo
NT.

NetWare Server Tuning

In addition to providing optimization information for NetWare server 
performance, this section presents options for preventive maintenance yo
perform on the server and describes how to achieve the best results. By 
this information, you can prevent server abends and crashes.
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NetWare Settings Specific to Agent Performance

Table 26 identifies specific settings that Novell has found enhance agent 
performance and sometimes correct performance problems. These setti
will help you fine-tune the server for optimal GroupWise agent performan

Table 26 NetWare Settings for GroupWise Agents

Setting Description

Directory Cache 
buffer Nonreferenced 
Delay = 30 seconds 
(default = 5.5 
seconds)

This setting decreases processor overhead and I/O traffic. It determines how 
often the Directory Cache buffer is refreshed. Every refresh requires a new disk 
read and write to memory.

By increasing the value to 30 seconds, you decrease the frequency of the buffer 
refresh. Use this setting to make sure you don’t lose data. As new files are added 
to a directory structure, it dynamically updates the buffer. 

The reason for this feature is to make sure that if a file did not get added to the 
buffer for whatever reason, it will be captured with the refresh routine.

Minimum Directory 
Cache Buffers = 2-3 
per connection 
(default = 20)

By increasing this value, the buffer is already established and no additional 
resources are required to allocate more buffer space on the fly. This can 
eliminate processor and I/O bottlenecks.

Maximum Directory 
Cache Buffers = 4000 
(default = 500)

This setting protects the system from using too much memory for Directory 
Cache Buffers.

Read Ahead Enabled 
(default = On)

The Read Ahead feature significantly increases performance on NetWare 
servers. This feature predicts which files will be required next and loads them into 
memory, ready for access.
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Read Ahead LRU 
Sitting Time 
Threshold = 60 
seconds (default = 10 
seconds)

This feature is for the Read Ahead mechanism. This Read Ahead LRU Sitting 
Time Threshold instructs the system not to use the Read Ahead feature if the 
LRU (Least Recently Used) is below the specified time.

LRU is an algorithm that is used for memory block / page replacement. An 'LRU 
list' identifies the least recently used cache blocks (blocks that have been in 
cache the longest time without being accessed) and flags those for use first. It 
makes caching more efficient.

If there is not enough memory to access data from available cache, Read Ahead 
will take up memory and processor time without increasing performance. If Read 
Ahead is not helpful, it makes sense not to use the resources.

This threshold can be set to an hour or less. In general terms, if the LRU is 20 
minutes or more, the system probably has sufficient memory.

Be aware that this setting disables Read Ahead, which is not recommended. If 
you use this option often, you should probably add more memory.

Maximum File Locks = 
20,000 (default = 
10,000)

Although GroupWise does much more record locking than file locking, if you 
have a large number of users on the system, you should allocate enough file 
locks. This does require memory and should not be over used.

Maximum Record 
Locks = 100,000 
(default = 20,000)

GroupWise performs many record locks. If you have a large number of users on 
the system, you should allocate enough record locks. This does require memory 
and should not be over used.

Minimum Service 
Process = 100 
(default = 10)

Service Processes are dynamic. By pre-allocating them, less overhead is 
required to allocate them on the fly. As long as there is sufficient memory, you 
can increase this number. A good rule of thumb is to monitor the server during 
peak times. Set the Min Service Processes to whatever the current service 
processes are during peak times.

Maximum Service 
Process = 1000 
(default = 40)

This also takes up resources. Monitor this setting in the MONITOR.NLM. If the 
current processes begin to approach the maximum, increase the maximum 
service processes.

New Service Process 
Wait Time = .3 sec 
(default = 2.2 sec)

This setting can increase performance dramatically. When a Service Process is 
required, a new one can be created quickly. With the default setting of 2.2 
seconds, the theory is that if the system waits long enough, a process will 
become free. If there is sufficient memory, there is no harm in creating a process 
instantaneous to the initial request.

Setting Description
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HINT: Many of the options above require additional memory and warn 
against having too little. Each additional buffer allocated takes up about 4 
KB. Each service process requires about 16 KB. The best way to 
determine how much memory is sufficient is to watch the LRU count and 
the Available Cache Buffers. If these numbers drop, LRU below 20 
minutes and Cache Buffers below 40%, more memory is probably 
required.

Minimum Packet 
Receive Buffers = 2 -3 
per user* (default = 
50)

Any request that is processed uses a Packet Receive Buffer. This includes all 
NCP requests, SAPs, RIPs, TCP packets, and so on.

If the server is bombarded with requests and there are not enough packet receive 
buffers, the system will get bottlenecked and will start dropping requests. The 
result is loss of connection to users, loss of server-to-server connections, slower 
processing speeds, and so on.

Monitor the current packet receive buffers during peak times and make sure that 
the minimum is set to that current setting so that there are enough packet receive 
buffers at all times. Remember, this also takes up memory. Be sure to have 
sufficient memory on the server.

Note: A server hosting the Web Access gateway should have this value set to 
2000.

Maximum Packet 
Receive Buffers = 
4000 (default = 100)

This protects the server from having too many packet receive buffers allocating 
too much memory to processes.

New Packet Receive 
Buffer Wait Time = .1 
Sec (default = 1 sec)

If the server has sufficient memory, this setting can significantly increase 
productivity. As with service processes, the server will immediately spawn a new 
buffer without waiting to see if one becomes available first.

TCP Defend Land 
Attack = Off (default = 
On)

This feature protects the TCP/IP stack against Land Attacks. Land Attacks are 
packets sent to the server with the same source and destination. The packets get 
into a loop and can bring the server down. If the server in question has no access 
to the outside world, the chance of a packet doing this is extremely minimal. By 
turning this unneeded feature off, overhead is reduced and IP packets can be 
processed faster.

Flag the WPCSIN and 
WPCSOUT 
directories (and their 
subdirectories) for 
Immediate Purge

These directories will exist below each of the Post Offices, Domains, and 
Gateways in the GroupWise System. In addition, each MTA will have an 
MSLOCAL directory structure that should be flagged as Immediate Purge as 
well.

Setting Description
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Server Basics

Table 27 gives recommendations and information about NetWare servers
general. These recommendations are applicable all of the time, but you sh
pay particular attention to them when your system is having problems.

Table 27 Basic NetWare Server Recommendations

Issue Recommendation or Information

MONITOR.NLM and 
Utilization

The Monitor utilization is not an entirely accurate number. Some server 
processes call a NetWare function named CyieldWithDelay or CyieldUntilIdle. If 
a thread is spinning for one of these functions, the server will appear to have high 
utilization.

Utilization will then be inaccurate. Don't panic when utilization goes to 100% for 
a few seconds and bounces down. This is normal for all 4.x servers.

Operating System 
Patches and Other 
NLM updates

For intraNetWare or NetWare 4.11, use the service packs by the filename 
IWSPx.EXE. Service packs contains not only OS patches but all the necessary 
updates and enhancements to the server NLMs.

OS patches fix issues with the SERVER.NLM or LOADER.EXE. Other fixes in 
new updates to released NLMs (such as CLIB.NLM) resolve other issues that 
can pertain to high utilization. The new updates also add enhancements to the 
current versions. Novell recommends that you always apply the latest updates to 
your server as well.

You should also apply the latest LAN and Disk drivers from the hardware vendor.

NDS and DS.NLM Update DS to version 4.89a or later. Novell Support has seen issues with DS 
causing high utilization, and 4.89a has solved all these issues.

Efficient tree design, partitioning, and replication are essential to avoiding 
utilization problems. The size, type, and number of partition replicas can cause 
utilization problems if not managed properly.

Check the total number of NDS objects residing in the partitions of a server that 
is having problems. DS needs to keep synchronization among all servers in the 
replica ring. The more replicas there are of any partition, the more traffic will be 
on the wire. 

Novell recommends having at least three replicas of each partition in the tree. 
This provides fault tolerance and allows for DS recovery if a database is 
corrupted.
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Cache Buffers When the server boots, all free memory is assigned to file caching. As demand 
increases for other resources (for example, directory cache buffers), the number 
of available file cache buffers decreases. The operating system does not 
immediately allocate new resources when a request is received. It waits a 
specified amount of time to see if existing resources become available to service 
the demand.

If resources become available, no new resources are allocated. If they do not 
become available within the time limit, new resources are allocated. The time 
limit ensures that sudden, infrequent peaks of server activity do not permanently 
allocate unneeded resources. 

The following parameters are dynamically configured by the operating system:

� Directory cache buffers

� Disk elevator size

� File locks

� Kernel processes

� Kernel semaphores

� Maximum number of open files

� Memory for NLMs

� Router/server advertising

� Routing buffers

� Service processes

� TTS transactions

� Turbo FAT index tables

As a rough guideline, if the number of cache buffers (checked from 
MONITOR.NLM, Resource utilization) drops below 40%, more memory should 
be added to the file server. This percentage rule has been used for many years 
when the average system had 16 MB to 32 MB. Most systems nowadays have 
more cache buffers (in terms of percentage) available. An example is that 40% 
of 32 MB is 12 MB, whereas 40% of 1024 MB is 409 MB.

In most cases, you will see a negative impact on performance when the amount 
of cache buffers drops below 40%. The percentage value is calculated from 
having total cache buffers divided by the original cache buffers. The total cache 
buffers and original cache buffers can be found at the General Information screen 
of MONITOR.NLM.

Issue Recommendation or Information
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Server Settings

Table 28 lists commonly misused NetWare server settings. Each setting i
listed and defined with a general recommendation for use. Many of these
settings were previously listed under “NetWare Settings Specific to Agent 
Performance” on page 437 of this chapter.

Table 28 NetWare Server Settings

Setting Description

Service Processes Service processes are threads of execution that act as hosts to incoming service 
requests. NetWare 4.x is capable of allocating up to 1000 service processes. 

Set maximum service processes to 2-3 per connection. 

Novell recommends that you set the Maximum Service Processes to 1000 (the 
maximum number allowed). If the server does not require additional service 
processes, it will not allocate them. 

You can also set new a service process wait time to 0.3 (default is 2.2).

Upgrade Low- Priority 
Threads

Verify that SET UPGRADE LOW PRIORITY THREADS is set to Off. If it is On it 
will contribute to any utilization problems the server may be having.
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LRU Sitting Time The NetWare file caching subsystem is a pool or collection of 4 KB memory 
pages. After loading the OS, system NLMs, and application NLMs, NetWare 
initializes all remaining memory as the file cache pool.

At the beginning of the list is the "list head," where new cache buffers are inserted 
into the list. The end of the list is the "list tail," where old cache buffers are 
removed from the list. Each cache buffer in the list is linked to the next cache 
buffer, and each one includes a time stamp indicating the time at which the cache 
buffer was inserted into the list head.

When the server receives a disk I/O request for data that is not currently in cache 
(a cache "miss"), the data is read from the disk and written into one or more 
cache buffers that are removed from the list tail.

Each newly filled cache buffer is time-stamped with the current time and linked 
into the list head. A newly filled cache buffer is designated as the most recently 
used (MRU) cache buffer because it has resided in cache for the least amount of 
time.

A cache "hit," a frequent event in NetWare environments, occurs when a disk 
request received by the server can be serviced directly out of cache, rather than 
from disk. In this case, after the request is serviced the cache buffer containing 
the requested data is removed from the list, time-stamped with the current time, 
and re-linked into the list head. In this manner, MRU cache buffers congregate at 
the head of the list. This characteristic of the list is important to understand, 
because you want your MRU cache buffers to remain cached in anticipation of 
repeated use and repeated cache hits.

Setting Description
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LRU Sitting Time 
(continued)

At some point in this process, the file cache pool becomes full of recently used 
data. This is where the least recently used (LRU) cache buffer comes into play. 
LRU cache buffers are buffers that were originally filled from the disk but haven’t 
been reused as frequently as the MRU cache buffers at the list head. Due to the 
re-linking of MRU cache buffers into the list head, LRU cache buffers congregate 
at the list tail.

When new cache buffers are needed for data requested from disk, NetWare 
removes the necessary number of LRU cache buffers from the list tail, fills them 
with newly requested data, time-stamps them with the current time, and re-links 
them into the list head.

The resulting NetWare file cache subsystem gives preference to repeatedly used 
data and holds onto less frequently used data only as long as the memory isn't 
needed for repeatedly used data.

The LRU Sitting Time statistic is calculated by taking the difference between the 
current time and the time stamp of the LRU cache block at the tail of the cache 
list. LRU Sitting Time measures the length of time it is taking for an MRU cache 
buffer at the list head to make its way down to the list tail, where it becomes the 
LRU cache buffer. One might refer to this measurement as the cache "churn rate" 
because, whether from cache hits or misses, every cache buffer in the list is 
being reused within that period of time. 

Make sure that the LRU Sitting Time does not go below 15 minutes. If it drops 
below 15 minutes, add more memory.

Setting Description
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Physical Packet 
Receive Buffers

Receive buffers are used to store incoming packets from each of the networks 
attached to a NetWare server. The Maximum Physical Receive Packet Size 
should be set according to the kind of network it is on. In most cases, this is 1524 
bytes for Ethernet segments, 4540 bytes for Token Ring and FDDI and 618 bytes 
for Arcnet and LocalTalk. These values are taken from the "Installing Novell 
BorderManager" chapter in the Novell BorderManager Installation and Setup 
manual, page 9. Certain products installed have specific requirements, and you 
will need to refer to those manuals for instructions.

A good rule of thumb for the minimum packet receive buffers setting is 
approximately 2-3 receive buffers for each connection and 4000 maximum 
packet receive buffers (or any higher value).

Also, check the No ECB (Event control block) Available Count information in the 
LAN/WAN Information option of MONITOR.NLM. These messages indicate that 
the server was unable to acquire sufficient packet receive buffers, usually called 
event control blocks.

Running out of ECBs is not a fatal condition. Servers that run for several days 
where high loads occur in peaks might exceed the set maximum number of 
ECBs, causing the system to generate ECB system messages. 

If these situations are caused by occasional peaks in the memory demand, just 
maintain the current maximum ECB allocation and allow the message to be 
generated at those times. On the other hand, if the server memory load is very 
high and there are frequent ECB allocation errors, set your maximum ECB 
allocation higher. If the current Packet Receive Buffers amount rises above the 
minimum set level after the server has been up for a period of time, set the 
minimum Packet Receive Buffers to the current level.

Use the following SET command in the AUTOEXEC.NCF file: SET MAXIMUM 
PACKET RECEIVE BUFFERS = number.

Note: The memory allocated for ECBs cannot be used for other purposes. The 
minimum number of buffers available for the server can also be set in the 
STARTUP.NCF file with the following command: SET MINIMUM PACKET 
RECEIVE BUFFERS = number.

Setting Description
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File I/O

Table 29 lists the elements and settings involved with NetWare server file I
These parameters and considerations can dramatically affect the perform
of the NetWare file server. With the speed and performance of today’s 
processors, the disk I/O is typically the bottleneck of server performance

Packet Burst Novell support has seen high utilization problems caused by packet bursts from 
both NetWare and Microsoft requester clients. Most of these problems have been 
solved with an OS patch or a new requester. Load the 410 OS patches and get 
the new FIO.VLM which fixes the problem with the Novell requester. The file is 
VLMFX3.EXE.

Novell technical support has a module called PBRSTOFF.NLM that will disable 
Packet Burst from the server. The module needs to be loaded when the server 
comes up. Only connections that are established after the module is loaded will 
have packet burst disabled. This will isolate utilization problems related to packet 
burst.

Directory Caching Cache memory allocates memory for the hash table, the FAT, the Turbo FAT, 
suballocation tables, the directory cache, a temporary data storage area for files 
and NLM files, and available memory for other functions. The FAT and DET are 
written into the server’s memory. The area that holds directory entries is called 
the directory cache. The server can find a file’s address from the directory cache 
much faster than retrieving the information from disk.

Set minimum directory cache buffers to 2-3 per connection and maximum 
directory cache buffers to 4000. In addition, setting the directory cache allocation 
wait time to 0.5 (default is 2.2). 

If the current Directory Cache Buffers setting rises above the minimum set level 
after the server has been up for a period of time, you can set the minimum 
Directory Cache Buffers to the current level.

Setting Description
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Table 29 NetWare Server I/O Factors

Element/Setting Description

Host Bus Adapters, 
Mirroring and 
Duplexing

When configuring multiple devices, it is advisable to put slow devices on a 
different channel or host bus adapter from the fast devices. Slow devices are 
tape drives and CDROMs while fast devices are disk drives.

Also, always use hardware mirroring, duplexing, or RAID as compared to 
software mirroring, duplexing, or RAID. This is because hardware 
implementations are much faster.

Server speed depends on various factors such as the CPU, the amount of 
memory, and the access speed of a hard disk. The sluggish access of a server 
could be attributed to the hard disk. Check the Dirty Cache Buffers and Current 
Disk Requests on the MONITOR console to see if the hard disk can handle the 
load of the access.

Dirty Cache Buffers 
and Current Disk 
Requests

If the Dirty Cache Buffers and Current Disk Requests (as seen from the 
MONITOR screen) are high, then the number of dirty cache buffers waiting to be 
written to disk and the number of pending disk requests (reading from disk) are 
high.

The Maximum Concurrent Directory Cache Writes (default of 10) and the 
Maximum Concurrent Disk Cache Writes (default of 50) can be set above the 
defaults. Additionally, set the Dirty Disk Cache Delay Time to a value below the 
default (default of 3.3 seconds).

The settings can be modified until the values of dirty cache buffers and current 
disk requests go up to 0 periodically. The values should go up in bursts and return 
to 0. If, after making adjustments, the dirty cache buffers and current disk 
requests are still high, then the disks cannot handle the load. It would then be 
advisable to either change to faster disks or to split the server load. Often, the 
disk is the bottleneck.

Start with the following settings and adjust them according to the desired 
outcome:

� SET Maximum Concurrent Disk Cache Writes = 500

� SET Dirty Disk Cache Delay Time = 0.5

� SET Maximum Concurrent Directory Cache Writes = 100
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Block Suballocation Suballocation is implemented in NetWare 4.x to overcome the problem of wasted 
disk space due to under-allocated disk blocks (as described above). 
Suballocation allows multiple file endings to share a disk block. The unit of 
allocation within a suballocated block is a single sector (512 bytes). That means 
that as many as 128 file ends can occupy one 64 KB block. Using suballocation, 
the maximum loss of data space per file is 511 bytes. This would occur when a 
file had one more byte than could be allocated to a full 512-byte sector. Hence, 
suballocation nearly eliminates the penalty of using larger disk allocation units 
and allows much larger disk channel transactions.

From a performance standpoint, suballocation enhances the performance of 
write operations within the OS by allowing the ends of multiple files to be 
consolidated within a single write operation. Of course, this minor improvement 
will often be counterbalanced by the increased overhead of managing the 
suballocation process. The major win is the optimization of the disk channel and 
cache around the 64 KB disk allocation unit.

As imaging, multimedia, and other workloads involving streaming data become 
more prevalent, the 64 KB block size will become invaluable. It is recommend 
that everyone use the 64 KB disk block size for greater efficiency, elimination of 
wasted space, and to take advantage of Read Ahead.

It is very important to load the patches when suballocation is enabled. 
Suballocation does not have any SET parameters to adjust. Everything is done 
automatically. 

It is also important to monitor the disk space to avoid suballocation problems. 
Novell Engineering recommends keeping 10-20% of the volume space free to 
avoid suballocation problems.

Suballocation uses free blocks to perform its function. When free blocks are low, 
suballocation can go into "aggressive" mode, which will lock the volume and 
cause high utilization. Maintaining more than 1000 free blocks will prevent this 
problem from occurring in most cases. If there are not at least 1000 free blocks 
on the volume, run a PURGE /ALL from the root of the volume. This will free the 
"free-able limbo blocks" and move them back to "free blocks."

Disk Block Size Based on performance testing, 64 KB block size for all volumes is recommended. 
The larger 64 KB allocation unit allows NetWare to use the disk channel more 
efficiently by reading and writing more data at once. This results in faster access 
to mass storage devices and improved response times for network users. If 
RAID5 disks are being used, set the block size equal to the stripe depth of the 
RAID5 disks.

Element/Setting Description
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Hotfix Blocks From SERVMAN, choose Storage Information and highlight the NetWare 
Partitions on the server. Make sure that there are no "Used Hotfix blocks" shown. 
Or, load MONITOR, choose Disk Information, choose the device, and press 
<Enter> and <Tab> simultaneously. The information on Redirected Blocks will be 
shown. Used Hotfix blocks and Redirected Blocks show that there are bad 
sectors on the server hard disk. The hard disks of the server should be changed.

Suballocation and the 
Number of Free 
Blocks and Disk 
Space for Each 
Volume

It is also important to keep more than 1000 free blocks and at least 10 - 20% free 
disk space on each volume with suballocation enabled. Suballocation uses these 
free blocks to free up additional disk space.

It is also important to keep more than 1000 free blocks and at least 10 - 20% free 
disk space on each volume with suballocation enabled. Suballocation uses these 
free blocks to free up additional disk space.

When disk space is low (less than 10% available), suballocation can go into 
"aggressive" mode.Suballocation is bumped up to a regular priority thread and 
can take control of the volume semaphore until is has cleaned up and freed up 
as much space as possible. This locking of the volume semaphore causes other 
processes trying to use the volume to wait until the semaphore is released.

In large installations, this results in an increase of Packet Receive Buffers and 
File Service Processes. When the Packet Receive Buffers max out, the server 
will start dropping connections and users will not be able to log in. When 
suballocation completes its cleanup, the semaphore will be released and the 
processes on the queue will be serviced. This will result in a utilization drop, and 
the server will return to normal operation.

The lack of free blocks is different from a lack of disk space. When files are 
deleted, they are kept in a "deleted" state. This means the file actually exists but 
is not viewable to the user and does not show up in volume statistics as used 
space. The number of free blocks is determined by Free Blocks = [Total Blocks - 
(Blocks In Use by Files + Blocks In Use by Deleted Files)]. Hence, you can have 
50% of the disk available, but there are no free blocks. These blocks are used by 
deleted files.

If free blocks are low, run a PURGE /ALL from the root of the volume to free the 
"free-able limbo blocks" and move them to the "free blocks" pool. To avoid doing 
this often, set the P (PURGE) attribute on directories that create a large number 
of temporary files. The P attribute does not flow down the file system.

Additionally, setting IMMEDIATE PURGE OF DELETED FILES = ON at the 
server console will keep the purge-able files from taking all the free blocks. The 
downside of this setting is that it cannot be specified to a volume, only for the 
server. This means that when set, it will purge even the SYS: volume.

Element/Setting Description
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File Compression It is essential to have the OS patches loaded when using compression. 
Compression takes CPU cycles to compress and decompress files. The default 
SET parameters for compression take this into consideration. Compression is 
designed to take place after midnight when most servers have little or no traffic. 
Also, the DAYS UNTOUCHED BEFORE COMPRESSION SET parameter is 
designed to make sure frequently used files are not compressed. Any 
adjustments to the default compression SET parameters may have a severe 
negative impact on the server's performance.

Users with disk restrictions may try to flag their home directory to IC (immediate 
compress) to save disk space. Flagging directories to IC will affect server 
performance. Normally, compression is a low-priority thread, which means it only 
compresses files when the server is idle. When the IC flag is set, compression is 
bumped up to a regular priority and will not wait for idle time.

Setting DELETED FILES COMPRESSION OPTION = 2 will cause the immediate 
compression of files that have been deleted. This will cause high utilization 
because the processor is immediately compressing files upon their deletion.

To eliminate compression as a possible problem, set ENABLE FILE 
COMPRESSION=OFF. This will cause files to be queued for compression, but 
the files will not be compressed. However, accessing compressed files will cause 
them to be decompressed. This will eliminate compression as the cause of high 
utilization.

To view the amount of compression/decompression that is going on in the server, 
use this setting:

� SET COMPRESS SCREEN = ON

It is advisable to set Days Untouched Before Compression to 30 days. Set 
Minimum Compression Percentage Gain to 20.

Element/Setting Description
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File Decompression Decompression takes up CPU cycles as well. If a volume is running near full and 
compression is enabled, files will be compressed and never committed for 
decompression. This is due to a failure to allocate enough space on the disk to 
hold the decompressed version.

This can be caused by Minimum File Delete Wait Time being set to a large value. 
This will not allow any deleted files to be reclaimed for space to commit a 
compressed file. The full volume situation is usually indicated by the 
"Compressed files are not being committed" alert on the server console. This 
message can be fixed by setting Decompress Percent Disk Space Free To Allow 
Commit to a number less than the current one. However, there must be enough 
space on the volume to allow for decompressed version of the file to be 
committed in order for that file to be committed decompressed.

As a file is decompressed, it does consume CPU cycles but will relinquish control 
to allow other threads and NCPs to be serviced. A Pentium processor (60Hz) can 
decompress, on average, 1 MB per second.

Read-After-Write 
Verification

Read-after-write verification is an important means of protecting the data on your 
system. Normally, you should not disable it. However, if your disks are mirrored 
and reliable, you may choose to disable read-after-write verification because 
disabling almost doubles the speed of disk writes.

Warning: Turning off read-after-write verification may increase the risk of data 
corruption on the server’s hard disk. You should use the following procedure only 
if your disks are mirrored and reliable and you understand the risk.

Element/Setting Description
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Garbage Collection The garbage collection process is like a disk defragmenter for the operating 
system’s memory pool and is always running. The purpose of the garbage 
collection process of the operating system is to reclaim used memory nodes for 
a new memory scheme. 

Garbage collection is critical for situations where NLMs allocate small memory 
areas for initialization purposes and then allocate larger nodes to perform the rest 
of the operation. Unless this smaller node memory is reallocated after the 
program initialization frees itself from this area, the memory will become 
fragmented and unusable. Therefore, the memory pool can become depleted 
over time.

The operating system’s internal routine that handles garbage collection sorts all 
the nodes from the linked lists of an NLM and collapses them into larger pieces. 
The larger pieces are linked to the appropriate list head. If the garbage collection 
routine frees an entire 4 KB page, then that memory is returned to cache. This 
internal routine can be set or interrupted and runs in the background.

Garbage collection can be forced by a user through MONITOR. In NetWare 4.11, 
under Memory Utilization, any of the system modules loaded can be selected. 
After it is selected, a user may press <F3> to collect garbage on that specific 
module or press <F5> to collect garbage on the entire system. For NetWare 5, 
under Virtual Memory, Address Spaces, address space memory can be freed 
with <F4>.

Administrators whose systems are running low on memory, or developers who 
are optimizing their NLMs, may need to adjust these parameters. If an NLM 
allocates and de-allocates large blocks of memory throughout the life of the NLM, 
set the number of frees lower than the default. If an NLM does a lot of memory 
allocations and frees, set the number of frees higher than the default. If an NLM 
allocates and de-allocates the same chunk of memory more than once, set the 
minimum free memory to a value higher than the size of the chunk.

Be aware that the Garbage Collection SET parameters are global; that is, they 
will affect all NLM garbage collection. For this reason, be very careful when 
changing the default parameters. An adjustment for one NLM to improve its 
performance may adversely affect another NLM. Novell recommends leaving 
these parameters at their default values unless an NLM requires a specific 
change.

Element/Setting Description
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A few other areas of interest that do not fit into any of the above sections
listed in Table 30.

Read/Write Fault 
Emulation and Invalid 
Pointers

If NetWare detects a condition that threatens the integrity of its internal data 
(such as an invalid parameter being passed in a function call, or certain hardware 
errors), it abruptly halts the active process and displays an "abend" message on 
the screen.

The primary reason for abends in NetWare is to ensure the stability and integrity 
of the internal operating system data. For example, if the operating system 
detected invalid pointers to cache buffers and yet continued to run, data would 
soon become unusable or corrupted. Thus an abend is NetWare’s way of 
protecting itself and users against the unpredictable effects of data corruption.

NetWare 4 takes advantage of Intel’s segmentation and paging architecture. 
Each page of memory can be flagged present or not present, read-protected, 
write-protected, readable, or write-able.

Exceptions caused by segmentation and paging problems are handled differently 
than interrupts. Normally, the contents of the program counter (EIP register) are 
saved when an exception or interrupt is generated. However, exceptions 
resulting from segmentation and paging give the operating system the 
opportunity to fix the page fault by restoring the contents of some of the 
processor registers to their state before interpretation of the instruction began. 
NetWare 4 provides SET parameters to enable and disable page fault emulation, 
giving you the choice between continuing program execution or abending.

On NW 4.x servers, the memory parameters "Allow Invalid Pointers", "Read Fault 
Emulation" and "Write Fault Emulation" need to be set to OFF before analyzing 
a coredump or troubleshooting utilization or abending issues.

Element/Setting Description
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Table 30 Other NetWare running Issues

Setting/Issue Description

Interrupt Allocation 
and Configuration

Avoid using Interrupts 2, 7, 9, and 15. Interrupts 2 and 9 are cascades, the upper 
and lower blocks of interrupts. Interrupt 7 (normally assigned to the parallel port) 
and 15 are used for the following messages:

� Primary controller detected Lost hardware interrupt.

� Secondary controller detected Lost hardware interrupt.

These messages occur when a device issues an IRQ but is not there when the 
operating system goes to service it. If these types of messages are displayed on 
the server console, reconfigure hardware so that IRQ 7 and 15 are not being 
used by MSL, DISK, or LAN controllers. This does not mean that the device on 
IRQ 7 or 15 is the device directly responsible for the message, but it may help 
troubleshoot the problem.

Interrupts also have priorities. The following is the order of interrupts from the 
highest priority to the lowest priority: 0, 1, (2/9), 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7. Interrupt 0 is used for the system timer and 1 for the Keyboard Data Ready. 
For an SFTIII server, configure the MSL card on the highest interrupt, followed by 
the disk and the LAN card, in that order.

Edge triggered interrupts may not be shared with another device, but level 
triggered interrupts may be shared with another device. When using level 
triggered interrupts, only share the interrupt with exact types of devices such as 
2 NE3200.LAN or 2 AHA2940 HBA devices. Do not share interrupts with non-
identical devices.

Set Reserved Buffers 
Below 16 Meg

This parameter specifies the number of file cache buffers reserved for device 
drivers that cannot access memory above the 16 MB. Memory address conflicts 
can occur when you have more than 16 MB of memory in a server and the disk 
adapter uses a 16-bit, 24-bit DMA or Busmaster DMA. Set Reserved Buffers 
Below 16 Meg = 200 in STARTUP.NCF.

AppleTalk There was a problem with the ATXPR.NLM causing high utilization. The 
41MAC1.EXE file contains the new version of ATXPR.NLM. The 41MAC1.EXE 
file is found in the NOVLIB area LIB6. Use any newer update files when found.
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Windows NT Server Tuning

This section provides information about some general Microsoft* NT* ser
performance tuning. These settings are not necessarily specific to 
GroupWise® agents, but they are good for the server. The following topics
covered:

� Optimizing memory

� Optimizing the page files

� Optimizing TCP/IP for GroupWise links

Optimizing Memory

The correct memory option is based on what the server is responsible fo
doing. The following options are available:

Table 31 Memory Options

Printing Having a large number of printers on a server can affect network performance. 
Deciding what a large number of printers is depends on the type of printing that 
is being done. Printing CAD/CAM designs takes much more processor time than 
printing text documents. Having more than 40 printers can degrade server 
performance. 

If you are concerned about utilization problems, Novell recommends that you set 
the print devices to do the processing instead of the server. This will slow down 
printer output but will relieve the utilization on the file server.

Option Description

MINIMIZE MEMORY 
USED

This option is recommended when the post office and POA are on the NT server 
with Client/Server access and no other user connections.

BALANCE Use this option if the server is going to have a small post office (fewer than 64 
users) and the access mode is direct or if the connections will be used for other 
applications or server access.

Setting/Issue Description
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Optimizing the Page Files

Optimizing the paging files can increase the performance of the NT server
default the paging file is created on the boot partition of the NT server. Th
done to allow the memory dump after a STOP error occurs. However, wh
running on a server with multiple partitions on multiple hard disks, having 
paging file on the boot partition isolates the system file access I/O and th
paging I/O on the same controller.

By moving the paging file to another partition (on another drive), the I/O 
separated and NT can split and handle the I/O requests much faster. Th
ideal for performance but less than ideal if the server crashes because n
memory dump file is created.

The ideal solution is to create two paging files, one on the boot partition to
used when or if a system crash is encountered, and the other on a separ
partition—separate disk—to do the bulk of the paging. The NT server ha
algorithm that will determine which paging file to use most by looking at t
partition activity on the partitions with the paging files. The partition with th
least activity gets to do the most paging.

NOTE: When possible, put the second paging file on a partition that will 
only hold the paging file. This will increase the performance and stability of 
the paging file by reducing the chance of fragmentation.

Optimizing TCP/IP for GroupWise Links

TCP/IP links are a common and recommended way of communicating 
between GroupWise domains and post offices. For most purposes, the de
values of NT’s TCP/IP configuration will be optimal. However, if links are
slow or you notice communication problems across the links, several keys
be modified to optimize or stabilize the connection.

MAXIMIZE 
THROUGHPUT FOR 
FILE SHARING

Use this option if the number of connections to the server with the post office is 
going to exceed 64.

MAXIMIZE 
THROUGHPUT FOR 
NETWORK 
APPLICATIONS

Use this option if the connections to the server will exceed 64 but the post office 
access is Client/Server for GroupWise. This will do the same as the MAXIMIZE 
THROUGHPUT FOR FILE SHARING option; however, it will reserve some 
memory for cache that will benefit the POA.

Option Description
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1. TcpMaxConnectRetransmissions 

TcpMaxConnectRetransmissions - Default: 3

Each time a connection is requested a packet is sent to establish tha
NT has a default time-out value of 3 seconds; if that is exceeded, then
value will determine how many more times it will try. The time-out valu
will grow exponentially because it doubles with each successive retry
don’t set the value too high.

2. TcpMaxDataRetransmissions - Default: 5 

This is much the same as the previous setting except that it has to do
data packets instead of connection packets. Also, the time-out value
determined by the time it takes the connection packet to do a round 
Again, do not set this too high.

3. Reduce TcpWindowSize

This will determine the size of the TCP receive window.

The TCP receive window is the size, in bytes, that a sender can sen
without getting an acknowledgment.
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� Tools and Resources for Supporting 
GroupWise

GroupWise uses databases to store both administrative information (the
directory store) and messages (the data store). These shared databases
damaged. Several tools and utilities can be used to prevent serious prob
from occurring or to fix a problem when it does occur.

These tools and resources are discussed in the following sections:

� “Administrative Tools” on page 459

� “Utilities” on page 508

Administrative Tools

Administrative tools are provided with product installation. These tools, 
which can correct most errors and problems when they are generated, a
divided into two categories: directory store tools and data store tools. 

"System Maintenance" describes the tools responsible for maintaining th
directory store (see “System Maintenance” on page 460).

The data store tools, which are responsible for maintaining messaging it
within a given post office, are available in two versions: one designed to 
from the POA and the other designed to run from a workstation. These t
are discussed in “Mailbox/Library Maintenance and the Stand-alone 
GWCheck” on page 466.
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System Maintenance

System maintenance tools are found only in NetWare Administrator. They
located at Tools | GroupWise Utilities | System Maintenance. Several opt
are available, but the availability of each option depends on which doma
current and which object is selected.

All the selections are classed as actions. Some actions affect a specific 
database, domain, or post office. (See “Database Actions” on page 461.) The 
other actions affect an entire GroupWise system. (See “System Actions” on 
page 464.)

In the screen shot below, these two classes of actions appear in the Action
Actions above the line are database specific; actions below the line are sy
specific. The availability of system-specific actions is determined by whic
domain has been selected when you run system maintenance.
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Database Actions

Database actions correct problems with a given domain or post office 
database. These options act on a single database. The rest of the Group
system is unaware of the event. Database actions are listed below:

� “Validate Database” on page 461

� “Recover Database” on page 461

� “Rebuild Database” on page 462

� “Reclaim Unused Space” on page 463

� “Rebuild Indexes” on page 464

Validate Database

The Validate Database option checks for any structural damage within th
database and reports any errors it finds. The check runs through each blo
each container in the database. It also checks each index for consistenc

When the database check is complete, GroupWise reports any errors to 
administrator screen. If errors are reported, you should use the Recover
Database or Rebuild Database options to correct the condition.

Recover Database

The Recover Database option corrects physical problems, but it does no
update incorrect information. If you use this option, you can update the 
information later by rebuilding or synchronizing the database.

During database recovery, gateways and agents on the domain or agent
users on the post office can continue to run. If GroupWise determines th
records have been lost during the recovery, it will notify you that a rebuild
necessary. If no errors are reported after the recovery operation, you do 
need to take any action.

Recovery is a good option to use when an internal database error has occ
or database corruption has been detected, but you don’t want to make use
out of GroupWise.
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Rebuild Database

The Rebuild Database option corrects physical problems and updates 
information in a domain or post office database. Before you can use the 
Rebuild Database option, you must make sure that no users or GroupWi
agents (MTA or POA) have access to the database during the rebuild.

Rebuild the database if any of the following conditions are encountered:

� Objects are not being replicated between domains.

� The server or an agent went down.

� You receive an administration message stating that the system has 
experienced an internal database error, database corruption, or data

� You are notified of data loss after the recover operation has been run

During a rebuild, GroupWise creates a backup of the domain or post offi
database. It also creates a new WPDOMAIN.DB or WPHOST.DB file. Th
records from the primary domain database are copied into the new 
WPDOMAIN.DB. Data loss should not occur. When the rebuild is comple
the temporary database and the backup database are deleted.
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Figure 24 Database Rebuild Process

Reclaim Unused Space

As records are added to the domain or post office database and predefin
blocks are filled, the database grows. When you remove the records from
database, the space is left empty and the blocks remain unfilled. 

You can use the Reclaim Unused Space option to search the database an
up all the unused space. The size of the database is reduced unless the a
of space recovered is less than a block.
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You probably won’t need this option very often because, as databases a
recovered or rebuilt, they reclaim this used space. Generally speaking, m
users do not pay any attention to the domain and post office databases u
a problem occurs. When a problem is suspected, the Reclaim Unused S
option is not going to help resolve it.

Rebuild Indexes

Each domain and post office database contains three indexes, which are
to determine the order of the Address Book: the system index, domain in
and post office index.

When the system Address Book is displayed, the system index is used. W
a domain-level Address Book is displayed, the domain index is used. Wh
post office Address Book is displayed, the post office index is used.

The GroupWise client uses the post office database to list users. If the ad
book for the GroupWise client is different than what is seen in NWADMIN
from the GroupWise view, then you should rebuild the post office databa
indexes.

System Actions

You can use system actions to modify or change the system. When one 
these actions is performed, all domain and post office databases must b
synchronized. This synchronization usually occurs automatically through
administrative message files generated by the action. The system action
listed below:

� “Sync Primary with Secondary” on page 465

� “Convert Secondary to Primary” on page 465

� “Release Secondary” on page 465

� “Merge External Domain” on page 466

� “Replace Primary with Secondary” on page 466
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Sync Primary with Secondary

Information about a secondary domain stored in the secondary domain 
database is considered more current and correct than information about
secondary domain stored in the primary domain database. If the primary
domain database contains out-of-date information, you can use the Sync
Primary with Secondary option to synchronize the primary domain with t
secondary domain.

When you use this option to synchronize the primary domain database w
secondary domain database, any records the secondary domain owns, s
post offices or users added to the secondary domain, are replicated from
secondary domain database to the primary domain database. 

Do not run this option if the primary domain database has the correct 
information and the secondary domain database needs to be updated. In
situation, you would need to rebuild the secondary domain database from
primary domain database.

Convert Secondary to Primary

You can use the Convert Secondary to Primary option to change a secon
domain into the primary domain. However, you can have only one prima
domain at a time. When you convert a secondary domain to primary dom
the primary domain becomes a secondary domain.

You can use this option when you need to change the name of the prima
domain. Because you cannot rename domains and post offices, you can 
a secondary domain with the new name and then use the Convert Secon
to Primary option.

Release Secondary

When you use the Release Secondary option to release a secondary do
the released domain becomes an external domain and is considered a pr
level domain in its own single-domain system. The released domain can 
be merged into another system to become a secondary domain or it can b
in its own system.

When a secondary domain is released, the system must use drive mappi
UNC paths to locate the domains to be released. If a system connection 
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secondary domain has been established through the network, then you 
release the secondary domain from GroupWise View.

Merge External Domain

You can use the Merge External Domain option to merge the primary dom
of two GroupWise systems. By merging one system (the primary domain
all its subordinate objects) with another, you can consolidate the two syst

The result is a single primary domain and one or more new secondary dom
and their subordinate objects. This option requires a direct UNC path 
connection to be available.

The merge process permanently affects a database. Before merging dom
you should create backups of all WPDOMAIN.DB files for the primary an
secondary domains that will be affected by the merge. If any mistakes ar
encountered, you can use the backups to recover the original informatio

Replace Primary with Secondary

The preferred method of recovery from a lost or badly damaged primary
domain is backup. When a valid backup is not available, you can use the
Replace Primary with Secondary option.

You can use the Replace Primary with Secondary option to recover a los
primary domain database. This option copies information from a seconda
domain database. This option would be useful if, for example, the latest 
backup of the primary domain is damaged or a large amount of informati
has been added since the last reliable backup.

The primary and secondary domains must be synchronized if you use th
option. If the system is out of sync before the primary domain is lost, the
secondary domain being used to rebuild the primary domain will be out o
sync as well and information will be lost.

Mailbox/Library Maintenance and the Stand-alone GWCheck

The Mailbox/Library Maintenance tools and the stand-alone GWCheck to
are essentially the same. The settings for the Mailbox/Library Maintenan
tools are selected from NetWare Administrator and sent to the POA to ru
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The GWCheck tools are run from an executable and use the settings from
interface of the executable.

Each tool set has advantages. Running the Mailbox/Library Maintenance
the POA has the following advantages:

� The POA is usually running on the same server as the data store; th
allows for quicker processing, especially when running the NLM vers
of the POA.

� Running the tool on the server is less likely to introduce damage to t
data store; a workstation is more likely to lock up or be rebooted.

The stand-alone version of GWCheck has the following advantages:

� GWCheck can be executed from a workstation (this saves the serve
processor from having to run it).

� If server damage found in a database causes the program to abort, 
server is not affected.

� GWCheck has a few options available that are not part of the Mailbo
Library Maintenance version.

Mailbox Maintenance

The following tables group options by their actions and describe the avail
options. The information in these tables applies to both the Mailbox/Libra
Maintenance tools and the GWCheck tools. A listing of all available actio
and their options is given here. Chapter 5, "Troubleshooting," explains w
and how to select these actions and options.

Each action and its associated options appears in a separate table, follow
two screen shots: the first shows the Mailbox/Library Maintenance tools, 
the second shows the GWCheck tools. These screens display the option
are available for the described action.
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Object: Post Office

Table 32 Maintenance with Post Office Object Selected

Action Option Description

Analyze/Fix 
Problems

Structural When a user experiences a problem that is related to the 
user, message, or library databases, you should perform 
a structure check. The structure check verifies the 
integrity of the databases and reports the amount of 
space that could be recovered. If a structural problem 
exists, free space is reclaimed when the databases are 
rebuilt.

Index Check If the Structural option is selected, Index Check can also 
be selected. An index check should be run if a user tries 
to open a message and gets a read error, or when sent 
items that show a delivered status in the Properties 
window do not appear in the recipient's mailbox. An index 
check can be time-consuming.

Content The user databases do not contain user messages. 
Messages are contained in the message databases. 
However, the message databases do not contain the 
message attachments; these are located in the OFFILES 
directory.

A content check analyzes references to other items. For 
example, in the user database, it verifies that any 
referenced messages actually exist in the message 
database. In the message database, it verifies that any 
attachments that are referenced actually exist in the 
attachment directories.

Statistics If the Contents option is selected, the Collect Statistics 
option can be used to collect and display statistics about 
the post office, such as the number of messages and 
appointments in the post office and the average number 
per user. It is valid only for user databases.

In addition, any user mailboxes that have more than a 
specified number of items can be displayed. This can 
help you determine if some users are using an excessive 
amount of file server disk space.
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Fix Problems If the Fix Problems option is selected, Mailbox/Library 
Maintenance automatically fixes any problems it finds. If 
this option is not selected, Mailbox/Library Maintenance 
just reports any problems it finds.

Databases:

� User

� Message

� Document

The Databases option can be used to specify which 
databases should be included or excluded. If a problem 
is narrowed down to a specific database, you can choose 
just that type of database. 

Logging The name of a log file can be entered to record the 
results. If Verbose Logging is selected, a large amount of 
detail is recorded; this option produces large log files and 
slows execution.

Results When this option is selected, messages that list details of 
the Analyze/Fix are sent to the administrator or users. 

Exclude The Exclude option is only available when a post office 
object is selected. It allows for specified users to be 
excluded from the procedure.

Action Option Description
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Table 33 Expire and Reduce Options

Action Option Description

Expire/Reduce 
Messages

Reduce only This option reclaims any free space in the databases. 
Only the databases related to the selected object will be 
reduced.

If the Reduce only option is selected, all other options 
(except Databases, Logging, Results, and Exclude) are 
unavailable.

Expire and reduce The Expire and reduce option eliminates expired 
messages and reclaims any free space in the database. 
This option can be run for one or more users, or for all 
users in one or more post offices. The messages will be 
removed from the databases based on the expire options 
listed below.
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Age limit The Age limit is only available when Expire and reduce is 
selected.

This option removes expired messages that are older 
than the number of days specified. When this option is 
selected, the Size limit and Reduce to options are not 
available.

Size limit The Size limit option is only available when Expire and 
reduce is selected.

This option is available only if you deselect Age limit. It 
removes expired messages that are larger than the size 
specified.

Reduce to The Reduce to option is only available when Expire and 
reduce is selected.

This option is available only if you deselect Age limit. 
Beginning with the oldest messages, this option removes 
expired messages until the user database is reduced to 
the specified size.

Trash limit The Trash limit option is only available when Expire and 
reduce is selected.

This option removes messages from the trash older than 
the number of days specified.

Include

� In box items

� Out box items

� Calendar items

� Document 
references

The Include option is only available when Expire and 
reduce is selected.

This option allows you to choose which items will be 
expired.

Databases:

� User

� Message

The Databases option is only available if the Reduce 
option has been selected. The Document option is 
grayed out.

The Databases option allows you to include or exclude 
databases.

Action Option Description
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Logging The name of a log file can be entered to record the 
results. If Verbose Logging is selected, a large amount of 
detail will be recorded; this option produces large log files 
and slows execution.

Results In addition to the log file, messages that list Analyze/Fix 
details can be sent to the GroupWise administrator and 
to individual users. 

Exclude The Exclude option is only available when a post office 
object is selected.

It allows you to specify users to be excluded from the 
procedure.

Action Option Description
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Table 34 Mailbox Statistics Options

Action Option Description

Mailbox Statistics Mailbox Statistics

� Box limit

The Mailbox Statistics option collects and displays 
statistics about the post office, such as the number of 
messages and appointments in the post office and the 
average number per user. It is valid only for user 
databases.

In addition, you can use the Box Limit option to display 
any user mailboxes that have more than a specified 
number of items.This option can help you determine 
which users are using an excessive amount of file server 
disk space.

If Mailbox Statistics is selected, all other options (except 
Logging, Results, and Exclude) are unavailable.
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Expire statistics The Expire statistics option lists the messages that are 
beyond the specified limits listed below.

Age limit The Age limit option is only available when Expire 
statistics is selected.

This option lists messages that are older than the number 
of days specified. When this option is selected, Size limit 
and Reduce to are not available.

Size limit The Size limit option is only available when Expire 
statistics is selected.

This option is available only if you deselect Age limit. It 
lists messages that are larger than the number of 
kilobytes specified.

Reduce to The Reduce to option is only available when Expire 
statistics is selected.

This option is available only if you deselect Age limit. It 
lists messages that will be deleted to reduce the mailbox 
to the number of kilobytes specified.

Include

� In box items

� Out box items

� Calendar items

� Document 
references

The Include option is only available when Expire statistics 
is selected.

The Include option allows you to choose which items will 
be expired.

Databases

� User

� Message

The Databases option is only available if the Reduce 
option has been selected. The Document option is 
grayed out.

The Databases option allows to you to include or exclude 
databases. 

Logging The name of a log file can be entered to record the 
results. If Verbose Logging is selected, a large amount of 
detail will be recorded; this option produces large log files 
and slows execution.

Action Option Description
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Results In addition to the log file, messages that list Analyze/Fix 
details can be sent to the GroupWise administrator and 
to individual users.

Exclude The Exclude option is only available when a post office 
object is selected.

It allows you to specify users to be excluded from the 
procedure.

Action Option Description
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Object: User/Resource

Table 35 Reset Client Options

Action Option Description

Reset Client Options None 

However, Logging 
can still be specified 
and the results can be 
sent to the 
administrator.

This option resets all client options for the selected user 
based on what is listed in NetWare Administrator. If 
nothing is set by default, those fields, including the user’s 
password, will be cleared.

Reset Client Options is only available when you run 
maintenance with a user or resource selected.
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Table 36 Recreate User Database Options

Action Option Description

Recreate User 
Database

None 

However, Logging 
can still be specified 
and the results can be 
sent to the 
administrator only.

The Recreate User Database action can be used to 
rebuild a user database and recover any information it 
can.This process goes through each message database 
and gathers all messages that are addressed to this user.

Some information, such as the folder assignments and 
personal items, might be lost.

This option is not for regular maintenance. It is designed 
for severe problems, such as recovering a user database 
that has been accidentally deleted and has no backup 
copy.
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Table 37 Structural Rebuild Options

Action Option Description

Structural Rebuild The Structural Rebuild action rebuilds a user database 
structure and reclaims any free space. It does not 
recreate the contents of the database.

Databases:

User

Database

Two selections are available for this option:

� User will structurally rebuild the user database.

� Message will structurally rebuild the message 
database for the selected user. This is the message 
database responsible for the user’s sent items.
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Logging The name of a log file can be entered to record the 
results. If Verbose Logging is selected, a large amount of 
detail will be recorded; this option produces large log files 
and slows execution.

Results The results can only be sent to the administrator.

Action Option Description
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Library Maintenance

The following tables describe actions and options for maintenance specif
DMS. The actions and options are listed in tables based on what is selec
when the Mailbox/Library Maintenance tools (or GWCheck tools) are run

Object: Post Office

Table 38 Library Analyze/Fix Options

Action  Option Description

Analyze/Fix 
Databases

Structure If the Structure option is checked and the document item 
is selected on the Databases tab, all libraries under the 
post office are checked for structural integrity. DMSH.DB 
is synchronized with WPHOST.DB.
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Index Check Every database file has an internal (not QuickFinder) 
index. Use the Index Check option to rebuild the index in 
every library database under the post office.

Content This option is the same as an Analyze/Fix Library except 
that it runs on all libraries. 

If this option is run from the stand-alone GWCheck, it can 
also scan for orphaned BLOBs. 

The Content option starts by going to the guardian to get 
the UNC path to the document storage areas. Then it 
goes to the documents directory, opens a BLOB, and 
checks for a reference for that BLOB in the library to 
make sure it is valid. 

If the reference isn't valid, GroupWise saves the BLOB to 
a subdirectory structure created under the directory 
where the GWCheck log file is stored. It does not copy 
out wordlist files.

Action  Option Description
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Table 39 Library Expire/Reduce Options

Action  Option Description

Expire/Reduce 
Messages

None If the "Expire and reduce" button is selected, the 
Document references option is available. By expiring 
document references, you are simply removing the 
reference to the document, not the document itself. The 
wordlist file for each reference is also deleted.
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Table 40 Library Mailbox Statistics

Action  Option Description

Mailbox Statistics None If the "Expire statistics" button is selected, the Document 
references option is available. This option reports the 
references that would be deleted if an Expire/Reduce 
Messages option were run with the same parameters.
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Table 41 Library Archive/Delete Documents Options

Action Option Description

Archive/Delete 
Documents

None When you execute the Archive/Delete Documents action, 
all documents whose document life has expired will be 
either archived or deleted. Document life expiration is 
based on the document type specified on the property 
sheet.
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Table 42 Library Delete Activity Logs Options

Action Option Description

Delete Activity Logs None Use this action to specify the number of days that old 
activity logs will be kept before they are deleted.
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Object: Library

Table 43 Library Analyze/Fix Options

Action Option Description

Analyze/Fix 
Databases

Structure The Structure option checks the library databases for 
structural consistency.

Index Check Every database file has an internal (not QuickFinder) 
index. The Index Check option rebuilds the index in every 
library database.
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Contents The Contents option produces the same results as 
Analyze Fix Library|Verify Library. It checks to see if all 
the libraries listed in the WPHOST.DB file are also listed 
in the DMSH.DB and that the library databases have 
been created. It also verifies that the document internal 
index is unique and checks to see if the doc types table 
exists. If the table doesn't exist, this option rebuilds the 
table based on the defaults.

Collect Statistics N/A

Fix Problems If the Fix Problems option is selected, problems are 
repaired, not just reported.

Action Option Description
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Table 44 Library Archive/Delete Documents Options

Action Option Description

Archive/Delete 
Documents

None When you execute the Archive/Delete Documents action, 
all documents whose document life has expired will be 
either archived or deleted. Document life expiration is 
based on the document type specified on the document 
property sheet.
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Table 45 Library Delete Activity Log Options

Actions Option Description

Delete Activity Logs None Use the Delete Activity Logs action to specify how long 
activity logs should be kept before they are deleted.
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Table 46 Library Analyze/Fix Options

Action Option Description

Analyze/Fix Library Verify Library The Verify Library option performs a logical check of the 
library database, synchronizes WPHOST.DB and 
DMSH.DB, and validates the library records. The 
WPHOST.DB is considered most correct. If the 
DMSH.DB has references to libraries that are not 
referenced in the WPHOST.DB, those references are 
deleted.

This option should only take a few seconds or minutes to 
complete and is used to narrow the logical check to a 
specific library. This is the same as an Analyze Fix/
Databases with the Contents option selected, except that 
it doesn't check for orphaned BLOBs.

This process also ensures the next available document 
number is correct and checks that the HOST.DB, 
DMSH.DB, and DMSD000*.DB are logically correct. It 
does not check the DMDD*.DB or DMDL*.DB files.

Fix document/
version/element

This option checks all the records in the library to verify 
that they are logically consistent.

Verify document files This option goes to each element record to find the BLOB 
location. It then opens each BLOB to verify that it can be 
opened and decrypted.

Validate author/
creator security

This option goes through every document and recreates 
a new enforcement field. Enforcement fields are created 
for the document, version, and element records.

These fields are indexed by QuickFinder to speed up 
document access and are reindexed the next time the 
POA spawns the indexing process.

Validate all document 
security

This option reads each document record to verify that the 
author’s GUID still matches the GUID for that user in 
GroupWise.

Synchronize user 
name

This option verifies that the full usernames listed on the 
document and version records match the usernames in 
the address book. This feature is used to synchronize 
user name changes.
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Remove deleted 
storage areas

This option compiles a list of all storage areas in the 
guardian that are not in the host. It then scans these 
storage areas for BLOB files. If documents are in the 
storage area, it moves them to the storage area in which 
they belong. It does this until all the BLOBs with valid 
references are moved to a new document storage area.

Any remaining documents are not deleted. The 
directories are not deleted. Any documents left in these 
directories are orphaned and should/can be imported by 
the librarian.

Move Documents 
First

If this option is deselected, the process will only provide 
information in the log file.

Reassign orphaned 
documents

In general, this option has been replaced by the 
GroupWise 5.5 Mass Change operations feature in the 
client. It reassigns orphaned documents to the author 
specified in the field below.

New Author This option specifies the name of the individual to whom 
all orphaned documents should be assigned.

Action Option Description
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Object: Users/Resources

Table 47 Users/Resources Expire/Reduce Options

Action Option Description

Expire/Reduce 
Messages

None If the "Expire and reduce" button is selected, the 
Document references option is available. 

By expiring document references, you are simply 
removing the reference to the document, not the 
document itself. The wordlist file for each reference is 
also deleted.
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Table 48 Users/Resources Mailbox Statistics Options

Action Option Description

Mailbox Statistics None If the "Expire statistics" button is selected, the Document 
references option is available. This option reports the 
references that would be deleted if an Expire/Reduce 
Messages option with the same parameters were run. 
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NOTE: For each option, verbose logging can be set, a log file name can 
be specified, and the results can be sent to the administrator or users.

Utilities

GroupWise has several utilities that you can use to troubleshoot and fix 
problems. These utilities assist with both administrative issues and client
issues. The following utilities are discussed in this section:

� “GroupWise Diagnostics” on page 509

� “GroupWise System Analyzer” on page 518

� “GWBackup and DBCopy” on page 523
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� “Novell Registry Editor 1.2” on page 525

GroupWise Diagnostics

GroupWise Diagnostics provides added features to assist you in 
troubleshooting GroupWise issues. This utility must be set up manually be
it can be used (see “GroupWise Diagnostics Setup” on page 509). The 
functions of these features can be placed in three categories:

� “Viewing” on page 510

� “Actions” on page 513

� “Troubleshooting” on page 515

NOTE: The previous categories divide and categorize the available 
features based on a logical division. However, you should be aware that 
they are not presented in the order they actually appear on the menu.

GroupWise Diagnostics Setup

Before you can use the GroupWise diagnostic features, the registry mus
edited and a string value key must be added. The following steps identify
process for setting up the GroupWise Diagnostic option:

�� Run REGEDIT.EXE.

�� Navigate to HKEY_CURRENT_USER | Software | Novell | 
GroupWiseAdmin | GroupWise Snapin.

�� Select File | Edit | New | String Value.

�� Enter "GWSupport" as the name.

�� Enter "1" as the string value.

�� Start NetWare Administrator.

When the registry entry has been added, the GroupWise Diagnostic opti
will appear in the Tools menu. The menu is shown below:
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Viewing

These options are called viewing features because they provide a non-ed
view of GroupWise information. This information is read from either the 
GroupWise domain database (current connection) or from NDS. This gro
(or class) has four options:

� “Display Object” on page 511

� “General Edit” on page 512

� “Error Help/Test” on page 513
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� “Information” on page 513

Display Object

The Display Object option can be used to display NDS information about
selected object. This option can be used for both GroupWise objects and
GroupWise objects.

When selected, this option queries NDS for the information specific to th
highlighted object and returns the information in a window. The informati
is specific to all attributes (as available based on NDS rights) of that obje
(See the following screen shot.)
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General Edit

The General Edit function allows you to see exactly what is stored in the
GroupWise domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB). This is useful when you
suspect a discrepancy between NDS and GroupWise. The General Edit 
Display is shown below.

The Record Type selected from the pull-down menu determines what kind
records are being displayed. When a record is found and highlighted, you
select the Info button to display the field values of that record.

Most of the time the expected value is displayed (the value that is seen w
editing the record from NetWare Administrator). Occasionally, however, 
corrupted or unexpected values appear.
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This tool is only for viewing information. It does not allow you to change 
value in any way. The database might be damaged if you entered a bad
incorrect value. This option can help you identify where the problem exis
Often the problem can be corrected with the right sequence of rebuilds.

Error Help/Test

The Error Help/Test option is a developer option that works only with oth
developer tools, which are not available outside GroupWise developmen

Information

The Information option provides the same statistical information that can
obtained by highlighting System, Domain, Gateway, or Post Office in the
GroupWise view, right-clicking, and selecting Information.

Actions

The Actions utility originally allowed a single action to be performed: 
Remove GroupWise Attributes. To reduce support costs, Novell added o
actions. The actions are listed below:

� “Remove GroupWise Attributes” on page 514

� “Restrict System Operations” on page 514

� “Extend Schema” on page 514

� “Update Database Version” on page 515
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� “Reset Time Zone Information” on page 515

Remove GroupWise Attributes

This option is only available when a user is selected from the NDS browse
is designed to strip all GroupWise attributes from the user object without
affecting the GroupWise mailbox.

The most common use for this option is when the wrong NDS user has b
grafted to a GroupWise Mailbox. If the user is deleted, the GroupWise 
Mailbox could be deleted as well. This option only removes the NDS 
attributes (specific to GroupWise) from the NDS user object. It does not af
GroupWise databases.

Restrict System Operations

When changes are made to any of the GroupWise system operations (su
Time Zone or Internet Addressing), those changes are replicated through
the entire system. GroupWise administrators want to prevent access to t
system-wide operations.

When you select this option, NDS access to all accounts that do not hav
administrative rights to the primary domain will be restricted. A message w
appear warning of this and prompt whether or not to continue. (See the 
following screen shot.)

Extend Schema

This option allows you to extend the NDS schema. You must have rights to
Root Replica to extend the schema. You must also provide a schema defin
file detailing the class and attributes to be extended.
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Update Database Version

The Update Database Version option is available only when a domain ob
is highlighted in the NDS browser. This option changes the version numbe
the domain record to 5.5. 

Reset Time Zone Information

The Reset Time Zone Information option is available only when an objec
the NDS browser is selected. This option resets all Time Zone informatio
the shipping defaults. Novell does not recommend using this option in a 
GroupWise system. Changing Time Zone information in a live system, fo
example, could result in appointments being moved to incorrect times.

Troubleshooting

The troubleshooting options help you figure out a problem and better 
understand the product. Each option is valuable for any NDS object, not
GroupWise objects. The options are listed below:

� “Program Trace” on page 515

� “Determine ACLs” on page 516

� “GroupWise Partition Report” on page 517

Program Trace

This option allows you to trace the events of the GroupWise Administrato
is very useful when running into problems that generate both NDS and 
GroupWise errors. Based on which options have been selected, the log 
captures all the administrative information coming to and going from the 
workstation. (See the following screen shot.)
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The Detail Level options, described below, are important to the amount o
information that will be logged. The three options marked in the screen sh
above provide the highest level of logging without having GroupWise 
developer-level knowledge. The logging records the calls to both NDS a
GroupWise; it also records what is returned, including errors.

Determine ACLs

The Determine ACLs option allows you to test NDS rights based on a Ta
object and a Principle object. As administrator, this option allows you to t
other objects’ rights to a specific target object. This allows you to verify th
the rights are correct after you have created groups for NDS rights 
assignments. (See the following screen shot.)
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The Determine ACLs option can test rights to and from any object in the t
The object does not have to be a GroupWise-related object. The Attribute
lists all available attributes, along with some groupings such as [GroupW
Attributes].

GroupWise Partition Report

The GroupWise Partition Report generates a report that lists each Group
object found in the NDS tree. This report also includes the NDS partition
information. This report is useful when you need a general overview of h
GroupWise is deployed. The report can also be a tool for troubleshooting
NDS-related errors received when using GroupWise.

The following screen displays the report that is returned:
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GroupWise System Analyzer

Many items in a GroupWise system need to be maintained. As system 
administrator, you must know how your system is configured, know about 
new updates or patches from Novell, and know how to apply the change

With the GroupWise System Analyzer, you can analyze your GroupWise
system and generate a file containing all the information that was evalua
The analyzer also identifies and records potential problems.
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You can also browse your system configuration within the application to 
if any problems stand out. If needed, you can receive help troubleshootin
sending the output file to an NTS Engineer.

Requirements

These tools have only a few requirements. You must have

� GroupWise 5.2 or later

� Server console rights to the NetWare servers where the various 
GroupWise databases are located

� Windows 95/98/NT workstation

� NetWare Client32

Process

The GroupWise System Analyzer reads a domain database file 
(WPDOMAIN.DB). It does not matter which domain database is chosen 
because the information evaluated should be duplicated on all domain 
databases in the same GroupWise system.

The following screen shows a basic GroupWise system from the System
Analyzer view.
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The GroupWise System Analyzer searches for configuration information
the following GroupWise components:

� Domains

� Gateways

� Software Distribution Directories

� Post Offices
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� Document Libraries

� Users

If these components reside on NetWare servers, the GroupWise System
Analyzer attempts to connect to the server and gather information about
server. If the user does not have administrator rights, only limited informa
is retrieved from the server.

The following screen shot provides an example of the type of information 
is displayed when a NetWare file server object is selected when admin ri
are granted:
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NOTE: Version 5.2 of the GroupWise System Analyzer does not evaluate 
Windows NT servers.

After the program has connected to the various servers and gathered the
the results are stored in a text file and displayed in the GroupWise Syste
Analyzer window.
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GWBackup and DBCopy

The GWBACKUP and DBCOPY utilities allow you to maintain database 
integrity while backing up GroupWise databases.

GWBACKUP.EXE

Use the GWBACKUP.EXE utility to back up a post office's data store. (Yo
cannot use this utility to back up individual database files. For information
backing up individual files, see “DBCOPY.EXE” on page 524.)

GWBACKUP.EXE backs up all post office database files, attachment file
and DMS documents that reside at the post office, with the following 
exceptions:

� Message files and their attachments that are pending delivery

� QuickFinder temporary files

� DMS BLOB files not stored at the post office

GWBACKUP.EXE will

�� Create a BU.LOG file in the destination directory.

�� Compare date/time stamps to determine whether to copy a file to the
backup location. If backed up to the same location each time, it can 
used for incremental backups, which speeds up subsequent backup 

�� Provide a stable backup by backing up the database files in a logica
consistent order. Individual database file consistency is accomplishe
locking each database file while a copy is being made. 
GWBACKUP.EXE retries backing up database files that are tempora
locked by users so that those database files won't be missed.

If a database file should remain locked indefinitely by a user or if any oth
backup operation should fail, an error dialog appears. The dialog presen
three options, which are described in the following table:
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Table 49 Error Dialog Options

Users can remain in GroupWise 5 when you are performing a backup, a
messages can be pending delivery at the time of backup. Therefore, any
office backup is only as accurate as when it was performed. Any restora
causes data added or changed after the last backup to be lost.

NOTE: Backups can take up to several hours, depending on the number 
and sizes of the post office databases and BLOB files.

DBCOPY.EXE

You can use DBCOPY.EXE to back up individual database files, such as 
or message database files, that were skipped when GWBACKUP.EXE w
run. As noted above for the Cancel option, Novell does not recommend u
DBCOPY.EXE to back up database files as standard procedure. This can
usually does, lead to database inconsistency.

DBCOPY.EXE can be used to create a temporary backup of a specific 
database file, such as a user or message database. Then you can troub
the original database file. If troubleshooting fails to correct the database 
you can recover it from the temporary backup copy using DBCOPY.EXE

Five switches can be used with DBCOPY.EXE to specify what options will
performed on the database. They are described in the following table:

Option Description

Retry Retry the failed operation.

Cancel Skip backing up the locked database file. If this option is selected, the backup 
continues with the other database files. The skipped files are included in the 
BU.LOG and can be backed up with DBCOPY.EXE later.

Novell recommends that the operation be rerun if several databases are 
skipped.

Abort Stop the backup, leaving it incomplete.
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Table 50 DBCOPY Switches

Individual database files that are restored will be logically inconsistent w
the post office's other database files. Therefore, when you restore a data
file from backup, you should run an Analyze/Fix Databases on the entire 
office to ensure database consistency.

Novell Re gistr y Editor 1.2

Novell Registry Editor (NRE) was designed to help GroupWise 5.x users with 
any GroupWise 5.x issues they might have. Users can run this product in 
Windows* 95* or Windows NT*. See the following screen:

Switch Description

/Y This optional switch automatically replaces files without prompting for 
confirmation. It should be used when including DBCOPY.EXE in a batch file. 
Without this switch, a prompt must be answered with a Y to replace duplicates of 
each file being copied.

/B This switch copies message attachment files from the OFFILES subdirectories, 
document files from the GWDMS\LIBxxxx subdirectories, or view files from the 
OFVIEWS subdirectories. 

Specify the <PO>\<xxxx> directory as the source, where <PO> represents the 
complete path to the post office directory and <xxxx> represents the OFFILES, 
GWDMS\LIBxxxx, or OFVIEWS directory. 

For example, to copy the message attachment files from the ADVERT post 
offices to a BACKUP directory, enter DBCOPY /B Z:\ADVERT\OFFILES 
Z:\BACKUP.

/G This switch displays a sample batch file that can be used to back up an entire 
post office.

/Q This switch copies all QuickFinder index files (*.IDX and *.INC).

/? This option provides on-screen help on DBCOPY.EXE. You should use the /? 
switch by itself. Use this switch for further details on using DBCOPY.EXE.
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NRE provides users with many features that are useful for GroupWise an
other programs. These features are described in the following table:
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Table 51 NRE Features

Feature Description

Registry Editor A filter file in INI format is used to limit what the user can see in Novell Registry 
Editor. More than one filter file can be created. One file might be for Novell's 
groupware products, another for all Novell 32-bit applications, and another for a 
different company's software. If multiple filter files (*.NRF) are found in the 
program directory, a dialog is displayed, allowing the user to select which filter to 
use. If only one filter file is found, the dialog is not displayed.

In Windows 95, by default, the registry files (SYSTEM.DAT and USER.DAT) are 
automatically backed up when the program is run. The "/nb" start-up option on 
the command line disables the backup. The automatic backup feature is not 
available in Windows NT.

Microsoft's and Corel's registry data types for strings, DWORDs, WORD, Logical, 
Binary, and WPWord Strings are designated as their proper data type. 
Microsoft's REGEDIT.EXE represents Corel's data types as binary data types. 
This makes it harder to modify them in REGEDIT.EXE. 

In Novell Registry Editor, you can modify Corel's strings, DWORDs, WORDs, and 
Logical data types. If they are read-only, they can be displayed, but they cannot 
be edited. If they are Binary or WPWord strings, they are not displayed and they 
can’t be edited.

Search and Replace Novell Registry Editor has a powerful search and replace capability for locating 
information in the Windows registry. For example, if applications are run from the 
UTH-1 server, and the server name is changed to ORM-1, the search and 
replace feature will update all the old server references to the new reference. A 
list of the keys that were replaced can also be saved to a text file.

Designed Limitations You cannot edit or delete binary data (Corel's binary or Microsoft's binary) or any 
values that are read only (Corel's registry data types only). This is similar to 
Novell's BIF editor. These data types are inserted by an application and are not 
meant to be modified by the user.

Printing, exporting, or importing are not allowed. All these features are available 
in REGEDIT.EXE and are not something the average user would be concerned 
with.
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GroupWise 5.x The GroupWise options allow quick access to important GroupWise information 
stored in the Windows registry. Information for the 32-bit client, default login 
parameters, installation type, network client, API related information, etc., can 
easily be viewed from the menu.

The Remove option quickly removes all GroupWise 5.x- related keys from the 
registry. An option allows you to delete all the files Novell created and installed 
with GroupWise. If files were not created by Novell, but were installed by 
GroupWise 5.x, they are not removed.

Start-up Options � /gwl-xx (Remove Specific Language) - To remove additional languages 
that are not designated as the default interface language in the registry, 
add this start-up option to the command line, where xx is the 2- letter 
Novell language code.

� /nb (Do Not Backup Registry Files) - This option will disable the automatic 
backup of the SYSTEM.DAT and USER.DAT files under Windows 95.

GroupWare Support 
Center

The GroupWare Support Center utility can be also be launched from within 
Novell Registry Editor. It helps when troubleshooting the GroupWise 4.1 or 5.x 
and Windows 3.1 clients. It is a 16-bit application. 

If Novell Registry Editor detects GSC.EXE in the same directory, it will add a 
menu option under "Tools | GroupWise 5 | 16-bit Client GroupWare Support 
Center..." to launch the GroupWare Support Center utility.

NetWare Admin The NWADMN3x.EXE that is required to modify GroupWise (5.0-5.1) settings in 
NDS can be launched. This option can be run from any workstation running 
NetWare Client32. The required GroupWise 5.x settings are inserted into the 
existing NWADMN3x.INI file if they don't exist, or a new .INI file is created with 
the GroupWise 5.x settings.

Feature Description
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� NDS Integration

GroupWise is fully administered from NetWare Administrator. It is snappe
into the NWADMN32 program for use with Windows 32-bit operating 
systems such as Windows 95, Windows 98, and Windows NT 4.0. 

The following sections discuss how GroupWise is integrated at the objec
level and how NDS and GroupWise stay synchronized.

� “Schema” on page 529

� “GroupWise Objects” on page 530

� “Synchronizing GroupWise with NDS” on page 544

Schema

The NDS schema is an expandable set of rules that govern the NDS tree
structure and specify the following: 

� The types of objects and attributes that can exist in the Directory tre

� The relationships between an object and its attributes

These rules are specified through a data dictionary, which provides definit
from which objects and attributes can be created.

GroupWise extends the NDS schema to include a set of rules for creating
managing GroupWise-specific objects. 
NDS Integration ���
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During installation, the schema is examined for the GroupWise extension
they do not exist, a dialog prompts for the schema to be extended. The sc
is then extended by adding the definitions from the GWSCHEMA.SCH fi
located on the root directory of the installation CD. 

To successfully extend the schema of any NDS tree, you must have adm
equivalent rights to the tree at the Root partition of the tree.

NOTE: LogicSource for NDS contains complete information about NDS 
objects, attributes, and their definitions. LogicSource for NDS also 
contains complete information on NDS partitioning and the rules that 
govern the partitioning of a tree.

GroupWise Objects

This section identifies the GroupWise objects and their associated prope
(both GroupWise specific and inherited from NDS).

GroupWise Objects and Associated Properties

GroupWise-specific properties are properties that apply only to GroupWise
the following tables, these properties begin with NGW.

NDS-related properties are general NDS properties used in GroupWise (n
and telephone number are general NDS properties). In the following tabl
these properties are not preceded by NGW.
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Objects Properties

Domain NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID

NGW: Language
NGW: Link Configuration
NGW: Location

NGW: Network Type
NGW: Time Zone ID
NGW: Type

NGW: Version
Description
Members

Name

Post Office NGW: Access Mode
NGW: Distribution List Member
NGW: Domain

NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Language

NGW: Library Member
NGW: Location
NGW: Network Type

NGW: Resource Member
NGW: Time Zone ID
NGW: Version

Description
Members
Name
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GateWay NGW: Domain
NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID

NGW: Language
NGW: Location
NGW: Platform

NGW: Time Zone ID
NGW: Type
Description

Name

Agent NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Platform

NGW: Type
Description
Name

Network Address

Library NGW: Archive Max Size
NGW: Document Area Size
NGW: File ID

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Library Display Name
NGW: Post Office

NGW: Starting Version Number
Description
Members

Name

Distribution List NGW: Blind Copy Member
NGW: Carbon Copy Member
NGW: GroupWise ID

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility
Description

Members
Name

Objects Properties
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User* NGW: Account
NGW: File ID
NGW: Gateway Access

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Mailbox Expiration Date
NGW: Object ID

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility
Department

Description
E-mail Address
Fax Number

Given Name
Last Name
Telephone

Title

External Entity NGW: Account ID
NGW: External Net ID
NGW: File ID

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Mailbox Expiration Time
NGW: Object ID

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility
Department

Description
E-mail Address
Fax Number

Given Name
Last Name
Telephone

Title

Objects Properties
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NOTE: The User object is not specific to GroupWise. However, we have 
listed it to display the associated properties added by GroupWise.

Definitions for GroupWise 5 Extended Attributes

NGW:Access Mode

NGW:Account ID

Resource NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Owner

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Type
NGW: Visibility

Description
Name

Description: This attribute indicates the mode in which the GroupWise® 
Post Office can be accessed.

Syntax: Integer

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Post Office

Description: This attribute specifies the GroupWise Account ID.

Syntax: Case Ignore String

Constraints: Single Valued

String

Sync Immediate

Objects Properties
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NGW:Archive Max Size

NGW:Blind Copy Member

NGW:Carbon Copy Member

Used in Class: GroupWise External Entity

User

Description: This attribute specifies the maximum document library 
archive size that is allowed.

Syntax: Integer

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Library

Description: This attribute specifies the distinguished name of a Blind 
Copy object in a distribution list.

Syntax: Distinguished Name

Constraints: Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Distribution List

Description: This attribute specifies the distinguished name of a Carbon 
Copy object in a distribution list.

Syntax: Distinguished Name

Constraints: Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Distribution List
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NGW:Distribution List Member

NGW:Document Area Size

NGW:Domain

NGW:External Net ID

Description: This attribute specifies the distinguished name of an object 
in a distribution list.

Syntax: Distinguished Name

Constraints: Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Post Office

Description: This attribute specifies the amount of storage space for 
Library documents.

Syntax: Integer

Constraints: Single Valued

Used in Class: Sync Immediate

GroupWise Library

Description: This attribute specifies a distinguished name in a 
GroupWise domain.

Syntax: Distinguished Name

Constraints: Single Valued

Used in Class: Sync Immediate

Description: This Attribute specifies a network identifier used with a non-
NetWare user.

Syntax: Case Ignore String
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NGW:File ID

NGW:Gateway Access

Constraints: Single Valued

String

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise External Entity

Description: This attribute is a unique identifier for files and directories 
associated with an object.

Syntax: Case Ignore String

Constraints: Single Valued

Sized (0.16)

String

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Agent

GroupWise Domain

GroupWise External Entity

GroupWise Gateway

GroupWise Library

GroupWise Post Office

GroupWise Resource

User

Description: This attribute indicates the access to gateways.

Syntax: Case Ignore String
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NGW:GroupWise ID

NGW:Language

Constraints: Single Valued

String

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: External Entity

User

Description: This attribute is an internal identifier used by the 
GroupWise Integration Module.

Syntax: Case Ignore String

Constraints: Single Valued

String

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Agent

GroupWise Distribute List

GroupWise Domain

GroupWise External Entity

GroupWise Gateway

GroupWise Library

GroupWise Post Office

GroupWise Resource

User

Description: This attribute specifies the language the object uses.

Syntax: Integer
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NGW:Library Display Name

NGW:Library Member

NGW:Link Configuration

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Domain

GroupWise Post Office

GroupWise Gateway

Description: This attribute indicates a GroupWise Libraries object name 
as it appears in the GroupWise Address Box.

Syntax: Case Ignore String

Constraints: Single Valued

String

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Library

Description: This attribute is the distinguished name of a GroupWise 
Library.

Syntax: Distinguished Name

Constraints: Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Post Office

Description: This attribute contains inter-domain link information.

Syntax: Octet String

Constraints: Sync Immediate
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NGW:Location

NGW:Mailbox Expiration Time

NGW:Network Type

Used in Class: GroupWise Domain

Description: This attribute specifies a file system location.

Syntax: Octet String

Constraints: Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Domain

GroupWise Post Office

GroupWise Gateway

Description: This attribute specifies the date and time a user's mailbox 
is locked.

Syntax: Time

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise External Entity

User

Description: This attribute indicates the network type, such as 
NetWare®.

Syntax: Integer

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate
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NGW:Object ID

NGW:Owner

NGW:Platform

Used in Class: GroupWise Domain

GroupWise Post Office

Description: This attribute indicates an object's name in the GroupWise 
name space.

Syntax: Case Ignore String

Constraints: Single Valued

Sized (0.256)

String

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise External Entity

Description: This attribute indicates the GroupWise Object ID that owns 
this object.

Syntax: Case Ignore String

Constraints: Single Valued

Sized (0.256)

String

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Resource

Description: This attribute indicates the object software's operating 
system platform.

Syntax: Integer
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NGW:Post Office

NGW:Resource Member

NGW:Starting Version Number

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Gateway

GroupWise Post Office

Description: This attribute specifies the distinguished name of a 
GroupWise Post Office.

Syntax: Distinguished Name

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Distribution List

GroupWise External Entity

GroupWise Library

GroupWise Resource

User

Description: This attribute specifies the distinguished name of a 
GroupWise Resource object.

Syntax: Distinguished Name

Constraints: Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Library

Description: This attribute specifies the starting version number for 
documents stored in the GroupWise Library.
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NGW:Time Zone ID

NGW:Type

NGW:Version

Syntax: Integer

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Library

Description: This attribute identifies the time zone of the object.

Syntax: Case Ignore String

Constraints: Single Valued

String

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Domain

GroupWise Post Office

Description: This attribute identifies an internal object type.

Syntax: Integer

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Agent

GroupWise Gateway

Syntax: Integer
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NGW:Visibility

Synchronizing GroupWise with NDS

Synchronization takes place when a modification made within NWAdmin
needs to be synchronized throughout NDS and GroupWise. Because ND
information is considered the most correct, synchronization occurs in only
direction, from NDS to GroupWise.

When changes are made to GroupWise objects in NWAdmin, the change
written to NDS and to the currently connected GroupWise domain datab
This information is the distributed through NDS via the NDS replication 
method and through GroupWise via the GroupWise replication method.

The only way to synchronize GroupWise information with NDS is to graft t
information from the GroupWise databases into NDS. This typically only 
happens when migrating an existing GroupWise 4.x system into GroupWise 
5.5. However, it can also be done to correct mistakes or to re-locate 
GroupWise container objects such as Domain and Post Office objects. 

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Domain

GroupWise Post Office

Syntax: Integer

Constraints: Single Valued

Sync Immediate

Used in Class: GroupWise Distribution List

GroupWise External Entity

GroupWise ResourceUser
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� GroupWise Third-Party Integration

Many third-party products have been developed to be used with GroupW
This chapter identifies some of these products and provides a brief descri
of the products and their features.

NOTE: The LogicSource CD is static and does not include products that 
are now in development. For an updated list of products integrated with 
GroupWise, see GroupWise - Related Products (http://www.novell.com/
groupwise/relatedproducts.html).

This URL is maintained by Novell and will be updated as more vendors 
develop products to integrate with GroupWise.

Monitoring GroupWise

Many products are available for monitoring and reporting on the GroupW
system. These products are very useful for tracking areas of failure and 
delivery problems. Some of the available products are listed below, along 
a brief description and list of their features.

MailCentral for GroupWise

MailCentral* monitors all components of the GroupWise system, includin
administrative servers, post offices, message transfer agents, and a wide
of gateways. It looks deep into the system's operation to detect, diagnos
resolve trouble before trouble is visible to users. 

MailCentral’s built-in intelligence puts pro-active information at your 
fingertips quickly–no matter where you are, day or night–through a numbe
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notification options. These options include alpha pager, Novell send, SN
and, of course, e-mail.

The feature set of MailCentral is broken up into three areas: Monitor, 
Troubleshoot, and Optimize. Here are listings for each area.

� Monitor allows you to

� Monitor entire GroupWise system pro-actively, in real time

� Observe primary, secondary, and external domains, as well as 
administrative and post office message servers

� Monitor message flow through a unique mail-ping system that wo
both inside and outside the organization

� View entire GroupWise system from a single console

� Transmit critical status messages via SNMP to ManageWise or a
SNMP-compliant management console

� Dispatch trouble messages instantly via e-mail, alpha pager, or 
Novell send

� Monitor GroupWise on all platforms, including NetWare® , 
Windows* NT*, VINES*, OS/2*, UNIX*, and more

� Eliminate downtime by continually ensuring the health and integr
of post office databases and corresponding mail boxes

� Meet the network monitoring needs of businesses of all sizes

� Troubleshoot

� Flags trouble before it affects users

� Empowers administrators to set custom alerts based upon individ
systems

� Alerts on more than 100 critical conditions, including mail-route 
time

� Prevents loss or delay of vital messages

� Ensures optimal productivity and uptime
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� Provides step-by-step procedures for repair and optimization thro
a comprehensive knowledge base

� Facilitates future problem resolution with custom notes for any 
object or alert

� Optimize

� Delivers mail-route statistical information

� Identifies trends to maximize network performance and efficienc

� Furnishes critical diagnostic help through a powerful knowledge 
base

� Assists in planning of GroupWise upgrades and installations

� Helps with ongoing modifications to GroupWise environments

To find out more about this product, go to

NetPro’s MailCentral (http://www.netpro.com/mailcentral/default.asp)

Periscope for GroupWise

Periscope* for GroupWise is the ultimate real-time reporting and graphin
system for GroupWise systems which use NLM or NT process servers. 

Periscope provides "virtual" remote consoles to all GroupWise process 
servers, as well as real-time graphing of system activity. Periscope is the
perfect complement to Reporter* for GroupWise.

Periscope for GroupWise provides the following features:

� Periscope Explore shows all servers, agents, and gateways.

� Any server, agent, or gateway can be seen from the graphical view.
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� Any server, agent, or gateway can be seen from the console view.
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To find more information on this product, go to

EmailXtras (http://www.emailxtras.com/)

MailCheck

MailCheck's probe-based bounce polling technology emulates a user to 
determine if messages are being processed optimally. When MailCheck*
detects a slowdown or actual failure, it notifies the administrator instantly
who can usually correct the problem before users are even aware it exis
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MailCheck constantly monitors your messaging system's end-to-end 
connectivity and can automatically launch recovery procedures when nee
It allows the entire e-mail network to be monitored from one console, an
enables access from multiple sites and users. Secure administration 
capabilities, including user passwords, protect your network views and 
configuration files.

Along with the protection, performance can be benchmarked by graphin
system response time, availability and reliability. Reports can then be 
published in HTML format to allow access from any web browser. Weekly
monthly reports can be scheduled and they can be automatically e-maile
key personnel.

Pop-up alerts can be configured for pinpointing hot spots. Network 
management systems, such as HP Openview, Tivoli's TME 10, and CA 
Unicenter via SNMP traps, can be snapped in. 

E-mail messages can be generated to alert appropriate personnel, or se
page from MailCheck. Additionally, recovery procedures can be configure
execute custom batch applications and reboot downed MTAs.

To learn more about this product, go to

Tally Systems Corporation (http://www.tallysys.com/messaging/products
mc/index.html)

KeyWise

KeyWise* provides a comprehensive early warning system for Novell 
GroupWise electronic mail networks. KeyWise is specifically designed to
ensure the consistent and reliable operation of Novell's GroupWise e-ma
system. By using KeyWise, an administrator can detect, diagnose, and re
e-mail problems before they seriously disrupt business.

KeyWise provides the following features:

� KeyWise monitors end-to-end connectivity for your network. This 
provides early warning of problems on your e-mail network.

� KeyWise ensures reliability by checking all post offices to make sure 
network is working efficiently.
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� KeyWise alerts any administrator of any change in the e-mail networ
and pinpoints the location anywhere on the network.

� KeyWise runs on any Microsoft Windows PC connected to your e-m
network. 

� Keywise includes a graphical windows interface that provides a logic
graphical presentation of the Novell GroupWise structure.

� KeyWise can have many connections to your network from any locat
on your network.

� KeyWise is not limited to the number of domains or the number of po
offices within a domain.

For more information on this product, go to

KeyWise (http://www.toffa.com/keywise.html)

Fax Solutions for GroupWise

Several products provide fax and other gateway solutions for GroupWise
Here is one of those solutions.

FAXmaker

FAXmaker for SMTP* is a FAX gateway for SMTP/POP3 mail server. Th
seamless integration allows users to send faxes to and receive faxes from
SMTP/POP3 client, making it easy to use and learn. 

FAXmaker for SMTP is easier to manage, too, because the client and se
communicate using POP3/SMTP. You do not need to troubleshoot a 
proprietary communication method for the FAX server. The result is increa
efficiency and lower total cost of ownership (TCO).

FAXmaker for SMTP provides the following features:

� FAX capabilities from any Windows application

� Attachment capability of any Office 95/97* document
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� FAX annotation

� Transmission reports

� Robust, multi-line 32-bit FAX Server

� Automated FAX delivery

� Screen shot gallery; allows you to view detailed screen shots

� Fax broadcasting 

� Application integration

� Call accounting

� Web-based faxing

� FAX archiving

For more information, see

Fax server software for SMTP (http://www.gfifax.com/)

Security for GroupWise Messaging

GroupWise 5.5 now gives users the confidence to send business-critical
information across the Internet securely, while still maintaining the full 
encryption security already provided within GroupWise systems. 

GroupWise 5.5 users can sign, encrypt, decrypt, authenticate, and acces
repudiation capabilities across the Internet using the S/MIME functions o
Entrust/PKI (available from Entrust Technologies), or by using PGP. Use
can also set defaults to sign and encrypt messages.

NOTE: It is important to understand that all S/MIME and PGP 
authentication in GroupWise is done at the client level.
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S/MIME

Novell® and Entrust* have worked together to provide the S/MIME* and
other security capabilities. Entrust (one of the foremost S/MIME provider
offers an add-on to GroupWise. This add-on provides for Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) to ensure security of GroupWise messages after the
leave the GroupWise system.

When a message is addressed and delivered to another GroupWise user
GroupWise system, that message is fully encrypted with the GroupWise 
encryption technology. When a message is sent to a user outside the 
GroupWise system and the message has to be converted to another form
such as Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP), then that message is no
longer encrypted.

By using a PKI, the message remains encrypted even across the internet
are some benefits of Public Key Cryptography:

Table 52 Benefits of Public Key Cryptography

All these capabilities are fundamental to conducting secure electronic 
business transactions.

A Managed PKI ensures that keys and certificates are managed securel
transparently. One of the most important characteristics of a Managed P
transparency. The term transparency means that users do not have to 
understand how the PKI manages keys and certificates to take advantage
services. 

Benefit Description

Confidentiality Data is obscured and protected from view or access by unauthorized individuals.

Access Control Data can only be accessed in a comprehendible form by those specifically 
identified when data is encrypted.

Authentication Users can securely identify themselves to other users and servers on a network 
without sending secret information (such as passwords) over the network.

Data Integrity The verifier of a digital signature can easily determine whether digitally signed 
data has been altered since it was signed.

Non-Repudiation Users who digitally sign data cannot successfully deny signing that data.
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The following table summarizes the requirements PKIs must meet to pro
usable, transparent solutions:

Table 53 Requirements of PKIs

Entrust Technologies and its partners provide Entrust-Ready solutions fo
every major application area. Entrust-Ready applications provide out-of-
box connectivity to the Entrust/PKI and offer seamless integration with al
Entrust’s key and certificate management capabilities. 

Users require only a single set of certificates and keys to perform securit
operations in all these applications. In addition, users enjoy the benefits 
single login across all applications seamlessly integrated with Entrust.

Requirement Explanation

Certification Authority Entrust/Authority signs all certificates in the system.

Key backup and 
recovery

In a secure database, Entrust/Authority stores a copy of users’ encryption key 
pair histories. These can be restored in cases where users forget their 
passwords or lose access to their private keys.

Support for non-
repudiation

Entrust/Authority generates and backs up only the encryption key pair. To 
support non-repudiation, users generate a separate key pair for digital signature; 
this key pair is never backed up.

Automatic update of 
key pairs and 
management of key 
histories

Entrust/Authority automatically generates new encryption and signing key pairs 
for users before their previous ones expire. When necessary, these new 
encryption key pairs are downloaded securely, automatically, and transparently 
to the users’ workstations. 

Update of signing key pairs is triggered by Entrust/Authority, but the actual key 
pair generation is performed transparently at the user’s workstation to preserve 
non-repudiation.

A scalable certificate 
repository

Entrust/Authority works with directory products from numerous vendors (such as 
Control Data, ICL, Netscape, Novell, and Siemens) to post and distribute 
certificates using the industry standard Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
(LDAP).

Certificate revocation Entrust/Authority issues certificate revocation lists (CRLs) to the Directory to 
ensure that revocation information is available immediately to users.

Support for cross-
certification

Entrust/Authority provides open, standards-based mechanisms to cross-certify 
with other CAs as well as the policy controls to manage those relationships.
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To learn more about Entrust, go to

Entrust Technologies (http://www.entrust.com)

PGP

PGP* for GroupWise provides seamless integration between GroupWisex 
and the Windows versions of PGP. With this software, you can create pu
encryption keys; mail your keys to others; and encrypt, digitally sign, decry
and verify digital signatures to maintain privacy in your Internet or Intrane
communications. Attached documents can be encrypted as well.

The PGP Snap-in for GroupWise can be obtained from Network Associa
They can be found at

Network Associates (http://www.nai.com)

Handheld Devices

GroupWise has provided additional solutions to assist users in increasin
productivity while enabling more mobility. Novell has worked with a numb
of companies to offer GroupWise users the ability to integrate with the be
mobile technologies, helping them to use any communication device at h
to access the GroupWise Universal Mailbox. 

Listed below are a few of the ways in which users can stay connected to 
offices with GroupWise through their handheld devices.

Intellisync

Intellisync* offers GroupWise integration for PalmPilots* and Windows CE
handheld PCs.

Intellisync for PalmPilot

Intellisync for PalmPilot* is software from Puma Technology* that enhanc
the power and convenience of Palm-connected organizers, including the
Palm V* and Palm IIIx* devices and the IBM* WorkPad*. 
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Intellisync for PalmPilot enables the synchronization of the PalmPilot 
organizer directly with many PC-based personal information managemen
contact management and group scheduling applications, all in one easy 

Intellisync for PalmPilot provides the following key features:

� Easy, one-button synchronization for your 3Com organizer

� Synchronization with popular PC applications

� Integrated synchronization of calendar, contacts, notes, to-do lists, 
expenses, and e-mail

� Powerful custom filtering

� Full conflict resolution

� Complete customization

� Multi-user support

Intellisync for Windows CE

Intellisync for Windows CE is software from Puma Technology that enhan
the power and convenience of the Windows CE-based Palm-size PC, 
Handheld PC, or Handheld PC Professional*. 

With Intellisync, ever-changing information such as e-mail messages, 
contacts, calendars, and tasks are automatically synchronized with the P
based personal information managers, contact managers, and groupwar

Intellisync for Windows CE provides the following key features:

� Direct, automatic synchronization: Simply connect the Windows CE 
device to the PC. Intellisync for Windows CE automatically synchroniz
the Palm-size PC or Handheld PC directly with the PC's personal 
information management, contact management, or group scheduling
applications.

� Simultaneous synchronization of multiple applications: With Intellisyn
for Windows CE, you can synchronize the Windows CE applications w
multiple PC applications at the same time.
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� Support for most popular PC applications: Only Intellisync supports 
virtually all the major applications used.

� Powerful custom filtering: With the Intellisync filtering feature, you ca
easily synchronize only the data that needs to be synchronized.

� Full conflict resolution: Intellisync for Windows CE always resolves 
conflicts quickly and accurately.

� Complete customization: You can easily customize Intellisync for 
Windows CE to work exactly as needed. You can specify and modify
individual field mappings between Windows CE device and the PC 
applications.

� Additional features include

� Easy, one-time setup

� Single-step synchronization between your Windows CE device a
multiple PC applications

To find out more about Intellisync, go to

Puma Technology, Inc. (http://www.pumatech.com/intellisync.html)

LinkWise

Advantages offers LinkWise*, a plug-in for Psion's Series 5 connectivity 
software, PsiWin 2.1*. This synchronization tool enables users to reconc
GroupWise appointments, contacts, notes, and tasks with the Series 5 h
held computer. Additionally, by using Psion's POP3 e-mail client, users g
remote access to GroupWise e-mail accounts, allowing them to check 
messages and reply at their convenience. 

LinkWise is transparent to the GroupWise user, allowing the user to initia
Series 5 backup or synchronization without leaving GroupWise.

The LinkWise Plug-in for PsiWin will synchronize

� GroupWise Appointments with the Psion Agenda day entries

� GroupWise Notes with the Psion Agenda events
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� GroupWise Tasks with the Psion Agenda to-dos

� GroupWise Personal address book with the Psion contacts database

The LinkWise Plug-in for PsiWin 2.2 provides the ability to synchroniz
additional contact fields.

The LinkWise Plug-in for PsiWin 2.2 supports

� GroupWise message body text synchronization with a Psion Agenda
entry embedded Word object (Series 5) or Memo (Series 3mx, 3c, 3a,
Siena)

� Series 5, 3mx, 3c, 3a, and Siena

For more information on this product, go to

Advansys LinkWise Plugin Home Page (http://www.advansyscorp.com/
frmalwpi.htm)

Mail on the Run

Mail on the Run!* provides remote access to Novell GroupWise. With us
friendly features, simple resource requirements, and a sound architectur
provides access to e-mail through wired, wireless, and packet-data netw
Mail on the Run! is available to users of most handheld devices and all m
platforms.

Mail on the Run! features include the following:

Table 54 Mail on the Run! Features

Feature Description

Remote Access It uses a protocol that is highly optimized to communicate reliably and cost-
effectively over wired and wireless networks. Only the amount of data requested 
is downloaded to the H/PC and Palm-size PC. This means less connection time 
and more savings.
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Encryption Support Mail on the Run! provides options to encrypt messages when they are 
transmitted over the network. It uses a variant of industry-standard DES 
encryption, optimized to ensure secure communication. Mail on the Run! is the 
first mailing product to have this unique feature.

Compression Support The new compression feature in Mail on the Run! cuts down the wireless 
transmission costs by decreasing the transmission time.

Attach a File Mail on the Run! provides sophisticated support for file attachments. Files are 
automatically converted into native Windows CE file formats such as Pocket 
Word and Pocket Excel when they are downloaded to the H/PC. 

Options are available to set a limit on the size of the attachments to be 
downloaded or to prevent attachments from being downloaded altogether. 
Because H/PC file formats have a smaller footprint than their counterparts on 
desktop, the file attachments are significantly reduced in size before 
transmission to the H/PC. (Word to Pocket Word conversions result in reductions 
to almost one third or even one tenth, depending on the content.)

Address Book Mail on the Run! provides remote access to the mail system’s address book. 
Users can remotely preview and download entries from the address book to the 
Contacts application on the H/PC and Palm-size PC from a remote location. The 
user can also set a rule to automatically add the name and e-mail address of the 
sender from messages downloaded onto the H/PC.

Criteria-based 
Message Filter

Mail on the Run! provides the ability to filter messages based on criteria such as 
the sender’s name, the date on which the message was received, or the subject 
of the message. 

Reliable Over 
Wireless

Mail on the Run! for H/PCs is network-aware and it has built-in reliability to take 
care of network-specific idiosyncrasies. For example, the intelligent retry logic for 
ARDIS prevents network congestion. 

Mail on the Run! also provides visual indication of the progress, signal strength, 
and other modem information for all supported wireless modems. 

Decide Downloads With Mail on the Run! installed on a Windows CE-based Handheld PC, users can 
choose between downloading message headers and the entire text. In addition, 
they can choose between the ‘all messages’ or ‘only unread messages’ options 
when downloading mail.

Set Message Size With Mail on the Run! the length of the message to download can be selected. 
Messages larger than the indicated size are truncated and the user is notified at 
the bottom of the message.

Feature Description
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To find out more about this product, go to

Mail on the Run! (http://www.riverrun.com/motr/index.html)

Client

Many client solutions are provided by third-party vendors. Most of them d
with specific features that do not currently exist but that are in demand. T
section discusses two of these in-demand features: printing and persona
contact.

Nexic Printing Press

The Nexic* Printing Press* integrates seamlessly with the GroupWise 32
client. It can be accessed from within the GroupWise 32-bit client. The m
item "Printing Press" is added under the File menu in the GroupWise clien
button is also added to the client toolbar to easily access the program.

It works with GroupWise 5.2 and 5.5. The user interface is similar to the 
GroupWise Print Calendar interface, decreasing the need for additional 
training.

The Printing Press can be run without running the GroupWise client. The
GroupWise client must be installed on the machine, but it does not have t
running. A menu item is also created in the GroupWise 5 program group to
the Printing Press in stand-alone mode.

The Nexic Printing Press allows you to

� Select fonts and font sizes.

� Limit the amount of text printed for Appointments, Tasks, or Notes.

Selectable Mail 
Delete Location

Mail on the Run! now allows remote users to choose options for deciding the 
location from which mail has to be deleted. When working with Mail on the Run! 
you can specify whether the mail is deleted from the H/PC, the Palm-size PC, or 
the server. 

Feature Description
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� Use duplex printing (the setting is saved for future sessions).

� Use proxy printing.

� Sort tasks by priority, start date, or due date.

� Print row lines between each row of text in Tasks, Notes, or 
Appointments. (It also provides lines for taking notes in the blank are

� Print separator lines between each Task, Note, or Appointment.

� Enable word wrapping of text in Tasks, Notes, and Appointments.

� Control whether Weekend days are included in printout.

� Use Print Preview.

� Select the date to print by clicking a button.

� Print additional pages if needed (if data cannot fit on one page, the e
form structure is printed again on a new page; the new page contains
the data that would not fit on the previous page).

� Print without gray highlighting (saves printer ink).

� Print a form without data.

� Print header text, username footer, page numbering, and date and tim
printing.

For more information about this product and other client customization, v
the Nexic web site (http://www.nexic.com/index.html).

ContactWise

GroupLink's ContactWise* is a 32-bit contact information management 
solution for Novell GroupWise 5.x users. GroupLink* specifically designed 
ContactWise to integrate seamlessly with Novell GroupWise 5.x.  
ContactWise combines functional contact management with the award-
winning features of GroupWise.
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ContactWise allows a network of users to manage vital information abou
business and personal contacts in one centralized database and provide
framework whereby all communications with contacts can be organized 
accessed from the user's GroupWise system.

ContactWise provides a contact information management system that fu
and seamlessly integrates with GroupWise. ContactWise supports Group
access to vital client information. Information does not need to be manua
copied or cut from a separate contact manager.

Use GroupLink’s ContactWise to get

� Fax numbers to prepare and send fax direct from PC

� Phone number for point-and-click phone dialing through telephony 
integration (TAPI or TSAPI)

� E-mail address to send an e-mail message

� Individual contact addresses or lists of contact addresses that can b
merged into form letters

For information on this and other GroupLink products, go to

GroupLink (http://www.GroupLink-TM.com/)
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$ Preparing for Migration

Migrating your GroupWise® 4.1 system to GroupWise 5.5 requires caref
planning. You need to understand how the migration will affect your 
GroupWise 4.1 system and anticipate how your GroupWise 4.1 system wi
integrated into an NDS environment. 

This appendix presents the migration concepts you need to understand to
a migration. It also provides a worksheet that you can use as you plan th
migration. 

The GroupWise 4.1 to GroupWise 5.5 Migration Worksheet lists all the 
information you need to provide when running the Installation, Setup, an
Migration Advisors. You should print the worksheet and fill it out as you 
complete the tasks listed below. (See “GroupWise 4.1 to GroupWise 5.5 
Migration Worksheet” on page 602.)

NOTE: This worksheet is designed to record migration information for all 
the GroupWise objects associated with a single domain; therefore, you 
should plan on making a copy of the worksheet for each GroupWise 4.1 
domain you are migrating.

� “Understand the Components of a GroupWise 5.5 System” on page 

� “Understand the Migration Process” on page 569

� “Make Sure You Have at Least One NetWare 4.1x Server” on page 5

� “Select Express Installation or Custom Installation” on page 573

� “Decide Which NetWare 4.1x Server You Will Use for GroupWise 
Administration” on page 575
Preparing for Migration ���
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� “Map GroupWise 4.1 Objects to NDS Contexts” on page 575

� “Plan the Location for the Software Distribution Directory” on page 5

� “Plan the Installation of GroupWise 5.5 Agents” on page 584

� “Decide Which Languages to Install” on page 589

� “Identify Current GroupWise 4.1 Gateways” on page 590

� “Plan a System Name for the Migrating 4.1 System” on page 590

� “Specify the Path to the GroupWise 4.1 System” on page 591

� “Plan the Migration of a GroupWise 4.1 Domain” on page 592

� “Specify the Path to the Migrating Domain Directory” on page 592

� “Specify a Temporary Directory for Domain Conversion” on page 593

� “Verify GroupWise 4.1 Custom Time Zones” on page 593

� “Verify the Location of Post Office Directories” on page 593

� “Specify the Post Office to Convert” on page 594

� “Specify a Temporary Directory for Post Office Conversion” on page 5

� “Decide How Users Will Access the Post Office” on page 594

When you have completed these tasks, review the sample configurations
the summary of GroupWise requirements.

� “Sample GroupWise Configurations” on page 596

� “Summary of Requirements for a Basic GroupWise 5.5 System” on p
600

� “GroupWise 4.1 to GroupWise 5.5 Migration Worksheet” on page 60
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Understand the Components of a GroupWise 5.5 
System

When you update your GroupWise 4.1 system to GroupWise 5.5, its 
fundamental architecture remains the same: a GroupWise 5.5 system co
essentially of a primary domain with one or more post offices containing 
or more document libraries, some users, and agents to route the messag

Each GroupWise user has a mailbox in the post office; users run the 
GroupWise client to access their mailboxes and to send mail to and rece
mail from other users. 

The GroupWise agents deliver messages between users' mailboxes in a
office and route messages between post offices in a multiple post office 
system, as shown in the following figure:

Figure 25 Components of a GroupWise5.5 System

This basic system can be expanded to include secondary domains, addi
post offices with users, gateways, additional document management libra
external entities, and so on.

Rather than using the standalone DOS application, AD.EXE, to administ
GroupWise system, GroupWise 5.x integrates with NDS and is administrated
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in NetWare® Administrator. This "snapping in" is accomplished during 
GroupWise installation, when GroupWise DLLs (collectively known as th
GroupWise Administrator) are added to NetWare Administrator. The resu
a seamless, convenient administration tool that you can use for many of 
Novell® products.

GroupWise Domains

Figure 26 Understanding a GroupWise Domain

In a basic GroupWise 5.5 system like the one shown above, it is fairly eas
see why the post office, client, and agents are necessary. The reason fo
domain, however, might not be as clear. Basically, the domain serves tw
purposes:

� In a multiple post office system, the domain organizes post offices in
logical grouping for addressing and routing purposes. Each user in t
domain has an address that consists of the domain name, the user's
office name, and the user's GroupWise ID (domain.po.user).

� The domain functions as the main administration unit for the GroupW
5.5 system. When you add GroupWise information (such as other 
domains, post offices, and users) through NetWare Administrator, th
information is stored in NDS and the GroupWise domain database. F
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the domain database, information is distributed to each post office 
database. 

The domain/post office architecture enables you to scale your GroupWis
system to meet your current and future needs. It also enables you to conf
GroupWise to best accommodate your company or network organization

GroupWise Post Offices

GroupWise 5.5 domains contain one or more post offices, just as GroupW
4.1 does. Conceptually, a post office contains user databases or "mailbo
for a set of network users. Using a GroupWise client, users associated wit
post office send and receive messages that are referenced in their mailb

Physically, a post office is a directory structure on a network file server. T
directory structure contains subdirectories and databases that store mes
and the information used to distribute the messages.

GroupWise 5.5 Agents

Figure 27 GroupWise 5.5 Agents
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The GroupWise 5.5 agents have the same functions as the GroupWise 4
servers. The Message Transfer Agent (MTA) replaces the Message Serv
(CS) and the Administration Server (ADS), while the Post Office Agent 
(POA) replaces the Post Office Server (OFS). As shown in the preceding
figure, the MTA handles all message traffic between post offices and the P
handles all message traffic within the post office.

The following table provides further details about the functions of GroupW
5.5 agents:

Table 55 Functions of GroupWise 5.5 Agents

GroupWise 5.5 Client

GroupWise 5.5 ships with two different clients for Microsoft* Windows*. Th
32-bit client is compatible with Windows 95* and Windows NT*. The 16-b
client is compatible with Windows 3.1.

GroupWise 5.5 also ships with clients for the Macintosh and UNIX platform

NOTE: If you have GroupWise 4.1 users who must continue to use the 
GroupWise 4.1 DOS client, their post offices cannot be migrated to 

Agent Description

Message Transfer 
Agent 

The MTA, like the GroupWise 4.1 Message Server, routes messages between 
domains (in a multiple domain system) and post offices (in a multiple post office 
system). Its optional message logging module can also log statistical data about 
GroupWise message traffic. 

In addition to routing user messages between post offices and other domains, 
the MTA routes administration messages from the domain to the post office. For 
example, when a user is given a GroupWise account in NDS, the user is added 
to the domain database. At the same time, the MTA routes an administration 
message to the post office so that the POA can add the user to the post office 
database. After the user is added to the post office database, he or she appears 
in the GroupWise Address Book.

Post Office Agent The POA, like a GroupWise 4.1 Post Office Server, delivers messages to users' 
mailboxes in a post office. It also detects and repairs damaged databases, 
updates the post office database when it receives administration messages from 
the MTA, replicates shared folders between post offices, performs the indexing 
tasks of document management, and responds to requests from remote client 
users.
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GroupWise 5.5. However, the remainder of your GroupWise 4.1 system 
can be migrated to GroupWise 5.5 and can maintain links to the 
GroupWise 4.1 post offices.

GroupWise Administrator

The GroupWise 5.5 administration program, called the "GroupWise 
Administrator," consists of DLLs that snap in to NetWare Administrator to
create a single point of administration for both NetWare and GroupWise.
Contrast this to the GroupWise 4.1 Admin program (AD.EXE), a text-bas
interface that does not integrate with NDS without a special component t
must be obtained separately.

When you install the GroupWise 5.5, you extend the NDS schema to inc
GroupWise objects and attributes. This extension allows you to create, 
configure, and maintain GroupWise objects from inside the NetWare 
Administrator interface. 

The GroupWise Administrator also lets you filter out other NDS objects w
the GroupWise View feature, which displays a discrete GroupWise syste
a graphical NDS-like interface. The GroupWise View displays objects 
hierarchically, with the system name at the top of the hierarchy and 
subordinate GroupWise objects nested below it, just as in GroupWise 4.
Admin.

NDS integration also makes it possible for GroupWise to use the NDS 
database, including the NDS-defined fields associated with an object. Th
GroupWise MTA synchronizes the GroupWise domain and post office 
databases with the NDS master database so changes are made in both 

Understand the Migration Process

When you purchase GroupWise 5.5, make sure you get a licensed upgra
package that can accommodate all the GroupWise 4.1 users that you wa
eventually upgrade to GroupWise 5.5. 

The migration converts GroupWise 4.1 users and databases to GroupWis
users and databases so they can be administered in the NetWare Adminis
This conversion occurs "in place," meaning that as you convert your 
GroupWise 4.1 system to GroupWise 5.5, the converted system will resid
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the same server and use many of the same directories that it used as a 
GroupWise 4.1 system. 

Although the migration scenario in this appendix assumes that you will b
installing GroupWise 5.5 and immediately migrating an existing GroupW
4.1 system to 5.5, you can also set up a GroupWise 5.5 system first, mig
an existing 4.1 system to 5.5, and then connect the two systems. 

If you want to maintain only one GroupWise 5.5 system, you must merge
GroupWise 4.1 system with the GroupWise 5.5 system before you migra

NOTE: Direct migration from WordPerfect Office* 3.x, WordPerfect Office 
4.0, or GroupWise QuickLook 4.1 (a demonstration version of GroupWise 
with five user mailboxes that shipped with PerfectOffice 3.0) to GroupWise 
5.5 is not supported. 

These messaging systems must be migrated to a fully functional, 
networked version of GroupWise 4.1 before they can be migrated to a 
GroupWise 5.x system. Migration from WordPerfect Office 4.0a to 
GroupWise 5.5 has not been tested, although WordPerfect Office 4.0a and 
GroupWise 4.1 are compatible.

What to Expect

Before you actually perform the migration, you must first install GroupWi
5.5 software from the GroupWise 5.5 CD to a NetWare 4.1 server. This 
installation, which you perform with the assistance of automated Installa
and Setup Advisors, extends the NDS schema on the server to allow you 
up the type of GroupWise 5.5 system you want. 

In this case, you are migrating an existing GroupWise 4.1 system to 
GroupWise 5.5. Here are some aspects of migration that you should plan

� The Migration Advisor is a GroupWise tool in NetWare Administrator
that guides you in converting your existing GroupWise 4.1 system to
GroupWise 5.5. 

� You must migrate your GroupWise 4.1 system one domain at a time,
followed by individual, discretionary migration of post offices in that 
domain. 
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If you perform the complete migration on a domain, the objects in tha
domain are "grafted" into NDS and are thereafter managed by NetW
Administrator. 

� The first GroupWise 4.1 domain you migrate must be the primary 
domain. You can continue to use the DOS-based AD.EXE program t
manage un-migrated 4.1 domains that are connected to GroupWise 

� After you migrate a domain, you need to run the GroupWise 5.5 MTA
that domain. You can migrate individual post offices in the domain as
time permits.

� After a domain is migrated to GroupWise 5.5, you cannot run any 
GroupWise 4.1 Message Server programs (CS, ADS, OFS). In addit
you cannot run the GroupWise 4.1 Message Server programs for DO
and the message server NLM programs.

� After the primary domain is migrated, you cannot create domains in 
GroupWise 4.1 system or GroupWise 4.1 post offices in the primary 
domain.

� During a post office conversion, users cannot log in to GroupWise un
their post office is converted.

� After you convert a post office, users need to upgrade to the GroupW
5.5 client. To do this, the users must run the GroupWise client setup
program (SETUP.EXE) that is located in the software distribution 
directory. 

You can choose to notify the users that a new version of the softwar
available, or you can activate the auto-update feature so that the 
GroupWise client will detect when a new version of the client has be
installed to the software distribution directory. When activated, the au
update feature prompts the user to rerun the client setup program.

� When you migrate a GroupWise 4.1 post office, the database for that 
office is also migrated and synchronized with the existing GroupWise 
post office. 

All other objects associated with that post office (calendars, tasks, m
messages, message archives, phone messages, notes, proxies, per
groups, etc.) are also migrated.
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� During and after the migration, domain-to-post office and domain-to-
domain links remain intact. The GroupWise 5.5 MTA converts messa
inbound to GroupWise 4.1 domains and post offices. 

GroupWise 5.5 also remains compatible with installed GroupWise 4.
gateways. This makes a phased migration a good alternative: 
communication between migrated and unmigrated users can remain
uninterrupted.

� When you migrate a GroupWise 4.1 public group to a GroupWise 5.5
distribution list, some addresses in the public group might include us
with accounts on unmigrated domains or post offices. 

The GroupWise 5.5 MTA determines whether the messages it routes
(incoming or outbound) are in 4.x or 5.x format and makes the proper 
conversion. Users on either version of GroupWise can continue to 
communicate without a lapse.

Guidance from the Migration Advisor

After you install GroupWise 5.5 files, you can run the Migration Advisor, 
located at NetWare Administrator | Tools | GroupWise Utilities. The first 
dialog of the Migration Advisor displays two options: Plan Migration and 
Migrate Domain.

If you click the Plan Migration button, the advisor launches a Help file tha
lists the Internet address of this Migration Guide. If you thoroughly study and 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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use Chapter 1 in Book 1 of this guide, including the GroupWise 4.1 to 
GroupWise 5.5 Migration Worksheet, you should have a better idea of th
tasks involved in preparing for and executing a migration from GroupWise
to GroupWise 5.5.

The Migration Guide is also available on the GroupWise 5.5 CD. To acces
the guide from the CD, you must have an HTML browser installed on yo
workstation. The file is located at root\DOCSxx\ADMIN\GWMIGRAT.HTM. 
(Replace xx with the number of the language you have installed.)

Make Sure You Have at Least One NetWare 4.1x Server

If you are running a network operating system other than NetWare 4.1x or if 
you are running several network operating systems such as NetWare 4.1
NetWare 3.12, and Windows NT 4.0, you can still set up GroupWise to ta
full advantage of your network environment and configuration. 

Because GroupWise is administered through NetWare Administrator and
NDS, your network must have at least one NetWare 4.1x server installed.

Select Express Installation or Custom Installation

The GroupWise Installation Advisor offers both an Express installation an
Custom installation.

Express Installation

Express Install, which requires minimal input on your part, does the 
following:

� Installs GroupWise Administrator and its supporting programs to a 
NetWare server's SYS:\PUBLIC\WIN32 directory. GroupWise 
Administrator enables you to manage your GroupWise system in 
NetWare Administrator.

� Installs the GroupWise software to pre-defined directories on the 
NetWare server. 
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� Creates the GroupWise domain, post office, library, and agent object
NDS.

� Starts the NLM Message Transfer Agent (MTA) and Post Office Age
(POA).

After you finish the Express installation, you can simply add users to the p
office so they can start using GroupWise.

Express Install requires you to

� Install GroupWise to a single-partition NDS tree that does not alread
have GroupWise objects in it. 

� Install all GroupWise files to a single NetWare 4.1x server located in the 
NDS tree. The server must already have a SYS:\MAIL directory. The
MAIL directory is created by default when NetWare 4.1x is installed.

The Installation Advisor does not give you the option to do an Express 
installation if the NDS tree and NetWare server do not meet the required
conditions.

Custom Installation

A Custom Install does the following:

� Installs the GroupWise software to directories on your network serve
letting you select the location and names of the directories

� Creates the GroupWise domain, post office, library, and agent object
NDS, letting you provide additional configuration information before 
each object is created

� Installs the NLM agents or NT agents to the network servers you sel

� Adds users that you select to the post office (optional)

You must perform a Custom installation if your NDS tree has multiple 
partitions, if you have multiple NDS trees containing users who need to u
GroupWise, if you want to select the locations for your GroupWise 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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directories, or if you plan to run the GroupWise agents on a non-NetWar
server.

Decide Which NetWare 4.1x Server You Will Use for 
GroupWise Administration

GroupWise 5.5 administration is performed through the 32-bit version of 
NetWare Administrator (NWADMN32.EXE). When you install GroupWise
the GroupWise Administrator DLLs are copied to the SYS:\PUBLIC\WIN3
directory of the NetWare 4.1x server you select. The GroupWise 
Administrator DLLs extend the functionality of NetWare Administrator to l
you administer GroupWise. If necessary, the 32-bit NetWare Administrato
also installed.

You need to decide which NetWare 4.1x server you will use to run NetWare 
Administrator to administer GroupWise. This does not have to be the sam
server where the GroupWise domain or post office is migrated (that is, 
converted to GroupWise 5.5).

Map GroupWise 4.1 Objects to NDS Contexts

The Migration Advisor lets you migrate or graft a domain, post office, 
gateway, user, resource, or distribution list object into any NDS container (
is, a context) in your NDS tree. With the exception of the user object, the 
advisor creates the object in the NDS tree according to the NDS context
provide for it. 

Prior to migration, your task is to plan or "map" where you want the migra
GroupWise objects to be located in the tree. You need to record this NDS
context for each object on the GroupWise 4.1 to GroupWise 5.5 Migratio
Worksheet. 

If you want to create new NDS containers (usually organizations or 
organizational units) to logically organize these grafted objects, you mus
create them before you migrate. The number of containers you create is 
you; you are the designer of your GroupWise system. Remember, howe
that you cannot create containers during the migration process. 
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IMPORTANT: Pay attention to the links between GroupWise objects. If you 
force a GroupWise link to operate across a WAN connection because of 
the container where you place a GroupWise object, you can cause 
problems with GroupWise and NDS. Avoid creating GroupWise links that 
"span the WAN."

GroupWise System Design Examples

You must decide where you want the domain object and post office obje
located in the NDS tree. The MTA object is automatically placed in the sa
context as the domain. The POA object and Library object are placed in 
same context as the post office.

You can place the domain and post office in any context in your NDS tree.
only requirement is that they be in the same tree. The following sections
provide examples of where you might place your domain and post office
objects.

Objects in Same Container as Users’ Organizational Units: In the 
following screen shot, the domain object (TechIndustries) and post office
object (Research) reside in the same container (the Corporate organizatio
the organizational units (Accounting, R&D, and so forth) that contain the
users. This allows you to associate the domain with a single organization
associate one post office with all users within the organization.
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Objects Mirror NDS Organizations: The next example is similar to the 
previous example, except that post offices are migrated to organizational 
where they are logically placed. The domain object resides in the organiza
(Corporate) and the post office objects reside in the same organizational 
(Accounting, R&D, Sales, or Manufacturing) as the users. 

As in the previous example, this organizational structure allows you to quic
associate a user with a post office. In addition, if you have thousands of u
split between the different organizational units, this method allows you to
migrate multiple post offices with a smaller number of users on each pos
office. Novell recommends having 500 users per post office.

Objects in Dedicated Container: If, rather than mirroring your NDS 
organization, you prefer to keep all your GroupWise objects together, yo
could create an organizational unit, such as "GroupWise," and migrate a
GroupWise objects to that organizational unit, as shown in this next scre
shot:
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Administratively, this type of organizational structure allows you to more 
easily restrict a GroupWise administrator's object and property rights to 
GroupWise objects only.

Objects Mirror Network Server Organization: Because the domain and 
post office have directory structures on network servers, you place the do
and post office objects in the same context as the servers where the direc
will reside.
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Networks with Multiple NDS Trees: The domain and post office (as well a
other post offices created in the domain) must be located in the same NDS
You cannot split a domain across NDS trees. If you have multiple trees, 
can migrate separate domains to each tree. The domains can be connect
belong to the same GroupWise system for administration purposes.

A Look at GroupWise from the GroupWise View

After you migrate your GroupWise 4.1 system, you can view GroupWise
objects through the GroupWise View, shown in the next screen:
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The GroupWise View filters out all non-GroupWise objects and also show
how GroupWise objects relate to each other. For example, in the GroupW
View, the post office object is subordinate to the domain object. 

The lower window of the view displays the users who have GroupWise 
accounts on the object selected in the upper window. In the above view, 
Research post office is selected, so the lower window displays the users
have accounts on the Research post office.

The GroupWise View is particularly useful if your GroupWise objects are
placed in different contexts in the NDS tree. For example, the following vi
shows a multiple post office system:
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In the NDS tree, the logical locations (fully distinguished names) for the f
post offices are

� marketing.sales.corporate

� payroll.accounting.corporate

� research.r&d.corporate

� shipping.manufacturing.corporate

Even though the post offices are in different organizational units in the N
tree, GroupWise View displays the entire GroupWise system. If you were
administering this system, you would not have to search for GroupWise 
objects throughout the tree. Instead, you could administer all GroupWise
objects from GroupWise View.

In addition, you can perform some GroupWise administrative functions o
while you are in the GroupWise View. This includes such tasks as definin
users from other GroupWise systems so that they appear in your system
Address Book.
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Plan the Location for the Software Distribution 
Directory

During installation, you specify a software distribution directory. This 
directory contains administration and agent files you use to set up the 
GroupWise system and client files that users access to set up the Group
client.

You can specify a directory on a file server volume to be used as the soft
distribution directory, or you can mount the GroupWise CD as a server volu
and have it be the software distribution directory. 

If you choose a file server volume for the software distribution directory, 
directory can be on the same server as the domain or post office directori
on a separate server, as shown in the following figure:

Figure 28 Location for the Software Distribution Directory

You should consider network access and disk space requirements when
deciding where to install the software distribution directory.

Network Access

Consider the following network access issues:

� Users must be able to map a drive to the software distribution director
run the GroupWise client Setup program (for Windows 95/NT and 
Windows 3.1).

� When users set up the GroupWise client, they can choose to install i
their local drive or they can run it from the software distribution directo
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If you want users to be able to run the GroupWise client from the softw
distribution directory, they must have a permanent drive mapping to 
directory.

� You must be able to access the directory when you set up GroupWis
agents, when you need to update GroupWise software, or when you
NetWare Administrator to create GroupWise objects such as domains
post offices.

Disk Space Requirements

The disk space required for the directory depends on the software you in
to the directory. You can install the administration files, GroupWise NLM 
agents, GroupWise NT agents, GroupWise WebAccess, GroupWise Inte
Agent, GroupWise Monitor, Windows 95/NT GroupWise client, and 
Windows 3.1 GroupWise client. 

The Macintosh client and UNIX client are not installed to the software 
distribution directory. The maximum disk space required to install everyth
is about 300 MB. The following table identifies the disk space requireme

Table 56 Disk Space Requirements

Files Description

Administration Files The administration files include the GroupWise Administrator DLLs and Help 
files. The administration files require approximately 17 MB.

Agents The NLM and NT agent files include all files necessary to install and set up the 
agents. The NLM agents require approximately 7 MB and the NT agents 
approximately 5 MB.

Clients The Windows 95/NT, Windows 3.1, Macintosh, and UNIX GroupWise client files 
include all files necessary for users to set up the GroupWise client on their 
workstations. The Windows 95/NT client requires approximately 60 MB, the 
Windows 3.1 client approximately 45 MB, the Macintosh client approximately 18 
MB, and the UNIX client approximately 40 MB.
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Multiple Software Distribution Directories

The Installation Advisor lets you create one software distribution director
After you have set up your basic GroupWise system, you can create addit
software distribution directories if needed. 

For example, if not all users can access a single software distribution direc
to run the GroupWise client Setup program, you can create an additiona
software distribution directory on a server they can access. For informati
about creating additional software distribution directories, see Book 1: 
Maintenance Overview in the Maintenance Guide.

As the Migration Advisor guides you through converting your GroupWise 4
domains and post offices to GroupWise 5.5 and then adding agents and
GroupWise 5.5 client, it must be pointed to the location of the software so 
it can access the appropriate software distribution directory as it sets up 
various GroupWise 5.5 programs needed for migration.

Plan the Installation of GroupWise 5.5 Agents

The conversion from GroupWise 4.1 to GroupWise 5.5 requires that 
GroupWise 5.5 agents be installed and running in the 4.1 system being 
migrated. 

Monitor, WebAccess, 
and Internet Agent

You can also copy GroupWise Monitor, GroupWise WebAccess, and GroupWise 
Internet Agent to the software distribution directory. This enables you to install 
these products from the software distribution directory rather than from the 
GroupWise CD.

GroupWise Monitor works with ManageWise® to let you monitor your 
GroupWise agents and requires approximately 9 MB.

GroupWise WebAccess works with an HTTP server to let users access their 
GroupWise mailboxes through a Web browser. It requires approximately 35 MB. 

GroupWise WebAccess includes files that use long filenames. If you copy 
GroupWise WebAccess to the software distribution directory, the directory must 
be on a network server that supports long filenames.

GroupWise Internet Agent lets users send and receive e-mail through the 
Internet and requires approximately 12 MB.

Files Description
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The Migration Advisor gathers the information it needs to install the Mess
Transfer Agent (MTA) and the Post Office Agent (POA), including the 
location of the software distribution directory, the agent platform, the age
installation path, and the agent language.

The agents are available as NetWare NLMs or Windows NT executables.
platform you choose depends on your available hardware and your netw
configuration.

MTA

The MTA runs at the domain level, which means that you need to run on
instance of the MTA for each domain you migrate. In addition to routing u
messages between post offices and other domains, the MTA routes 
administration messages from the domain to the post office. 

For example, when a user is given a GroupWise account in NDS, the us
added to the domain database. At the same time, the MTA routes an 
administration message to the post office so that the POA can add the us
the post office database. After the user is added to the post office databa
or she appears in the GroupWise Address Book.

For a GroupWise system consisting of one domain, you need to run one
instance of the MTA. When planning a location for the MTA, you should 
consider network access, disk space requirements, and memory requirem

Network Access: As shown in the following figure, the MTA requires direc
network access to the domain directory. The MTA can use a mapped driv
a UNC path.
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Figure 29 MTA Direct Network Access

The MTA also requires direct network access to each post office directory
shown in the preceding figure) or TCP/IP access to each POA (as shown i
following figure).

Figure 30 MTA TCP/IP Access
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Some operating systems do not support direct access to the hard drives
machines running another operating system. For example, currently a 
NetWare server cannot access a Windows NT server through a mapped 
or UNC path. 

Therefore, if you want to use an MTA NLM, your domain must be located
a NetWare server; however, your post office could be on a Windows NT 
server, provided you use the NT POA and the MTA and POA can 
communicate via TCP/IP.

Disk Space and Memory: The following table supplies the disk space and
memory requirements for the server where the GroupWise MTA is instal

Table 57 Disk Space and Memory Requirements

IMPORTANT: The memory requirements listed above are for a basic 
GroupWise system (one domain with a single post office). Memory 
requirements for the MTA increase as you add post offices and other 
domains to your system.

POA 

The POA runs at the post office level, which means that you need to run
instance of the POA for each post office you migrate. The POA routes 
messages within the post office, updates the post office database when 
receives administration messages from the MTA, and performs other 
maintenance tasks for the post office.

For a GroupWise system consisting of a single post office, you need to run
instance of the POA. When planning a location for the POA, you should 
consider network access, disk space requirements, and memory requirem

Network Access: As shown in the following figure, the POA requires direc
network access to the post office directory.

MTA Platform MTA Disk Space and Memory Requirements

NLM (NetWare server) 6 MB free disk space, 6.5 MB free memory

NT (NT server or workstation) 4.5 MB free disk space, 6 MB free memory
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Figure 31 POA Direct Network Acess

If possible, the server where the post office directory resides is a good loc
to install the POA because it reduces the amount of network traffic. If the P
is not on the server with the post office, it must access the post office ac
the network rather than directly on disk. Some operating systems do not
support direct access to the hard drives of machines running another oper
system. 

For example, a NetWare server cannot directly access a Windows NT se
Therefore, if you install the post office to a Windows NT server, you need
run the NT POA, not the NLM POA, against the post office.

If you decide that the MTA will communicate with the post office through t
POA (as explained under MTA above), you need to make sure the mach
running the POA supports TCP/IP communication.

Disk Space and Memory: The following table supplies the disk space and
memory requirements for the POA.

Table 58 POA Disk Space and Memory Requirements

POA Platform POA Disk Space and Memory Requirements

NLM (NetWare 
server)

6 MB free disk space; 5 MB free memory (only 1.5 MB if installed on same 
machine as MTA)
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Decide Which Languages to Install

The GroupWise 5.5 CD might contain multiple languages. If so, you nee
decide which languages you want to install. Your choice will affect the 
following programs:

� GroupWise Administrator

� GroupWise agents

� GroupWise clients

For example, if you install English-US and German, you can run GroupW
Administrator and the agents in either language. By default, GroupWise 
Administrator runs in the same language NetWare Administrator runs. Yo
users can use either the English-US client or the German client.

If the language you want is not available during migration, you can rerun
GroupWise installation program (INSTALL.EXE) from the root of the 
distribution CD and re-create or add to a software distribution directory, 
installing the language of your choice.

Domain and Post Office Languages

In addition to selecting which client languages you want installed, you m
also select a default language for the domain (and by association, the M
The domain language determines how times, dates, and numbers are disp
in the GroupWise client and affects the sorting order for items in the 
GroupWise Address Book. The post office (and by association, the POA
assumes the same language as its domain unless you specify otherwise

For example, if you set the domain and post office language to English-US
time, date, and numbers will be formatted according to English-US standa
and the Address Book items will be sorted according to English-US sort o
rules. 

NT (NT server or 
workstation)

4.5 MB free disk space; 4.5 MB free memory (only 1.5 MB if installed on same 
machine as MTA)

POA Platform POA Disk Space and Memory Requirements
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This will be true even if some users on the post office are running non-Eng
GroupWise clients such as German or Japanese. Their client interface and
files will be in German or Japanese, but the time, date, and number form
and sort order will follow English-US standards.

Identify Current GroupWise 4.1 Gateways

If you have gateways in your GroupWise 4.1 system, the Migration Advis
asks you to match the gateway name that it reads from the domain datab
(WPDOMAIN.DB) to a gateway type. For example, you would match the
name Internet 5 to the GroupWise SMTP gateway.

This ensures that the proper gateway-specific setup DLL loads when you
administer the gateway using NetWare Administrator.

Plan a System Name for the Migrating 4.1 System

By definition, a GroupWise system comprises a primary domain and all t
objects associated with it, including secondary domains, post offices, ser
(or agents), resources, public groups (or distribution lists), gateways, and
forth. 

Every GroupWise system can be independently administered. The Group
4.1 system you are migrating must retain the GroupWise 4.1 names of it
domains, post offices, resources and public groups, but you can give a n
name to the new GroupWise 5.5 system itself. 

The system name helps you manage GroupWise, particularly if you admin
more than one GroupWise system. The system name you choose during
installation or a migration is displayed as the highest-level object in 
GroupWise View. 

You will also use the system name later if you choose to synchronize you
Address Book with an external GroupWise system. You should name yo
system carefully. After a system name is created, it cannot be changed.

IMPORTANT: At this time, you should check the GroupWise 4.1 system to 
see if any domains have a post office with the same name. Although it is 
possible to create this combination in the GroupWise 4.1 environment, 
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NDS will not allow the creation of a leaf object whose common name is not 
unique. 

If this situation exists in your GroupWise 4.1 system, do not start the migra
process until you have created a 4.1 post office with a unique name and m
the user's mailboxes to it.

You need to remember a couple of things as you plan a system name. F
don't use a name that is the same as any of the domain names you have
in another system that this system will connect to. Second, the name can
include any extended characters or spaces. These can cause problems 
ODMA-compatible products that access documents from the GroupWise 
store. These characters include:

� ASCII characters 0-13

� @ (at) 

� {} (Braces)

� : (Colon)

� , (Comma)

� " (Double quote)

� Extended characters

� ( ) (Parentheses)

� . (Period) 

� Space; use an _ (underscore) instead

Specify the Path to the GroupWise 4.1 System

When the Installation Advisor completes the transfer of files to the 
SYS:PUBLIC directory and the software distribution directory, the Setup 
Advisor launches and prompts you to identify the network location of you
GroupWise 4.1 system. 
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You identify the location by specifying the path to the GroupWise 4.1 prim
domain database. This establishes a GroupWise "system connection" in
NetWare Administrator so that you can view only the GroupWise system 
want to migrate. 

The system connection tool can be especially helpful later if you migrate
GroupWise 4.1 system into an NDS tree that already administers a Group
5.5 system.

Plan the Migration of a GroupWise 4.1 Domain

As you decide the order of migration for your domains and post offices, k
the following facts in mind:

� Make sure you migrate the primary domain first.

� After a domain migration, domain-to-post office and domain-to-doma
links remain intact because the GroupWise 5.5 MTA automatically 
translates messages inbound to GroupWise 4.1 domains and post of

Also, GroupWise 5.5 domains remain compatible with GroupWise 4.
gateways (except WebAccess and PhoneAccess, which are version-
specific).

� After a post office conversion, GroupWise 4.1 and GroupWise 5.5 po
offices remain compatible within a migrated domain.

� During the post office conversion, users cannot log in to GroupWise.

Specify the Path to the Migrating Domain Directory

You need to specify the path to the directory for the domain being migrate
you can't access this directory from the workstation where you will run th
Migration Advisor or if you have a slow link to that directory, you should clic
WAN Link box in the Migration Advisor.

If You Check WAN Link: If you check the WAN Link box, you must obtain
the domain directory and all its subdirectories from the remote site (perh
via an FTP site or by transferring a removable fixed disk). You copy thes
directories to a local, temporary WAN distribution directory that the Migrati
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Advisor will ask you for later. If you check WAN Link, you must specify th
name of the temporary WAN distribution directory.

Specify a Temporary Directory for Domain Conversion

The domain database conversion is an intensive process of reading and
rewriting WPDOMAIN.DB. You can specify a temporary directory (either
local drive or a RAM drive), to process the conversion locally rather than
across the network. This might dramatically shorten the conversion time

Verify GroupWise 4.1 Custom Time Zones

If the Migration Advisor detects a custom time zone that was created for
GroupWise 4.1 system, it lets you match that time zone to a predefined 
GroupWise 5.5 time zone. 

GroupWise 5.5 does not support custom time zones; however, every pos
time offset is available in the "New Time Zone" drop-down list. The new 
GroupWise 5.5 time zones do not require you to set daylight saving time d
every year.

Verify the Location of Post Office Directories

The Migration Advisor verifies the locations of the directories for the pos
offices in the domain you are migrating. 

If you use OS/2 or DOS GroupWise Servers (MS, ADS, and OFS) on yo
GroupWise 4.1 system, the UNC paths to your post offices might not be 
available in the GroupWise database. You are prompted to verify that the 
to each post office is correct. If the path is missing or is wrong, you can e
the path.

The Migration Advisor does not convert or modify the post office databas
during the Migrate Domain phase.
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Specify the Post Office to Convert

You can select only one post office at a time for migration because the p
office must be closed during migration. Converting the post office databa
and message store is the most time-consuming phase of migration. If you
multiple post offices in the domain, you must run the "Migrate Post Office
phase of the Migration Advisor individually for each post office.

Specify a Temporary Directory for Post Office 
Conversion

The post office database conversion and message store conversion requ
extensive read/write access. If you specify a temporary directory, the 
conversion will process locally rather than across the network. This migh
dramatically shorten the conversion time.

Decide How Users Will Access the Post Office

The GroupWise client can access mailboxes through a direct connection
client/server connection, as shown in the following figure:

Figure 32 Client Access to Mailboxes
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A single post office can support both direct access and client/server acce
the same time. When you create a post office, the default access is both 
and client/server.

Direct Access

GroupWise supports both mapped drives and UNC paths as direct acces
methods. With direct access, the GroupWise client writes directly to user
mailboxes. Direct access requires the user to have rights to the post offic
directory.

You can grant users full rights to the post office directory and subdirector
or you can restrict users' rights if you want to increase security (this is stro
recommended).

Client/Server Access

GroupWise supports TCP/IP for client/server access. With client/server 
access, the GroupWise client does not have direct access to the users' 
mailboxes. Instead, it uses TCP/IP to request services from the POA. Th
POA then accesses the users' mailboxes and passes the information to 
client.

Client/server access eliminates the need for users to log in to the server w
their post office is located, thus avoiding problems with login restrictions,
changing passwords, insufficient network rights, and database problems
caused by the client directly accessing the database. 

Client/server access also allows the GroupWise client to maintain multip
simultaneous connections to the post office.

To use client/server access, the POA's server and the user's workstation
both support TCP/IP.

The GroupWise UNIX client supports only client/server access, not direc
access.
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Sample GroupWise Configurations

Many different configurations are possible for your GroupWise system. T
following figures illustrate some of the ways a GroupWise system (one 
domain and a post office) can be set up.

One NetWare 4.1x Server

The following figure shows a basic GroupWise system set up on a single
NetWare 4.1x server.

Figure 33 One NetWare 4.1x Server

A NetWare 4.11 Server and a Windows NT 4.0 Server

The following figure shows all GroupWise components on a Windows NT 
server. The NetWare 4.11 server is used to administer the GroupWise sy
and users.
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Figure 34 All GroupWise Components on a Windows NT 4.0 Server

The following figure shows the domain, post office, and software distribut
directory on a NetWare 4.11 server and the MTA and POA on a Windows
4.0 server. The MTA and POA use a UNC path to access the domain dire
and post office directory on the NetWare 4.11 server.
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Figure 35 UNC Path to Domain Directory

The following figure shows the domain and MTA on a NetWare 4.11 serv
and the post office, software distribution directory, and POA on a Window
NT 4.0 server. The MTA communicates with the POA through TCP/IP.
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Figure 36 MTA to POA Through TCP/IP

A NetWare 4.11 Server and a NetWare 3.12 Server

The following figure shows everything on a NetWare 3.12 server. The 
NetWare 4.1 server is used to administer the GroupWise system and use
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Figure 37 A Complete NetWare 3.12 Server

Summary of Requirements for a Basic GroupWise 5.5 
System

The following table summarizes the requirements for a single domain wi
one post office.

Table 59 Requirements for a Basic GroupWise 5.5 System

Item Requirement

NetWare 4.1x GroupWise is administered through NetWare Administrator and NDS. You must 
have at least one NetWare 4.1x server installed.
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NetWare 
Administrator and 
GroupWise 
Administrator

� NWADMN32.EXE (installed by GroupWise if necessary) 

� Windows 95 workstation with NetWare Client 32, or Windows 95 or 
Windows NT 4.0 Workstation with NetWare Client 32 for Windows NT

� 80486 processor

� 16 MB RAM

Domain Disk Space 10 MB (minimum)

Post Office Disk 
Space

� 2 MB per user (minimum)

� 10 MB per user (recommended)

Software Distribution 
Directory Disk Space

� 300 MB maximum on network directory. This will be less if you choose not 
to install some GroupWise clients or agents.

� No disk space is required if you mount the GroupWise CD as a server 
volume.

NLM Agents � NetWare 3.12 or 4.x server

� MTA: 6 MB free disk space, 6.5 MB free RAM

� POA: 6 MB free disk space, 5 MB free RAM (1.5 MB if running on same 
server as MTA)

NT Agents � Windows NT 3.51 or 4.0 server or workstation

� MTA: 4.5 MB free disk space, 6 MB free RAM

� POA: 4.5 MB free disk space, 4.5 MB free RAM (1.5 MB if running on 
same machine as MTA)

Windows 95/NT 
GroupWise Client

� Windows 95 workstation or Windows NT 4.0 workstation

� 80486 processor (minimum)

� 24 MB free disk space to run from local drive

� 5 MB free disk space to run from network drive

� 8 MB RAM

Item Requirement
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GroupWise 4.1 to GroupWise 5.5 Migration Worksheet

The GroupWise Migration Advisor helps you migrate a GroupWise 4.1 
system to an existing GroupWise 5.5 system. The Advisor prompts you f
information that you can record on the following worksheet. 

You should print one copy of this planning worksheet for each domain yo
will migrate. Carefully fill in the information before you proceed with the 
migration.

Windows 3.1 
GroupWise Client

� Windows 3.1 or Windows 95/NT workstation

� 80386/33 processor (minimum)

� 20 MB free disk space to run from local drive

� 1 MB free disk space to run from network drive

� 8 MB RAM

Macintosh GroupWise 
Client

� Macintosh IIci (68030 or better) or a Power Macintosh*

�  System 7.1 or higher

� 15 MB free disk space

� 12 MB RAM

UNIX GroupWise 
Client

� HP* 9000 700/800 HP-UX* 10.20

� IBM* RS/6000* Power/PowerPC* 601/604

� IBM RS/6000 AIX 4.1x

� Sun* SPARC* Solaris* 2.5 with recommended patch bundle 

� 30-40 MB space available on hard disk (depending on platform)

� 5 MB memory for first user; .5 MB for each additional user

Item Requirement
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Table 60 GroupWise 4.1 to GroupWise 5.5 Migration

Item Example Explanation

1) Tree Name: CORP Specify the name of the NDS tree in which 
your domain and post office will be installed. 
Because GroupWise introduces new objects 
into the tree, the NDS schema must be 
extended. 

2) Languages to Install: English 

German

Specify the languages in which to install 
GroupWise Administrator, the GroupWise 
agents, the gateway setup programs, and the 
GroupWise clients. Make sure you select all 
languages you want to use with GroupWise 
Administrator and the agents, and all 
languages you want users to be able to run 
the GroupWise client in. 

3) NetWare Administrator 
Path: 

\\NW41\SYS:\PUBLIC\WIN32 Specify the path to the SYS:\PUBLIC\WIN32 
directory that contains the NetWare 
Administrator program you will run to 
administer GroupWise. The GroupWise 
Installation Advisor installs GroupWise 
Administrator to this directory. If necessary, it 
also updates the NetWare Administrator 
program.

4) Software Selection:

� Administration

� NLM agents

� NT agents 

� Windows 3.1 client

� Windows 95/NT client

� Monitor

� WebAccess

� Internet Agent

Administration

NLM Agents

Windows 95/NT client

Windows 3.1 client

This option applies only if you chose to create 
the software distribution directory on a file 
server volume.

Select the software you want installed to the 
software distribution directory. Select the type 
of agents you want to use (NLM or NT) and 
the type of client you want available to users 
(Windows 95/NT and/or Windows 3.1).
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5) Software Distribution 
Directory:

Z:\GRPWISE\SOFTWARE This option applies only if you chose to create 
the software distribution directory on a file 
server volume. You are prompted to verify 
this location during migration.

If you install the administrator, agent, and 
client software separately, specify and label 
each directory path.

If the directory does not exist, the Advisor 
creates it.

The path should be from the perspective of 
the network station you will use to install 
GroupWise.

GroupWise WebAccess requires long 
filename support. If you plan to copy 
GroupWise WebAccess to the software 
distribution directory so that you can run the 
GroupWise WebAccess Install program from 
there, make sure the server volume supports 
long filenames.

6) Name of Domain to 
Migrate:

J:\HEADQ The Setup Advisor prompts you to identify the 
network location of your GroupWise 4.1 
primary domain database. This establishes a 
"system connection" in the GroupWise 
Administrator so that you can view only the 
GroupWise system being migrated. 

7) Path to Domain: J:\HEADQ The Setup Advisor prompts you to identify the 
network location of your GroupWise 4.1 
primary domain database. This establishes a 
"system connection" in the GroupWise 
Administrator so that you can view only the 
GroupWise system being migrated.

Item Example Explanation
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8) GroupWise 4.1 
Custom Time Zones:

None If your GroupWise 4.1 system used custom 
time zones, the time zones might not be 
directly compatible with GroupWise 5.x time 
zones. You should verify the name of your 4.1 
custom time zones, the amount of offset (plus 
or minus hours) from Greenwich Mean Time 
(GMT) in their definition, and whether 
daylight saving time (DST) was also defined. 
If DST was defined, you need to know the 
month and day for the beginning and ending 
of DST.

9) Gateway Type: Internet 5 = SMTP Gateway Write the name of every GroupWise 4.1 
gateway in the system you are migrating. 
Specify gateway type for each gateway. 

10) System Name: CORP_MAIL The GroupWise system name is used to 
organize the domains that belong to the 
GroupWise system being migrated.

Specify a name consisting of one word. 
Names can reflect companies, locations, and 
so forth. Name the system carefully. After it is 
created, it cannot be renamed. If you must 
use a space in the name, substitute an 
underscore.

11) Domain Directory: J:\HEADQ Enter the path to the domain you are 
migrating. Skip to item 13 if the domain is not 
accessible from your NetWare Administrator 
workstation.

12) WAN Distribution 
Directory: 

12) WAN Distribution 
Directory: 

Specify the local network location where you 
copied the remote domain directory for 
conversion. 

13) Post Office 
Directories:

H:\PO01

R:\PO02

Write the location of each post office directory 
in the domain being migrated. 

14) Temporary Directory: D:\TEMP Specify a local hard drive or RAM disk where 
the domain database conversion can be 
done.

Item Example Explanation
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15) Software Distribution 
Directory:

Z:\GRPWISE\SOFTWARE Verify the path to the software distribution 
directory from which you want to install 
agents for the domain being migrated.

16) Agent Platform: NetWare NLMs Indicate which platform you want the 
GroupWise MTA to run on for the domain 
being migrated.

17) Agent Path: J:\SYSTEM Select the path where you want to install the 
GroupWise MTA for the domain being 
migrated. 

The NetWare NLM agents must be installed 
in the SYS:\SYSTEM directory to simplify the 
use of startup files and ensure that 
dependent NLMs load properly.

The Windows NT agents can be installed to 
any directory on the Windows NT server or 
workstation. Because the installation is done 
from the NT machine, the default path is 
C:\GRPWISE.

18) Agent Language: English

German

Select the MTA languages to install for the 
domain being migrated. 

19) Domain Context: group2.division3.corp Select a logical location in the NDS tree to 
place the domain being migrated. 

20) Post Office Context: group3.division1.corp Select a logical location in the NDS tree to 
place each of the post office objects that will 
be created in the domain being migrated. 

21) Resources Context: division3.corp Select a logical location in the NDS tree to 
place the resource objects for the domain 
being migrated.

22) Distribution Lists 
Context: 

division3.corp Select a logical location in the NDS tree to 
place the distribution list objects for the 
domain being migrated. 

Item Example Explanation
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23) User Search 
Contexts: 

division1.corp

division2.corp

division3.corp

division4.corp

Select the location(s) in the NDS tree that the 
Migration Advisor can search to match 
existing NDS user objects (those you create 
for the migration) with the users in one or 
more post offices of the domain being 
migrated. 

24) External Entities 
Context:

division1.corp Select a logical location in the NDS tree to 
place the external entity objects that are 
created if you choose to create unmatched 
users (see item 23) as GroupWise external 
entities.

25) Name of Post Office 
to Convert:

PO01

PO02

PO03

Select the name of the post office you want to 
convert. You can convert only one post office 
at a time. If you have more than one post 
office to convert, list them in the order you 
want to convert them.

26) Software Distribution 
Directory:

Z:\GRPWISE\SOFTWARE Verify the path to the software distribution 
directory from which you will install the 
GroupWise Post Office Agent. The path is 
necessary for post office conversion.

27) Temporary Directory: D:\TEMP If you want to use a temporary directory for 
the post office database conversion, record 
its path here.

28) Agent Platform: NetWare NLMs Specify the platform for the POA which you 
want to run against the post office that you 
designated for conversion in item 26, above.

29) Agent Path: J:\SYSTEM Select the path where you want to install the 
GroupWise MTA for the domain being 
migrated.

The NetWare NLM agents must be installed 
to the SYS:\SYSTEM directory to simplify the 
use of startup files and ensure that 
dependent NLMs will load properly.

The Windows NT agents can be installed to 
any directory on the Windows NT server or 
workstation. Because the installation is done 
from the NT machine, the default is 
C:\GRPWISE.

Item Example Explanation
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30) Agent Language: English

German

Select the language for the POA being 
installed to run against the post office that you 
designated for conversion in item 26, above.

Item Example Explanation
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A key element to having a successful migration is preparing the GroupW
system prior to the migration. Before installing GroupWise®, you need to
complete the following tasks:

� “Prepare Your Network Servers” on page 609

� “Prepare Your Administration Workstation” on page 610

� “Prepare Your User Workstations” on page 611

� “Prepare Your Network for the Installation and Migration” on page 61

� “Prepare the GroupWise 4.1 System for Migration” on page 613

� “Other GroupWise 4.1 Preparation Considerations” on page 615

Prepare Your Network Servers

The NetWare® server where you install GroupWise Administrator must b
running NetWare 4.1x or above. 

If you install GroupWise Administrator on a NetWare 4.11 server, you sho
install the latest Support Pack for NetWare 4.11. The Support Pack is 
IWSPx.EXE, where x is 4A or higher.

If you install GroupWise Administrator on a NetWare 4.1 server, you mus
apply the following patches to the server:

� 410PTx.EXE, where x is 8 or greater
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� DS410x.EXE, where x is A or greater

� LIBUPx.EXE, where x is F or greater

You can download these patches from the Novell Support Connection  
Worldwide Sites page located at

http://support.novell.com/misc/worldwide.htm

Select the Novell Support Connection Site from which you want to downlo
the patches; then use the Minimum Patch List or File Finder to locate the
patches.

Patches are self-extracting files that you can expand into a temporary 
directory. You will find a README file in the directory when you expand th
files. This file explains how to apply the patch.

NetWare Servers Where You Run NLM Agents: If you install the 
GroupWise NLM agents to NetWare 4.11 or 4.1 servers, those servers m
also be updated with the patches listed above.

Prepare Servers for Schema Extension: During installation, the GroupWise
Installation Advisor extends the NDS schema for the current tree. All serv
in the replica ring of the root partition must be up and running and 
synchronized. Also, before you run the GroupWise Installation Advisor, m
sure no one else is running a program that extends the schema at the sa
time.

Prepare Your Administration Workstation

The administration workstation (or admin station) is the network station fr
which you run NetWare Administrator to administer GroupWise.

If you are using a Windows 95* workstation as the admin station, the 
workstation must use the most recent NetWare Client 32TM  for Windows 95; 
do not use the Microsoft* Client for NetWare Networks.

If you are using a Windows NT* workstation as the admin station, the 
workstation must use the most recent NetWare Client 32 for Windows NT
not use the Microsoft Requestor for Windows NT.
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You can download the most recent NetWare Client 32 from the following
location: http://www.novell.com/novellsw/brands.html

Cache Writes: Windows 95 admin workstations must have Cache Writes
turned off. To turn Cache Writes off, complete these steps:

�� Click Start Settings Control Panel to display the Control Panel windo

�� Double-click Network to display the Network dialog box.

�� Select NetWare Client 32 | Properties | Advanced | Cache Writes | O

Prepare Your User Workstations

Users who run the GroupWise Windows 95/NT GroupWise client in clien
server access mode (TCP/IP) can use any of the following network clien

� NetWare Client 32 for Windows 95

� NetWare Client 32 for Windows NT

� Microsoft Client for NetWare Networks

� Microsoft Requestor for Windows NT

Users who run the Windows 95/NT GroupWise client in direct access mo
(mapped drive or UNC path) can use any of the following network clients

� NetWare Client 32 for Windows 95

� NetWare Client 32 for Windows NT

� Microsoft Requestor for Windows NT

They can also use Microsoft Client for NetWare Networks as long as the
apply an update to the Microsoft Client. The update is a self-extracting fi
(MSRD95.EXE, 378 kilobytes, 05-09-96), which is available from the Nov
Support Connection Worldwide Sites page located at 

http://support.novell.com/misc/worldwide.htm
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Use the File Finder option to locate the file.

Prepare Your Network for the Installation and Migration

Your network user account must provide you with the NDS object rights a
file system rights needed to migrate the domain and post office. The 
GroupWise agents' accounts must provide access to the domain and post
directories. 

Network User Account for the Administrator: During installation, 
GroupWise extends the NDS schema. To extend the schema, you must 
logged in as Admin or an Admin equivalent. Being an Admin or an Admi
equivalent also ensures that you have the correct NDS object rights and
system rights to create your system.

After you install GroupWise, you do not need to be an Admin or an Admi
equivalent to migrate the GroupWise4.1 system.

Network User Accounts for the Agents: The MTA requires direct access to
the domain directory. If the MTA is not on the same server as the domain
directory, you need to create a network user account that provides the M
with the following rights (or the equivalent rights) to the domain directory

� Read

� Write

� Create

� Erase

� Modify

� File scan 

The MTA also requires either direct access to the post office directory or T
IP access to the POA. If the MTA will use direct access to the post office
directory, make sure the network account provides the MTA with the righ
listed above.
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The POA requires direct access to the post office directory. If the POA is
on the same server as the migrated post office directory, you must creat
network account that provides it with the rights listed above (or the equiva
rights).

Prepare NDS for the GroupWise 5.5 Structure: If your GroupWise 4.1 
migration plans include a change to the NDS tree structure, you must cre
the containers you have designed in your plan before you can migrate. Y
must also create NetWare accounts for your GroupWise 4.1 users if they
not have them.

The following table presents two additional issues to consider when deci
what to do with the User objects:

Table 61 User Objects

Prepare the GroupWise 4.1 System for Mi gration

Complete the following steps to prepare your GroupWise 4.1 system for 
migration to GroupWise 5.5.

Issue Explanation

Make Sure Users 
Exist in NDS

GroupWise accounts can only be assigned to network users who have been 
defined in NDS as users or as GroupWise external entities. Open the NetWare 
Administrator browser and make sure you create user objects for all of the 
GroupWise 4.1 users who will use GroupWise 5.5. Create the users in the 
container (that is, the "context") you pre-planned on your Migration Worksheet.

Use common names that match the GroupWise 4.1 user IDs you will be 
migrating. The Migration Advisor matches the migrating GroupWise 4.1 user IDs 
to the NDS common names according to the search context you provide. 
Network users you define as users in NDS can log in to NDS to access NetWare 
4.1 servers and services. Each NDS user requires a NetWare 4.1 (NDS) license.

NDS Users vs. 
GroupWise External 
Entities

If there are some GroupWise 4.1 users you do not create in NDS, the Migration 
Advisor adds them as GroupWise external entities. GroupWise external entities 
cannot log in to NDS. They are added to NDS for the sole purpose of assigning 
them a GroupWise account. GroupWise external entities do not require licenses.

If you choose to convert an external entity to an NDS user object with a 
GroupWise account, you can do so later with the Convert External Entity utility.
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�� Back up all domain databases, post office databases, and post office
message stores. This enables you to restore your system to its origin
state if an error occurs during migration.

�� Make sure you have defined a UNC path for each GroupWise 4.1 dom
and post office. This path is defined in the GroupWise 4.1 informatio
dialog of each domain and post office. Migration to GroupWise 5.5 
requires the use of UNC paths. 

�� Use the GroupWise 4.1 administration program, AD.EXE, to delete a
GroupWise 4.1 users, resources, and distribution lists that are no lon
in use.

�� Rebuild any GroupWise 4.1 domain database you will be migrating a
then rebuild that domain's post office databases. Make sure that no 
GroupWise 4.1 users are running the GroupWise client or GroupWis
Notify when you rebuild. You must also shut down your GroupWise 4
servers.

�� Instruct users who belong to the post offices being migrated to clean
their message stores. Specifically, they should do the following:

� Read any unread messages.

� Delete old messages that are no longer needed.

� Archive as many messages as possible.

� Empty the trash.

�� Run Check GroupWise Files (OFCHECK) on each of the GroupWise 
post offices that you will be migrating. OFCHECK eliminates corruptio
deletes orphaned file attachments, and expires old messages in the 
office message store.

�� If you do not have direct access to some of your GroupWise 4.1 dom
directories (such as those that might be over a wide area network), ob
a copy of the domain directory and all subdirectories from the remote 
and then copy them to a temporary local directory that the Migration
Advisor will prompt you for. After the domain is converted locally, you
must send the files back to the remote administrator.
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�� Synchronize the GroupWise 4.1 primary domain with each of its 
secondary domains. This will ensure that the primary domain is in sy
with rebuilt secondary domains prior to migration. 

Other GroupWise 4.1 Preparation Considerations

The following additional information might be useful to you as you prepa
your GroupWise 4.1 system for migration:

� If you migrate a system's primary domain but you have not yet migra
its secondary domains, make sure you rebuild the secondary domai
GroupWise 4.1 (after the partial migration) to retain their integrity. Yo
can still use AD.EXE to administer those domains. The sooner you 
migrate your entire GroupWise 4.1 system, the sooner you can admin
GroupWise from a central point.

� If you enter the full distinguished name for each GroupWise user in t
Network ID field (that is, in GroupWise 4.1 AD.EXE), the user migratio
proceeds faster. If the GroupWise 5.5 Migration Advisor detects the 
distinguished name, its NDS search time used for matching objects 
greatly reduced.

� If some of your users want to continue using the GroupWise 4.1 DO
client, you may want to create a new post office for these users, mov
them to it, and then migrate the rest of the system while maintaining 
GroupWise 4.1 post office. The users in this un-migrated post office w
still be able to communicate with the rest of the migrated system.
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This Update Guide provides instructions for updating a GroupWise® 5.x 
system to GroupWise 5.5. The following sections describe the update pro
and present the issues you should consider as you create a strategy for 
updating your GroupWise system:

� “Update Process” on page 617

� “Update Issues” on page 619

Update Process

To update your GroupWise system to version 5.5, you need to

� Install the GroupWise 5.5 software

� Update the GroupWise domain and post office databases

� Have users start running the GroupWise 5.5 client

GroupWise Software

GroupWise 5.5 includes new functionality that is only supported through 
GroupWise 5.5 Administrator DLLs. You must install the GroupWise 5.5 
Administrator DLLs to at least one NetWare® 4.1x server. This can be the 
same NetWare 4.1x server from which you have been running NetWare 
Administrator to administer your GroupWise 5, 5.1, or 5.2 system, or it can
a different server.
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You must also copy the new GroupWise 5.5 software to a software distribu
directory. This can be an existing software distribution directory or a new
software distribution directory. Additional information to help you make th
appropriate decision is provided in “Software Distribution Directory and the 
GroupWise Client” on page 620 under "Update Issues."

You use the GroupWise Installation Advisor (INSTALL.EXE) to install the
GroupWise Administrator DLLs and copy the GroupWise 5.5 software to
software distribution directory.

GroupWise Domain and Post Office Databases

New functionality in GroupWise 5.5, such as Internet-style addressing, 
requires the GroupWise domain and post office databases to be updated
new records and fields.

You must update the primary domain first so that correct replication of 
GroupWise 5.5 information can take place as you update post offices an
secondary domains. 

After you update the primary domain, you can update the primary domai
post offices or you can update a secondary domain and its post offices. T
following figure illustrates this update sequence.

Figure 38 Update Sequence

To update a domain database, you run the GroupWise 5.5 MTA against it.
first time the GroupWise 5.5 MTA runs against a domain, it rebuilds the 
domain database (WPDOMAIN.DB) so the database includes the record
required for new GroupWise 5.5 information. The MTA uses a new doma
dictionary file (GWDOM.DC) to rebuild the database.
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Likewise, to update a post office database, you run the GroupWise 5.5 P
against it. The first time the GroupWise 5.5 POA runs against the post off
it rebuilds the post office database (WPHOST.DB) so the database inclu
the new records required for GroupWise 5.5 information. 

The POA uses a new post office dictionary file (GWPO.DC), which it reque
from the MTA, to rebuild the database. A user cannot run the GroupWise
client until his or her post office has been updated.

The GroupWise Installation Advisor helps you update the primary domai
database. After installing the GroupWise Administrator DLLs and GroupW
5.5 software, the Installation Advisor launches the Agent Installation prog
so that you can install and start the GroupWise 5.5 MTA against the prim
domain database. You can then update post offices or other domains, 
depending on which users need to start using the GroupWise 5.5 client f

GroupWise Client

After a post office is updated to version 5.5, users can run the GroupWise
client. GroupWise 5.5 clients are available for Windows 95* and Window
NT* only. The GroupWise 5, 5.1, and 5.2 clients for Windows* 3.1, 
Macintosh*, and UNIX* can be run against a GroupWise 5.5 post office, 
will not have GroupWise 5.5 functionality such as Internet-style addressi

The GroupWise 5.5 CD includes the GroupWise 5.2 client for Windows 3
and Macintosh. If you are not using the latest 5.2 version of the GroupW
client, you should install it to the software distribution directory. 

Macintosh users should install the Macintosh GroupWise client if they are
using version 5.2 already.

Update Issues

The following sections present issues you should be aware of before you
update your GroupWise system:

� “GroupWise Administrator” on page 620

� “Administration Agent” on page 620
Update Guide ���
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� “Software Distribution Directory and the GroupWise Client” on page 6

� “Cross-Post Office Proxy” on page 621

� “GroupWise Internet Agent” on page 622

� “GroupWise WebAccess” on page 622

� “GroupWise Gateways” on page 622

GroupWise Administrator

If you have installed the GroupWise Administrator DLLs to multiple serve
you should update all servers as soon as possible. While you can use 
GroupWise 5.5 Administrator to administer any GroupWise 5.x system, you 
can’t use your existing GroupWise 5, 5.1, or 5.2 Administrator to adminis
a GroupWise 5.5 system.

GroupWise 5.5 requires the 32-bit version of NetWare Administrator 
(NWADMN32.EXE). This is the same version of NetWare Administrator 
shipped with NetWare 5. It is compatible with NetWare 4.1x and can be run 
from a Windows 95 or Windows NT workstation. If NWADMN32.EXE doe
not reside on the destination NetWare 4.1x server, the GroupWise Installation
Advisor will install it.

Administration Agent

In GroupWise 5.5, the ADA's functionality is built into the MTA and the POA
After you install the GroupWise 5.5 MTA, you need to make sure that you
not run the ADA against the domain. Doing so may result in the loss of 
GroupWise 5.5 level information. The Agent Installation program has bee
modified to help you remove the ADA as you install the GroupWise 5.5 MT

Software Distribution Directory and the GroupWise Client

Windows 95/NT users can run or install the GroupWise client from the 
software distribution directory assigned to their post office. 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Anytime a new GroupWise client is copied to the software distribution 
directory, users running from the software distribution directory (a 
workstation installation) are automatically forced to update before they c
use the GroupWise client again. 

Users running the GroupWise client from their local drive (a standard 
installation) will continue to run their local GroupWise client until you prom
them to update.

The GroupWise 5.5 client does not run against a GroupWise 5, 5.1, or 5.2
office. If you update a software distribution directory and do not immediat
update the post offices that use the software distribution directory, users
running from the software distribution directory will be locked out of their
post office until you update it.

In general, you should update an existing software distribution directory o
if 1) all users can run the GroupWise client from their local drives, or 2) y
can update all users' post offices within a few hours of updating their softw
distribution directory.

If this approach will not work for you, you should create a new GroupWise
software distribution directory. You can then use the new software distribu
directory to update your domains and post offices to version 5.5 while us
continue to run the GroupWise 5, 5.1, or 5.2 client from their existing softw
distribution directory. 

After the users' post offices have been updated, you can update their ex
software distribution directory to version 5.5 and delete the new software
distribution directory you created.

Cross-Post Office Proxy

After you update a post office, users on the updated post office cannot a
proxy users on post offices that have not been updated. If users depend
cross-post office proxy, you should plan your post office updates so as to
minimize the disruption in proxy service.
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GroupWise Internet Agent

GroupWise 5.5 Internet Agent is compatible with all 5.x versions of 
GroupWise. There are no known compatibility issues.

GroupWise WebAccess

GroupWise 5.5 WebAccess can only access 5.5 level post offices. This m
you can

� Wait until all post offices with WebAccess users have been updated. T
includes all post offices with library documents that can be requested
WebAccess or WebPublisher users.

� Keep your previous installation of GroupWise WebAccess to service
users on pre-GroupWise 5.5 post offices, and install GroupWise 5.5 
WebAccess to service users on GroupWise 5.5-level post offices.

GroupWise Gateways

All existing GroupWise gateways are compatible with GroupWise 5.5. Th
are no known compatibility issues.
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' Internet Addressing Guide

By default, GroupWise® 5.5 is configured to use a proprietary address for
consisting of a user's ID, post office, and domain (userID.postoffice.domain). 
However, GroupWise 5.5 also supports native Internet-style addressing 
(userID@Internet domain name).

With Internet-style addressing, users have the same address within the 
GroupWise system as they do outside the GroupWise system. For examp
John Smith's address at Novell is jsmith@novell.com, this address can be
by both users within the GroupWise system and users external to the sy

In GroupWise 5.5, Internet addressing is the preferred addressing mode. I
choose not to turn on Internet addressing, your system will not suffer any
adverse effects. However, if you turn it on and afterwards decide to turn it
your system's performance might be altered.

The following sections help you prepare to set up Internet Addressing on 
GroupWise system:

� “Select a Default GroupWise 5.5 Internet Agent” on page 623

� “Determine Internet Domain Names” on page 624

� “Choose an Internet Addressing Format” on page 624

Select a Default GroupWise 5.5 Internet Agent

You must install the GroupWise 5.5 Internet Agent and select it as the de
Internet Agent for outgoing messages. NetWare® Administrator allows yo
select a GroupWise 5.2 Internet Agent, but the 5.2 Internet Agent does n
Internet Addressing Guide ���
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support Internet addressing. To install the GroupWise 5.5 Internet Agent
the GroupWise Internet Agent Guide.

If you have more than one Internet agent installed, you must select a def
GroupWise Internet Agent to handle messages from the Message Trans
Agent that have failed in a GroupWise Message Transfer Protocol transf
The default GroupWise Internet Agent will try to deliver the message by w
of Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

Determine Internet Domain Names

One of the new features of GroupWise 5.5 is the use of the Internet Dom
(IDomain) record type. IDomain records allow you to label your system a
"company.com," "company.edu," "company.org," and so on. GroupWise 
delivers mail addressed to any one of the IDomains. 

You should add your IDomains in the domain name service (DNS). After y
have added the IDomains, all the users in your system can be addressed
through any of the IDomains. The user IDs can be used both internally a
externally.

While many IDomains will deliver items to a user, you must select one as
preferred IDomain. This preferred IDomain will be the one used when 
GroupWise constructs the preferred e-mail address.

A preferred e-mail address is the address that is published in the system
address book and in the To field of sent messages. The preferred IDomai
address format can be overridden on the domain, post office, and user ob

Choose an Internet Addressing Format 

Internet addressing in GroupWise 5.5 allows you to choose from several
different addressing formats. Each format has its advantages and 
disadvantages. Choose the one that works best for your system.

Keep in mind that you set the addressing format at the system level. This
format is inherited by all domains, post offices, and users in the system, a
can be overridden at any of these levels.
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The following table identifies the advantages and disadvantages of Inter
addressing formats:

Table 62 Internet Formats: Advantages and Disadvantages

Format Advantages Disadvantages

<UserID.Post 
Office.Domain@Internet Domain 
Name>

� Reliable format. 
GroupWise guarantees 
that each address is 
unique.

� Identical usernames can 
be used in different post 
offices.

� Addresses tend to be long 
and hard to remember.

� Addresses may change 
over time as users are 
moved from one post office 
to another.

<UserID.Post Office@Internet 
Domain Name>

� Guarantees uniqueness if 
all your post offices have 
unique names.

� Identical usernames can 
be placed in different post 
offices.

� Addresses tend to be long 
and hard to remember.

� Addresses may change 
over time as users are 
moved from one post office 
to another.

<UserID@Internet Domain 
Name>

� Addresses are short and 
easy to remember.

� Backwards-compatible 
with previous versions of 
GroupWise. (Users won't 
need to update their 
business cards.) 

� Addresses will not change 
as users are moved.

� Because GroupWise 
cannot guarantee unique 
user IDs, the system 
administrator is 
responsible for 
guaranteeing that the first 
and last names are unique. 
Internet Addressing Guide ���
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<FirstName.LastName@Internet 
Domain Name> 

or

<LastName.FirstName@Internet 
Domain Name> 

� Addresses are intuitive 
and easy to remember.

� Addresses will not change 
as users are moved.

� Because GroupWise 
cannot guarantee unique 
first and last names, the 
system administrator is 
responsible for 
guaranteeing that the first 
and last names are unique.

� Probability of conflicts 
increases if any user's first 
and last names match any 
GroupWise domain or post 
office name, if any two 
users have the same first 
and last names, or if any 
two users have the 
opposite first and last 
names (such as James 
Dean and Dean James).

Format Advantages Disadvantages
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( Security Guide

If you decide to assign users to act as GroupWise® administrators, you m
make sure they have the appropriate directory rights, NDS object rights,
NDS property rights. 

If security is not an issue, you can set up your GroupWise administrators
Admin equivalents. This gives them rights to all directories and objects o
your network and ensures they will have full rights to administer GroupW
For instructions, see "Set Up a GroupWise Administrator as an Admin 
Equivalent" below.

If security is an issue, you can restrict your GroupWise administrators' rig
so they have access only to the directories and NDS objects needed to 
administer GroupWise. For instructions, see “Assign Rights Based on 
Administration Responsibilities” on page 628.

Set Up a GroupWise Administrator as an Admin 
Equivalent

The easiest way to ensure that the GroupWise administrator has all nece
rights is to make the administrator an Admin equivalent. Unless you hav
implemented multiple administrators who have different roles and access
rights (for example, a server administrator, a printer administrator, and a
GroupWise administrator), we suggest you make your GroupWise 
administrator an Admin equivalent.

To make the GroupWise administrator an Admin equivalent, do the follow

1. Double-click the GroupWise administrator's user object in the NDS t
Security Guide ���
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2. Click the Security Equal To button to display the Security Equal To pa

3. Click Add to display the Select Object dialog.

4. In the Browse Context list, change to the context in which the Admin
object is located.

5. In the Available Objects list, select the Admin object and then click O
The Admin object should now be listed in the Security Equal To list b

6. Click OK.

Assign Rights Based on Administration 
Responsibilities

Making the GroupWise administrator an Admin equivalent gives the 
GroupWise administrator rights to all directories and objects on your netw

To increase security or to support a distributed administration model, you
assign directory, object, and property rights to your GroupWise administra
based on their administration responsibilities:

� If you have only one GroupWise administrator (a centralized GroupW
administration model), you can give administrator rights only to the 
directories and NDS objects that are used to administer the GroupW
system.

� If you have multiple administrators who are each responsible for a 
domain (a distributed GroupWise administration model), you can rest
their administration rights to their domain only.

� If your administrator is responsible for controlling all links between 
domains, only link configuration-specific rights can be assigned to th
administrator.

The following sections, "Directory Rights" and "Object and Property Right
provide general information about directory, object, and property rights 
needed to perform GroupWise administration tasks. 
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The final section, "Common Types of GroupWise Administrators," lists so
common types of GroupWise administrators (such as a domain administ
and a post office administrator) and the specific directory, object, and prop
rights they need.

Directory Rights 

The GroupWise administrator must have an account (or security equivale
that provides the following rights to the directories listed in the table:

Table 63 Directory Rights

Object and Property Rights 

The object and property rights the administrator requires depend solely o
administrative tasks he or she needs to perform. In GroupWise administra
the administrator can perform five basic tasks:

Directory NetWare Rights Windows NT Permissions

SYS:PUBLIC (for NetWare® Administrator and 
GroupWise Administrator DLLs)

Read

File Scan

Not applicable

Any GroupWise system directory the 
administrator is responsible for. This includes

� Domain directories 

� Post Office directories

� Software distribution directories

� Library storage area directories 

Read
Write
Create

Erase
Modify
File Scan

Access Control

Full Control

Any directory in which the GroupWise agents are 
installed.

For NetWare, the default directory is 
SYS:SYSTEM.

For Windows NT*, it is C:\GRPWISE.

Read
Write

Create
Erase
Modify

File Scan
Access Control

Full Control
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� “Create and Delete Objects” on page 630 (such as domains, post offices
gateways, agents, libraries, resources, external entities, and distribu
lists)

� “Modify Object Properties” on page 631 (for example, move a 
GroupWise user from one post office to another or delete a GroupW
user from a distribution list)

� “Modify Link Information” on page 632 (for example, define whether 
Domain 1 links directly to Domain 3 or indirectly to Domain 3 through
Domain 2)

� “Perform System Operations” on page 633 (for example, manage 
software distribution directories, create administrator-defined fields, a
set up NDS user synchronization)

� “Perform Maintenance Operations” on page 633 (for example, rebuild 
domain and post office databases, analyze and fix user and messag
databases, and change a user's client options)

Create and Delete Objects

The following rules apply to creating or deleting a GroupWise object (such
a domain, post office, gateway, agent, library, resource, external entity, o
distribution list):

� The administrator must have Create or Delete object rights for the 
container in which the GroupWise object is being created or from wh
it is being deleted.

� If creating or deleting the object requires modification of another obje
properties, the administrator must have Read and Write rights to tha
object's NGW: GroupWise ID property and all other affected properti

For example, when you create a distribution list, the list is assigned t
post office. Therefore, the administrator needs Read and Write rights
the post office object's NGW: GroupWise ID property and NGW: 
Distribution List Member property.
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Modify Object Properties

Each object has certain properties that hold information about the object
example, a user object includes Full Name, Given Name, Last Name, Netw
Address, and Title properties. The following rules apply to modifying an 
object's properties:

� Each object has an NGW: GroupWise ID property. The administrator
must always have Read and Write rights to the NGW: GroupWise ID
property for the object being modified. 

Without rights to the NGW: GroupWise ID property, no modifications
can be made to any of the object's GroupWise properties.

� The administrator must have Read and Write rights to the property be
modified. For example, to change a user's visibility within the GroupW
system, the administrator requires Read and Write rights to the user
object's NGW: GroupWise ID property and NGW: Visibility property.

� If the modification affects another object's properties, the administrat
must have Read and Write rights for that object's affected properties

For example, when you move a user from one post office to another,
move affects properties for the user object, the post office object from
which you are moving the user (the source post office,) and the post o
object to which you are moving the user (the target post office).

Therefore, the administrator must have the following rights:

Read and Write rights for the user object's NGW: GroupWise ID prope
and NGW: Post Office property

Read and Write rights for the source post office object's NGW: 
GroupWise ID property and Members property

Read and Write rights for the target post office object's NGW: GroupW
ID property and Members property

Modifications to an object can fail for the following reasons:

� The administrator does not have the appropriate rights to the property
example, to restrict the administrator from moving a user from one p
office to another, you could 1) not give the administrator Read and W
rights to the source or target post office object's NGW: Members prope
Security Guide ���
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or 2) not give the administrator Read and Write rights to the user obje
NGW: Post Office property.

� The administrator modifies a property he or she does not have rights
modify at the same time as he or she is modifying properties the 
administrator can modify. 

For example, if the administrator has rights to modify a user's mailbox
and visibility but does not have rights to modify the mailbox expiratio
date, any modifications made to the mailbox ID and visibility will fail i
the administrator tries to modify the mailbox expiration date at the sa
time.

In general, the GroupWise administrator should have Read and Write righ
all GroupWise properties for the objects he or she needs to administer. T
ensures that the administrator will be able to modify all GroupWise 
information for the objects.

In addition, the administrator should also have Read and Write rights to o
NDS properties used by GroupWise. For example, Full Name is a gener
NDS property used by GroupWise.

Modify Link Information

By default, when the administrator creates a domain or post office, the lin
to other domains or post offices are automatically created. Because you 
configure your domain and post office links in many ways, you can use t
Link Configuration utility to modify how domains and post offices are linke
together. 

You can also use object and property rights to determine which administra
have the ability to modify link information. The following rules apply to 
modifying link information:

� To modify the links for post offices within a domain, the administrato
must have Read and Write rights to the NGW: GroupWise ID property
the domain object and the post office objects. 

In addition, the administrator must have Write rights to the NGW: Lin
Configuration property for the domain object.

� To modify the links between domains, the administrator must have R
and Write rights to the NGW: GroupWise ID property for each domai
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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object, and Write rights to the NGW: Link Configuration property for 
each domain object.

Because correct domain and post office links are essential to the proper
functioning of your GroupWise system, you might want to assign link 
configuration tasks to a single administrator and restrict other administrat
abilities to modify link information. 

If you have a multiple-domain system with multiple administrators, you co
make one administrator responsible for all domain links and the other 
administrators responsible for the post office links for their domains.

Perform System Operations

To perform system operations such as managing software distribution 
directories, creating administrator-defined fields, and setting up NDS use
synchronization, the administrator must have Read and Write rights to th
NGW: GroupWise ID property for the primary domain object. 

In GroupWise systems that span multiple-NDS trees, the administrator's
current tree must be the tree in which the primary domain object is locate

Perform Maintenance Operations

To perform maintenance operations such as validating, recovering, or 
rebuilding domain databases, fixing user, resource, or post office databas
changing a user's client options, the administrator must have Read and W
rights to the NGW: GroupWise ID property for the object being modified.

For example, to rebuild a domain database, the administrator requires R
and Write rights to the NGW: GroupWise ID property for the domain obje
To change a user's client options, the administrator requires Read and W
rights to the NGW: GroupWise ID property for the user object.

Common Types of GroupWise Administrators 

The following sections provide information about assigning directory, obje
and property rights to some common types of GroupWise administrators

� “Domain Administrator” on page 634
Security Guide ���
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� “Post Office Administrator” on page 638

� “Link Configuration Administrator” on page 642

Domain Administrator

A Domain administrator is a GroupWise administrator who has all directo
object, and property rights needed to create and maintain a single Group
domain.

Directory Rights: A Domain administrator requires rights to the directorie
listed in the following table.

Table 64 Domain Administrator’s Directory Rights

Object and Property Rights: A Domain administrator requires Read and 
Write rights to the object properties listed in the following table.

Directory NetWare Rights Windows NT Permissions

SYS:PUBLIC (for NetWare administrator and 
GroupWise administrator DLLs)

Read
File Scan

Not applicable

The following directories: 

� Domain directory

� Post office directories

� Software distribution directory

� Library storage area directories

If the domain is not yet created, the administrator 
must be assigned rights to the directories where 
these will be created.

Read

Write
Create
Erase

Modify
File scan
Access Control

Full Control

The GroupWise agent directories. For NetWare, 
the default directory is SYS:SYSTEM. For 
Windows NT, it is C:\GRPWISE.

Read

Write
Create
Erase

Modify
File scan
Access Control

Full Control
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Table 65 Object and Property Rights

Object Property

Domain (only the 
domain the 
administrator is 
responsible for)

NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Language

NGW: Link Configuration (Only if the administrator will configure links to 
other domains; if so, the administrator also needs rights to the NGW: 
GroupWise ID and NGW: Link Configuration properties for the other 
domain objects.)

NGW: Location
NGW: Network Type

NGW: Time Zone ID
NGW: Type
NGW: Version

Description
Members
Name

Post Office (all post 
offices in the domain)

NGW: Access Mode

NGW: Distribution List Member
NGW: Domain
NGW: File ID

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Language
NGW: Library Member

NGW: Location
NGW: Network Type
NGW: Resource Member

NGW: Time Zone ID
NGW: Version
Description

Members
Name
Security Guide ���
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Gateway (all 
gateways in the 
domain)

NGW: Domain
NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID

NGW: Language
NGW: Location
NGW: Network Type

NGW: Platform
NGW: Time Zone ID
NGW: Type

Description
Name

User (all users in the 
domain)

NGW: Account
NGW: File ID

NGW: Gateway Access
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Mailbox Expiration Date

NGW: Object ID
NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility

Department
Description
E-mail Address

Fax Number
Given Name
Last Name

Telephone
Title

Resource (all 
resources in the 
domain)

NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID

NGW: Owner
NGW: Post Office
NGW: Type

NGW: Visibility
Description
Name

Object Property
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Distribution List (all 
distribution lists in the 
domain)

NGW: Blind Copy Member
NGW: Carbon Copy Member
NGW: GroupWise ID

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility
Description

Members
Name

Library (all libraries in 
the domain)

NGW: Archive Max Size
NGW: Document Area Size

NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Library Display Name

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Starting Version Number
Description

Members
Name

Agent (all agents in 
the domain)

NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID

NGW: Platform
NGW: Type
Description

Name
Network Address

Object Property
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Post Office Administrator

A Post Office administrator is a GroupWise administrator who has all 
directory, object, and property rights needed to create and maintain a sin
GroupWise post office.

Directory Rights: A Post Office administrator requires the rights to the 
directories listed in the following table.

Table 66 Post Office Administrator’s Directory Rights

External Entity (all 
external entities in the 
domain)

NGW: Account ID
NGW: External Net ID
NGW: File ID

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Mailbox Expiration Time
NGW: Object ID

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility
Department

Description
E-mail Address
Fax Number

Given Name
Last Name
Telephone

Title

Directory NetWare Rights Windows NT Permissions

SYS:PUBLIC (for NetWare administrator and 
GroupWise administrator DLLs)

Read
File Scan

Not applicable

The domain directory Read
Write

Create
Erase
Modify

File scan

Full Control

Object Property
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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Object and Property Rights: A Post Office administrator requires the Rea
and Write rights to the object properties listed in the following table.

Table 67 Post Office Administrator’s Object and Property Rights

The following directories: 

� Post office directories

� Library storage area directories for libraries 
assigned to the post office 

Read
Write
Create

Erase
Modify
File scan

Access Control

Full Control

The directory for the POA. For NetWare, the 
default directory is SYS:SYSTEM. For Windows 
NT, it is C:\GRPWISE.

Read
Write
Create

Erase
Modify
File scan

Access Control

Full Control

Object Property

Post Office NGW: Access Mode
NGW: Distribution List Member
NGW: Domain

NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Language

NGW: Library Member
NGW: Location
NGW: Network Type

NGW: Resource Member
NGW: Time Zone ID
NGW: Version

Description
Members
Name

Directory NetWare Rights Windows NT Permissions
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User (all users with 
accounts on the post 
office)

NGW: Account
NGW: File ID
NGW: Gateway Access

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Mailbox Expiration Date
NGW: Object ID

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility
Department

Description
E-mail Address
Fax Number

Given Name
Last Name
Telephone

Title

Resource (all resources 
assigned to the post 
office)

NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Owner

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Type
NGW: Visibility

Description
Name

Distribution List (all lists 
assigned to the post 
office)

NGW: Blind Copy Member
NGW: Carbon Copy Member

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility

Description
Members
Name

Object Property
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ted.

In addition, the administrator must have Create and Delete rights in any 
container in which one of the objects listed above will be created or dele

Library (all libraries 
assigned to the post 
office)

NGW: Archive Max Size
NGW: Document Area Size
NGW: File ID

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Library Display Name
NGW: Post Office

NGW: Starting Version Number
Description
Members

Name

Agent (POA) NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Platform

NGW: Type
Description
Name

Network Address

External Entity NGW: Account ID
NGW: External Net ID
NGW: File ID

NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Mailbox Expiration Time
NGW: Object ID

NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility
Department

Description
E-mail Address
Fax Number

Given Name
Last Name
Telephone

Title

Object Property
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Link Configuration Administrator

A Link Configuration administrator has all directory, object, and property 
rights needed to create and maintain the links between GroupWise doma

Directory Rights: A Link Configuration administrator requires the rights to
the directories listed in the following table.

Table 68 Link Configuration Administrator’s Directory Rights

Object and Property Rights: A Link Configuration administrator requires 
Read and Write rights to the object properties listed in the following table

Table 69 Link Configuration Administrator’s Object and Property Rights

Directory NetWare Rights Windows NT Permissions

SYS:PUBLIC (for NetWare 
administrator and GroupWise 
administrator DLLs)

Read

File Scan

Not applicable

The domain directory Read
Write
Create

Erase
Modify
File scan

Full Control

Object Property

Domain (all domains) NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Link Configuration
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) GroupWise Internet Agent Guide

The GroupWise® Internet Agent Guide explains how the GroupWise Inter
Agent adds complete Internet messaging services to your existing Group
system, and helps you install and configure the GroupWise Internet Age
software. 

This guide provides you with basic information about electronic messagi
systems; the Internet; open Internet standards such as SMTP, MIME, PO
IMAP4, and LDAP; and the services of GroupWise Internet Agent that 
support these standards.

You can choose from the following list of topics to learn more about Inter
messaging and the capabilities of GroupWise Internet Agent:

� “Electronic Messaging Systems” on page 644

� “Internet Background” on page 644

� “Internet Messaging Standards” on page 645

� “Support for Internet Standards” on page 646

� “GroupWise Internet Agent Features” on page 648

� “Ways to Use GroupWise Internet Agent” on page 650

� “Changes from SMTP/MIME Gateway” on page 651
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Electronic Messaging Systems

Many different electronic messaging systems are available. The product
range from legacy systems such as OfficeVision* and VMS Mail*, to syste
tightly integrated with specific network operating systems such as UNIX 
Mail, to a variety of LAN-based messaging systems such as GroupWise, L
cc:Mail*, and Microsoft Mail*. All these electronic messaging systems are
proprietary messaging systems, meaning they do not work directly with e
other.

Organizations and people need to be able to communicate with other 
organizations and people, regardless of the messaging system they are 
using. 

Due to the large number of proprietary messaging systems, a tremendous
for a common interface between these various messaging systems exists
Internet offers a solution with global connection capabilities and open 
standards for message transmission and message formatting.

GroupWise Internet Agent lets you take advantage of the Internet's inher
messaging capabilities by offering services, at both the client and server l
that support those open standards. 

Before we discuss the features of GroupWise Internet Agent, it might be
helpful to learn something about the background of the Internet itself.

Internet Background

The Internet began in the early 1970's when the U.S. Department of Def
created a network called ARPAnet. The purpose of the ARPAnet was to b
a computer network that could withstand an enemy attack without seriou
disruption to the flow of sensitive information. 

The ARPAnet network design did not include a central hub or a comman
center that, if disabled, would compromise the entire network. Instead, 
Internet communication was configured between a source and a destina
computer. 
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The network's sole function was to transport information; the path informa
took along the network was unimportant. If one segment of the network w
down, information could simply be routed along another path.

ARPAnet eventually expanded to include universities, government agenc
and research facilities. Each organization recognized the importance of a
open communication system that did not rely on identical computer platfo

Today, the Internet has evolved to become the Information Superhighwa
allowing access to infinite amounts of information. Routing possibilities 
increase as the Internet proliferates, supplying a reliable, decentralized flo
information around the world.

Internet Communication Protocols: The Internet uses communication 
protocols known as the Internet Protocol Suite that allows sending compu
to communicate directly with receiving computers regardless of the path

TCP/IP is the main protocol in this protocol suite. The Transmission Con
Protocol, TCP, divides information into packets (small pieces of data). Th
Internet Protocol, IP, labels each packet with the sender's and the recipie
addresses. The Internet Protocol then routes the packets to the correct rec
location.

Packets might take different routes and arrive out of sequence. At the 
receiving end, IP collects the packets. When all packets have arrived, the
reassembled by TCP and passed to the appropriate application for delive
all the packets do not arrive, TCP sends a request to the sender to re-se
information.

Internet Messaging Standards

Several open Internet standards or protocols are used to define both the
formatting of Internet messages and the sending and receiving of those 
messages over the Internet. 

SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), RFC-822 (Request For Commen
822), and MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) are some of the
most common standards.

SMTP is the mail transport protocol used to send both RFC-822 and MIM
format messages across the Internet. RFC-822 is a limited mail format tha
GroupWise Internet Agent Guide ���
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been used for many years. MIME is a new extension of the RFC-822 for
that is backward-compatible with RFC-822. MIME is more versatile than
RFC-822 and allows for more sophisticated formatting.

The following table explains the RFC-822 and MIME formats in more det

Table 70 RFC-822 and MIME Formats

Internet e-mail is transmitted using a communication protocol called the 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). SMTP utilizes a TCP/IP connecti
and resolves the recipient's address and delivers the e-mail message.

Support for Internet Standards

GroupWise Internet Agent is a versatile Internet messaging solution that
supports the open standards of the Internet. This support includes Intern
message and communication protocols such as SMTP, MIME, POP3, LD
and IMAP4.

The definition of a gateway is an agent that translates packets from one 
of network protocol to another. GroupWise Internet Agent performs a sim
function for e-mail messaging over the Internet. 

Standard Protocol

RFC-822 Message 
Format Standard

RFC-822 provides for the transmission of US-ASCII single-part messages on the 
Internet. To send anything except text, you must encode (convert binary data to 
ASCII data) the files you are sending. The encoding scheme called UUencode is 
most often used with RFC-822 and has variations that can hamper decoding of 
a transmitted file. 

SMTP is often incorrectly used synonymously with RFC-822. SMTP, which 
stands for Simple Mail Transport Protocol, is the mail transport protocol while 
RFC-822 and MIME are mail message formats.

MIME Message 
Format Standard

MIME overcomes RFC-822 mail limitations by providing standard encoding 
schemes, transmission of non US-ASCII text, and accommodation of multi-part 
messages. 

MIME is also backward compatible with RFC-822. A user who receives a MIME 
format message but lacks a MIME compliant e-mail program can still read the 
message. The GroupWise Internet Agent program supports SMTP mail transfer 
in both RFC-822 and MIME formats.
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GroupWise Internet Agent is an agent that allows communication betwee
GroupWise and other messaging systems via the Internet. It translates e
messages from the RFC-822/MIME format to the GroupWise message 
format, and vice-versa. The following figure illustrates this process:

Figure 39 GroupWise Internet Agent

For an inbound message, Internet Agent receives the message from the fo
messaging system, converts it to GroupWise format, and then passes th
message to the GroupWise Message Transfer Agent (MTA) for delivery to
recipient. 

For an outbound message, the GroupWise user sends the message, wh
picked up by the GroupWise Message Transfer Agent. The Message Tra
Agent passes the message to Internet Agent for conversion to the format 
foreign messaging system and passes the message to that system for de
to the recipient.

POP3 Server Support: GroupWise Internet Agent has the capability to 
function as a POP3 server. When POP3 services are enabled, users can
download their e-mail messages from the GroupWise universal mailbox 
POP3 client application such as Netscape Mail* or Eudora Pro*.

IMAP4 Support: Internet Agent also supports the IMAP4 messaging 
standard and can function as an IMAP4 server. Using Internet Agent's IM
Services, GroupWise users can download their GroupWise messages to
third-party IMAP4-compliant client application such as Netscape Mail.

LDAP Support: Internet Agent can function as an LDAP server. LDAP 
support gives GroupWise users the ability to perform address look-ups in
LDAP-compliant directories outside of the GroupWise Address Book. 
GroupWise Internet Agent Guide ���
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Additionally, the GroupWise Address Book is opened to LDAP-based 
searching from an LDAP-compliant e-mail client.

SMTP Dial-up Feature: If your organization does not require a permanen
Internet connection, you can use the SMTP dial-up feature of Internet Ag
to conveniently connect to the Internet to send and receive e-mail messag
demand. After you activate and configure a periodic dialing profile, the 
Internet Agent links to your ISP and checks for new incoming and outgoi
SMTP-compliant Internet messages.

GroupWise Internet Agent Features

GroupWise Internet Agent provides GroupWise users with the ability to s
and receive Internet e-mail messages and attachments. As the table bel
shows, the Internet Agent also includes the following features:

Table 71 GroupWise Internet Agent Features

GWIA Feature Description

SMTP/MIME Service GroupWise Internet Agent allows you to send and receive e-mail with standard 
encoding on attachments, international character sets, and multi-part messages. 
Multimedia e-mail with graphics, sound, and video can also be exchanged.

POP3 Service GroupWise Internet Agent allows you to download messages from your 
GroupWise 5.x post office to a POP3 client application such as a web browser's 
e-mail program or a Telnet application. Internet Agent acts as the POP3 server, 
providing a TCP connection between the user's GroupWise 5.x post office and a 
POP3 client. 

Accessing the GroupWise 5.x post office via Internet Agent's POP3 server 
capability, the user can retrieve e-mail messages and manage them through user 
ID login options.
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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LDAP and IMAP4 
Services

GroupWise Internet Agent supports the open, evolving standards of Internet 
messaging, including LDAP and IMAP4.

GroupWise Internet Agent supports the LDAP directory standard with LDAP 
server capability, which allows access for directory searches of GroupWise Post 
Offices. Using LDAP Public Access, Internet mail clients can do look-ups on 
GroupWise users and address information. 

GroupWise Internet Agent also supports the Internet Messaging Access Protocol 
4 (IMAP4). As an IMAP4 server, GroupWise Internet Agent allows IMAP4-
compliant e-mail clients to read and manipulate GroupWise messages.

SMTP Dial-up Service Internet Agent adds the functionality of an SMTP dial-up feature. This can be 
useful when your system does not meet the requirements of a dedicated Internet 
connection or when you prefer not to have a permanent Internet connection. With 
the SMTP dial-up feature, you can periodically check the message store without 
having to maintain a permanent link.

Multiple Threading Multiple threading allows more than one send or receive process to be running 
concurrently. You can configure the number of threads to enhance the speed and 
performance of the Internet Agent. The number of thread switches are set 
separately for the SMTP/MIME service and the POP3 service.

Internet Header On incoming Internet messages the header information is automatically placed 
in an attachment.

Multiple Foreign 
Names

Internet Agent can be seen as one or more Internet host addresses if user 
aliases, Internet Agent aliases, or post office aliases are used. Multiple foreign 
names can also be used to help implement a firewall or central mail hub.

Flexible Addressing Internet Agent offers full GroupWise addressing support including system 
groups, nicknames, and individual users.

Internet Users in 
Address Book

Internet users can be added to the GroupWise Address Book so they won't have 
to remember long Internet addresses.

Connect to Other 
GroupWise Systems 
Through the Internet

Using pass-through addressing, you can connect to other GroupWise systems 
anywhere on the Internet and have access to all the GroupWise features. The 
Internet simply becomes a mail transport medium for GroupWise.

Merge With Other 
GroupWise Systems 
Through the Internet

Using pass-through addressing, you can merge and administer other GroupWise 
systems anywhere on the Internet.

GWIA Feature Description
GroupWise Internet Agent Guide ���
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Ways to Use GroupWise Internet Agent

You can use GroupWise Internet Agent in the following ways:

� Exchange e-mail messages such as appointments, notes, tasks, and
attachments all over the Internet. These messages can consist of suc
as text files, graphics, sound or video clips, programs, and nearly an
other file type.

� Download and manage e-mail messages from any GroupWise 5.x post 
office to a remote POP3 or IMAP4 client application (your web browse
e-mail program).

� Subscribe to Internet list servers to share information with other peo
on any topic of interest.

� Connect GroupWise systems seamlessly through the Internet using 
pass-through addressing feature. For example, a GroupWise system

Access Control The Internet Agent program includes security capabilities called Access Control 
that allow administrators to control inbound and outbound messages. Access 
Control can help you reduce costs and provide added security.

Accounting The accounting feature provides inbound and outbound tracking of messages 
passing through Internet Agent. This lets administrators track how Internet Agent 
is being used.

Mail Hub / Smart Host 
Server

Internet Agent can function as an SMTP mail hub, or smart-host, to re-send 
messages it receives that should go to another host.

SNMP-compliant 
(NLM Version)

The NLM version of Internet Agent can be managed by any SNMP-compliant 
network manager, such as the Novell® ManageWise® network management 
suite.

SMP Support (NLM 
Version)

Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP) support lets Internet Agent take advantage of 
a server machine with multiple processors.

DNS Name 
Resolution

Internet Agent does not require an external smart host to resolve Internet domain 
names. Internet Agent can perform IP address resolution directly with its DNS 
server and is also MX record-aware.

GWIA Feature Description
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full GroupWise functionality and features.

� Administer other GroupWise systems through the Internet using the p
through feature. The Internet can be a cost-effective way to connect 
company's GroupWise systems throughout the world.

Changes from SMTP/MIME Gateway

The following table identifies features that have been changed or added 
GroupWise Internet Agent from previous versions of the SMTP/MIME 
Gateway.

Table 72 Changes from SMTP/MIME Gateway

Feature Description

MIME Support Internet Agent now supports Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME). 
MIME allows users to send multimedia e-mail and international character sets. 
Internet Agent defaults to MIME format.

POP3 Server Support Internet Agent lets you download messages from your GroupWise 5.x system to 
a POP3 client such as a web browser's e-mail program or a Telnet application. 
GroupWise Internet Agent acts as the POP3 Server host, which provides a TCP 
connection between the user's GroupWise 5 post office and a POP3 client. This 
connection allows the user to retrieve and, through user ID login options or POP3 
commands, manage his or her e-mail in the POP3 client.

Multiple Threading This is a new feature in GroupWise Internet Agent, a GroupWise 5.x program. 
Multiple threading allows for more than one send or receive process to be 
running concurrently. You can configure the number of threads to enhance the 
speed and performance of Internet Agent. However, increasing the number of 
threads also uses more computer resources such as memory and CPU time.

Access Control The GroupWise administrator can now control message sizes as well as who can 
receive and send e-mail messages through Internet Agent. By creating a class 
of service which defines access to the various services of Internet Agent and 
assigning users to a Membership List, the system administrator can customize 
access privileges to fit the needs of the organization.

Undeliverable 
Messages Are Now 
Returned

If a message sent through Internet Agent to an Internet address is undeliverable, 
then the whole message will be returned to the sender as part of the 
undeliverable message. If the message becomes undeliverable within the 
GroupWise system, only the subject line will be returned.
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Preamble Files An administrator-configurable ASCII preamble file called PREAMBLE.TXT is 
installed in the Internet Agent root directory. It is included with any MIME multi-
part message prior to the boundaries. This file is displayed for any recipient who 
lacks a MIME-compliant mail reader. The PREAMBLE.ALL file is also installed. 
It contains the PREAMBLE.TXT text in various languages.

Multinational 
Character Set 
Support

As part of the MIME specifications, multi-national character sets can be used in 
the creation or interpretation of MIME mail messages. ISO-8859-x (x represents 
1 through 9) are supported. 

For example, if you compose a message using characters from the WordPerfect 
Cyrillic character set, Internet Agent uses the MIME Content-type charset 
parameter ISO-8859-5 (Latin/Cyrillic alphabet) in describing the message. When 
received by a MIME-compliant mail program (or another GroupWise Internet 
Agent system), the message is displayed in the proper character set.

Internet Agent also supports ISO-2022-JP, KR, and CH multi-byte character sets 
for use with Japanese, Korean and Chinese systems.

Smart Host Ability With Smart Host ability, Internet Agent can perform mail routing. It routes 
messages it receives that are supposed to be delivered to another destination 
host.

Automatic Shutdown The administrator can automatically shut down the Internet Agent program 
without having to use the exit keys on the operation screen. Automatic shutdown 
can be accomplished by sending a special e-mail message to Internet Agent or 
by using a SHUTDOWN file.

Language Support in 
Configuration Files

Many of the configuration files have been translated into languages other than 
English. You can delete any language portion that is not needed for your 
configuration without affecting Internet Agent.

Feature Description
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* GroupWise Web Access Guide

Before installing GroupWise® WebAccess, you should complete the plann
tasks listed below. The planning tasks provide concepts and information
need as you install and set up GroupWise WebAccess. 

You can use the worksheet at the end of this chapter to record your install
and setup information. If you print this chapter, the worksheet will be prin
with it.

� “GroupWise WebAccess Overview” on page 653

� “Review the GroupWise System Prerequisites” on page 656

� “Decide Where to Install the GroupWise WebAccess Modules” on pa
656

�  “Select the GroupWise WebAccess Domain” on page 661

�  “Select the Web Server's Default HTML File” on page 662

� “Decide Which Languages to Install” on page 662

� “Decide Whether to Install GroupWise WebPublisher” on page 663

�  “Establish the WebAccess Agent's Network Access” on page 667

GroupWise WebAccess Overview 

GroupWise WebAccess provides users with GroupWise functionality in th
Web browsers. To use GroupWise WebAccess, a user must have a Group
GroupWise Web Access Guide ���
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account and password. Authentication takes place when the user logs in 
GroupWise system through GroupWise WebAccess, as shown in this fig

Figure 40 GroupWise WebAcces Overview

GroupWise WebAccess requires an HTML 3-compatible Web browser. In
addition to sending and receiving mail and appointments, GroupWise 
WebAccess users can do the following:

� Search other GroupWise users’ calendars for free appointment times

� Search libraries for specific documents, view documents in HTML 
format, and download documents in their native format.

� Delete and un-delete messages.

� Attach files to messages.

� Create and delete folders.

� View shared folders.

� View query folders.

� Add users to and delete users from the personal address book. 
��� LogicSource for GroupWise
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GroupWise WebAccess also includes Java* applets and a Java Spell Ch
(server) that enable users who have Java-enabled Web browsers to do t
following:

� Spell check messages.

� Use Address Book to select multiple recipients at one time.

� View their monthly calendar.

� Schedule appointments through the Calendar day view.

� Send and view Internet locations.

� Print messages.

GroupWise WebPublisher: GroupWise WebPublisher, an extension to 
GroupWise WebAccess, lets GroupWise users publish documents from a
GroupWise library to the Web. 

Non-GroupWise users can then view the published documents in their W
browsers without logging in and authenticating to the GroupWise system
view GroupWise documents, a Web user only needs to know the location
(URL) of your GroupWise WebPublisher page.

Figure 41 GroupWise WebPublisher

For a document to be viewed by a GroupWise WebPublisher user, it mus
located in a published library and shared with GroupWise WebPublisher u
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Administrator-level security lets you control which libraries are published
User-level security lets individual GroupWise users decide which of their
documents in a published library are actually shared with GroupWise 
WebPublisher users.

For example, if you have a Marketing library for marketing collateral and
Accounting library for financial documents, you could publish the Marketi
library but not the Accounting library. Authors of documents stored in the
Marketing library would then determine whether or not their documents a
shared with GroupWise WebPublisher users.

Review the GroupWise System Prerequisites

Your GroupWise system must meet the following requirements:

� It must consist of at least one domain and one post office.

� The domain in which you install GroupWise WebAccess must be runn
the GroupWise version 5.5 agents. 

� Any post offices that contain users who will use GroupWise WebAcc
must be version 5.5. GroupWise 5.5 WebAccess cannot access pre-
post offices.

Decide Where to Install the GroupWise WebAccess 
Modules

GroupWise WebAccess consists of two modules: the GroupWise WebAc
CGI Extension and the GroupWise WebAccess Agent. These modules w
in conjunction with users’ Web browsers, a CGI-compatible Web Server, 
the GroupWise system, as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 42 GroupWise WebAccess Modules

1. A GroupWise WebAccess or WebPublisher user makes a request to
Web server.

2. The Web server passes the request to the WebAccess CGI Extensio

3. The WebAccess CGI Extension encrypts the request and passes it t
GroupWise WebAccess Agent.

4. The WebAccess Agent converts the request from HTML format to 
GroupWise format and retrieves the requested information from the 
appropriate post office.

5. The WebAccess Agent converts the information to HTML, encrypts i
and returns the information to the WebAccess CGI Extension.

6. The WebAccess CGI Extension merges the information into the mail
HTML template and updates the mailbox page in the user's browser
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For example, when a user clicks the GroupWise mailbox button in his or 
Web browser, the WebAccess CGI Extension receives a request to list th
user's mailbox messages. The WebAccess CGI Extension encrypts the re
and passes it to the GroupWise WebAccess Agent. The WebAccess Age
converts the request from HTML format to the GroupWise format, and th
accesses the user's post office to compile the message list. 

The WebAccess Agent returns the message list to the WebAccess CGI 
Extension, which merges the message list into the mailbox HTML templa
and updates the user's mailbox page.

The Novell® Collexion Java Spell Checker is an optional component tha
installed with the WebAccess CGI Extension module. The Java Spell Che
enables WebAccess users to spell check their messages before sending

GroupWise WebAccess Configurations

The primary configuration for GroupWise WebAccess involves two server
Web server for the GroupWise WebAccess CGI Extension and Java Spe
Checker, and a network server for the GroupWise WebAccess Agent. Th
two-server configuration can support enhanced data security by means o
firewall located between the two servers. The following figure shows this
configuration.
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Figure 43 GroupWise WebAccess Configuration

The WebAccess Agent can be on the same server as the domain director
post office directory, or it can be on a completely different server.

If GroupWise WebAccess is used on an intranet only or if security is not 
concern, you can use a one-server configuration, as shown in the figure b
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Figure 44 One Server Configuration

The one-server configuration requires a NetWare® server or a Windows N
server. You cannot use a UNIX* server in a one-server configuration beca
the WebAccess Agent is available for NetWare and Windows NT only. 

WebAccess A gent Requirements

The WebAccess Agent is available as a NetWare NLM or a Windows NT
executable. It must be run on a network server that meets the following 
requirements:

Table 73 WebAccess Agent Requirements

Item Requirement 

Network Operating 
System

Novell NetWare 4.11 or later; Microsoft* Windows NT 4.0 or later

Processor 80486/66 DX (minimum)

Refer to your network operating system documentation for recommendations.

TCP/IP Required for communication with the WebAccess CGI Extension. With NetWare, 
use TCPIP.NLM version 4.0.
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WebAccess CGI Extension Requirements

The WebAccess CGI Extension is supported on the following Web serve

� Novell Web Server 3.1

� Netscape Enterprise Server for NetWare

� Netscape Fast Track Server for Windows NT

� Netscape Enterprise Server for Windows NT

� Microsoft Internet Information Server 2.0 or higher

� Netscape Fast Track Server for UNIX Solaris*

� Netscape Enterprise Server for UNIX Solaris

� Apache Web Server

If you use a UNIX Solaris server, make sure you have installed the lates
recommended patch bundle.

The Java Spell Checker, which is installed as part of the WebAccess CG
Extension module, requires a Java Virtual Machine.

Select the GroupWise WebAccess Domain

When you start the GroupWise WebAccess Agent, it retrieves configurat
information from the GroupWise domain database. If you have a multiple
domain system, you need to decide which domain you want the WebAcc
Agent to access. The WebAccess Agent requires direct access (UNC pa
mapped drive) to the domain directory.

RAM 32 MB or more

Disk Space 200 MB or more

Item Requirement 
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WebAccess Agent Directory: The Install program creates a 
WPGATE\gateway directory in the domain directory you choose for the 
WebAccess domain. This gateway subdirectory contains the WebAccess 
administration files, message processing directories, work directories, an
file directories. Using the default directory name, the Install program wou
create the domain\WPGATE\WEBACC55 directory.

WebAccess Name: After you install the WebAccess files, you use NetWar
Administrator to create a WebAccess object in NDS. The WebAccess ob
enables you to configure and manage the WebAccess Agent and WebAc
CGI Extension.

You can give the WebAccess object any name that fits the naming schem
established for your GroupWise system. The name is displayed only in 
NetWare Administrator and in the WebAccess Agent's operation screen.
GroupWise users never see the name.

WebAccess Alias Type: In addition to a name, you need to provide an alia
type. The alias type is used for message routing within the GroupWise sy
and can be the same as the WebAccess name. 

Select the Web Server's Default HTML File

The Install program copies the GroupWise WebAccess page to the Web 
Server's root directory. You can have this file replace the Web Server's cu
default HTML file, or you can retain your current file and create a link to t
WebAccess page.

If you use the WebAccess page as the default HTML file, the Install progr
renames the current default page to file.001 (for example, DEFAULT.001, 
INDEX.001, or index.001).

If you retain your current default HTML file, the Install program copies th
WebAccess page (INDEX.HTM) to the Web Server's root directory. You ne
to add a link from your default file to the WebAccess page.

Decide Which Languages to Install

If you have users who need to use different languages, you can install mu
languages, provided you have a multilingual version of GroupWise 
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WebAccess. When you install multiple languages, the GroupWise WebAc
page displays the available languages. Users then select the language t
want.

Decide Whether to Install GroupWise WebPublisher

GroupWise WebPublisher, an extension to GroupWise WebAccess, lets 
GroupWise users publish library documents to the Web.  Non-GroupWis
users can then view the documents in their Web browsers without loggin
to GroupWise and authenticating to the GroupWise system. 

To use GroupWise WebPublisher to view a GroupWise document, a Web
only needs to know the location (URL) of your GroupWise WebAccess pa

Figure 45 Using GroupWise WebPublisher

To provide document security, GroupWise WebPublisher users can only v
documents stored in published libraries. You control which libraries are 
published. In addition, the author of a document in a published library mu
share it with GroupWise WebPublisher users before they can view it.

GroupWise Account

GroupWise WebPublisher requires a GroupWise account on a post office.
GroupWise WebPublisher account serves two purposes:
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� GroupWise users publish documents by sharing them with the 
GroupWise WebPublisher account.

� The WebAccess Agent logs in to GroupWise through the GroupWise
WebPublisher account. This lets the WebAccess Agent know which 
documents have been shared with the GroupWise WebPublisher acc
It can then retrieve requested documents from the appropriate librar

The best way to provide a GroupWise account for GroupWise WebPublis
is to first create an NDS user account for the WebAccess Agent and then
assign a GroupWise account to it. 

More than likely, the WebAccess Agent will also need the NDS user acco
to provide access to the domain directory and maybe the post office 
directories.

General User Access

When sharing a document, the author can give access to specific users 
general users. For example, if a document's author sets the General Use
Access to View and Edit, all GroupWise users with access to the library c
view and edit the document. The following screen shows this setting in th
GroupWise client for Windows 95/NT.
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By default, General User Access does not apply to GroupWise WebPubli
users. However, you can configure GroupWise WebPublisher so that Ge
User Access does apply. If you do, GroupWise WebPublisher users will b
able to view documents that have General User Access set to View, prov
the documents are in a published library.

Libraries to Publish

To provide security for your documents, you can select which libraries to
publish. GroupWise WebPublisher users can only view documents in 
published libraries. 

In addition, even if a document is stored in a published library, the docume
author must share the document with the GroupWise WebPublisher user
give it General User Access as described above) before GroupWise 
WebPublisher users can view it.
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For example, if you have a Marketing library for marketing collateral and
Accounting library for financial documents, you could publish the Marketi
library but not the Accounting library. 

Authors of documents stored in the Marketing library would then determi
whether or not their documents are shared with GroupWise WebPublishe
users.

If the names of some of your libraries do not make sense to Web users o
you do not want users to know the actual library name, you can change 
Web display name of any published library. For example, you could chan
your PO3-MARKETLIB library to Marketing Collateral.

Disk Cache

When a GroupWise WebPublisher user requests a document, the WebA
Agent retrieves the document from the library, renders it to HTML, display
to the GroupWise WebPublisher user, and then saves it to a disk cache on
network. If the document is requested again, the cached version is used

By default, the cache directory is created on the WebAccess Agent's serve
reduce network traffic and optimize access time, you should leave the ca
directory on the WebAccess Agent's server if possible.

If the server cannot support the cache directory, select another location t
will maximize access speed and minimize network traffic.

The default size for the cache directory is 100 MB. A larger cache size sp
up user access to the documents but requires more disk space. The WebA
Agent will not use more disk space than you specify. 

If cache does not have room for a newly rendered document, the least rec
requested document is removed from the cache to make room for the ne
document.

If changes occur to the original documents, the WebAccess Agent update
cached documents. By default, the WebAccess Agent checks for change
every 20 seconds.
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Establish the WebAccess Agent's Network Access 

The WebAccess Agent sends information to and retrieves information fro
the GroupWise system. To perform these functions, the WebAccess Age
requires network access to the following locations:

� The domain directory

� All post offices with WebAccess users or libraries

� The Web Server running the WebAccess CGI Extension

The following figure illustrates the locations to which the WebAccess Age
requires access.

Figure 46 WebAccess Agent Locations
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Domain Access

The WebAccess Agent requires a direct network connection (UNC path o
mapped drive) to the domain directory. You need to create a network acc
that will provide the WebAccess Agent with the access rights listed unde
“Summary of Network Access” on page 669.

Post Office Access

The WebAccess Agent requires access to a post office if the post office 
contains users who will use WebAccess or if the post office has libraries 
WebAccess or WebPublisher users will want to view. 

The WebAccess Agent can access post offices directly (UNC path or map
drive) or through the client/server (TCP/IP). By default, the WebAccess Ag
uses whichever access mode is available, first trying client/server access
then direct access. 

Client/Server Access Mode: By default, the WebAccess Agent is configure
to look for the GroupWise Name Server in DNS. The GroupWise Name 
Server is a Post Office Agent whose IP address has been associated wit
host name "ngwnameserver" in DNS. The WebAccess Agent connects to th
POA defined as the GroupWise Name Server, learns the IP address of the
to which it wants to connect, and then connects to that POA.

If you haven't created a GroupWise Name Server in DNS but still want to
client/server access, you must modify the link information for each post of
to include the IP address of its POA, or you must create a GroupWise Na
Server.

Important: Document Management Services requires the WebAccess Age
access post offices in client/server mode. If you have WebAccess users 
WebPublisher users who want to view library documents, the WebAcces
Agent must use client/server access.

Direct Access Mode: With direct access, the WebAccess Agent uses the p
office's UNC path as defined in the domain database. If necessary, you c
modify the post office information to include a mapped drive rather than 
UNC path. If you use direct access, you need to make sure the WebAcce
Agent has the access rights to the post office directory listed under “Summary 
of Network Access” on page 669.
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The Windows NT WebAccess Agent can use one or more network accoun
provide direct access to the domain directory and the post office director
You use the account (or accounts) to log in from the Windows NT server

For example, you could use one network account to log in to the server w
the domain directory resides. If you have decided to give the WebAccess
Agent direct access to the post offices, you could have the WebAccess A
use this same network account to log in to servers where the post office 
directories reside, or you could use multiple network accounts to provide
required access.

The NetWare NLM WebAccess Agent can also use one or more network
accounts to provide access to the domain directory and the post office 
directories. Each account must have the same user ID and password. Th
Install program writes the user ID and password to the WebAccess Agen
start-up file (STRTWEB5.NCF). This is the only user ID and password th
NLM WebAccess Agent uses when logging in to NDS or another networ
server.

Web Server Access

The WebAccess Agent must be able to communicate with the Web Serv
through TCP/IP. The WebAccess CGI Extension, located on the Web Se
initiates communication with the WebAccess Agent, which means you ne
to supply the WebAccess CGI Extension with the IP address of the WebAc
Agent's server. 

After the WebAccess CGI Extension initiates communication, it passes th
Web Server's IP address and port number to the WebAccess Agent so th
WebAccess Agent can send information back to the WebAccess CGI 
Extension.

Summary of Network Access

The following table summarizes the access required by the WebAccess A
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Table 74 Access Required by the WebAccess Agent

Worksheet

The following worksheet is divided into three sections: Installation, 
GroupWise WebAccess Setup, and GroupWise WebPublisher Setup. Th
Installation section includes all information you are prompted for as you 
install the GroupWise WebAccess and GroupWise WebPublisher files. T
GroupWise WebAccess Setup and GroupWise WebPublisher sections inc
the information you need as you set up GroupWise WebAccess and 
GroupWise WebPublisher through NetWare Administrator.

Location Access Mode Directory Rights Required for 
Direct Access

Domain Direct access to the domain directory Read, Write, Create, Erase, 
Modify, File Scan (NetWare) 

or

Full Control (Windows NT)

Post office Direct access to the post office directory

or

Client/server access (TCP/IP) through the POA

Important: Document Management Services 
requires the WebAccess Agent to access post 
offices in client/server mode (TCP/IP). If you have 
WebAccess users or WebPublisher users who will 
want to view library documents, you need to use 
client/server.

Read, Write, Create, Erase, 
Modify, File Scan (NetWare)

or

Full Control (Windows NT)

Web Server TCP/IP Not applicable
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Table 75 Installation Tabel, items 1-12

Item Explanation

1) Modules to install:

� WebAccess CGI 
Extension

� WebAccess Agent

Select the modules you want to install. Each module must be installed for 
WebAccess to function. However, you don't have to install both modules at the 
same time. 

2) WebAccess CGI 
Extension destination:

� NetWare

� Netscape Web Server 
for NetWare

� Windows NT

� UNIX Solaris

Web Server path:

The Install program prompts you for items 3 through 6 only if you are installing 
the WebAccess CGI Extension module. 

Select the server platform on which your Web Server is running.

Specify the directory path to the Web Server's root directory. The Install 
program installs the WebAccess CGI Extension (and associated HTML 
template files and Java applets) to directories under the root directory. Use a 
UNC path or specify a mapped drive from the perspective of the installation 
workstation.

For Windows NT Web Servers, specify the path to WWWROOT.

3) Default HTML file:

� GroupWise 
WebAccess page

� Current page 

Specify whether or not you want the GroupWise WebAccess page to replace 
the Web Server’s default HTML file.

4) WebAccess 
languages:

Specify the languages you want to install. 

5) WebAccess default 
language:

This item applies only if you selected multiple languages to install.

The default language determines the language for the initial WebAccess 
page.

6) WebAccess Agent 
destination:

� NetWare

� Windows NT

WebAccess Agent path:

The Install program prompts you for items 6 through 11 only if you are 
installing the GroupWise WebAccess Agent module.

Select the type of server on which you'll run the WebAccess Agent.

Specify the directory path where you want the WebAccess Agent files 
installed. For NetWare, specify a directory on the NetWare server; the default 
directory is SYS:\SYSTEM. For Windows NT, specify any directory on the 
Windows NT server; the default is C:\WEBACC. Use a UNC path or specify a 
mapped drive from the perspective of the installation workstation.
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Table 76 GroupWise WebAccess Setup, items 13-16

7) GroupWise domain 
path: 

Specify the directory path for the GroupWise WebAccess domain. This is the 
domain the WebAccess Agent accesses when it starts. Use a UNC path or 
specify a mapped drive from the perspective of the installation workstation. 

8) GroupWise 
WebAccess Agent 
directory: 

� WEBACC55 (default)

� Other

Specify the name of the directory for the GroupWise WebAccess Agent 
administration files and message processing directories. This directory is 
created in the domain\WPGATE directory, where domain is the domain you 
specified under item 7. The default directory is WEBACC5. The directory 
name cannot exceed 8 characters. Use a UNC path or specify a mapped drive 
from the perspective of the installation workstation. 

9) Network user ID: 

Network password:

The WebAccess Agent requires direct access (UNC path or mapped drive) to 
the domain directory (item 8). In addition, it requires either direct access or 
client/server access (TCP/IP) to each post office with GroupWise WebAccess 
users or libraries. Specify a network user ID and password that provides direct 
access to all the appropriate servers.

The user ID and password are used only by the NLM WebAccess Agent. The 
NT WebAccess Agent gains its network access through the user logged in at 
the NT machine.

10) Java Virtual Machine 
path:

If you plan to enable the Java Spell Checker, you must specify the path for the 
Java Virtual Machine. Use a UNC path or specify a mapped drive from the 
perspective of the Web server.

11) Install GroupWise 
WebPublisher:

� Yes

� No

GroupWise WebPublisher lets GroupWise users publish library documents to 
the Web so that users who don't have a GroupWise account can view the 
documents in their Web browser.

12) GroupWise 
WebPublisher 
languages:

Specify the languages you want to install. 

Item Explanation

13) Gateway name: Specify a name for the GroupWise WebAccess object you create in NDS. For 
example, you could use WebAccess. 

14) Gateway alias type: Specify a name to be used as the gateway alias type for GroupWise 
WebAccess. This can be the same name as the gateway name (item 13).

Item Explanation
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Table 77 GroupWise WebPublisher Setup, items 17-22

15) WebAccess Agent's 
IP address:

Specify the IP address of the server running the GroupWise WebAccess 
Agent. The WebAccess CGI Extension uses this IP address to initiate 
communication with the WebAccess Agent. 

16) Post office links This item applies only if the WebAccess Agent uses client/server access 
(TCP/IP) to post offices and you are not using a GroupWise Name Server. 

Specify the name of each post office and the IP address of the POA that 
services it.

Item Explanation

17) NDS user account: 

� Login name:

� Last name:

� Given name:

You must create an NDS user account for GroupWise WebPublisher. Enter a 
login name, last name, and given name for the user.

18) GroupWise account:

� Post office: 

� Mailbox ID:

� Password:

The GroupWise WebPublisher NDS user (item 17) must be given a 
GroupWise account. Enter the post office where you want the account 
located, a mailbox ID for the account (the default is the NDS login name), and 
a password for the account.

19) Publish documents 
given General User 
Access:

� Yes

� No

Specify whether or not GroupWise WebPublisher users can view documents 
assigned General User Access.

20) Libraries to publish: List the libraries from which documents can be published. Publishing a library 
enables authors to share the library's documents with GroupWise 
WebPublisher users. Un-shared documents in the library remain inaccessible 
to GroupWise WebPublisher users.

GroupWise WebPublisher users cannot view documents stored in libraries 
that are not published, even if the author has shared the document with 
GroupWise WebPublisher users.

Item Explanation
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21) Web display names 
for libraries:

Every GroupWise library has a name by which it appears to users in your 
GroupWise system. For published libraries, you can specify a different 
GroupWise WebPublisher display name. For example, you may want a 
Marketing library that is called PO3-MARKETLIB to be displayed as Marketing 
Collateral in GroupWise WebPublisher. 

22) Disk cache:

� Size:

� Sync interval:

�  Path:

Specify the amount of disk space the GroupWise WebAccess Agent can use 
to cache documents it has rendered to HTML (the default is 100 MB).

For the sync interval, specify how often the WebAccess Agent should 
compare the cached documents with the original documents to see if the 
original documents have changed (the default is every 20 seconds). If the 
originals have changed, the cached HTML document is updated.

For the path, specify the path to the cache directory. The default directory is 
C:\GROUPWISE\CACHE or SYS:\SYSTEM\CACHE on the WebAccess 
Agent's server.

Item Explanation
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Glossary

access mode
The method by which the GroupWise® client accesses the post office. S
also client/server access mode and direct access mode.

address
The unique identifier used to specify a location. For instance, each GroupW
user has an address that consists of the domain name, the user's post o
name, and the user's GroupWise user ID (domain.po.userID).

Administration Agent (ADA)
In GroupWise 5, 5.1, and 5.2, the program that updated domain and post o
databases, replicated updates throughout the GroupWise system, and 
synchronized user information with NDS. For GroupWise 5.5, these functi
have been assumed by the Message Transfer Agent (MTA) and the Post O
Agent (POA).

administrative message
A request to update one or more GroupWise databases. For example, if 
administrator adds a user to a post office, that user information is replica
throughout the GroupWise system by an administrative message.

administrator
Person responsible for managing GroupWise objects, including users, 
domains, post offices, agents, gateways, resources, distribution lists, an
libraries.

agents
GroupWise programs responsible for message transfer and delivery 
throughout the GroupWise system. See also Message Transfer Agent (M
and Post Office Agent (POA).
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alias
A substitute name assigned to a name from a foreign e-mail system, bec
the original name is too long, contains illegal characters, or duplicates an
existing name. An alias can be used to route messages from non-Group
systems or to make other GroupWise operations possible, such as excha
directories or importing non-GroupWise users into the GroupWise Addre
Book.

archive set
A group of documents in an archive directory.

binary large object (blob)
The database structures where documents are stored, such as on a larg
capacity hard disk accessible to the Post Office Agent (POA). A documen
versions, and related objects are stored in one blob. Blobs are both compr
and encrypted.

client
The GroupWise program run by the user. The client program is the user 
interface for the GroupWise system. It lets users view their mailboxes, man
documents, schedule personal and group appointments, and send and r
messages.

client/server access mode
The post office access mode where the GroupWise client requests servi
from the Post Office Agent (POA) by way of a TCP/IP link.

dataset
A term from SoftSolutions® document management. The equivalent of a
GroupWise library.

delivery report
A Message Transfer Agent (MTA) message that logs responses to user 
messages. It indicates the delivery status of the message.

direct access mode
The post office access mode where the GroupWise client can write direct
users' mailboxes. Direct access requires login rights to the server where
post office is located.

direct link
A domain linking method in which the source domain transfers a messag
directly to the destination domain rather than routing the message throug
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other domains. A direct link requires the source domain's MTA to have a d
connection (mapped drive or UNC path) to the destination domain's direc
or a TCP/IP connection to the destination domain's MTA. See also link, 
indirect link.

directory exchange
A GroupWise gateway process used to automatically exchange an entire
directory (GroupWise database) with an external foreign directory. Direct
exchanges represent a mass exchange of everything in the directory at a
time.

directory synchronization
A GroupWise gateway process of automatically propagating changes in 
local directory (GroupWise database) to remote or external foreign 
directories. Directory update messages represent a single event, such a
addition, deletion, or modification to a directory object such as a user, 
resource, or group.

distribution list
A set of users, resources, and nicknames specified as message recipien
the GroupWise client, a distribution list is referred to as a group.

document life
A document property, such as archive or delete, that is associated with a
limit.

Document Management Services (DMS)
A GroupWise feature that allows users to create, locate, edit, view, and c
out documents. You can create a document with an application, save it in
GroupWise library, and easily locate it later without knowing the applicatio
a specific document name, or the document's physical location.

document property
Information such as document type, document version, retention time, a
disposition, which is associated with a document created under Docume
Management Services (DMS). The information is used to locate and man
documents.

document type
A required document property that determines a document’s maximum 
number of versions, its retention time, and its disposition (retain, delete, 
archive).
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domain
A grouping of one or more post offices. A domain serves two main purpo
(1) It organizes post offices into a logical group for addressing and routin
purposes within the GroupWise system. (2) Through NDS, it serves as th
main administration unit for the GroupWise system. See also external dom
foreign domain, primary domain, secondary domain.

domain database
A database located in the domain directory for each domain. The domain
database contains information about all domains, post offices, gateways
users, resources, and so forth that are defined in the GroupWise system
Message Transfer Agent (MTA) uses information from the domain datab
to properly route messages through the system. NetWare® Administrato
manages the information in the database. In a multiple-domain system, a
domain databases are synchronized. When changes are made to the 
information in one database, the MTA replicates the changes to all other
domain databases in the system.

domain directory
The directory that serves as a central data repository for the domain. It 
contains the domain database, message queue directories, and dictionary
which are used to create and rebuild domain, post office, and client datab

external domain
A primary or secondary domain in another GroupWise system that is def
in the local GroupWise system. An external domain provides the local sys
with information needed to route messages to users in the external doma
See also domain, foreign domain, primary domain, secondary domain.

external entity
An object created in NDS for the sole purpose of giving a non-NDS user
account on a GroupWise post office. The external entity appears in the 
GroupWise Address Book for addressing purposes and in the NDS tree 
GroupWise administrative purposes, but has no other function.

external object
An object such as an external domain, foreign domain, non-NDS domain
external post office, or an external user, which does not physically exist in
GroupWise system. You do not have direct control over external objects,
you can establish links to them.

external post office
A post office in an external domain.
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external system synchronization
A process run on a local GroupWise system to update the directory 
(GroupWise database) information for another GroupWise system that is
connected by an external link.

external user
A user from another GroupWise system who has been defined in your 
GroupWise system so that he or she will appear in your GroupWise Add
Book. External users must be defined under external post offices or gatew
In addition, because external users are not added to NDS, they can only
created, viewed, and managed through the GroupWise View in NetWare
Administrator.

facility
In GroupWise, the database in each domain and post office, along with t
specific agent thread that services it.

foreign domain
A non-GroupWise mail system. A foreign domain does not physically exis
your system; it simply represents the non-GroupWise system for address
and routing purposes. See also domain, external domain, primary doma
secondary domain.

gateway
A mechanism for transferring messages from your local GroupWise syste
another GroupWise system, or for converting and transferring messages
non-GroupWise e-mail system.

gateway alias type
A GroupWise gateway property that uniquely identifies the gateway with
name that can be used in combination with an alias. This combination ca
associated with a GroupWise user or post office (either native GroupWis
external). Then, when incoming items from non-GroupWise systems arri
(such as user IDs, directories, or messages), GroupWise can accommod
them and route them to the GroupWise objects that have been prepared
the alias property.

gateway link
Establishes a logical connection between a primary domain or secondar
domain and an external domain or foreign domain. GroupWise uses this
connection for exchanging information (such as messages or Address B
data) between objects in its native domains and objects in the external o
foreign domains. See also link.
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gateway type
The product name of the GroupWise gateway you are creating. This nam
identifies the product-specific DLL that launches from the \PUBLIC 
directory. This DLL enables further, more specific configuration of the 
gateway (or similar GroupWare product) being created in NDS.

grafting
The process of creating GroupWise objects in an NDS tree either during
migration or while creating the GroupWise objects in another NDS tree.

group
See distribution list.

GroupWise Administrator
The set of program files (DLLs) that are installed under NetWare 
Administrator to let you administer GroupWise.

GroupWise object
See object.

GroupWise Remote
The mode in which the GroupWise client connects to a mailbox on the us
workstation rather than a mailbox in the user's post office. Messages are
transferred between the user's GroupWise Remote mailbox and master 
mailbox (the mailbox in the post office) via a direct network connection, a
phone connection, or an X.25 connection.

GroupWise View
In NetWare Administrator, the GroupWise View displays GroupWise obje
in relationship to each other. It is the only place where external objects ca
created and maintained.

guardian database
The master database that stores internal GroupWise data vital to the 
functioning of a GroupWise post office, including a catalog of all user 
databases, message databases, and document management databases
as data dictionary information describing the fields, indexes, and other 
database objects used in those databases.

hold directory
(1) A directory that holds messages or attachments for domains, post off
or gateways that are currently closed. (2) A temporary directory used to 
archive or "hold" a GroupWise domain database during a merge process
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hub
The GroupWise configuration in which all messages pass through a cen
domain. Specifically, a GroupWise public hub is a GroupWise system tha
routes messages between subscriber GroupWise systems without the 
administrative overhead of setting up an external domain for each GroupW
system.

inbound link
A link that defines how another domain connects to the local domain. 
Incoming messages to the local domain are routed according to the inbo
link information for the local domain. See also link, outbound link.

indirect link
A link from one domain to another through a third domain. See also link,
direct link.

library
A GroupWise Document Management Services (DMS) document reposi

library rights
Access rights that determine a Document Management Services (DMS) u
level of access to DMS features and libraries. These rights include add, 
change, delete, view, designate official version, and reset in use flag. 
Administrators can control access by denying specific rights for individua
users or groups of users.

link
The information required to route messages from one domain, post office
gateway to another in a GroupWise system. Default links are created 
automatically when domains, post offices, and gateways are created. Link
modified with the Link Configuration tool. See also direct link, inbound lin
indirect link, gateway link, outbound link.

lookup table
The place where document property values are defined. In the client inter
a lookup table pops up to display the possible entries for a field.

mailbox
A user's database on the post office. The mailbox contains the user's se
information, personal groups, and rules. It also contains references (poin
to the user's messages in the message databases.
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message
A collective term for mail and phone messages, appointments, tasks, no
workflow steps, and other custom message types in GroupWise.

message database
The database in which messages are stored. Each post office directory h
OFMSG directory that contains the message databases. The message 
databases are named MSGxx.DB where xx is a number from 0 to 24 generate
by the GroupWise system.

Message Transfer Agent (MTA)
The GroupWise program that routes messages between post offices, dom
and gateways; updates domain databases; replicates updates throughou
GroupWise system; synchronizes user information with NDS; and perfor
other domain-related tasks.

name server
A DNS entry for a Post Office Agent (POA). The name server identifies t
IP address of one of the POAs in the GroupWise system. This enables th
GroupWise client to connect through TCP/IP to the name server POA with
the user needing to know the IP address of the POA. Once the GroupWi
client is connected, the name server POA then tells the GroupWise clien
IP address of the POA that is servicing the user's post office. The GroupW
client then logs in to that POA. There can be a primary name server and
backup name server. The DNS host name for the primary name server mu
NGWNAMESERVER. The DNS host name for the backup name server m
be NGWNAMESERVER2.

NDS user synchronization
The process of ensuring that user information stored in GroupWise datab
matches corresponding user information stored in NDS, even if NDS use
information is changed in NetWare Administrator without GroupWise 
Administrator being installed.

nickname
An optional ID for a user, resource, or group. A nickname can be used to
shorten a lengthy address, to control object visibility, or to identify a user 
role instead of as an individual.

non-NDS domain
A domain created in GroupWise View without creating a domain object in
NDS. Because the domain is not associated with an NDS tree, it can the
grafted to any NDS tree.
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object
An entity defined in the NDS database. Each object consists of properties
the values for the properties. There are three general categories of NDS
objects: container objects, leaf objects, and root objects. Container objec
include the organization and organizational unit. Leaf objects contain 
information about actual network entities such as users and devices. A r
object is created during installation as the parent directory for any other 
objects. NDS provides administration for GroupWise objects, including 
distribution lists, domains, post offices, external domains, external post 
offices, external entities, libraries, resources, gateways, the Message Tra
Agent (MTA), and the Post Office Agent (POA).

orphan
An orphan is (1) a GroupWise message that has been deleted by all use
still exists in the message database, or (2) a file in the attachment director
is not referenced by any messages.

outbound link
A link that defines how the local domain connects to another domain. 
Outgoing messages sent to the other domain are routed according to the
outbound link information for the local domain. See also inbound link, lin

owner (resource)
The user responsible for accepting or declining scheduling requests for a
resource.

polling interval
How often Notify will check for new messages and appointments.

post office
Conceptually, a post office contains mailboxes for a set of network users.
users on the post office send and receive messages through their mailbo
Physically, a post office is a directory structure on a network server. The 
directory structure contains subdirectories and databases that store mes
and the information used to distribute the messages.

Post Office Agent (POA)
The GroupWise program that delivers messages to users' mailboxes, con
users to their post offices in client/server access mode, updates post offi
databases, indexes messages and documents, and performs other post
related tasks.
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post office database
The database (WPHOST.DB) that contains information that the Post Offi
Agent (POA) and GroupWise client need to address and route message
between users in the GroupWise system. Whenever GroupWise informati
added or modified in NDS, the post office database is updated with the n
information.

post office directory
The directory you specify (when creating a post office) as the directory in
which you want the post office database created. This directory serves a
root directory for the post office directory structure.

primary domain
The domain that distributes user data updates to all secondary domains 
system and is used to rebuild any secondary domain database.

profile
A term from SoftSolutions document management. The equivalent of 
GroupWise document properties.

pull directory
Also known as the "transfer pull directory." A location in the sending dom
where the Message Transfer Agent (MTA) in the receiving domain can p
up messages (that is, "pull" them from the sending domain). It represent
only configuration where an MTA processes messages from outside its o
domain directory structure.

resource
An item or a place, such as a computer, overhead projector, company ve
or conference room, that users can schedule. Each resource has an own
accepts or rejects requests for the resource.

resource ID
The ID that defines a resource in the GroupWise system. The resource ID 
be unique among all objects (other resource IDs, group names, user IDs
nicknames) on the same post office.

resource owner
See owner (resource).

resource type
An identification of the resource as a generic resource or as a place.
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scheduled event
A method of performing common maintenance activities on a recurring ba
Post Office Agent (POA) scheduled events include database maintenanc
disk space monitoring. Message Transfer Agent (MTA) scheduled events
include NDS user synchronization.

secondary domain
Any domain in the GroupWise system other than the primary domain. 
Secondary domains participate in directory synchronization with other 
domains in the GroupWise system; that is, all information entered in a 
secondary domain or primary domain is distributed to all other secondar
domains in the system. See also domain, external domain, foreign doma
primary domain.

service request
A service request initiates an action. For example, a Busy Search produ
service request for the Post Office Agent (POA); a directory synchroniza
request produces a service request for the Message Transfer Agent (MT

software distribution directory
The directory containing files that you need to access from various locat
as you build or update your GroupWise system. Users also need access 
directory to install the GroupWise client.

status message
Messages informing senders about what happens to their messages. St
messages include Delivered, Opened, Replied, Deleted, and Retracted.

user (GroupWise) 
A user object in NDS that has been given a GroupWise account. A user 
receive messages from and send messages to other users and act as a r
owner or GroupWise administrator.

user ID
The ID that defines the GroupWise user in NDS. It is used by the GroupW
system to deliver messages to the user and must be unique among othe
IDs, group names, resource IDs, and nicknames on the same post office

user message
A GroupWise e-mail or phone message, or an appointment, task, or note
user message is anything that users exchange with each other.
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